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ABSTRACT

This research concerns the structural and discourse related properties of cleft con-
structions found in spoken New Zealand English. In particular, the main analysis
focuses on one cleft type, namely on the demonstrative cleft; examples include (a)
That’s what I had in mind and (b) That’s what I thought. The demonstrative cleft
has received little attention in the literature, and this is reflected in its inconsistent
classification (some believe it to be a reversed wh-cleft, others classify it together
with it-clefts, and others still use the label ‘th-cleft’).

The current work investigates the clefts exemplified in (a) and (b), in terms
of 23 different structural and discourse related properties. These properties were
identified by consulting existing literature on clefts, and data from the Wellington
Corpus of Spoken New Zealand English (about 200,000 words of spontaneous con-
versation). Additionally, the same excerpts of conversation were also examined for
it-clefts, wh-clefts and reversed wh-clefts, whose most significant properties in spo-
ken language are also related here. The data were tagged manually for the various
cleft constructions investigated, and difficult examples were cross-checked by and
discussed with other linguists.

The thesis consists of three introductory chapters (Chapters 1, 2 and 3),
which introduce the data investigated and the constructions analysed. Chapter
4 presents the analysis of the demonstrative cleft. Following this, peripheral and
problematic demonstrative clefts, that is, clefts which deviate from the prototypical
demonstrative cleft model are discussed in Chapter 5. Finally, Chapter 6 deals with
other cleft types in English, namely it-clefts, wh-clefts and reversed wh-clefts, and
their most significant properties in spoken language. The thesis concludes with a
summary chapter (Chapter 7).

One innovative aspect of the research concerns the fact that in spoken lan-
guage, clefts can be “un-integrated” or loosely integrated inside the syntactic struc-
ture which they are part of, while still being tightly connected within the discourse
portion in which they are found, e.g.,That’s what you have to do when moving
into a new house is nest, and That is what the government wants you to do is to
vote Labour (termed here double cleft construction). Double clefts are discussed in
Chapter 4. The corpus also contains un-integrated wh-clefts, such as What I want
to do is I want to study clefts, treated in Chapter 5. Previous studies suggest that
in spoken language, the distinction between the syntax of clauses and the overall
organisation of discourse is not always clear; clauses which do not appear to be
syntactically subordinate may nonetheless be subordinate in terms of the discourse
role they play. This is problematic for existing syntactic theories which rely on
tightly integrated structures. An adequate analysis of un-integrated constructions,
in terms of their syntax and discourse function will be of interest both to theoretical
syntax and to computational linguistics.

The research contributes to existing knowledge of the grammatical construc-
tions used by speakers of New Zealand English and English worldwide. Given the
significant differences between the grammar of spoken language and that of written
language, this work helps increase understanding of spoken language and of what
it means to be a ‘speaker’.
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Chapter

1

Introduction

The current study is concerned with the organisation of grammar in spontaneous spo-

ken English. More specifically, it investigates the presence and nature of hierarchical

relations within this linguistic medium, by looking at a particular construction which

encompasses the notion of subordination, namely the cleft.

1.1 Starting questions

Current literature concerned with the divide between spoken and written language

raises the question of whether speakers and writers use one single grammar which

informs both linguistic mediums, or whether they essentially acquire and use two

separate, though clearly largely overlapping grammars. Both camps have gained more

or less support. A more accurate way of explaining differences observed between the

spoken and written mediums might be by means of a grammatical continuum. In

this approach, constructions used primarily in spoken language occur at one end of

the continuum, and those belonging mostly to written language are found at the

other end. The exact answer may even be irrelevant; a theoretical curiosity. More

important than this answer, to my mind, is what has come out of the debate, namely

the many avenues of research which it has sparked and which it continues to fuel.

A second related question which linguists are asking is what does it mean to be

a “speaker”? Which structures do we need to acquire, are these the same as those we

need in order to write, or are they different? What are the syntactic properties and

discourse functions of the constructions found in a speakers’ repertoire? It is these

types of questions that constitute the starting point of the current work.

The thesis concerns a small part of the system of constructions found in spoken

language, namely the demonstrative cleft (discussed in Chapters 4 and 5), e.g. That’s

1
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what I thought, That’s where he wanted to go. English is extremely rich in clefts,

containing basic wh-clefts, reversed wh-clefts, it-clefts, all -clefts, inferential clefts,

there-clefts, and so on. Significantly, the demonstrative cleft is the most frequently

used cleft type in spontaneous, unplanned conversation (see Chapter 6). Little is

known about the cleft, and indeed its (mis-)classification under various labels (such as,

reversed wh-clefts, it-clefts, th-clefts) is testimony to the need for a detailed analysis

of the construction. The thesis provides an account of the structural and discourse

related properties of the demonstrative cleft in spontaneous, unplanned conversational

data, conducted by exploring excerpts of conversation from the Wellington Corpus of

Spoken New Zealand English.

It is important to note that the analysis given here outlines the characteristics

of the demonstrative cleft in spontaneous, unplanned conversation, and makes no pre-

dictions about its properties in other genres of spoken language (i.e., radio-talkback,

formal speeches, teacher monologues and so on), or about its properties in any genre

of written language.

Crucially, since English contains a system of cleft types (as mentioned above),

the analysis of the demonstrative cleft cannot be conducted in a vacuum, ignoring

these other (at least, major) clefts. It is only within the context of these other cleft

types that we can fully understand the nature and role of the demonstrative cleft.

Hence, a fruitful analysis of the demonstrative cleft must take into account and be

mindful of the properties and characteristics of other cleft types which are part of the

overall system.

1.2 Structural overview

The thesis is divided into seven chapters, with the first being the (current) introduc-

tory chapter (Chapter 1) and the last being the summary one (Chapter 7). Chapter

2 and Chapter 3 lay out the context and background of the study.

Chapter 2 discusses the data investigated, namely spontaneous spoken (New

Zealand) English. It is essential to understand the opposition between written and

spoken language and some of the striking differences between the two linguistic medi-

ums, from planning and production, to functions, usage, and analysis. Moreover, this

opposition is not a binary one, but rather a continuum between the spoken and the

written mediums, with many in-between genres which share properties with both,

such as letter writing, diary entries, radio talk-back and so on (Biber, 1988). Against
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the well-established tradition of written language, spoken language is, comparatively,

a much younger area of interest, but nevertheless, a fast growing one.

In particular, the development of large corpora of spoken language allows lin-

guists to investigate real-life conversations (as well as other spoken genres), and there-

fore affords them a new avenue of research. As we will see in Chapter 2, the current

work makes use of such a corpus, namely of conversation excerpts from the Wellington

Spoken Corpus of New Zealand English (WSC). It is also here that the methodology

used is discussed, that is, how the corpus was tagged and which excerpts were chosen.

Having discussed the data analysed, the following chapter concerns the syntac-

tic approach used and the construction investigated. Therefore, Chapter 3 begins

by considering the all-encompassing notion of ‘subordination’. We consider it from

several angles, the syntactic and also the discourse one, with the view of teasing apart

the different meanings and uses which all come together in this single term. One con-

struction which subsumes the notion of ‘subordination’ is the cleft. Clefts constitute

the central focus of the thesis. They are introduced and exemplified in the second

half of Chapter 3.

Following the background and methodology chapters, Chapter 4, 5 and 6 re-

port on the analysis conducted and the findings uncovered. Chapter 4 introduces the

demonstrative cleft, e.g., that is what I think or that is why John has to leave early,

and proposes a separate investigation of the cleft type from other major clefts; in

particular, separate from reversed wh-clefts (with which it has most often been asso-

ciated). The rest of the chapter is dedicated to the structural and discourse related

properties of the demonstrative cleft.

Chapter 5 moves away from prototypical demonstrative cleft to consider other

similar constructions, which are also introduced by demonstrative pronouns, but

which do not display the typical properties outlined in Chapter 4. Significantly,

this chapter includes examples that, to my knowledge, have not been previously men-

tioned or analysed, such as this is what she is supposed to do is get a job or that

was where he had to go first to his mother’s house, termed here double clefts. The

discussion of peripheral demonstrative clefts brings about a revision of the way in

which we classify and label various cleft types. In light of the weaknesses identified,

an alternative solution to current taxonomies is proposed.

The other three cleft types investigated here, namely basic wh-clefts, reversed

wh-clefts and it-clefts, constitute the focus of Chapter 6. There we find out about the

scarcity of reversed wh-clefts in conversation, and about the possibility of a further
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separate cleft type – the which-cleft. We also see various types of un-integrated basic

wh-clefts, and the abundance of truncated it-clefts.

The concluding chapter summarises the main findings relating to the cleft con-

structions investigated, first and foremost the demonstrative cleft, and secondly, (ba-

sic and reversed) wh-clefts and it-clefts. Additionally, the final chapter also brings

together several, more general emerging ideas. The first relates to the formulaic

tendencies of the cleft construction. The second issue has to do with questions sur-

rounding the way we classify and label cleft types in general. Finally, the chapter

touches on the far-reaching question of syntactic un-integration in spoken language

and the appropriacy of constituency in this linguistic medium.



Chapter

2

Spoken and Written Language

Summary of key points

• Speech and writing differ from each other with respect to: amounts

of planning and editing involved, purpose, context of production, use of

prosodic elements, tempo, and memory constraints in both speaker/writer

and audience.

• Like writing, speech is also not homogenous, that is, it can vary and

be influenced by context, complexity of topic, and type of participants

involved (i.e., their level of exposure to written material, which is

positively correlated with their extent of formal education).

• Little linguistics research has focused specifically on spoken varieties of

language, which has resulted in a gap termed “the written language bias”.

Further research is needed in order to obtain an understanding of how

speech is structured and of how it is used.

• However, despite this ignorance of spoken language, the birth of corpus

linguistics has afforded researchers the possibility of conducting studies

focusing on speech.

• As a consequence, various conclusions about the nature of the grammar

of speech have been reached, including the non-applicability of the notion

of sentence as a unit of analysis of speech, and the un-integratedness of

various syntactic constructions.

• The present study follows the trend of previous work on spoken language

corpora in analysing the Wellington Corpus of Spoken New Zealand English

(WSC), with the aim of obtaining a better understanding of key aspects

of the grammar of spoken language.

5
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2.1 Speech and Writing – two different mediums

Speech contrasts sharply with writing, from the conditions under which it is produced

(impromptu, typically unplanned) to the kinds of constraints by which it is limited

(memory and processing constraints), and the types of features it uses in order to

ensure the success of the communicative act (prosodic features and body language).

Some of the most important properties associated with unplanned, spoken language

are summarised below (from Miller and Weinert, 1998; Chafe, 1994 and Biber et al.,

1999):

i It lacks prior planning, being produced in real time, impromptu.

ii It lacks editing.

iii It involves pitch, amplitude, rhythm, and voice quality.

iv It is limited by short-term memory in both speaker and hearer (it has been said

by psycholinguist George Miller that the short-term memory can hold 7+/-2

bits of information, cf. Miller and Weinert, 1998, p. 41).

v It is typically used in face-to-face interaction, which allows the use of body

language: gestures, gaze, facial expressions and so on.

vi It has an “evanescent quality” of “echoic memory” (Chafe, 1994, p. 42).

vii It has no portability, cannot be preserved through time and space in its original

form. Although recordings are nowadays possible, conversations are not carried

out with this possibility in mind.

viii It is faster than writing, but slower than reading (depending, of course, on

reading ability).

ix It is said to be more natural than writing, since humans are “wired up” to speak

and generally people do not require explicit instruction to acquire “speaking”

(Chafe, 1994, p. 43). As communicators, humans are engaged in speaking most

often.

However, in spite of such considerable differences between the two mediums,

most linguistic research still concentrates on the analysis and description of writ-

ten language. This may be because some linguists, Chomsky in particular, have
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completely disregarded the study of spoken language on the basis that speech is

“finite”, “scattered”, “restricted in scope”, “degenerate in quality”, and full of “non-

sentences”, “fragments, and deviant expressions” (Chomsky, 1965). Huddleston and

Pullum (2002, p. 12) also characterize it as comprising “sporadic interruptions and

imperfections” and a high number of “disfluencies”. However, not everyone agrees.

Labov (1972, p. 201) discredits what he terms the “widespread myth that most

speech is ungrammatical”. Studies by Miller (1994) and Miller and Weinert (1998)

also show that “spontaneous spoken language has its own regular characteristics of

grammar and discourse organization” (Miller and Weinert, 1998, p. 426).

Linguists have busied themselves with writing detailed grammars for how we

write various languages, for example English, German and Chinese, without sparing

much thought for how we speak them. This is despite the fact that we speak more

than we write, and also that we learn to speak well before we learn to write, if at

all (since a significant number of people never actually learn to write). Furthermore,

typologists have often overlooked the possibility that while spoken varieties of the

same language exhibit numerous contrasts to their written counterparts, it is possible

to find similarities between these and languages which have never been written, such

as Australian Aboriginal languages. For instance, the Australian language Ngandi

differs in clause type from written English but has certain structures in common with

spoken English, cf. Miller and Weinert (1998, p. 353).

The ‘written language bias’, as Linell (1982) refers to it, has led to a gap in

linguistic research which requires further attention (Chafe, 1994, 1992; Halliday, 2004,

1989; Miller, 2006b, 1994; Miller and Weinert, 1998). This gap still exists today, in

the face of the following facts (from Chafe, 1992, p. 17):

i In the history of linguistics, there is a long tradition established by Boas, Sapir

and Bloomfield of emphasizing the importance of speech as primary.

ii There are many grammars for languages which have only a spoken variety.

iii Similarly, there are a great number of physiological and sociological studies

which are based on speech.

iv Sophisticated technological equipment is nowadays available to researchers for

both preserving and analysing spoken data.

Despite the widespread ‘ignorance’ of spoken language, some research has fo-

cused on spoken varieties of language, most frequently with the intention of making
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comparisons between speech and writing and, in particular, with the aim of capturing

the varying amounts and the different types of complexity found in speech. This ever

increasing body of research is reviewed in the following section.

2.2 Speech takes the stage in linguistic theory

The analysis of spoken language took off with the invention of easily-transported

equipment (mini-tape recorders, then cassette recorders) and the spread of computers

which could be used for storing and analysing vast amounts of linguistic data. While

the nature of spoken discourse remained elusive until the early 1970s, large collections

of spoken language, such as the London-Lund Corpus (LLC) (see Svartik, 1990), made

it possible for linguists to inspect phonology, grammar, and the discourse organisation

of speech.

The corpus revolution gave researchers access to resources they never had be-

fore. Even though there might have been a few earlier collections of spoken material,

transcriptions were often modified to eliminate pauses or false starts and repetitions,

thus failing to capture the real nature of spoken language (Pusch, 2006). Linguists

now have access to both audio files and written transcriptions of these. The latter can

be tagged (either manually, or by running the corpus data through automatic tag-

gers), searches can be performed to find particular real-life use of various linguistic

features or constructions, and their occurrences can be quantified.

2.2.1 Corpora of Spoken Language

Before investigating the types of corpora available today, it is worth mentioning ex-

actly what a corpus actually is. The definition given by the Expert Advisory Group

on Language Engineering Standards (EAGLES) is as follows:

A corpus is a collection of pieces of language that are selected and ordered

according to explicit linguistic criteria in order to be used as a sample of

the language (Butler, 2004, p. 150).

In other words, corpora are not simply collections of linguistic data, but rather,

materials which are selected according to well-defined linguistic criteria, and ordered

in a particular fashion (for instance, according to genre: teacher monologues, informal
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conversations, interviews, etc., or according to the region of collection: South Lon-

don, North London, East London and so on). Ideally, they are large and computer-

readable, and contain text fragments of certain sizes (i.e., ten minute excerpts), so

that meaningful comparisons can be made across various corpora (see Butler, 2004,

p.150f.).

Corpora of spoken material are now available or at least under construction for

various languages, such as German (COSMAS), Dutch, Spanish (PRESEEA, RAE,

CREA), Brazilian Portuguese (NURC), French and Canadian French (ELILAP, OTA)

and Italian (LIP) – see Pusch (2006, pp. 228-229) for a comprehensive survey of

these. Scholars working on English have been fortunate in having access to a number

of corpora, both spoken and written, all of reasonable size. Spoken corpora are often

included together with written corpora, for instance, the British National Corpus

(BNC) contains about 100-million words, of which 10% is spoken data. This reposi-

tory of speech constitutes the biggest spoken corpus available to date. However, there

are various other corpora of English speech (Leech, 2000, pp. 680-685 provides a de-

tailed discussion of these) such as the London-Lund Corpus (LLC) mentioned above,

the Lancaster IBM Spoken English Corpus (SEC), the Corpus of Spoken Ameri-

can English (CSAE), the Michigan Corpus of Academic Spoken English (MICASE),

the Wellington Corpus of Spoken New Zealand English (WCSNZE) and the Inter-

national Corpus of English (which includes samples from various regions: Australia,

East Africa, Great Britain, India, New Zealand, Philippines, and Singapore).

Some of the advantages of these corpora include detailed prosodic annotation

and various other types of annotations (discourse features, gestural features, pauses

and so on), specialization for TESOL needs, and most significantly, large quantities

of data (ranging from 220,000 words up to 10 million words). There remain, however,

two major types of limitations of the corpora available at present: limitations con-

cerning the source of the data, and limitations surrounding the format of the data.

For instance, the LLC over-represents academic language and the MICASE contains

only academic speech. Also, there are still spoken corpora which do not provide access

to sound files, or very limited access (BNC and WCSNZE).

2.3 Findings emerging from the analysis of speech

The research on spoken corpora has yielded several generalisations concerning the

nature of spoken language. The major findings and issues which have come to light
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as a result of this body of research are summarised in this section. First, we consider

initial comparisons between speech and writing, and the division between those who

consider speech and writing to share the same basic grammar, and those who believe

in a complete grammatical separation between the two linguistic mediums. We then

outline the general properties that characterize the grammar of speech. In the final

sub-sections, we discuss two significant aspects of the syntax of speech, the inappli-

cability of the sentence as a unit of analysis in speech, and the concept of syntactic

un-integratedness that has come to be so strongly associated with the structure of

spoken language.

2.3.1 Comparisons with writing

After a long period of intensive study of written language, it is perhaps not surprising

that the first studies of spoken language have concentrated on comparisons between

speech and writing. Two major trends have emerged from this work, namely what

Leech (2000) calls the “sameness of speech and writing” position and “the differ-

entness between speech and writing” view. Researchers adopting the first approach

maintain that spoken language and written language share the same essential gram-

mar, while still exhibiting various differences between the two different mediums. The

Longman Grammar of Spoken Language edited by Biber et al. (1999) describes the

nature of spoken English from this standpoint.

In contrast, Brazil (1995) and McCarthy (1998) propose instead, that the gram-

mar of spoken language is vastly different to that of written language, so much so,

that it could be regarded as a different grammar altogether. Evidence for this view

comes from the fact that the grammars of the two language mediums differ even

in their most basic notions. For instance, speech is often reported to do away with

tight syntactic constituency. Instead, it exhibits a ‘beads on a string’ phenomenon,

where phrases appear inside utterances in a linear, rather than hierarchical, fashion.

Furthermore, speech does not lend itself to the same unit of analysis as writing. As

we will see in the section 2.3.3, written texts are easily divided into sentences, ac-

cording to punctuation, but speech is better analysed in terms of clauses rather than

sentences.

One problem in determining which of the two positions is more accurate comes

from the fact that the separability between speech and writing itself appears to be

something of a myth. In reality, the two linguistic mediums form a continuum which
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consists of intermediary genres that share properties with both speech and writing,

to varying degrees.

As pointed out by Beaman (1984), Biber (1988) and Miller (1994), not all speech

(or writing, for that matter) amounts to the same thing. The structure of various

portions of speech can be influenced by factors such as register, communicative func-

tion, degree of formality, amount of available planning time, and level of education

of the participants involved. As was also argued by Lakoff, the spoken – written

dichotomy is not a strict one in which the two mediums can be separated by a set

of necessary and sufficient criteria, but as with other linguistic phenomena (see for

instance Hopper and Thompson’s 1980 paper discussing the transitivity continuum),

we find that each of the two mediums has within it further subdivisions and gra-

dations, which ultimately form a continuum. Within the realm of speech, we find,

for example, spontaneous conversations, talkback radio, monologues, public lectures,

speeches, news broadcasts. The domain of written language contains many genres,

including books and journal publications, newspapers, letters, notes and diary entries.

The notion of a continuum between speech and writing arises from the obser-

vation that some of the language genres found in one medium share characteristics

with language types found in the other. For instance a diary entry, though typically

written (some people may choose to tape themselves as a way of keeping a “diary”)

shares a lot of characteristics with spoken language: it is unplanned, informal, does

not have the organization of a well-formed text, etc. On the other hand, a prepared

speech or lecture is very much like a written text since it is often written or typed

in the first instance (people like to take notes of what they are about to say), it is

planned and coherent, with an introduction, contents and conclusion and it often

involves formal language.

The issue of separability between speech and writing was explored in detail

by Biber (1988), who devised a set of criteria which would fully account for the

differences between the two mediums and thus capture the essence of the difference

between them. For this purpose, he used six dimensions of variation:

• Dimension 1: involved versus informational production,

• Dimension 2: narrative versus non-narrative concerns,

• Dimension 3: explicit versus situation-dependent reference,

• Dimension 4: overt expression of persuasion,
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• Dimension 5: abstract versus non-abstract information,

• Dimension 6: on-line informational elaboration.

Each of the dimensions is defined in relation to various linguistic features (ap-

proximately seven or eight features for each dimension, except for the Dimension 1

which comprised 34 features), such as number of occurrences of that-deletion, number

of past tense verbs, number of nouns, average word length, number of prepositions,

number of infinitives, number of that-relative clauses and so on. In total, 481 texts

from the London-Lund Corpus of Spoken English and the Lancaster Oslo Bergen Cor-

pus of British English were explored in relation to the 67 linguistic features defined

for each dimension. The results were interpreted with the help of sophisticated com-

putational and statistical methods (such as automated tagging programs, Pearson

correlation coefficients and factor analysis).

Biber’s analysis shows that “there is no single, absolute difference between

speech and writing in English; rather there are several dimensions of variation, and

particular types of speech and writing are more or less similar with respect to each

dimension” (Biber, 1988, p. 199). For instance, Dimension 1 (involved versus in-

formational production) cannot distinguish conversation (involved), which is clearly

a form of speech, from a written text type, namely personal letters (informational).

Put another way, “the resulting dimensions are not strictly parameters of variation

between speech and writing; rather they are fundamental parameters of linguistic

variation among English texts” (Biber, 1988, p. 200).

So what does all this mean for the debate of “sameness of speech and writ-

ing” versus “differentness between speech and writing”? And more importantly, as

formulated by Leech, “do these positions have substantive consequences, or do they

simply amount to differences of emphasis and attitude?” (2000, p. 690). His answer

is that in a sense, it does not really matter. Essentially, the work that has been con-

ducted so far tells us that both spoken and written language make use of the same

wide range of constructions; what differs, however, is the frequency of occurrences

of these constructions across the two linguistic mediums (Biber, 1988; Chafe, 1982;

Miller and Weinert, 1998). At their most extreme, more constructions than many

linguists imagine tend to occur almost (or indeed only) exclusively in one medium

and not the other. Add to that the non-homogeneity of speech and writing and the

continuum between the two mediums as demonstrated by Biber, and it becomes clear

that the debate is more an issue of stance and “attitude”, as Leech puts it. Further
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still, linguistic ideology has itself a part to play in this debate, with some regarding

spoken language as inferior to / secondary to / less (grammatically) “correct” than

written language.

What is of practical benefit, according to Leech (2000, p. 692), is that re-

searchers adopt the “sameness of speech and writing” hypothesis since it is preferable

for what he calls “simplicity” . Furthermore, from a cognitive point of view, it is more

plausible, we are told, that both literate and non-literate speakers of a language have

a similar cognitive grammar at their disposal, and as speakers become more and more

exposed to writing, they may begin to alter their linguistic repertoire according to

the appropriate context and situation (see Miller and Weinert, 1998 for more details

of specific differences in this usage). Consideration of this approach, however, begs

the question of how faithful researchers remain to the spoken data? There is most

likely no right answer to this debate, but rather, only a personal preference.

2.3.2 The grammar of speech

While speakers of a language and linguists alike share common assumptions about

the syntax of spoken language, until recently, many of these assumptions were simply

intuitions and hypotheses. In fact, many of these are rather grim, concentrating on the

frequent repetitions, false starts, performance errors and ‘ungrammaticalities’ present

in spoken discourse. As mentioned already, advances in technology, in both recording

equipment, as well as computer storage resources have afforded researchers large

corpora of spoken language and have allowed them put some of these assumptions to

the test. So what has been found?

Leech’s (2000) comprehensive review paper summarises some of the major char-

acteristics of spoken language which have surfaced from this body of research. These

relate to the most ‘speech-like’ dimension, namely conversation, and are given in

declarative form, see Leech (2000, pp. 694-702):

• Conversational grammar reflects a shared context.

• Conversational grammar avoids elaboration or specification of reference.

• Conversational grammar is interactive grammar.

• Conversational grammar highlights affective content: personal feelings and attitudes.

• Conversational grammar has a restricted and repetitive lexicogrammatical repertoire.
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• Conversational grammar is adapted to the needs of real-time processing.

The findings confirm that the syntax of speech reflects on the one hand, the pur-

pose of the spoken medium (that is, fast transfer of information, typically geared for

solidarity-building and inter-relationship development), and on the other, the condi-

tions under which it is produced (off-the-cuff, spontaneously constructed utterances).

What is more controversial, however, is the finding that speech is not degen-

erate or derivative. In fact, many constructions which occur in spoken English are

recurring and persistent, rather than isolated occurrences. Furthermore, these types

of constructions can also be found in the spoken varieties of other languages, such

as German, Russian, French and Australian Aboriginal languages (see Miller and

Weinert, 1998).

Relative clauses illustrate this point. In written English, headed relative clauses

follow the noun phrase which they modify and are often described as having a ‘gap’

(or as leaving a trace, depending on the syntactic theory which one chooses to adopt)

in the place where the noun phrase which they modify would have otherwise been

present, that is subject position, object position, etc. depending on the language

and its constraints (in accordance with the Keenan-Comrie Hierarchy, Keenan and

Comrie, 1977). In the examples below, the relative clauses are given in italics and

the gaps (or traces) they contain are signalled by empty square brackets.

(1) (a) The money he owed was the kind of debt that no one liked to have [ ].

(b) The car that he bought [ ] was much more expensive than mine.

In spoken English, however, some relative clauses can look rather different. In

fact, they do not look like relative clauses at all. Consider example (2) taken from

a portion of spontaneous, face-to-face conversation excerpt found in the Wellington

Spoken Corpus of New Zealand English:

(2) (from WSC, DPC243:0440:AH)

... went to sleep on the side of this bank lying on a log get up the next morning

and turn around and the log i’m lying on there’s this bit of venetian blind nailed

to it...

The clause there’s this bit of venetian blind nailed to it is an independent main

clause (it is not embedded and it contains no gap – the pronoun it is overly expressed).

What this example shows is that material which is often conveyed by means of a
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relative clause in writing (as illustrated in example 3) , can often turn up as a main

clause in speech.

(3) I’m lying on a log which has this bit of venetian blind nailed to it.

Consider another example, this time from a Map-Task dialogue, in Scottish

English, from Miller and Weinert (1998, p. 108, ex. 57b):

(4) ... tracking down a person that you would think someone would recognize them.

Example (4) contains a relative clause introduced by the relativizer that. Like

in the earlier example (2), instead of the expected gap marking the place of the

noun phrase a person, the speaker also includes the ‘shadow’ pronoun them. The

reason for this seemingly superfluous use lies with the lack of planning time available

to speakers, and decoding time available to listeners. Relative clauses in English

(in practice, written English rather than spoken English) are permitted to relativize

various positions, as exemplified in Miller and Weinert (1998, p. 109, ex. 58):

(5) a. the girl who helped me [relative pronoun as subject]

b. the girl who I helped [relative pronoun as direct object]

c. the girl to whom I gave the book [relative pronoun as oblique object]

d. the girl whose book I borrowed [relative pronoun as possessor]

e. the book on the pages of which I found these words [relative pronoun as possessor]

While all these types of relative clauses may be present in written English,

spoken English appears to allow a much more restricted repertoire of relativized

positions. The Scottish English Map-Task dialogues show that while subject and

direct object positions may indeed be used by speakers, the latter three types of

relative clauses are complemented by the use of shadow pronouns .

(6) c. the girl that I gave her the book [relative pronoun as oblique object]

d. the girl that I borrowed her book [relative pronoun as possessor]

e. the book that I found these words on its pages [relative pronoun as possessor]

Additionally, data from spoken French confirms that the use of shadow pronouns

is not just a phenomenon of spoken English. The relative clause in (7), from (Deulofeu,

1981), qu’ils ont de la rèpugnance á le faire ‘who are reluctant to do it’ contains the

shadow pronoun ils ‘they’.
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(7) il y
there

a
are

des
some

personne
people

qu’ils
that’they

ont
have

de la rèpugnance
reluctance

á
to

le
it

faire
to do

‘there are some people who are reluctant to do it’

This example is particularly striking because the noun modified by the rela-

tive clause functions as subject, which means that in some cases, even the highest

relativizable position on the Keenan-Comrie Hierarchy may be marked by a shadow

pronoun.

The above examples illustrate the point that spoken varieties have, in some

cases, their own constructions, adapted to this particular linguistic medium. These

are the result, in part, of a lack in planning time available to speakers, and in part,

of processing constraints imposed on hearers. While these findings do not render

the grammar of speech completely irreconcilable with that of writing, they draw

attention to marked differences in the syntax of the two mediums. One thing is

certain, as Crystal puts it “the conclusion is clear: spoken English may be different,

but it certainly does not lack grammatical structure” (2002, pp. 24-26).

As far as the lexical level is concerned, spoken language exhibits an increase

in the use of pronouns and other pro-forms, ellipsis, peripheral adverbials (such as

actually, incidentally), discourse markers (see also Miller, 1994 for a discussion of

the verb see as a discourse marker in spoken language), hedges, contractions, atten-

tion signals (i.e., hey), a high number of common evaluative adjectives (good, lovely,

cute, pretty), syntactic blends and the repetition of various phrases, particularly fixed

expressions or lexical bundles (see Biber and Conrad, 1999 and Miller, 1994). Like

Halliday (1989), Chafe and Danielewicz (1987) found that spoken language has a more

limited number of lexical items than written language (judging by a lower type/token

ration count). At the same time, however, speech is more innovative, suggesting that

the two language mediums do not share the same pool of vocabulary.

As far as the clausal and sentential levels go, there is agreement in the literature

that speech appears to have less tightly integrated complex structures (Miller, 1994;

Miller and Weinert, 1998; Biber et al., 1999; Peterson, 1999; Vallauŕı, 2004; Smessärt

et al., 2005), as will be discussed in detail in section 2.3.4. It has also been reported

that certain subordinate clause types are rarely found in spoken language, such as

gerunds, participial clauses, wh-clauses expressing direct speech, accusative + infini-

tive constructions (e.g., I thought her to be Welsh), infinitives, especially in subject

position, and adverbial clauses introduced by although, as, since, and, passive clauses

(cf. Greenbaum and Nelson, 1995a,b; Kirk, 1997; Miller, 1994; Miller and Weinert,
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1998; O’Donnell, 1974).

However, despite this agreement, the question as to whether subordination is

more or less prevalent in speech than in writing is still open for debate. A full

discussion of this issue and its complexities is presented in Chapter 3. It turns out

that one of the culprits contributing to the root of the ongoing discussion over the

presence of subordination in speech and writing is the inconsistency in the unit of

analysis chosen to interpret the data, as we will see in what follows.

2.3.3 Sentences and speech

One of the reasons which has led some linguists to conclude that speech and writing

make use of different grammatical systems concerns the fact that the ‘sentence’ – the

traditional unit of analysis of written discourse – does not appear to be applicable to

spoken discourse.

Writing is highly formalized in that, for most people, it is taught in a formal

school system. Precise punctuation and capitalization rules are acquired by instruc-

tion, as are stylistic guidelines. Most of us who write longer documents are familiar

with guides such as the APA Manual which specifies good writing style. Speech, on

the other hand, is not taught in a classroom, nor is it specified in terms of stylistic

guidelines or good speaking style.

A consequence of this difference between the two linguistic mediums is that,

given a written text, most people can agree on where each sentence ends and where

the next one begins. Providing people with similar portions of spoken discourse and

asking them to identify sentential boundaries does not produce the same unanimous

agreement. This is precisely what was uncovered by an experiment involving ter-

tiary students in a German university conducted by Wackernagel-Jolles (1971). Even

though her results were not tested for statistical significance, the numerous differ-

ences in the identification of sentential boundaries suggest that findings claimed by

studies which use the sentence as their unit of analysis in speech may not necessarily

be comparable.

Another problem associated with using the notion of sentencehood in speech

comes from the fact that the concept of ‘sentence’ is itself a changing and “fluid”

unit, both across culture and over time (Miller, 1996b, p. 123). While many French

newspapers encourage short single-clause sentences, Spanish and Romanian style of-

ten involves longer and more complex sentences. Similarly, Turkish prose also offers
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examples of long and complex sentences where many participial clauses are strung

together.

Moreover, if we consider the historical development of writing style in a partic-

ular language, we can note significant changes in the nature of “sentences”. If we go

back to a 19th century novel such as A Tale of Two Cities by Charles Dickens, we

may find the following type of prose:

He closed the lattice again with a fluttering heart, closed the window and

the curtain, hastened to Lucie, and told her that her father was assisted

by the people, and gone in search of her husband. He found her child and

Miss Pross with her; but, it never occurred to him to be surprised by their

appearance until a long time afterwards, when he sat watching them in

such quiet as the night knew. (from A Tale of Two Cities, page 294)

The entire paragraph contains only two sentences, each of which consists of

multiple clauses. The first has six clauses, with a further embedding of a complement

clause inside the fourth clause. The second sentence has three clauses, including

several embeddings inside these and complex predicates, such as occurred to him to

be surprised and sat watching. Contrast this paragraph with something more recent,

namely a 1987 novel by Paul Auster:

Those were the good old days, Blue says to himself now, as he watches

Black turn off the light in his room across the street. Full of strange twists

and amusing coincidence. Well, not every case can be exciting. You’ve

got to take the good with the bad. (from The New York Trilogy, page 142)

Unlike the Dickens excerpt, the paragraph from Auster appears to contain more

sentences, but these are shorter and less complex. In fact, most of the sentences consist

of single clauses. This trend was noticed by Miller (1996b) and Miller and Weinert

(1998) who compared excerpts from Samuel Pepys’s Diary and Jane Austen’s novels

with John Irving’s Cider House Rules. Miller concludes that:

The analyst can combine the clauses [in speech] into sentences, but the

combining process is arbitrary and the sentences would not contribute

to the analysis of the data as a coherent text. Coherence relations (say,

as part of a discourse representation theory) must apply to clauses and

indeed phrases, and sentences are not necessary (Miller, 1996b, p. 126).
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Given the additional facts that interconnected clauses found in speech may

sometimes not occur directly next to each other, or in the same intonation contour,

or even the same turn, and further still, they may be uttered by different speakers

(Miller and Weinert, 1998, Chapter 2), a rather strong case emerges against the use

of sentences as units of analysis in speech.

This is not a completely new idea. Pawley and Syder (1983), Brown et al. (1984),

Quirk et al. (1985), Linell (1988), Halliday (1989), Crookes (1990), and Crystal (1997)

have all warned of the inapplicability of sentences to speech analysis.

But as with any other theory, not everyone agrees. A study by Chafe and

Danielewicz (1987) makes use of intonation contours, stating that “intonation units

are natural unit of speaking, sentences are the natural unit of writing, presumably

because writers have the leisure to perfect the complex and coherent sentence structures

which speakers are moving too fast to produce” (1987, p. 105). However, alongside

these intonation contours, the authors claim that actual sentences can indeed be

recognized at points in the discourse where speakers are winding down the topic and

are approaching a topic close (1987, p. 103). These points have the same intonation

patterns as expected at the end of sentences in written texts (were they to be read

out loud). According to Miller (1996b), however, these so-called sentences are more

like “short paragraphs and furthermore, the intonation patterns in question can also

be found across individual phrases and clauses”, thus being inconsistent signals of

sentential boundaries.

More recent work by Iwasaki and Ono (2001) also defends the use of sentences as

units of analysis in speech. Iwasaki and Ono acknowledge the inadequacy of the notion

of sentence to spoken discourse. In spite of this, they take the classic Bloomfieldian

(1935) definition of a sentence: “an independent linguistic form, not included by virtue

of any grammatical construction in any larger linguistic form” (p. 170), and propose

adapting it to spoken language. That is, they redefine the sentence to denote “an

organisational unit situated between the unit of a clause and the unit of discourse”

(p. 176). Aside from the general vagueness of the definition and the lack of objective

criteria for identifying these types of sentences in a portion of speech, this suggestion

invites two further remarks. First, the gain from this exercise is somewhat elusive.

Secondly, the proposal is very reminiscent of the old idea of taking the framework

of written language and trying to superimpose it on a completely different linguistic

medium, different in nature, different in conditions under which it is produced, and

different in overall communication purpose.
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The concept of ‘sentences’ in speech also appears in the work of Lerner (1991).

She analyses the syntax of what she terms “sentences-in-progress”, though it is not

entirely clear what criteria are used to identify the exact boundaries of these so-called

sentences, or indeed the reasons behind the assumption that speakers actively engage

in the task of producing sentences collaboratively.

So if the sentence is not an adequate unit for analysing spoken data, what can

one use to this end instead? Various other units have been proposed, for instance, in-

tonation units (Chafe, 1988, 1992) and T-units (introduced by Hunt, 1965). However,

by far the most popular unit of analysis has been the clause. Although there has been

some variation in definitions even as far as the clause is concerned (see Tucker, 2005),

the clause still remains a much more precise tool whichever definition one chooses to

adopt:

• “a segment of language that consists of a subject and a predicate”, Chafe (1988,

p. 3),

• a unit with a layered structure, which contains an obligatory nucleus (the heart

of the clause), a core comprising the arguments of the predicate, and an optional

periphery, Foley and Van Valin (1984, p. 77) and Van Valin and La Polla (1997,

p. 26),

• “the central processing unit in the lexicogrammar – in the specific sense that it

is in the clause that meanings of different kinds are mapped into an integrated

structure”, Halliday (2004, p. 10),

• “any syntagm containing one predication”, Lehmann (1988, p. 182),

• “a syntactic structure that relates to one state or event and has a nucleus and

core and an optional periphery” Miller and Weinert (1998, p. 77).

Clauses have been found to interconnect and interact differently in speech and

writing (Miller and Weinert, 1998, p. 76f.). While the sentence is still an appropriate

and convenient unit for describing written discourse, this is not the case for spoken

data. As Heath (1985 cited in Miller and Weinert, 1998, p. 27) warns, speech is

not simply a transposed form of writing, and consequently, it must be recognized

that in speech, it is the clause and the clause complex (Halliday, 1994, 2004) that

provide more fruitful insights regarding the relations and structures governing spoken

discourse.
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2.3.4 Un-integratedness of speech

A second major finding regarding the syntax of speech has to with the lack of syn-

tactic integration (or loose linkage) of clausal relations. This issue is discussed in

more detail in Chapter 3, where we consider the body of work conducted specifically

on the topic of subordinate clauses. For now, however, we limit the discussion to

several papers outlining how this phenomenon manifests itself in spoken discourse, in

various constructions illustrated by examples from several languages (relative clauses

in English and Sochiapan Chinantec, se-conditionals in Italian, and että-clauses in

Finnish). It is worth mentioning that loose clause linkage and varying degrees of in-

tegration are also found in written language, as discussed, for example, by Lehmann

(1988) and König and Van der Auwera (1988), and they are by no means unique to

spoken discourse. The goal of this section remains, however, to describe and exemplify

the un-integrated nature of spoken syntax.

Traditional grammatical theories have taken subordinate constructions to in-

volve both embeddedness, whereby subordinate clauses function as constituents of a

corresponding main clause, and dependency, whereby subordinate clauses are depen-

dent on a main clause. In practice, this means that the subordinate clause would

have (depending on the language) marked word order indicative of its subordinate

status, such as having its finite verb in final position (as in German and Dutch),

and also that the clause itself would occupy a specific place in relation to the main

clause (for instance, relative clauses in English are placed after the head noun which

they modify). The subordinate clause may also exhibit the presence of a subordinate

marker, for example the English that or which. Finally, the subordinate clause is also

dependent on the main clause for certain parameters (or “operators”, as in Role and

Reference Grammar), i.e., tense, mood, aspect, illocutionary force and so on. This

type of relation constitutes a ‘tight’ syntactic bond between main and subordinate

clauses.

In terms of discourse function, subordinate clauses can act as noun phrases (com-

plement clauses), modifiers of nouns (relative clauses), or modifiers of verb phrases

or entire propositions (adverbial clauses), and are pragmatically and semantically de-

pendent on the main clauses they are associated with. This means that they cannot

be successfully parsed in isolation from the main clauses they modify. Some examples

are given below from1 Van Valin and La Polla (1997).

1The brackets are my own.
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(8) (From Van Valin and La Polla, 1997, ex. 8.32, p. 462)

a. [Fred’s winning the race] surprised Mary.

b. [For Fred to win the race] would be a shock to the experts.

c. Mary regretted [Fred’s losing the race].

d. Mary hoped [for Fred to win the race].

d. [That Fred won the race] surprised Mary.

In contrast, coordinate constructions involve neither embeddedness, nor de-

pendency relations. These clauses are completely independent, each has its own

parameters for tense, mood, illocutionary force, etc., neither clause functions as a

constituent inside the other, the clauses can be juxtaposed without any grammatical

infringement, and each has ‘main-clause’ internal order (rather than marked word

order, though this may only apply to subordinate clauses in some languages). As far

as discourse relations are concerned, coordinate clauses may relate to each other to

express the intended message, but unlike the case of subordinate clauses, neither is

discourse-dependent on the other. In other words, these types of clauses exhibit no

integration at all, syntactic or discourse related.

This account of subordination and coordination has been challenged and alter-

native proposals have been made, as will be discussed in Chapter 3. It turns out

that, in speech, some clauses exhibit neither the tight, rigid integration of traditional

subordination accounts as outlined above, nor the complete lack of dependency and

embeddedness relations found in coordination. What is more problematic however, is

that these clauses do exhibit discourse dependencies. That is, they act as modifiers

of other clauses, despite their ‘loose’ syntactic integration with respect to these.

We consider the use of headless relative clauses in spoken English as an illus-

tration of this point. The prototypical integrated headless relative clause in English

involves the verb BE which acts as a linkage device integrating it inside a main clause,

and a wh-subordinator, the most common ones being which or what. The headless

relative is dependent on the main clause for tense and illocutionary force, and it

occurs in subject or object position (given in examples below, respectively).

(9) a. What I think of him is irrelevant.

b. He cannot remember what he was going to say.

However, in spoken English, headless relatives can be very different, as noted

by Miller and Weinert (1998). Consider example (10) from Miller and Weinert (1998,

ex. 113a, p. 131).
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(10) (Radio Discussion Programme)

everyone knows Helen Liddell how hard she works2

The relative clause how hard she works functions as a modifier of the noun phrase

Helen Liddell. So here, we are dealing with a relation of discourse subordination, in so

far as the relative clause not being able to be interpreted without access to the main

clause everyone knows Helen Liddell. However, as far as syntactic integratedness goes,

the relative clause is dislocated from the main clause – it could have been integrated

inside it as a wh-complement Everyone knows how hard Helen Liddell works.

Examples of this kind can also be found in spontaneous, face-to-face conversa-

tions in the Wellington Spoken Corpus of New Zealand English:

(11) (from WSC, DPC121:0420:BT)

well what i saw and i now cannot remember which came first but a few i don’t think

there was a lot of time difference between it but one night i woke up and i was just

lying in bed and i could see this orange ball of light next to me but ...

The headless relative clause what I saw is not syntactically integrated by the

verb be, but instead, functions as an independent clause, separate from the main

clause it relates to, I could see this orange ball. Rather than being integrated as its

subject, what I saw was this orange ball of light next to me, the headless relative

appears as a separate clause, dislocated from the main clause. Furthermore, it is not

adjacent to the main clause (there are three clauses separating them), though it still

precedes it, as is the case with tightly integrated relatives. From the point of view of

discourse relations, the relative clause is clearly dependent on the main clause, since

it cannot be fully interpreted without it; on its own, it is incomplete. This example

shows a co-occurrence of loose syntactic integration with tight discourse integration3.

Similarly, differences in degrees of integration are also found in the case of headed

relatives. The following examples illustrate this occurrence in Sochiapan Chinantec,

a tonal language spoken in the Mexico region, with VSO word order.

As given in example (12)4, relative clauses found in written Chinantec can in-

volve the use of a relativizer hi3 which follows the head noun tsa3cuo1 ‘squirrel’, and

2The emphasis is my own.
3What is more, the lack of syntactic integration of headless relative clauses was also noted in

a corpus of spoken Russian by Zemskaja (1973, p. 228f. cited in Miller and Weinert, 1998, pp.

130-131).
4All the Chinantec examples included here come from personal discussions with Wilfredo Flores

Hernandez.
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occurs at the beginning of the subordinate clause.

(12) Ca3jáun3

past.catch
b́ıh1

if
tsa3cuo1

squirrel
hi3

rel
jm1−1cúh2

past.eat
cuú2.
maize

‘Indeed, the squirrel who used to eat maize was caught.’

Alternatively, the relative clause may contain an anaphoric pronoun hi3i, which

occurs inside the subordinate clause, precisely where the head noun would have oth-

erwise been (recall that Chinantec is a VSO language). The pronoun points back to

the Patient noun ‘squirrel’, which was being caught.

(13) Ca3jáun3

past.catch
b́ıh1

if
tsa3cuo1

i

squirrel
jm1−1cúh2

past.eat
hi3i

pron
cuú2.
maize

‘Indeed, the squirrel (who) used to eat maize was caught.’

In speech, however, we find another type of relative clause, which is more

‘loosely’ integrated inside the main clause. Instead of having a relativizer, or an

anaphoric pronoun ‘standing in’ for the head noun, the head noun modified by the

relative clause is simply repeated, as given in example (14).

(14) Ca3jáun3

past.catch
b́ıh1

if
tsa3cuo1

squirrel
tsa3cuo1

squirrel
jm1−1cúh2

past.eat
cuú2.
maize

‘Indeed, the squirrel (who) used to eat maize was caught.’

In the sentence above, the head noun appears twice, once inside the main clause,

indicating what was being caught; and once inside the subordinate clause, signalling

what was eating the maize. While the clause tsa3cuo1 jm1−1cúh2 cuú2 ‘squirrel used

to eat maize’ is unlike an independent main clause, in that the word order is not

respected (SVO rather than VSO), it is still ‘more’ autonomous than its relativized

version given in example (12), in that the head noun is repeated, rather than indexed

by a relative marker.

The second construction type exemplifying a lack of syntactic integration in

spoken language comes from Italian. In spoken Italian, se-conditionals were noted

for occurring without an accompanying main clause. Vallauŕı exemplifies this phe-

nomenon (2004, ex 1a and 1b5, p. 190).

5The translation of the conditional clauses into English is given as included in the original paper.
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(15) a. (9LIP, RD9)

... se non lo volete fondo beige non so volete con fondo rosso ce l’abbiamo col

fondo rosso c’e’ qui a terra per esempio se si puo’ brevemente inquadrare un

tappeto sempre in questa stessa qualita’ eccolo col fondo ross

(if you can show a carpet briefly)

b. (LIP, Fa13)

se poi tu ’n l’hai finito ma se il concetto c’e’ tutto

(if the concept is all there)

The clauses given in italics, se si puo’ brevemente inquadrare un tappeto ‘if you

can show a carpet briefly’, and se il concetto c’e’ tutto ‘if the concept is all there’, do

indeed appear without their associated main clauses.

The use of suspended conditional clauses is widespread in spoken Italian. Fur-

thermore, there is a pattern to the discourse functions held by these se-conditional

clauses. For the most part, they have to do with discourse management, and more

specifically, with a shift in discourse planning. There are also some examples where

the content of the ‘missing’ main clause is recoverable from the context or background,

or where it can be assumed.

The main point is that the un-integrated conditional clause constitutes neither

an isolated occurrence, nor a barrier to communication (the hearers do not appear

to be confused or ask for further clarification at points in the discourse where these

clauses occur). Vallauŕı argues that these un-embedded conditional clauses should

not be regarded as incomplete clauses, but rather “they should be viewed as a new

construction typical of spoken language, constituted by an independent clause intro-

duced by se and having its own, almost codified meanings” (2004, p. 189). What

is more, Italian is also not the only language to exhibit examples of un-integrated

conditionals; spoken varieties of English (see for instance work by Stirling, 1999 on

Australian English), German, Finnish, Japanese and Swedish also exhibit these clause

types (cf. Vallauŕı, 2004, pp. 209-214).

The last construction type we consider is that of the että-clause in Finnish.

Traditional accounts of Finnish grammar treat the marker että as a subordinator,

and in particular, as a complementizer (according to work cited in Laury, 2006, pp.

311-312). However, data gathered by Laury (2006) from spoken Finnish suggests that

että-clauses are “not syntactically tightly integrated to the CTP [complement-taking

predicate]” (ibid).

Laury uses criteria outlined by Givón (1990) in order to classify the degree of
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integratedness of the Finnish että-clauses. These criteria take into consideration fac-

tors such as the proximity of subordinate clauses to the phrases which they modify,

the presence of specific subordinating morphemes (or markers) and co-lexicalization

(or predicate-raising, as in Mary let go of John’s arm). It aims to provide an over-

all measure of syntactic integration for the particular construction under scrutiny.

An investigation of the että-clause in Finnish spoken data resulted in low scores of

syntactic integration.

The että-clauses frequently occur with verbs such as meinata ‘mean’, ajatella

‘think’, tietää ‘know’, kuulla ‘hear’, and sanoa ’say’ that is, with what she terms,

“verbs of cognition and utterance” (Laury, 2006, p. 314). These verbs are seen as

providing the weakest types of clausal linkage according to the criteria proposed by

Givón (1990). Furthermore, the verb in the ‘subordinate’ clause is finite, and it is not

co-lexicalized with the verb in the main clause (i.e., raised in the main clause). Finally,

the subject of the että-clause is not case-marked as an argument of the verb found

inside the main clause. All this evidence suggests that the että-clause is syntactically

weakly integrated as a subordinate complement clause in spoken Finnish.

In sum, this sub-section was used to exemplify various instances of mismatches

between syntactic un-integration and discourse integration. The vast body of research

concerning the nature of spoken data has shown that the phenomenon of syntactic un-

integratedness is common in this linguistic medium, and is spread across both, many

construction types (ranging from relative clauses to complement clauses, conditionals

and so on), and many languages (with examples being reported from English, Italian,

Finnish, Sochiapan Chinantec, and others).

2.4 The present work

The previous sections discussed some of the differences between spoken and written

language, and the ways in which linguists have gone about researching the properties

of spoken language, as well as the main conclusions which have been reached. This

section introduces the data used for the current project, namely a significant portion of

spontaneous, face-to-face conversations included in the Wellington Corpus of Spoken

New Zealand English. Details regarding the theoretical problems addressed in the

thesis are discussed in Chapter 3.

The following sub-sections provide a brief overview of the Wellington Corpus of

Spoken New Zealand English (WSC henceforth), and describe the methodology and
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Table 2.1: WSC categories and word targets

Category Text Category Code Word Target

Monologue: Broadcast news MSN 24,000
Public scripted, Broadcast monologue MST 10,000

broadcast Broadcast weather MSW 2,000

Sports commentary MUC 20,000
Monologue: Judges’ summation MUJ 4,000

Public unscripted Lecture MUL 28,000
Teacher monologue MUS 12,000

Conversation DPC 500,000
Dialogue: Telephone conversation DPF 70,000
Private Oral history interview DPH 20,000

Social dialect interview DPP 30,000

Radio talkback DGB 80,000
Dialogue: Broadcast interview DGI 80,000
Public Parliamentary debate DGU 20,000

Transactions and Meetings DGZ 100,000

TOTAL 1,000,000

approach used in the analysis. The methodology section also includes details of the

difficulties encountered both in terms of the data (limitations in access to sound files),

and the tools available in processing it (i.e., computational methods and quantitative

methods).

2.4.1 Wellington Corpus of Spoken New Zealand English

As mentioned above, the data used for the purpose of investigating subordination

in spoken New Zealand English consists of excerpts from the Wellington Corpus

of Spoken New Zealand English (WSC). The corpus comprises one million words

of spoken New Zealand English, collected between 1988 and 1994, with 99% of

the data being collected between 1990 and 1994. There are three types of spoken

material included: formal (12%), semi-formal (13%) and informal (75%), includ-

ing dialogues and monologues, private and public speech, and scripted and non-

scripted data. The data is grouped in 2,000 word excerpts, coded according to speech

type by an experienced team of researchers, as summarised in Table 2.1 (source:

http://www.vuw.ac.nz/lals/corpora/wcs.aspx).
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The transcription involves very limited coding and interpretation; punctuation

marks and intonation cues have been left out. However, the following discourse

features are included: word and syllabic emphatic stress, transcriber doubt about

what is being said, incomplete words, pauses (distinguishing between one second

pauses, two second pauses and three second pauses), latches, simultaneous speech,

multiple intra-turn overlaps and paralinguistic anthropophonics (laughter, coughing,

sniffing, snorting, sneezing, sighing, etc.). An example of what a transcript excerpt

looks like is given in example6 (16).

(16) (from WSC, DPC163:0005-0030)

AL: hey look um this tape’s still going i have to be careful 〈latch〉 . . .

XX: do you want me to turn it off 〈{〉〈[〉 i’ll turn it off 〈/[〉

AL: 〈[〉 nah not even〈/[〉〈/{〉 nah it’s ok

MM: 〈{〉〈[〉 what have you got to be 〈/[〉 careful about

The participants whose speech was included in the corpus were chosen according

to stringent criteria: they had to have been living in New Zealand before the age of

ten years old and to not have spent more than half their life or ten years (whichever

is greater) overseas. People who had recently returned from a trip overseas (within

the year preceding the collection date) were also excluded. The reason for such

strict requirements lies with the purpose of the corpus, namely to give an accurate

and authentic impression of what New Zealand English is like. However, people of

different ethnic backgrounds were accepted provided they did not violate the criteria

described above. Hence, the corpus contains samples from participants of Samoan,

Tongan, Dutch, Romanian, Greek, and of course Maori (18%) origin among others.

The participants recorded vary with respect to socio-economic and geographical

factors, such as regional origin, level of education, social class, age, occupation, etc.

Although these factors are not all represented equally in the corpus, a reasonable

gender balance was achieved, with 48% male and 52% female speech in order to cap-

ture the gender spread of the New Zealand population. Each contribution made is

coded for the demographic details of the individual contributor: ethnic group, gen-

der, age, occupation, languages spoken other than English, and highest educational

qualification obtained.

6The use of 〈latch〉 indicates a place where one utterance follows another without any discernible

pause. Brackets such as 〈{〉 and 〈[〉 indicate simultaneous speech. See Appendix 1 for a complete

index of the conventions used.
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2.4.2 Portions of the data analysed in the present work

The portions of the corpus which are of most interest to the present study are the

spontaneous, unplanned conversation excerpts. There are two reasons for this, as

discussed in what follows.

First, from a practical point of view, spontaneous, unplanned conversations

constitute the largest category of material in the corpus – 50% of the total data

collected. Selecting this type of data for the analysis presents two advantages: (1)

having access to more data, (2) having access to enough variety in the data, that is,

being able to include excerpts from speakers with various socio-economic variables

(such as varying levels of education, background, age, and so on).

Secondly, unlike written language, speech has a prototypical member, that is,

a subtype which can be taken to represent a “best exemplar” of the medium and

which comprises the chief characteristics associated with it. Spontaneous, unplanned

conversation constitutes the archetype of spoken language (Chafe, 1994, 1992; Green-

baum and Nelson, 1995a; Halliday, 1989; Miller, 1994). The assumption made is

that insights into the archetype of spoken language will lead to a more accurate and

unbiased understanding of the medium of speech as a whole.

Therefore, the analysis of the cleft constructions reported in this study was

conducted on approximately 200,000 words of spontaneous, unplanned conversation

excerpts from the WSC. These words come from 86 ten-minute conversations. The

same conversations were examined for the analysis of each of the cleft constructions

discussed in the thesis.

2.4.3 Problems related to the data

Obtaining information about participants

One of the findings which has emerged from previous research on spontaneous con-

versation shows that speakers who have been exposed to a great amount of written

language tend to use structures and style more typical of writing. In other words, for

those people, the written medium “spills” into the spoken one. Miller (1994, p. 4301)

mentions this point, explaining that people with a higher level of formal education

have regular and intensive contact with written language, and thus their speech is

stylistically and grammatically different from those who have a relatively lower level

of formal education and less exposure to written material.
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What this amounts to is the necessity for obtaining accurate information about

the participants whose speech we intend to analyse and in particular, the highest

qualification which they hold. Ideally, one would like to divide the data intended for

analysis into two groups: (1) speech produced by participants who have been exposed

to a relatively high level of education (i.e., say those who have attended a tertiary

institution), and (2) speech produced by subjects who have had relatively little or no

education (for instance, only having obtained a high school diploma). For simplicity,

we would label the first set of data the high education group and the second as

the low education group.

One of the problems encountered in this task is that although participants had

filled out forms detailing their levels of education, some of those who had stated a

high school diploma as their highest qualification and who had reported holding jobs

in an environment which does not involve high exposure to written material (such as

working in retail and hospitality industries, etc.), turned out to be second and third

year university students, well on their way to obtaining a tertiary degree and very

familiar with written material.

This fact emerged from the content of their conversations (for instance, talking

about enrolling in stage three literature papers and studying for exams). So, what

appeared to be low education participants, turned out to be in fact candidates

belonging to the high education group. What makes appearances so deceptive

is the fact that a typical second or third year university student will only have a

high school diploma as their highest qualification until they graduate and will also

often work part-time in low paid positions (not encompassing a great of exposure

to written language), in order to sustain themselves throughout their studies. What

make things difficult is that unless the topic of studying came up in the conversation

excerpt, we would not know which of our participants belong to the low education

group and which should be in fact classified in the high education one.

Problems of interpretation

A second problem which arises in relation to the data has to do with the accurate

interpretation of the conversations. As mentioned in section 2.4.1, the conversation

excerpts have been transcribed as text files. Although researchers have free, unlim-

ited access to the transcriptions, these are often not detailed enough for an accurate

and complete understanding of the material. Because we are dealing with spoken lan-

guage, a written‘translation’ will simply not do; prosodic features such as intonation
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and stress patterns are missing, and so are body language cues.

Unfortunately, the conversations are stored on mini-discs, so the body language

is altogether lost. However, the prosodic features are recoverable from the audio-files.

An added practical difficulty is that because of ethical concerns with confidential-

ity, the sound files can only be accessed on the premises of Victoria University, in

Wellington, where they are stored.

Indeed the importance of prosody in grammatical analyses of spoken language

and hence of listening to the data has been previously noted by other researchers, such

as Crystal (1997), Halliday (1963), Huddleston (1994), Miller and Weinert (1998)

and Tao and McCarthy (2001). Three examples of the disambiguation problems

encountered are presented in what follows.

One type of difficulty found in the interpretation of ‘transcribed’ spoken data

relates to the disambiguation of direct, reported and semi-indirect speech (see Trotta,

2000, p. 69 for a discussion of semi-direct speech).

Direct speech refers to a portion of discourse which is presented by the

speaker/writer as a direct quote from the original source, such as: John said: “What

time is it?”. The portion of direct speech usually retains its original wording and

structure (for instance, subject-object inversion is preserved in questions). In writ-

ing, this portion of discourse occurs in quotation marks, whereas in speech, it forms

its own intonational group, separate from the rest of the utterance.

Reported speech, on the other hand, constitutes a paraphrase of a separate

portion of discourse, as in John asked what the time was. There, the original structure

and wording are not preserved (note there is no subject-verb inversion), there are no

quotation marks in writing, and only one intonation group in speech.

Direct speech and reported speech also differ in the way deictic expressions are

interpreted. These are interpreted in terms of the original utterance in direct speech,

but in terms of the actual real-time utterance in reported speech. For example, the

deictic next week is interpreted as the week after the present one at the time of the

utterance in indirect speech, as in John said he would come next week. However, in

direct speech, such as in the sentence In the first week of April, John said: “I will

come next week” but then he forgot all about it, the deictic next week is necessarily

interpreted as pointing to the second week of April, regardless of when the sentence

was uttered.

Finally, semi-indirect speech shares properties with both direct and reported
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speech. In the following utterances: She asked me what can he buy in Bolivia, and

She asked me what did he buy in Bolivia, from Trotta (2000, p. 69), there is subject-

verb inversion as we find in direct speech, but there is only one intonational unit, as

found in reported speech. Trotta (ibid) mentions that semi-indirect speech is often

associated with non-standard varieties of English, but acknowledges that it is also

found in standard English.

Consider example (17).

(17) (from WSC, DPC243:0315-0325)

AH: and it must have been a creek the creek further DOWN than i thought

→ it was i thought oh i’ll go up there cos nobody’ll go up there and i

get over the top i come out and there’s a bloody track there 〈,〉 been

walking up about 〈,〉〈laughs〉 four hundred feet away from this track

〈/laughs〉

This type of language also falls under the label of fictive interaction, as intro-

duced by Pascual (2006, 2002). Fictive interaction involves “the use of a direct speech

constituent that sets up (part of) a fictive verbal exchange” (ibid). Typically, speak-

ers utter material which is both addressed to the hearer, as well as uttered for the

benefit of the hearer. In fictive interactions, however, the addressee does not coincide

with the person(s) for whose benefit the material is uttered. For instance, in the

above example, the clauses oh i’ll go up there cos nobody’ll go up there are uttered

for the benefit of the hearer, but they are (formulated as though) “addressed” to the

speaker. They represent a way of encoding thinking as speaking, whereby thought

is “interactionally structured”, so that the process of thinking or having an idea is

construed and presented as talking to/ interacting with oneself.

The clauses given in italics in example (17) could be analysed as instances of

semi-indirect or direct speech, depending on whether there are any pauses between

them and the main clauses to which they relate. However, no pauses are given in the

transcript, which would correlate with the existence of only one intonational group,

thus suggesting that they might be semi-indirect speech. But on the other hand, the

discourse marker oh points to a direct speech interpretation. This issue can only be

resolved by listening to the actual data sound files.

A second type of problem involves deciding whether a particular portion of dis-

course belongs with one clause or another, depending on whether it forms a separate

intonation unit or not. This is exemplified in (18).
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(18) (from WSC, DPC127:0990-1015)

Two female speakers discuss the reading of a short story on the radio – the story

turns out to be written by the mother of one of the speakers – and the events sur-

rounding the time when the reading took place.

PC: oh 〈,,〉〈&〉5〈/&〉〈softly〉 oh 〈/softly〉〈,〉 no it just rings a bell that mum

had sent something 〈drawls〉 in 〈/drawls〉 and that 〈latch〉

HL: mm 〈{〉〈[〉and 〈.〉it〈/.〉〈/[〉

→ PC: 〈[〉but i don’t think〈/[〉〈{〉 she even knew 〈{〉〈[〉when they read it out 〈/[〉

HL: 〈[〉 it was when peter 〈〉〈/{〉 was a baby you know like when he was

〈?〉about〈/?〉 a year

PC: 〈softly〉 yeah it could have been 〈/softly〉 cos she was writing at 〈.〉 that

〈/.〉〈,〉 time in fact one of the reasons she went up to otaki

The clause when they read it out is ambiguous, having the following possible

interpretations: (1) she [the author] did not know the exact time when the radio

station was going to broadcast her story, or (2) she [the author] did not know/expect

that the radio station would broadcast her story and then suddenly, there it was being

heard over the radio.

Similarly, in (19), we do not know whether the when-clause belongs with the

main clause oh I remember, or whether it belongs with the next clause and callum

rang up and he goes are you there i’m going to kill you.

(19) (from WSC, DPC098:0705-0720)

→ AI: oh i remember when i was going out with melody 〈.〉and〈/.〉 and

〈?〉callum〈/?〉 〈laughs〉 rang up 〈/laughs〉 and he goes 〈with deep voice〉

are you there i’m going to kill you 〈/〉with deep voice〈〉 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉

i thought 〈with silly voice〉 may the lord bless you my best

friend 〈/with silly voice〉 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 oh no 〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉

〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 no i was actually very scared

These problems were ameliorated by visiting the Victoria University of Welling-

ton and listening to the conversation files, and by cross-checking difficult examples

with other linguists.

Limitations of quantitative methods

As stated in the introduction, the major aim of the present study is to develop a

better understanding of the notion of subordination in relation to spoken language:
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what it is, how it manifests itself in speech, what types of subordination we find. One

approach would be to perform quantitative analyses on the data.

Quantitative methods are used to accomplish various goals, such as uncovering

existing trends or patterns in a given dataset, extracting generalisations from it, or

establishing relationships (causal or descriptive) within it. The power of such analyses

lies in their ability to ascertain whether a particular trend, pattern, generalisation or

relationship is recurrent or strong enough to be statistically significant.

One disadvantage in using quantitative methods is, however, that outliers in the

data are overlooked, due to their very nature of being statistically non-significant. A

second disadvantage comes from the fact that difficult judgments are often required

to ‘squeeze’ elements into one category or another, when these clearly do not fit such

‘smooth categorization’ (see McEnery and Wilson, 2001 for a discussion). This results

in an idealized model of the data and in some cases, in a somewhat empty and trivial

one.

As far as the present research is concerned, quantitative methods are viewed

– for the most part – as unsuitable due to the exploratory nature of the study.

Hence, most of the research was carried out by manual coding of individual examples

from the corpus, rather than by employing quantitative methods. In various cases,

some statistical methods (such as Chi-Square tests) have been used to determine

the significance of the number of occurrences of particular construction types, or to

compare their various occurrences to each other. Nonetheless, this type of analysis

will not constitute the main focus of the study.

The advantage of a qualitative approach is that we are able to obtain a rich

analysis and a detailed perspective of the data, while giving rare constructions just as

much attention as frequent ones. This means that outliers or controversial cases are

not missed, and that an idealized Aristotelian model (with in/out class membership

status and binary distinctions between categories) is not imposed.

Before such an idealized model can even be attempted, it is necessary to have

an in-depth description of what it is that we are looking at. For instance, works

such as the Longman Grammar of Spoken and Written English (1999) give a range

of statistics indicating the frequency of various constructions in both speech and

writing, but do not provide descriptions of what is identified as a particular kind

of construction and what is not. We do not know, for example, what counts as a

relative clause, or whether some constructions were simply ignored due to their being

judged non-standard, or further still, whether others were left out because they are
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interpreted as performance errors.

Admittedly, what remains largely outside the scope of the study because of the

qualitative approach is the relative frequency of occurrence of the various construc-

tions and the comparison of these structures with other varieties of English (and

indeed other languages). Here, we take the view that even though the data investi-

gated comes from New Zealand English, the findings and analysis are (largely) equally

applicable to other varieties of English.

Limitations of computational methods

The use of computational methods as a possible tool in aiding the analysis of sub-

ordination in spoken data has been investigated. While these are not without their

problems, two programs can be used to help narrow down the search for some partic-

ular clause types: Oxford WordSmith Tools software and the CLAWS part-of-speech

tagger. Each of the programs is discussed in what follows. It should be mentioned

however, that once the particular constructions of interest were identified with the

help of the computational tools, manual inspection was still necessary in order to

process the contextual information and the communicative function of the clauses

investigated.

The Oxford WordSmith Tools program is a lexical analysis resource developed

by Mike Scott, at the Oxford University Press, which can be used to check for key

words, perform concordance searches and create word lists from given text files (Word-

Smith website: http://www.lexically.net/wordsmith/index.html). Of most interest to

the present study are the concordance searches which can be used to identify that/this-

clauses, wh-clauses, and it-clauses (by performing searches for the words that, this,

wh-words, and it respectively)7.

For the most part, WordSmith can only be used to a limited extent, in order to

help narrow down the checking process. For instance, when searching for cleft con-

structions involving the demonstratives this/that/these/those, wh-words, or even the

pronoun it, manual checking was still needed to ascertain whether the constructions

identified were indeed clefts. However, once the material of interest from the corpus

was tagged by manual inspection, WordSmith was used again to search for specific

tags and thus locate instances of various constructions.

7The relevance of this/that-clauses, wh-words, and it-clauses will become clear in Chapter 3.
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Another way of narrowing down the checking process was made possible by us-

ing the CLAWS part-of-speech tagging software, developed at Lancaster University

(CLAWS website: http://www.comp.lancs.ac.uk/computing/research/ucrel/claws).

CLAWS runs text files through a pre-edit program which makes them machine read-

able and then feeds them to a tagger which assigns each word (or word combination)

a particular part-of-speech. The tagset used (C7) includes over 160 tags. In order

to do the correct part-of-speech assignment, CLAWS has available a large database

of words and their associated parts-of-speech, as well as a set of heuristic algorithms

which are used to predict the part-of-speech of words not included in the database.

The heuristic algorithms are constantly updated and they include probabilistic mod-

els of adjacency tag checking (i.e., if a word in question has an adjective to its left

and a verb to its right, what chance is there for that word to be a noun?) and suf-

fix lists detailing the parts-of-speech of various words ending in particular suffixes.

Overall, CLAWS boasts a high 96-97% accuracy for most written language texts and

also a reasonable standard with spoken material – this being the primary reason for

choosing this particular software. Below is an example of what a tagged portion of

speech looks like (explanations of the tags used are given in Appendix 2).

(20) (from WSC, DPC163:0005-0030)

AL: hey UH look VV0 um UH this DD1 tape NN1 ’s VBZ still RR go-

ing VVG

AI: i ZZ1 have VH0 to TO be VBI careful JJ 〈laughs〉

XX: do VD0 you PPY want VVI me PPIO1 to TO turn VVI it PPH1

off II 〈{〉〈[〉 i ZZ1 ’ll VM turn VVI it PPH1 off II 〈/[〉

AL: 〈[〉 nah UH not XX even RR 〈/[〉〈/{〉 nah UH it PPH1 ’s VBZ okay JJ

MM: 〈{〉〈[〉 what DDQ have VH0 you PPY got VVN to TO be VBI 〈/[〉

careful JJ about II

Once the corpus material was tagged by the CLAWS software, particular clause

types could be identified using the concordance searches in WordSmith. For our

purposes, however, in spite of its ability to tag for wh-clauses, the software was unable

to distinguish between the various types: relatives, complements and adverbials. This

meant that CLAWS could not be used to identify wh-cleft clauses, so from there on,

the tagging process had to be done entirely manually. After all, the software was

designed to distinguish various classes of words, not various types of clauses (which

is a lot more difficult to do).
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Brief summary notes and outlook to next chapter

This chapter describes some of the key differences between spoken and written lan-

guage and argues that the two linguistic mediums form a continuum rather than readily

separable, discrete entities. Advances in technology and in particular, the corpus revolu-

tion have made it possible to awaken the field of research on spoken discourse. In light

of the newly acquired resources, various work has been conducted for the purpose of ob-

taining a better understanding, among other things, of the grammar of speech. So far, it

has been shown for example, that frequencies of various constructions differ across the two

linguistic mediums. Some constructions occur mostly in speech, others mostly in writing.

Significantly, it has been proposed that the unit of analysis best suited to spoken data is

the clause, rather than the sentence (as is traditionally used for written language). Fur-

thermore, syntactic un-integratedness was also found to be a prevalent feature of spoken

varieties of many languages, across a variety of different construction types. All these find-

ings help to pave the way for future and upcoming work, which is still very much needed for

the purpose of understanding the rules which govern the grammar of spoken discourse, and

the motivations that drive them. The current study sets out to analyse a large portion of

spontaneous, face-to-face conversation extracts from the Wellington Corpus of Spoken New

Zealand English, with the aim of investigating the phenomenon of subordination in spoken

discourse. Another ongoing debate concerns the issue of complexity in speech and writing.

Various theories have been put forward regarding which linguistic medium involves greater

levels of complexity. This constitutes the point of departure for the discussion in Chapter

3.



Chapter

3

Subordination in Spoken Language

Summary of key points

• One ongoing debate in the area of spoken language concerns the levels

of complexity exhibited in speech, as compared to writing.

• The instability of the notion of ‘subordination’ has led to disagreements

in the literature and to such drastic suggestions as that of abandoning the

concept altogether.

• One particular construction which involves dependency relations (or

subordination) is the cleft construction. Clefts are biclausal copular

units which contain (besides the be-copula) a focused constituent and a

relative-like clause.

• Clefts have received a moderate amount of attention by researchers

interested in both written and spoken language. In particular, current

work aims to investigate their structural properties, information structure,

function in discourse, and occurrence across various text types and

linguistic mediums.

• Previous research concerned with cleft constructions has answered many

questions with regard to the areas mentioned above, as well as posed further

ones, particularly in relation to clefts occurring in speech.

3.1 Complexity and subordination in speech and

writing

Studies dating back to the 1920s (for example Sapir, 1921 and Jespersen, 1924) discuss

the issue of complexity in speech and in writing, and despite the time gone by, this

38
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long debate continues today. However, the majority of research conducted in the last

twenty years seems to suggest that rather than thinking of one language medium as

being more complex than the other, it would be more appropriate to recognize that

each medium is complex in different ways.

The debate regarding complexity of language is relevant to the study of subor-

dination because the two are often linked. That is, an increase in instances of sub-

ordinate structures is equated with an increase in degree of complexity. Of course,

the occurrence of subordination is not the only type of complexity there is; for in-

stance, referential or rhetorical links found in discourse are also markers of complexity

since their presence results in an increase in cognitive load. Similarly, the notion of

‘subordination’ can be used to describe various structures (for instance, adjectival

modifiers are subordinate to their noun phrase heads). However, here, it is used to

refer specifically to clausal linkage (or nexus relations).

This chapter concerns the issue of subordination in speech and writing. A

more general aim is to place the construction investigated by the thesis – the cleft

– among wider debates regarding spoken language. First, studies which concentrate

on the notions of complexity and (sometimes) indirectly, subordination and their

occurrence in speech and writing are reviewed. Following this, we move on to contrast

various facets of subordination and to discuss two major types, namely syntactic

subordination and discourse subordination. Here, we consider questions raised by

Thompson (1984), Matthiessen and Thompson (1988), and Bybee (2001) regarding

the notion of subordination an what it actually entails; as well as some answers given

by Foley and Van Valin (1984) and Van Valin (1993), who introduce the term ‘co-

subordination’.

Subordination is relevant and needed for the analysis of cleft constructions,

since these are complex structures and involve subordinate clauses as their compo-

nents. The final section (3.3) introduces, defines and exemplifies the family of cleft

constructions from English. We review findings regarding their structural properties,

information structure, discourse function, and occurrence in various text types and

linguistic mediums.

3.1.1 Subordination in speech and writing

This sub-section summarises conclusions reached by previous work regarding com-

plexity and subordination in spoken and written English. The review is presented as
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a time line, in order to give an impression of the rough development of this body of

research1.

Table 3.1: Summary of literature on complexity and sub-

ordination in spoken and written English

Timeline Results

1920s 1926 HORN shows that spoken language (SL) contains less com-

plex vocabulary than written language (WL), shorter sentences,

less lexical variety (Hudson-Ettle, 1998).

1950s 1957 HARREL finds more instances of subordination in SL than

in WL (Chafe and Tannen, 1987).

1962 DRIEMAN reports that WL has longer words, more at-

tributive adjectives and greater lexical variety (Chafe and Tannen,

1987). BLAKENSHIP also finds more instances of subordination

than coordination and more passives in WL compared to SL (Chafe

and Tannen, 1987).

1960s 1964 HOROWITZ and NEWMAN are among the first to

argue in favour of the opposite view, namely that speech con-

tains more subordinate “ideas” and more elaboration than writing

(Biber, 1988). The notion of a “subordinate idea” is however, de-

fined cognitively rather than syntactically and hence does not refer

to “linguistic complexity”, but rather to “cognitive complexity” –

as Biber puts it “it shows that, given the same amount of time, a

speaker can verbalize more ‘ideas’ than a writer” (Biber, 1988, p.

50).

1965 DE VITO also notes that written language has more simple

sentences than spoken language; although he did find more complex

words and more lexical diversity in WL than in SL (Chafe and

Tannen, 1987).

1967 HOROWITZ and BERKOWITZ support De Vito’s find-

ings that SL contains more diverse, longer sentences and more sub-

ordination than WL (Chafe and Tannen, 1987).

1References are included for studies whose results were obtained from sources other than the

cited papers themselves.
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Timeline Results

However, GRUNER, KIGLER and GIBSON dispute these

findings, claiming that fewer words and syllables, shorter sentences

and more personal words are found in SL in comparison to WL

(Hudson-Ettle, 1998).

1970s 1974 O’DONNELL’s work indicates that writing is overall more

diverse and complex than speech, having more gerunds, participles,

attributive adjectives, passives, modal and perfective auxiliaries,

but fewer noun clauses, infinitives and progressive auxiliaries.

1976 POOLE and FIELD support earlier findings by De Vito

and Horowitz and Berkowitz, reporting more embedding, more ad-

verbials and more personal pronouns in SL, but fewer adjectives

and complex verbal structures. These results, they claim, are a

consequence of the increased amount of time available to writers

(and not to speakers), leading to simpler structures in writing (but

not speaking) – a stylistically desired quality (Chafe and Tannen,

1987; Hudson-Ettle, 1998).

1977 KROLL’s work suggests that WL has more instances of

subordination than SL.

1979 CHAFE argues that WL is more reliable on subordination

than SL, due to the “detached” relationship between writer and

audience. OCHS arrives at similar conclusions regarding the oc-

currence of subordination in WL, but via different means. Rather

than comparing spoken and written language, she introduces the

idea of contrasting planned and unplanned language, saying that

the latter has fewer instances of subordination (indeed due to the

lack of planning time available). Furthermore, in general, writ-

ten language tends to be planned rather than unplanned, whereas

speech is exactly opposite - hence writing tends to contain more

subordination than speech. For the first time, a third view comes

to light, introduced by HALLIDAY, who argues that both speech

and writing are complex, but in different ways. Speech is complex

in terms of grammatical structure, whereas writing is complex in

terms of lexical items.
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In the same year, LAKOFF writes that the dichotomy between

speech and writing is altogether misguided and that the two lan-

guage mediums form a continuum. She suggests (nine) binary fea-

tures could be used to separate the different language mediums

situated in-between the two extremes of the continuum.

1980s 1980 PRICE and GRAVES claim that writing has more adjec-

tival and adverbial phrases. They also propose that “more basic

writers” write closer to how they speak than “advanced writers”,

i.e., for instance, “more advanced writers” use structures whose sub-

jects may contain complex structures, whereas “more basic writers”

do not (Chafe and Tannen, 1987).

1982 CHAFE consolidates his earlier findings that WL is more

complex and more integrated (i.e., less fragmentary) than SL, in

that it has more nominalizations, prepositional phrases, genitive

subjects and genitive objects, more present and past participials,

more attributive adjectives, more that- and to- complement clauses

and more relative clauses.

1984 A study by BEAMAN agrees with Halliday’s earlier claims,

that SL is at least as complex as WL, if not more so in some cases.

SL is reported to have more dependent clauses, whereas WL has

more lexical density. Beaman criticizes earlier work for not control-

ling their data samples for register, communicative function, degree

of formality and planning.

1984 A study conducted by THOMPSON investigates the occur-

rence of subordination in spoken and written language. Her results

show that the presence of subordination has more to do with the

formal/informal opposition, rather than with the spoken/written

one. In terms of clause preferences, SL appears to have more adver-

bial clauses and WL more non-finite clauses. Significantly, Thomp-

son cautions that the notion of ‘subordination’ is “misleading” and

should be in fact abolished altogether.
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1988 The dichotomy between speech and writing is again under

attack by a detailed study carried out by BIBER, who shows that

the two language mediums cannot be successfully separated using

a multi-feature analysis. Interestingly, he also picks up on some of

the discrepancies mentioned by Beaman, and adds to their source

problems in defining the various variables investigated (such as the

notions of sentence and subordination).

1990s 1994 Halliday’s results are further supported by MILLER, who

proposes that speech and writing are different language mediums,

not only containing different kinds of structures, but also involving

structures which may “look” and “behave” differently when used

in the two mediums. However, the overall findings seem to agree

with the general trend that speech is less complex than writing.

One important factor in the analysis of speech is found to be the

level of education achieved by the participants recorded. That is,

the higher their level of education, the higher their exposure to

written material and the more similarity can be observed between

their speech and their writing.

1995 Two studies carried out by GREENBAUM and NELSON

report no real differences between speech and writing. However,

conversational data is found to be an exception to this pattern.

Conversations stand out as a language type, in that they exhibit

decidedly fewer instances of subordination than any written text.

1997 In accord with Halliday’s and in part, with Miller’s work,

KIRK also finds SL and WL to be equally complex. According

to Kirk, some subordinate clauses are more common in SL (that-

complements and wh-complements), while others are more frequent

in WL (infinitive clauses, ing-clauses and ed -participial clauses).
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1998 Finally, MILLER and WEINERT’s book Spontaneous

spoken language: syntax and discourse examines conversations (im-

promptu, as well as narratives) and task-related dialogue. The re-

sults obtained confirm earlier findings by Kirk, Miller and Halliday

that: (1) speech is different from writing, (2) some constructions

may occur in one medium but not the other, and (3) one and the

same construction may appear and function very differently in the

two mediums (relative clauses being a prime example).

There are several observations which can be made from the summary above.

First, while there is no complete consensus regarding the degree of complexity found

in speech and writing, overwhelmingly, recent studies have shown that both language

mediums exhibit some kind of complexity. However, even among those who agree with

this hypothesis, we can find further divergences still, in terms of the ways in which

complexity manifests itself. While some believe that speech is structurally more

complex since it contains more embedded clauses, and writing is lexically denser (i.e.,

Beaman, 1984 and Halliday, 1979), others maintain that grammatical complexity can

be found in both writing and speech, but differences come from the types of syntactic

constructions found in each medium (i.e., Miller, 1994 and Miller and Weinert, 1998).

Secondly, the reasons underlying the discrepancy in the results concerning com-

plexity and subordination in spoken language can be attributed to four main factors:

(1) non-homogeneity of spoken language, (2) disagreement regarding the units of

analysis which should be used to analyse spoken data, (3) differences in the way the

notion of ‘subordination’ is defined, and finally, (4) differences in characteristics of

the participants chosen (their differing levels of formal education, and experience in

speaking off-the-cuff in formal situations), as well as in the formality of the situation

(topic, setting and audience). The first two factors were discussed in the previous

chapter, in sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.3, respectively. We now consider the third reason

for disagreements, which has to do the notion of ‘subordination’ itself.

3.2 The many facets of subordination

One key problem associated with the notion of subordination is the of lack of a precise

and objective definition of subordinate clauses and hence limited success in identifying
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these. According to Samuel Butler, a definition is an “enclosing [of] a wilderness of

idea within a wall of words” (Note-Books), and it is safe to say that as far as spoken

language is concerned, the concept of subordination still reigns very much wild and

unconstrained.

Subordination is most commonly understood as a contrast between subordinate

and main clauses. Subordinate clauses are of different types such as, relative clauses,

verbal complements, noun complements and content clauses, and are often, though

not always, marked by subordination markers, word order, verbal forms, intonation,

or a combination of these (see Aarts, 2006 for a summary). Traditionally (though

not uncontroversially, as will be discussed below), subordinate and main clauses may

differ in regard to their:

• dependency (main clauses are independent, whereas subordinate ones are de-

pendent),

• prominence and importance of the message expressed (main clauses are promi-

nent and important, subordinate clauses are backgrounded and provide elabo-

ration around a particular topic),

• assertiveness (main clauses are asserted and have their own illocutionary force,

subordinate clauses are not, and are dependent on main clauses for their illocu-

tionary force),

• flexibility (main clauses are flexible to allow prepositional fronting, negative

fronting, tag questions, etc., whereas subordinate clauses are more rigid in this

regard).

Green’s seminal 1976 paper details a number of specific properties which are

only shared by main clauses, termed “main clause phenomena” (MCP), including

negative adverb preposing, participial phrase preposing, exclamatory inversion, tag

questions, the use of lo and behold, rhetorical questions, and truncation, just to name

a few. Here are some examples from Green (1976, pp. 383-384):

(21) Negative Adverb Preposing

(a) Never before have prices been so high.

(b) ∗ Nixon regrets that never before have prices been so high before.
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(22) Participial Phrase Preposing

(a) Squatting in the corner was a spotted tree frog.

(b) ∗ I never enter the room when squatting in the corner is a spotted tree frog..

(23) Exclamatory Inversion

(a) Boy/man/mmmm, are we in for it! Was it (ever) loud!

(b) ∗ He discovered that boy, was I in over my head.

(24) Tag Questions

(a) John eats pork, doesn’t he?

(b) ∗ I discovered that John eats pork, doesn’t he?

(25) Lo and behold

(a) Lo and behold, there was a unicorn among the roses.

(b) ∗ I realised that lo and behold, there was a unicorn among the roses.

(26) Rhetorical Questions

(a) Who can understand Aspects?

(b) ∗ It seems that who can understand Aspects.

(27) Truncation

(a) Gotta go now. Time for dinner. See you later. Went downtown yesterday.

(b) ∗ I guess (that) see you later.

However, Green goes on to show that MCP are not actually restricted to main

clauses alone (1976, p. 385). In particular, she remarks that “the distribution of

each main clause phenomenon will be determined by pragmatic, semantic and syn-

tactic factors, which interact in ways not yet totally predictable” (1976, p. 392), and

concludes that “there may not be a simple explanation of embedding tolerances –

that it may be necessary to examine the phenomena case by case” (1976, p. 394).

In other words, Green shows that some subordinate clauses are “main-like”, sharing

those properties which were traditionally assumed to be reserved for main clauses

alone.

Huddleston gives further examples of this phenomenon which he describes as

“structurally incongruous subordinate clauses” (1994, p. 3856):

(28) Structurally incongrous subordinate clauses

(a) I may be a little late, in which case please do start without me.

(b) We must hurry – because didn’t you say it started at six?
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In (28), the subordinate clauses in which case please do start without me and

because didn’t you say it started at six are subordinate from a structural point of

view, however, they are main-like in what Huddleston terms the “communicative

sense” since they have their own independent illocutionary force (ibid).

Conversely, apart from subordinate clauses being “main-like”, it has also been

pointed out that main-clauses can be “subordinate-like”. Some main clauses are

neither independent, nor asserted, for example, sentences which contain epistemic

verbs such as think, guess, assume, gather, imagine in There is no point in doing

that, I think or He left to see his father I assume (Hopper and Thompson, 1973;

Thompson, 2002).

In a similar vein, Huddleston (1994) argues that like subordinate clauses, cer-

tain coordinate clauses can undergo ‘desententialization’ – “the loss of features of

interpretation and/or form that are associated with a clause standing alone as a sen-

tence” (Huddleston, 1994, p. 3851). One type of desententialization involves the loss

of illocutionary force. While this is characteristically associated with subordinate

structures, Huddleston points out that coordinate ones can also be affected, as in

Do that again and you’ll regret it, or Tim needed three attempts but his sister only

two (1994, p. 3854). Typically, desententialized coordinate clauses are the result of

ellipsis. We return to this problem later, see page 49.

Huddleston notes further that some subordinate clauses, like their main coun-

terparts, have the flexibility to ‘move’ before or after their head. For example, subor-

dinate although-clauses can occur before or after the main clause as in (29), whereas

coordinate but-clauses have no flexibility in this respect, cf. (30).

(29) (from Huddleston, 1994, ex. 29, p. 3854)

(a) Ed joined the club although he had little spare time.

(b) Although he had little spare time, Ed joined the club.

(30) (from Huddleston, 1994, ex. 30, p. 3854)

(a) He joined the club but he had little spare time.

(b) ∗ But he had little spare time he joined the club.

Such observations have led Bybee (2001) to posit a continuum between subordi-

nate and main clauses, rather than a discrete differentiation between them. According

to her “clause-types range from those that are fully independent, with a finite verb,

appropriate case marking and no noun phrases shared with other clauses, to those
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that are reduced in various ways, e.g., by lacking verbal inflection, by having the case

of noun phrases determined by other clauses and various other restrictions” (Bybee,

2001, p. 2). Hence, while at one end of the continuum we have fully dependent, em-

bedded, backgrounded, desententialized subordinate clauses, at the other end, we find,

independent, foregrounded non-subordinate/main clauses. And in-between these two

extremes, there are epistemic verb constructions, desententialized coordinate clauses,

‘flexible’ adverbial clauses and so on, as exemplified above.

We will see in what follows that the work of Foley and Van Valin (1984) addresses

these concerns by introducing the term ‘co-subordination’ (discussed in more detail

below), as an intermediary category between subordination and coordination. ‘Co-

subordination’ aims to capture precisely some of these in-between constructions, such

as the aforementioned desententialized coordinate clauses.

For some, the problems raised by the subordinate-main division have become

so overwhelming that they no longer see a benefit in using the term ‘subordinate’

altogether: “there is no advantage to postulating a grammatical category of ‘subordi-

nate’ clause” (Matthiessen and Thompson, 1988, p. 317). Matthiessen and Thompson

(1988, p. 284, 285) argue against the term ‘subordination’ on the grounds that it is

“too loaded” and unclear. They claim that subordination is sometimes used to refer

to the grammatical function of a particular clause as being ‘subordinated’ in rela-

tion to another (i.e., its function in the discourse), and at other times to the class

of clauses which are dependent on other clauses or phrases (thus referring to formal

properties of the clause, such as transitivity patterns, word order, tense marking),

and in some cases, even more confusingly, it is a mixture of the two senses. Moreover,

the confusion between function and class gives rise to unstable criteria for identi-

fying subordination. For instance, a given clause might be classed as subordinate

using what is in effect functional criteria, such as looking at word order to establish

embeddedness.

In light of these observations, Matthiessen and Thompson (1988) propose a

more refined approach to the issue of subordination. They follow the Hallidayan

model of distinguishing between clause combining and embedding. A clause is deemed

dependent if it is embedded, in the sense that it functions as a constituent and

is thus, part of another. However, with clause combining, a dependent clause is

dependent on another without being part of it. Hence, we can have embedded and

non-embedded clauses on the one hand, and within non-embedded clauses we can

still have interdependencies in hypotactic clauses, or full independence in paratactic
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clauses.

These types of distinctions are also recognized by Role and Reference Gram-

mar (Foley and Van Valin, 1984; Van Valin, 1993; Van Valin and La Polla, 1997), a

grammatical theory developed over the past twenty years, to account for wide cross-

linguistic syntactic phenomena, starting from the question “what would linguistic

theory look like if it were based on the analysis of Lakhota, Tagalog and Dyirbal,

rather than on the analysis of English?” (Van Valin, 1999).

In Role and Reference Grammar (RRG), subordination and coordination (the

notion normally understood in opposition to subordination) are defined in terms of

two parameters: embeddedness and dependency. The two binary features account

for: (1) whether a clause functions as an argument of another (embeddedness), and

(2) whether a clause can stand alone in a “whole-whole relation” or whether it cannot,

being in a “part-whole relationship” (Foley and Van Valin, 1984, p. 239), The two

notions are thus teased apart and recognized as being distinct parameters. This means

that a clause can be dependent on another, without necessarily being embedded inside

it (i.e., Hallidayan ‘hypotaxis’ relation). Consider for instance example (31):

(31) The students must work hard and finish their assignments on time.

While the clause finish their assignments on time is not embedded inside the

clause The students must work hard (which can be checked with the help of traditional

constituency tests), it is still dependent on it as it shares its subject and modal

‘operator’ must. Dependency is defined in terms of ‘operator scope’, as explained in

what follows. Hence, Huddleston’s earlier examples Do that again and you’ll regret

it, and Tim needed three attempts but his sister only two (see page 47) constitute

further cases of co-subordination. The category of co-subordination aims to account

for those ‘in-between’ cases, where there is some degree of dependency but not total

dependency among clauses.

Within the RRG framework, clauses are made up of three main component

parts (nucleus, core and periphery), along with the operators that are said to act at

the various layers. For example, the nucleus comes under the scope of the negation

operator, aspect and directional operators (modifying the orientation of the event,

not the participants in it). The scope of the operators (and hence the part of the

clause which they are modifying) is decided on the basis of their meaning. So in the

earlier example (3.2), the modal operator must – a core level operator, is shared by

the dependent clause finish their assignments on time with the independent clause
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The students must work hard, in that the students must work hard and also, the

students must finish their assignments on time.

The type of structure present is determined by the scope of the operators, to-

gether with constituency tests. Thus clauses which are both embedded and dependent

are termed ‘subordinate’, whereas clauses which are neither embedded, nor dependent

are ‘coordinate’. Examples such as (3.2), where a clause is dependent but not em-

bedded are termed ‘co-subordinate’ since they share features with both coordination

(non-embeddedness) and subordination (dependency).

Several observations can be made about this type of analysis. First, as already

mentioned, “dependence is not equivalent to embeddedness” (Van Valin, 1993, p.

243).

Secondly, within RRG, subordination is identified strictly in terms of embed-

dedness (i.e., if a clause is embedded, we are necessarily dealing with subordination

and conversely, if it is not embedded, we are necessarily dealing with a nexus other

than subordination). Furthermore, in a later account of nexus types, Van Valin and

La Polla write that dependency is not all that relevant to subordination, since the

only operator which has scope over subordinate clauses is that of illocutionary force

(1997, p. 457). In other words, the two features of embeddedness and dependency

are not equally weighted, embeddedness being more important in identifying subor-

dination (dependency is only used for the purpose of distinguishing different types of

non-subordination), cf. Foley and Van Valin (1984, p. 118).

Thirdly, clause linkage is defined strictly in terms of the structural properties

associated with the clauses in question. That is, the nine nexus possibilities avail-

able (three places of linkage: at nucleus level, at core level, and at the periphery

level, with three linkage types: subordination, coordination and co-subordination)

are determined on the basis of syntactic criteria alone (operator scope together with

constituency structure), and without taking into consideration the discourse function

of the clauses analysed.

This lack of consideration for discourse function has been criticized as a ma-

jor weakness. Thompson’s earlier 1984 paper disparages the grammatical category

of subordination on the grounds that many clauses labelled ‘subordinate’ solely ac-

cording to grammatical properties, are in fact used for very different purposes in the

discourse. One way to address these comments is by recognizing the various kinds

of dependencies that come under the umbrella of subordination. On the one hand,

there is syntactic dependency, which is what subordination is most commonly
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understood to be, as defined by Crystal (1997, on-line resource):

A term used in grammatical analysis to refer to the process or result of

linking linguistic units so that they have different syntactic status, one

being dependent upon the other, and usually a constituent of the other;

subordinate is sometimes contrasted with superordinate.

or Lyons (1968, p. 178):

Complex sentences2 are divided into: (a) those in which the constituent

clauses are grammatically coordinate, no one being dependent on the oth-

ers ...; and (b) those in which one of the clauses is ‘modified’ by one or

more subordinate clauses grammatically dependent on it.

On the other hand, we have a second type of dependency relation, namely

discourse dependency. Rather than referring to a structural relation, the notion

of discourse dependency describes a particular type of relationship which holds be-

tween various parts within a portion of discourse (be it spoken or written). Miller

explains that discourse subordination “relates to discourse and is signalled by the

use of anaphoric pronouns, ellipsis and conjunctions” (2006b, p. 255). Consider the

following example from Miller (2006b, ex. 6, p. 255):

(32) The keen students decided to submit the assignment to the professor on Thursday.

They thought he would then allow them to go home. He didn’t.

As far the syntactic structure is concerned, the anaphoric pronouns given in ital-

ics occur in independent, that is, non-embedded clauses (note the full stop separating

the sentences). However, the two sentences containing these anaphoric pronouns are

contextually dependent on the first sentence, without which, the anaphoric pronouns

cannot be interpreted. They are in this sense, discourse subordinate to the first

sentence.

Studies which concentrate on discourse dependency relations steer away from

the terms ‘main’ and ‘subordinate’ in favour of the Hallidayan terms ‘hypotactic’ –

the linking of units of unequal status, and ‘paratactic’ – the linking of units of equal

2Lyons uses the term “complex sentence” to include all types of subordinate clauses, both those

which modify constituents of a main clause (complement and relative clauses), and those which

modify entire clauses (adverbial clauses).
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status (Halliday, 2004, 1989; Mann and Thompson, 1988; Matthiessen and Thompson,

1988; Mann et al., 1992). Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) is one such approach,

which takes discourse subordination to be central to clause linkage (Taboada and

Mann, 2006a,b).

According to the RST model, clause linkage is similar to the linkage of relations

in a text. Relationships between clauses in nexus relations are reminiscent of those

between text spans in texts, in that they are organised according to the same prin-

ciples (Matthiessen and Thompson, 1988, p 300). More precisely, clauses combine

in the same two ways in which rhetorical units combine: Nucleus-Satellite schemas3

and Multi-Nuclear schemas. It turns out that Nucleus-Satellite relations are often

(though admittedly not always) coded as hypotactic, whereas Multi-Nuclear schemas

are often coded as paratactic. In sum, Matthiessen and Thompson put forward the

hypothesis that “clause combining in grammar has evolved as a grammaticalization

of the rhetorical units in discourse defined by rhetorical relations” (1988, p. 301).

The definition and investigation of subordination have largely been based on

morphosyntactic characterizations of the phenomenon; an approach which has been

criticized due to its attested cross-linguistic inapplicability (Cristofaro, 2003). In par-

ticular, two problems have been identified with this approach, namely the Continuum

Problem and the Mismatch Problem (Cristofaro, 2003, see in particular, pp. 18-22).

Cristofaro (2003, p. 33) proposes instead that subordination be defined in terms

of what she calls the Asymmetry Assumption, as follows:

By subordination will be meant a situation whereby a cognitive asym-

metry is established between linked SoAs [state of affairs], such that the

profile of one of the two (henceforth the main SoA) overrides that of the

other (henceforth the dependent SoA).

The term ‘profile’ is borrowed from Langacker (1987), to denote “a part of the

scene that is obligatorily accessed, and given special cognitive prominence” (Cristo-

faro, 2003, p. 29). In practical terms, the definition can also be formulated as

having to do with assertiveness: the main SoA is said to be pragmatically asserted,

whereas the dependent SoA is pragmatically non-asserted (‘assertiveness’ in used in

the sense of what the speaker believes to be the case, rather than the logical-semantic

3Nuclear portions of discourse are more central, whereas satellite portions of discourse are less

central and more peripheral.
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interpretation; as indicated by label ‘pragmatic’). Hence, subordination is equated

with non-assertion, and conversely, non-subordination is associated with assertion.

We come back to how assertiveness can be tested after considering the assumptions

which the definition rests upon.

Cristofaro’s definition of subordination relies on two main assumptions, namely:

(1) that pragmatic situations are universal, and (2) that all languages present a way

in which to distinguish between asserted and non-asserted information (2003, pp. 31-

32). The latter assumption is somewhat questioned by Palmer (2001), but this falls

outside the scope of the current work and does not apply to studies of English data.

According to Cristofaro, assertiveness can be detected with the help of two

types of assertiveness tests: (1) tests which focus on a certain part of a sentence and

“challenge” it in some way (for example using sentential negation), and (2) tests in

which the illocutionary force of the sentence is changed (for instance tag-questions

or sentential questioning). These tests are exemplified in English for the sentence He

left because it was late below.

Type 1 test: Sentential negation It is not the case that he left because it was late.

Type 2 test: Tag questions He left because it was late, didn’t he?

∗He left because it was late, wasn’t it?

Type 2 test: Sentential questioning Is it the case that, he left because it was late?

It is the clause he left that is sensitive to each of the tests performed above,

hence he left is the asserted information and thus constitutes the main clause, while

because it was late is non-asserted and thus subordinate.

The assertiveness tests may vary from language to language, depending on struc-

tural properties of the language. According to Cristofaro (2003), they constitute a

tool for identifying subordinate clauses within discourse.

One issue which remains to be explored is whether the theoretical possibility of

these tests giving contradictory results can be realised linguistically. If this turns out

to be the case, then it may be possible to form a hierarchy which would assign higher

weightings to the more crucial tests and lower weightings to the least important ones,

so that even if discrepancies between the tests occur, the subordinate structures can

still be correctly identified.

The discussion presented so far illustrates the fact that the complex notion of

subordination remains controversial, and very much debated in the literature. How-

ever, one point which one can take away from all this concerns the need to take
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into account both discourse related, as well as syntactic criteria as part of efforts to

investigate subordinate links in a portion of discourse, be it spoken or written.

3.2.1 Subordination in speech

Finally, before leaving the current topic, it is worth mentioning some general trends

characteristic of spoken language in regard to the notion of subordination. Cf. work

by Miller and Weinert (1998), and the summary included in Miller (2006a), the typical

clause in unplanned spoken language has simple, rather than complex, noun phrases

(particularly in subject position), and at most three noun phrases in total (subject,

direct object and possibly some other object). It has modifiers accompanying new

material but not given/old material, and it is finite (it is unlikely to be a gerund,

free participial or infinitive).

Clause complexes are often constructed jointly, by two or more participants. As

a consequence, subordinate clauses may be left ‘hanging’ in the discourse, or isolated

from their main clauses. For instance, the adverbial clause whereas you’re just a gay

divorcee in example (33) is uttered by a different speaker than the one who produces

the main clause poor old maisy’s widowed and had plenty of ill, though it is clearly

linked to it semantically.

(33) (from WSC, DPC002:0085-0095)

MK: poor old maisy’s widowed 〈,〉 and had plenty of ill

→ DS: 〈next utterance from kitchen〉 whereas you’re just a gay divorcee

〈O〉laughter〈/O〉

MK: and how gay i am too 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 there’s no doubt about that

Furthermore, material which would normally be expressed through a subordi-

nate clause in written language appears coded as a main clause in speech. Consider

the clause but if she’s a good worker in example (34).

(34) (from WSC, DPC002:0085-0145)

MK: she doesn’t sound to me as though at the moment she’d be reliable

enough to keep it 〈,〉 i mean it’s not her fault 〈O〉voc〈/O〉

→ DS: but if she’s a good worker

MK: they might hold off and 〈{〉〈[〉 yeah 〈/[〉

DS: 〈[〉 they 〈/[〉〈/{〉 might be prepared to er 〈latch〉
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The clause but if she’s a good worker does the job of an adverbial clause of

concession. However, it is not followed by a main clause, but rather, it stands on its

own and the main clause is understood from the context and thus ellipted.

Similarly, the clause we instal it here in example (35) would normally appear as

a subordinate conditional-concession clause in written language. In speech, however,

it has main clause status, appearing without the conditional subordinator even, and

without a (long) pause (equivalent to the comma in writing).

(35) (from Miller, 2006b, ex. 8a, p. 256)

OK we instal it here there’s no guarantee it’ll work

In particular, adverbial clauses are often separated from their main clause and

occur on their own, functioning as main clauses rather than subordinate ones, as

exemplified in (36).

(36) (from WSC, DPC115:0025-0045)

AT: what do you call those long sticks that 〈{〉〈[〉they use for the er 〈/[〉

BR: 〈/[〉oh 〈Maori〉rakau〈/Maori〉 ones 〈/[〉〈/{〉 yes 〈latch〉

AT: 〈Maori〉 ti rakau 〈/Maori〉 mm 〈latch〉

BR: right

→ AT: because mere asked me to try and get them

The clause because mere asked me to try to get them is an adverbial clause of

reason introduced by the subordinator because. However, the main clause is altogether

left out (presumably because it is understood from the context to be something like

the reason why I am asking is because ... ) and the adverbial is left ‘hanging’ in

the discourse. In other words, the because-clause stands alone (i.e., is independent)

and functions as the ‘main’ unit, which means that syntactically, it functions as a

main clause. From the point of view of discourse, on the other hand, the clause is

subordinate since it can not be interpreted in isolation from its context. Without

the surrounding background, one could not comprehend the meaning of because as

implying “the reason why I am telling you this is because ...”, as opposed to the

interpretation of because as “why” (i.e., I want to go home because I am tired).

As illustrated above, it turns out that because-clauses can also function as parat-

actic (non-subordinate), according to both syntactic, as well as discourse related cri-

teria. Schleppegrell (1991; 1992)4 found that because-clauses have various functions in

4Schleppegrell is not the only one to note the paratactic use of because. Her work follows an
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spoken language, among which she identifies: (1) non-embedded because occurring, as

the name suggests, in non-embedded clauses, such as after questions, often bringing

support for or elaboration on previous ideas, (2) main idea because which occurs in

clauses expressing main ideas, themes or topics, such as in repetition and paraphrase,

and (3) broad-scope because, linking clauses that are not necessarily directly adjacent.

Examples (37) and (38) illustrate such uses of non-embedded because from the WSC.

(37) (from WSC, DPC008:0215-0230)

AN: 〈?〉it’ll〈/?〉 be funny not having tim and maryanne here won’t it

KK: mm

HH: mm 〈,,〉

→ KK: yeah cos they leave when i’m overseas

AN: is that right 〈{〉〈[〉 mm 〈/[〉

KK: 〈[〉 mm〈/[〉〈/{〉 they leave a week after i 〈,〉 go 〈latch〉

(38) (from WSC, DPC157:0165-0185)

SL: what did you do last night

JD: i went to 〈title〉 oklahoma 〈/title〉 again 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉

SL: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 did you really 〈latch〉 i went twice i went

→ JD: with jo because she didn’t go the first time so 〈,〉 that was quite choice

〈latch〉

Adverbials of time present similar problems (see Miller, 2006b for some exam-

ples), in particular when-clauses (Declerk, 1996; Cheshire, 2003; draft) which often

occur in spoken discourse unaccompanied by a main clause (hence termed lone when-

clauses by Cheshire). Similarly, adverbials of concession can also occur without their

main clause counterparts (see Chapter 2 for examples of Italian lone se-conditionals

from Vallauŕı, 2004 and also work by Stirling, 1999 on isolated if -clauses in English).

Finally, as discussed in Chapter 1, section 2.3.4, one feature of spoken language is

that of un-integrated clauses. Material which is normally expressed by a subordinate

construction in writing is sometimes coded as a main clause in speech. For instance,

example (39) shows a clause, this was with a group, which is not tightly integrated

within the rest of the discourse (This was with a group that were in a flat ...), but

rather, is loosely given as a separate main clause.

existing body of research concerned with what has been termed performative because (Lakoff, 1984;

Levinson, 1983; Mittwoch, 1977), pragmatic because (Altenberg, 1984), non-clausal because (Kac,

1972), non-restrictive because (Rutherford, 1970; Bolinger, 1977), disjunctive because (Quirk et al.,

1985), and internal (conjunction) because (Halliday, 1994).
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(39) (from WSC, DPC128:0045)

CJ: that was um this teacher at school told us a story about her um SON

→ who went down to dunedin to go to university and this was with a

〈.〉group〈/.〉 they were in a flat with a group of guys you know never

left home before 〈latch〉

The main-subordinate distinction in unplanned speech is summarised by Miller

(2006b, p. 256) as follows:

Unplanned spoken English (and other languages) does not permit such a

clear-cut distinction between main and subordinate clauses [as found in

writing]. Speakers use a higher proportion of main clauses; clauses that

look like subordinate clauses function as main clauses; clauses that look

like subordinate clauses have the word orders typical of main clauses in

writing; unplanned speech contains combinations of clauses that are not

related as main clause – subordinate clause.

3.3 Cleft constructions

We now turn to a specific instance of subordination, namely the cleft construction.

Clefts are sometimes described as being the ‘result’ of the process of focusing a partic-

ular constituent in a (typically) simple sentence, by cleaving the original sentence and

adding a copula predicate. This is best explained in terms of an example. Consider

the simple sentence below:

(40) Bart’s slingshot needs a better owner.

In English, a cleft can be formed in a number of ways (discussed in detail in the

following section), for the purpose of highlighting various constituents of the sentence

(given in italics).

(41) a. Focusing the subject

It-cleft: It is Bart’s slingshot that needs a better owner.

Wh-cleft: What needs a better owner is Bart’s slingshot.

Reversed wh-cleft: Bart’s slingshot is what needs a better owner.

b. Focusing the object

It-cleft: It is a better owner that Bart’s slingshot needs.

Wh-cleft: What Bart’s slingshot needs is a better owner.

Reversed wh-cleft: A better owner is what Bart’s slingshot needs.
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Clefts are subordinate structures, in both a syntactic and a discourse related

sense. They are syntactically subordinate in that the leftover predicate from the

original sentence (the cleft clause, as we will see in what follows) is embedded inside

the superordinate clause containing the copula and the highlighted element. In the

examples above, the subject Bart’s slingshot and object a better owner, respectively,

constitute the highlighted elements functioning as arguments of the superordinate

clauses; while the remaining that/what needs a better owner and that/what Bart’s

slingshot needs are subordinate clauses embedded inside them.

Similarly, clefts exhibit discourse subordination since the cleft clause is discourse

dependent on the superordinate structure for its interpretation. Both that/what needs

a better owner and that/what Bart’s slingshot needs cannot be understood without

the surrounding material provided by the superordinate clause (namely, the high-

lighted elements Bart’s slingshot and a better owner, respectively). Clefts are further

described as “equative” structures, where the cleft clause specifies a variable and the

highlighted element provides its corresponding value.

The reason why clefts are relevant and interesting to the discussion of subordi-

nation and complexity in spoken language has to do with the observation that one

particular cleft type (termed here demonstrative cleft) has been noted to be relatively

frequent in spoken English, especially in comparison to other cleft types (see Biber

et al., 1999). This relatively little studied cleft type constitutes the major focus of

the thesis and will be defined and described in great detail in the following chapter.

For now, we turn to the major clefts types investigated to date, and describe some of

their most significant syntactic properties.

3.3.1 The clefts – an overview of the constructions

There are several ways in which languages allow the packaging of information in order

to emphasize or highlight particular elements found in discourse. As illustrated above,

one way of using grammar to this end is by means of a cleft construction, be it an

it-cleft, wh-cleft (sometimes called pseudo-cleft) or reversed wh-cleft (also known as

an inverted pseudo-cleft). The cleft, like many other linguistic concepts has been

defined and redefined time and time again, from various points of view – syntactic,

pragmatic, and semantic. Here is an indicative sample defining the it-cleft (often

taken to be the archetype of cleft constructions):

• Quirk et al. (1985, p. 951): defined in terms of its discourse function as
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“a special construction which gives both thematic and focal prominence to a

particular element of the clause [...] so called [a cleft sentences] because it

divides a single clause into two separate sections, each with its own verb”,

• Sornicola (1994, p. 4638): defined by the “clefting pattern” ‘be’ + NP + S,

where the NP is focused and in English, one also finds the “dummy” it,

• Lambrecht (2001, p. 467): defined more comprehensively, from a structural

as well as pragmatic standpoint as “a complex sentence structure consisting

of a matrix clause headed by a copula and a relative or relative-like clause

whose relativized argument is coindexed with the predicate argument of the

copula. Taken together, the matrix and the relative express a logically simple

proposition, which can also be expressed in the form of a single clause without

a change in truth conditions”,

• Huddleston and Pullum (2002, p. 1417): defined structurally by the formula

It / demonstrative pronoun + be + foregrounded bit + (rel cl),

• Pavey (2003, p. 1): defined structurally, as well as from an informational

point of view as “a marked syntactic bi-clausal option which expresses a simple

semantic proposition; in terms of information structure, the construction places

an element in focus position, within a copular matrix clause”,

• Delin and Oberlander (forthcoming, pp. 2-4): although they do not give a

strict definition as such, they list four main characteristics which capture the

essence of the cleft: uniqueness, presuppositional nature of the construction,

separateness between information structure and presupposition, and stativeness.

Many researchers simply assume the term ‘cleft’ and do not provide a definition

for it (Biber et al., 1999; Collins, 1985; Hedberg and Fadden, 2007; Herriman, 2003,

and others). However, as we will see shortly, the boundaries of what counts as a cleft

and what does not are far from clear. In the remainder of this section we consider the

major areas of interest with regard to the understanding of clefts, namely their respec-

tive structural properties, informational structure, function in discourse, and finally,

their presence across various mediums and text genres. The section concludes with

a brief mention of some border-line constructions which are controversially classified

as clefts.

The structure of clefts. Following work by Hedberg (1990), we can refer to the

parts of a cleft as follows. A cleft such as the earlier example, It was Bart’s slingshot
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that needs a better owner, comprises a cleft pronoun (it in the case of it-clefts), the

copula be, a highlighted element or cleft constituent (Bart’s slingshot), and a cleft

clause (that needs a better owner). Note that (basic) wh-clefts and reversed wh-clefts

do not have cleft pronouns. Their ‘signature’ component, as it were, is the wh-word

introducing the cleft clause.

Two issues regarding the structure of cleft constructions which have been, and

still remain controversial are discussed here. The fine details surrounding these issues

are left out; the intention is to provide a sense of the ‘general’ construction which

constitutes the main focus of this work, namely the cleft, and of some of the problems

associated with it.

One source of disagreement among linguists is the status of the cleft pronoun

it . Some have argued that the pronoun is an expletive (dummy, pleonastic, empty or

zero element), which is pragmatically and semantically inert. This approach has been

endorsed by researchers such as Chomsky (1977), Delin (1989), Delahunty (1982),

Heggie (1988), Kiss (1998) and more recently by Lambrecht (2001), and has become

known as the expletive analysis (see Hedberg, 2000 for a review).

Against the expletive analysis, the extraposition approach, favoured by linguists

such as Akmajian (1970), Bolinger (1972), Edmonds (1976), Gundel (1977), and

Borkin (1984), treats the cleft pronoun as referential. Under this analysis the cleft

pronoun and the cleft clause function as a “discontinuous semantic unit” (Hedberg,

2000, p. 909).

Hedberg (2000, p. 892) takes the view that it is “better seen as a referential

element of some sort”, though she proposes a hybrid of the two approaches (the

extraposition and expletive analyses). Hedberg shows that the use of it can range

from a semantically void role to a highly referential one, depending on context, as

illustrated by the examples below (from Hedberg, 2000, ex. 2, p. 892):

(42) (a) It seems to me that you’re wrong.

(b) It is snowing.

(c) It was John that I saw.

(d) It’s not true.

The semantic content of it in the above sentences varies from virtually empty

(almost meaningless) in (a), to fully-referential in (d). The cleft in (c) is at the higher

end of the referentiality continuum.
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A second question posed by cleft constructions has to do with the status of the

cleft clause. Cleft clauses are problematic in both it-clefts and wh-clefts, but to a

lesser extent in the latter; hence we begin by considering these first.

While most researchers accept the status of the cleft clause of wh-clefts as a

free (headless or fused) relative clause, there is disagreement over the exact structure

of the relative involved. In the traditional view, the initial wh-word introduces the

relative clause and acts as its first constituent, that is, the wh-word is found inside

the relative clause, as represented in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Traditional analysis of cleft clauses in wh-clefts

An alternate analysis is proposed by Bresnan and Grimshaw (1978), where the

cleft clause is rather an externally headed-relative clause, whose head is the wh-word

preceding it; that is, the wh-word is outside the relative clause, as in Figure 3.2.

Miller (1996a) also endorses this approach and argues, on the basis of cross-linguistic

evidence, that the wh-word functions as an indefinite deictic: “the term ‘deictic’ indi-

cates that speakers use these pronouns to point to an entity, and ‘indefinite’ indicates

that the WH pronoun (and the WH clause) do not provide enough information for

the hearer to identify the entity” (1996a, p. 121f.).

The situation is more complicated with it-clefts. Unlike the case of wh-cleft

clauses, researchers do not even agree on the clause type of the it-cleft clause. Tradi-

tional approaches, echoed in Huddleston and Pullum (2002, pp. 1414-1417) classify

the cleft clause as a relative clause.

However, Quirk et al. (1985, p. 953) cite examples from writing such as It was

because he was ill (that) we decided to return, and It was in September (that) I first

noticed it as evidence that in some cases, cleft clauses (that we decided to return, and

that I first noticed it) do not modify noun phrases, but rather entire clauses (because

he was ill, and in September, respectively). Their argument against the relative clause
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Figure 3.2: Bresnan and Grimshaw’s analysis of cleft clauses in wh-clefts

analysis is based on the lack of a noun as antecedent, which is admittedly a rather

infrequent construction in unplanned, spontaneous speech.

But even in unplanned, spontaneous spoken language, Miller does find other

constructions which do not conform to the relative clause analysis either, such as

It was in September when I first noticed it or It was in Edinburgh where we found

the picture (1999, ex. 31 and 32, p. 19). As with the examples from Quirk et al.,

the clauses do not modify a noun phrase, but rather a prepositional phrase. So we

have seen that in both speech and writing, (at least) some cleft clauses do not fit the

relative clause analysis.

In a similar vein, earlier work by Sornicola (1988, p. 346) shows that even

leaving aside those examples where the antecedent of the cleft clause is not a noun

phrase (such as It is just when I’m going back home that she calls or It is with great

reluctance that I do that, or the examples quoted by Quirk et al., 1985), the relative

clause analysis still fails. Even in the case of the most ‘pristine’ examples of relative-

like cleft clauses, these can be analysed as neither appositive relative clauses (since

they cannot be omitted, they do not have a separate tonal group, and the clause-

initial that cannot be replaced by a wh-word, and/or left out altogether), nor as

restrictive relative clauses (since they can occur adjacent to proper nouns and other

such uniquely identifiable noun phrases). She concludes that the cleft clause in it-

clefts has a “completive nature, and is not a relative clause” (1988, p. 347). Her data

comes from written language, but together with the previous work on spoken as well

as written language, it adds to the question mark hanging over the relative clause

analysis.

The information structure of clefts. Cleft constructions have been described as

“equative” (Halliday, 1976), “stative” Delin and Oberlander (forthcoming, 1995) , and
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as representing “variable-value” pairs, where the cleft constituent provides a value for

the variable expressed by the cleft clause (Herriman, 2004; Declerk, 1994; Halliday,

1994).

As noted earlier, clefts constitute a means of highlighting various constituents

for contrastive or emphatic purposes. One issue addressed by many researchers has

been the question of their information structure. Do clefts involve new or given

information? How do the various cleft types differ from each other, if at all?

Earlier work by Halliday (1967), Chafe (1976), Clark and Haviland (1977), Quirk

et al. (1985) and Rochemont (1986) found that in general, cleft constituents tend to

carry new information, whereas cleft clauses contain given information. Similarly,

Prince (1978) argued that cleft clauses in both it-clefts and wh-clefts involve infor-

mation which is assumed by the speaker/writer. However, she distinguished cleft

clauses containing known information (as found in it-clefts), that is, information

regarded by speaker/writer as factual or world-knowledge, but which may or may not

be known by the addressee, and given information (as found in wh-clefts), that is,

information that the addressee is assumed capable of retrieving. Prince also intro-

duced the distinction between stressed-focus it-clefts, e.g., It is more money that we

need, and informative-presupposition it-clefts, e.g., her famously quoted example It

was just about fifty years ago that Henry Ford gave us the weekend.

This early work has brought to light one important trademark feature of clefts,

namely their separation of new and given information. Some of the conclusions

regarding the exact distribution of information structure over the cleft components

may have been challenged and adjusted since; however, this one property is still

viewed as an identifying feature of the construction today.

Since the 1970s, researchers have concluded that information is layered differ-

ently in the various cleft types. In it-clefts, cleft clauses contain new information,

while cleft constituents involve given information in stressed-focus types, and new

information in informative-presupposition clefts (cf. Declerck, 1984; Collins, 1987;

Delin, 1989; Collins, 1991b). In addition, Huddleston and Pullum (2002) state that at

times, cleft clauses can also involve given information. More recent work by Hedberg

and Fadden (2007) argues instead that it-clefts have equally common discourse-new

and discourse-old information in both their cleft constituents and cleft clauses.

In contrast, wh-clefts have new information in their cleft constituents and

given information in their cleft clauses (cf. Delin, 1989; Collins, 1991b; Huddleston

and Pullum, 2002; Herriman, 2003; Hedberg and Fadden, 2007). The one exception
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to this analysis comes from Declerck (1984), who claims that cleft clauses involve

new information (see Collins, 1991b for a discussion).

Moreover, information structure differences are also found, not only among it-

clefts and wh-clefts, but also among these and reversed wh-clefts. Reversed wh-

clefts are recognized as more than just a mere juxtaposition of constituents. Cleft

constituents in reversed wh-clefts carry new (as opposed to given) information.

Here again, Hedberg and Fadden (2007) disagree. They find that cleft constituents

in reversed wh-clauses are predominantly carriers of discourse-old information.

As far as reversed wh-cleft clauses are concerned, there is debate as to whether

they have exclusively new information, as claimed by Collins (2004a) and Herriman

(2003); or whether they contain new information at times and given/inferable5

information at other times, as proposed by Delin and Oberlander (1995) and Hedberg

and Fadden (2007). Furthermore, Delin and Oberlander (1995) found that reversed

what-clefts always involve newsworthy cleft clauses, whereas reversed non-what-clefts

can have either new or given/inferable cleft clauses. In other words, the wh-word

involved in the cleft may be a predictor of the type of information structure carried

by the construction.

One problem with the investigation of information structure in general concerns

the fact that the terms new, given and even inferable are not representative of

the same thing; they are measured in different ways for the various cleft types.

To illustrate this point, let us consider, for instance, the work of Collins (1991b).

One of the merits of this paper, among many others, is that it explains in some detail

the method of analysis – a luxury which is unfortunately not always encountered (in

itself a problem). The information structure of an it-cleft is ascertained by Collins on

the basis of whether the cleft constituent and the cleft clause are each new, given,

contrastive or inferable. The category “new” is further divided into fresh

(not recoverable) and contrastive (recoverable, but to be freshly attended to),

and the category given is further divided into inferable (recoverable indirectly by

inference) and stale (recoverable directly), see Collins (1991b, pp. 507 and 508) .

The information structure of reversed wh-clefts, on the other hand, is measured

by coding the reference point of the cleft constituent, that is, whether the latter is

cataphoric/exophoric or anaphoric (divided into extended and non-extended, depend-

5The category of inferables was initiated by Delin (1989), who noticed that some information

may be neither completely new, nor entirely given, by virtue of being able to be inferred from

context and/or world knowledge.
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ing on whether the cleft constituent refers to a longer or smaller portion of discourse;

though the cutoff points are not precisely qualified), cf. Collins (1991b, pp. 504-506).

Basic wh-clefts are analysed in terms of different variables again.

The point is that comparing the information structure of say cleft clauses found

in reversed wh-clefts and cleft clauses found in wh-clefts is meaningful only when

these measures are obtained in a similar manner, defined by the same characteristics.

It makes little sense to compare them otherwise. Add to this the fact that different

researchers also use different measures of newness, givenness and so on. This leads

to further confusion and even less comparability.

Compare for instance, the study conducted by Hedberg and Fadden (2007).

They measure various cleft constructions in terms of referential newness/giveness by

evaluating their respective cleft constituents and cleft clauses on a scale containing

ten values (instead of the three used by Collins – cataphoric/exophoric, non-extended

anaphoric, and extended anaphoric), as given below (Hedberg and Fadden, 2007,

Table 2).

Discourse Old Activated

Recently Activated

Inferable from activated situation

Inferable from activated proposition

Inferable from recently activated proposition

Discourse New Familiar

Inferable from familiar proposition

Informative

Cataphoric

Question-word

First, the Discourse Old - Discourse New Continuum represented by Hedberg

and Fadden is more fine-grained than the one included in Collins (1991b). Secondly,

it also does not match its categories exactly, which makes it even less comparable to

it. What is more, this continuum is used as unit of measurement for all clefts, not

just reversed wh-clefts.

We close the discussion in this section with a summary table detailing the general

patterns observed in the literature with regard to the information structure of cleft

constructions (while still reminding the reader that not everyone agrees entirely with

this classification, and that this is only a summary of trends), see Table 3.2, on the

following page.
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Table 3.2: Information structure of clefts

Cleft type Cleft constituent Cleft clause

It-cleft new in informative-presupposition new or given
given in stressed-focus new or given

wh-cleft new given

reversed wh-cleft given new

The discourse function of clefts. Unsurprisingly, the various differences in form

and information structure found among cleft constructions correlate with differences

in how (to what purpose) and where (which genres and text types) they are used

in the discourse. We begin by first considering their discourse function in written

English (i.e., the ‘how’), as summed up below for each cleft type in turn (see the final

section of this chapter for their respective roles in spoken language).

The it-cleft is “contrastive” (cf. Hedberg, 1988, p. 5; and Biber et al., 1999, p.

962), and serves for the “unambiguous marking of the focus of information in written

English, where the cue of intonation is absent” (Quirk et al., 1985, p. 951, and also

Sornicola, 1988, p. 372). Its being “oriented towards newness” (Collins, 1987, p. 16)

leads to a “higher communicative dynamism” (Collins, 1991b, p. 514) than in other

cleft types.

Aside from this more general function, the it-cleft can be used for “expressing

a connection to a preceding text” (Biber et al., 1999, p. 962), and also as a “remind

me” tool (Miller, 1994).

The wh-cleft, on the other hand, has been reported to have two different, though

related, functions. One has to do with the management of discourse flow, in the sense

of clarifying what is to be taken by the audience as background information and

what is the “main communicative act” (Biber et al., 1999, p. 962). Put another way,

according to Herriman, the wh-cleft highlights the rheme and attracts the reader’s

attention to vital parts of the discourse (2004, p. 466).

Secondly, Sornicola noted earlier that the wh-cleft can be used to both “carry

on a continuous flow of information, or on the contrary, to break, a turning point in

the flow of information” (1988, p. 366). It is from this latter role that the secondary

function of the wh-cleft can be seen to emerge, as a “suspense or mystery creating

effect”, having the function of “actualizing the final part of a climax” (1988, pp.
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367-379).

Therefore, wh-clefts can also have an anticipatory function, cf. Hopper (2001).

According to Hopper, spoken wh-clefts are “anticipatory, and serve among other

things to alert listeners to an imminent significant segment or to permit speakers

a brief period of down time to prepare the formulation of the utterance” (2001, p.

111). For example, in (43), the cleft preempts the material following it, that is,

the information about the cellar and what has been done to it, thus preparing the

audience for what is coming next.

(43) (from Hopper, 2001, ex. 22, p. 119)

and then what they’ve done is the cellar it’s got a cellar and you go down the steps

to the cellar but there’s like a proper two proper rooms so on your left you’ve got

a sort of cellar with a quarry tile

As an interpersonal marker, the basic wh-cleft “is used by writers to increase

the argumentation force of their authorial position by placing it in a kind of relation

– frequently a contrastive relation – to the other positions in the text, which it ac-

knowledges but at the same time rejects” (Herriman, 2003, p. 22). For example, in

(44), the author is expressing their authorial power by first asserting that there is

certainly no lack of innovative local projects and then by setting up the cleft clause

what is missing in direct contrast to it.

(44) (from Herriman, 2003, ex. 29, p. 21)

There is certainly no lack of innovative local projects, ranging from anti-racist ‘tup-

perware’ parties to community business schemes. What is missing is a strategy to

create the appropriate economic conditions and the political mood to help univer-

salise these good ideas across the country. (F18 133)

Finally, we consider the reversed wh-cleft and its discourse function. According

to Collins, unlike the it-cleft, the reversed wh-cleft has “low informativity” and is

reported to have an “internal-referencing function” (1987, p. 16).

Moreover, reversed wh-clefts can also be summative, “gathering previous dis-

course”, or they can add “newsworthy comments which highlight modal meaning of

volition or necessity or explanations of causal relations” cf. Herriman (2004, p. 466).

This was also corroborated by Collins; their summative role is found to “communi-

cate merely that there is a connection between two established pieces of information”

(Collins, 2004b, p. 70), and also by Weinert and Miller (1996) and Miller and Weinert
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(1998). In other words, it is this equation between highlighted element and wh-clause

that is the offering of the most common type of reversed wh-cleft (also pointed out

by Collins, 1991b, p. 146, and by Oberlander and Delin, 1996, p. 221). This can

be seen from example (45), where the cleft serves to bring together the seams of the

conversation.

(45) (from Collins, 2004, ex. 15, p. 70)

‘Men’e used that kind of language for hundreds of years to oppress women,’ she

said.

He really had to think hard for a couple of seconds to remember what it was she

was talking about. ‘I’m sorry,’ he said when he remembered. Damn it; what had

got into her? Carol, of course, that’s what had got into her.

‘Look, what d’you see in that - bitch?’ he suddenly demanded. [WCK72,166]

As far its interpersonal role goes, Herriman explains that the reversed wh-cleft

constitutes “a means for speakers or writers to comment on or negotiate an autho-

rial position that has already been established earlier in the text”(2003, p. 24), as

illustrated in (46)6.

(46) (from Herriman, 2003, ex. 33, p. 23)

If Sir Peter Imbert doesn’t accept this, then he must be hinting at that unhealthy

wonderland where television exists only to serve as a publicity vehicle for the con-

stabulary. That is not what the police or the public need or deserve. [B21 57]

Clefts and medium. We now consider the different mediums and text types

where the various cleft constructions occur (i.e., the ‘where’). The increase in avail-

able corpora, for both written and, more recently, spoken language has afforded re-

searchers access to resources which can provide them with actual-use frequencies of

various construction types.

There are, however, two limitations in this area, namely (1) the limited involve-

ment of statistical measures to test the representativeness of the sample obtained,

and (2) the confusion between text genre and linguistic medium (that is, for instance

analysing the content of a formal academic talk and generalising the results to spoken

language as a whole; see Chapter 2 for more details regarding the continuum between

6We will see in the next chapter, that this type of cleft will be termed demonstrative cleft and

analysed separately from reversed wh-clefts.
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spoken and written language). Bearing these facts in mind, we can still build a pic-

ture of the extent to which cleft constructions are used in the various text types and

linguistic mediums.

Current research suggests that it-clefts are common in writing, and not so in

speech (cf. Collins, 1987, Collins, 1991b and Miller and Weinert, 1998). Miller and

Weinert explain that it-clefts and wh-clefts are less frequently found in unplanned,

spontaneous spoken language in comparison to discourse particles such as like or

see, partly because of the syntactic complexity involved in the cleft constructions,

and partly due to their specific discourse functions, which may be less applicable to

conversational data than those of the discourse particles (1998, p. 265).

Even though Biber et al. (1999, p. 961) state that it-clefts are common in

all registers, they do note that they are most common in academic writing. These

occurrences in more formal discourse are attributed by Collins (1987) to their ori-

entation towards newness and tight information packing, their ability to direct the

audience’s attention to the important, newsworthy information encoded by the cleft

constituent, and their structural similarity to impersonal constructions suggesting

emotional detachment and formality.

In contrast, basic wh-clefts occur in opinionative texts, according to Gómez-

González (2001, p. 328) and Collins (1991b, p. 178f.). We are told by Rowley-Jolivet

and Carter-Thomas (2005) that their similarity to “question and answer” formats

renders them suitable for speech. They compare the use of various information pack-

ing features (such as extraposition, clefting, inversion, and so on) by native and

non-native English speakers, in written academic papers and international conference

presentations. Hence, their results should come with a cautionary note that their

spoken data is made up of formal, academic talks within a conference setting, rather

than informal, spontaneous conversations. Rowley-Jolivet and Carter-Thomas pro-

pose that speakers use wh-clefts as a way of anticipating the audience’s questions and

a means of formulating the answers to these as a question-answer pair. For example,

(47) sets out to answer the question what did you do next? :

(47) (from Rowley-Jolivet and Carter-Thomas, 2005, ex. 26, p. 57)

So what we did here was took (sic) a lot of data with different gas pressures ...

This characteristic makes wh-clefts suitable to oral exchanges and helps to orient

the hearer(s) to what is coming up.
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While Miller and Weinert (1998) found that wh-clefts are not common in speech,

presumably due to the lack of planning time available to speakers, work by Collins

claims otherwise (1987 and 1991b). Their use in spoken language comes about from

their being oriented toward giveness. At any rate, data from Collins suggests that

wh-clefts are more frequent in speech than it-clefts, but less common than reversed

wh-clefts (1991b, p. 513). In writing, however, basic wh-clefts are less frequent than

it-clefts (ibid).

Last but not least, reversed wh-clefts are infrequent in all genres, but more

commonly found in conversation due to their low informative content (Biber et al.,

1999, pp. 961-963). Noteworthy, however, is the fact that Biber et al. classify

reversed wh-clefts separately from what they term the “demonstrative wh-cleft”, clefts

such as That’s what I mean and This is where I am going, which will be termed

demonstrative clefts in the present work, as discussed in Chapter 4. Miller and

Weinert found reversed wh-clefts to be more prevalent in spoken data than both it-

clefts and basic wh-clefts, while at the same time not being all that frequent – only

about 1 construction per 1,000 words (1998, p. 265). Their presence in speech is also

acknowledged by Collins (1991b, p. 178f.) and Gómez-González (2001, p. 328).

Clefts or non-clefts?

The three main cleft categories discussed so far are not the only cleft types found

in English (and indeed other languages). The category of ‘cleft’ has been extended

to include others such as all-only-clefts, there-clefts, predicational-it-clefts, since-

clefts, inferential-clefts, if-because-clefts, and so on. These are exemplified below

from Lambrecht (2001, p. 497 and pp. 500-506); see also Collins (1991a) for a

comprehensive list.

(48) a. all-only-cleft

All this machine does is swim and eat.

b. there-cleft

There’s the use of clefts he wants to explain.

c. predicational-it-cleft

It is a poor heart that never rejoices.

d. since-cleft

It’s been forty years since the FDA authorised the birthcontrol pill.

e. inferential-cleft

Not that he is stupid. It’s simply that he can’t explain the use of clefts.
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f. if-because-cleft

If he wants to explain clefts it’s because he is ambitious.

Aside from these cleft types, there are the more problematic and controversial

truncated (or reduced) clefts. These, noted in Declerck (1988), contrast with what he

terms he/she-sentences as in: Last night a man was arrested by the London police and

charged with the murder of Annie Jones. It was/He is Mr James Smith, of Sweetham

Street, Bexton, or There is someone at the door. It/He is a policeman.

Much like other constructions in spoken language which have ‘full’ as well as

‘reduced’ or ‘partial’ equivalents (see for instance, work by Overstreet and Yule, 2001,

p. 53 on formulaic disclaimers), reduced clefts were also noticed in speech by Miller

and Weinert (1998). From a total of 53 it-cleft constructions, 22 were clefts with

missing cleft clauses, as shown in example (49):

(49) (from Miller and Weinert, 1998, ex. 68, p. 303)

A1: right come on who was first through that fence come on own up

B1: nobody was owning up

→ A2: yes I it was me I think no it wasn’t it was George

B2: you didn’t own up

A3: no it was it was George

In the example above, the cleft clause who was first through that fence can be

ellipted since its content is recoverable from the context.

One distinguishing factor between full and reduced clefts appears to be the

heavier cleft constituent occurring in the latter, but not in the former. Full clefts are

limited to NPs in their cleft constituent slots, whereas reduced clefts offer in addition

to NPs, adverbial clauses, sequences of NPs + complement clauses, sequences of NPs

+ relative clauses, and also participial clauses (Miller and Weinert, 1998, p. 302).

In other words, reduced clefts constitute a means for speakers to cope with a more

complex structure.

Hedberg also exemplifies reduced clefts; her examples, however, come from a

written source (2000, ex. 15, p. 899).

(50) A couple of generations ago, wealth was measured in material like indoor plumbing

or a matching set of silverware. When I was a kid, it was a television set or a

single-family home. (Ellen Goodman’s Keeping in Touch, p. 40)
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She attributes the use of truncated clefts to cases when “the unexpressed cleft

clause is at the higher levels of givenness (in focus or activated)” (Hedberg, 2000, p.

899).

The problem with truncated clefts, noted by both Miller and Weinert (1998)

and Hedberg (2000), comes from the difficulty in distinguishing them from equative,

non-cleft constructions of the type IT BE X. Consider the following two examples,

from the WSC:

(51) (from WSC, DPC045:1160-1195)

AG: i CAN’T 〈.〉believe〈/.〉 it’s really sort 〈.〉of〈/.〉 we’ve got such small ski

fields here i can’t sort of believe that those two people were killed in

that avalanche

BA: TWO people? 〈latch〉

AG: yeah two people were killed

BA: where

AG: up at turoa

BA: oh was it turoa

→ AG: oh no it was tu tukino

BA: tu tukino yeah 〈latch〉

It is unclear whether the clause it was tukino is part of a cleft construction, with

an ellipted cleft clause (where two people were killed), or is simply an identificational

clause expressed with the help of the copula and the pronoun it. Similarly, the clauses

it’s not the place and it’s not the time are also problematic for the same reasons.

(52) (from WSC, DPC007:1180-1300)

RR: which it 〈.〉either〈/.〉 〈.〉it〈/.〉 it can either be relatively good or rela-

tively BAD 〈,,〉 as i was saying you just have to think it through 〈,,〉

you can’t just say to caroline no i don’t think caroline no i don’t

→ think you should do this it’s not the place it’s not the time inappro-

priate 〈,〉 you’ll have to er bite your tongue and stomach it

LL: no 〈.〉well〈/.〉 i’ll tell her that if that’s what i think

The case of the missing cleft clause has only been reported in relation to it-

clefts for English. For other languages, however, such as Spanish and other PRO

drop languages, we can also find reduced wh-clefts; cf. Di Tullio (2006, p. 488).

One issue which does apply to English, however, is the case of the missing cleft

constituent. Here is an example from spoken English included in Hopper (2001):
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(53) (from Hopper, 2001, ex. 4, p. 113)

... the kind of newspapers that they want erm are are really in a sense not er any

longer er those down-market tabloids. Ans so it’s it’s b it’s a struggle for in what

I suppose er [=a?] population of about ten million I’m not quite certain myself

exactly what it is but it’s a huge population the two er main daily news er popular

daily newspapers can barely sell eight hundred.

In (53), the cleft clause what I suppose is not followed by a cleft constituent.

The (reduced) cleft cannot function as a focusing device since the very element which

is supposed to be highlighted is missing. Hopper reasons that “whatever its role

in formal and written registers and in the decontextualized sentences used by some

linguists and philosophers, direct transcriptions of recorded speech point to pragmatic

and rhetorical motivations rather than structural or strictly semantic ones as the

functional basis for the English pseudocleft [wh-cleft]” (2001, p. 114). According to

him, in less formal registers, the wh-cleft has a general “delaying” role from which

five more specific functions can be distinguished (2001, p. 115):

i to alert the listener that an upcoming utterance is noteworthy,

ii to make an attitudinal comment on an upcoming utterance,

iii to state a general theme for the upcoming utterance,

iv to buy time while alternative wording are considered,

v to hold the floor pending the upcoming utterance.

Hopper uses fragmentary7 wh-clefts to emphasize the need for analysing nat-

ural spoken data, to caution against idealized views of grammar and single ideal

prototypes. He reminds that “what our descriptive and prescriptive grammars give

us are normativized assemblies of these fragments [the so-called ‘degenerate’ data

to which children are said to be exposed] that tend to impress themselves on us as

mental prototypes because of their greater social prestige – their associations with

schooling, with literacy, and with complex discourse characterized by long periods

and uninterrupted turns” (2001, p. 126).

7Hopper argues against the use of the term “reduced” in favour of a less negatively loaded label,

such as “fragmentary”.
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3.3.2 Clefts in speech

This brief section summarises the findings relating specifically to clefts found in

speech. The aim is to paint a picture of the prototypical cleft found in spoken lan-

guage, its structure, and its function in discourse. The ‘spoken’ cleft is:

• unlikely to be an it-cleft, but the few it-clefts which do appear in speech are

typically reduced or truncated, and their primary role is to identify the cleft

constituent,

• more likely to be a reversed wh-cleft introduced by demonstrative pronouns8

– typically that (particularly in conversation data), signalling the end of the

discourse topic and creating links with the previous discourse through their

deictic force.

• However, if it is not a demonstrative reversed wh-cleft, it is likely to be a basic

wh-cleft, used in opinionative contexts to open up new discourse topics and

simulate question-answer situations.

Brief summary notes and outlook to next chapter

In this chapter, we have seen that the debate surrounding complexity in speech and

writing is subtly linked to that of the presence or absence of subordinate constructions. The

debate is by no means settled, partly because of outstanding problems related to the notion

of ‘subordination’ itself. However, it appears that subordination manifests itself in different

ways and to different extent in the two mediums. One type of subordinate structure is the

cleft construction. The three major cleft types found in English, namely it-clefts, basic wh-

clefts and reversed wh-clefts, constitute focusing devices, comprising two clauses: a main

clause containing the highlighted element (cleft constituent), and a subordinate relative-

like clause. The chapter reviews their syntactic properties, information structure, discourse

function and usage patterns across various linguistic mediums. Of particular interest to

this study are findings relating to the presence of cleft constructions in spoken language,

and their structural and discourse related properties. Having summarised the existing

body of research concerned with cleft constructions, we now look to the next chapter, to

discuss the most frequent cleft type in conversation, termed the ‘demonstrative cleft’. The

demonstrative cleft is of interest not only due to its frequency in speech, but also to its

distinct structural and discourse related properties, as will be argued in Chapter 4. We will

revisit the other cleft types mentioned here in Chapters 5 and 6, where we compare their

characteristics with those of the demonstrative clefts.

8These are termed here demonstrative clefts, as will be argued in the Chapter 4.



Chapter

4

The demonstrative cleft prototype

Summary of key points

• The demonstrative cleft construction (e.g., That’s what I thought or

This is where I wanted to go in the first place you see) is the most

commonly used cleft in spoken language, as confirmed by an investigation

of approx. 200,000 words of spontaneous spoken language from the WSC

(The Wellington Corpus of Spoken New Zealand English).

• While most researchers have placed the demonstrative cleft under

the umbrella of reversed wh-clefts, it is proposed here that fruitful

and interesting results can arise from analysing the demonstrative cleft

separately from this and other cleft types.

• The prototypical demonstrative cleft is most commonly introduced by

the demonstrative pronoun that, followed by the copula be in simple past

or simple present tense. Its cleft clause is introduced by the wh-word

what, why, or where, and has a subject pronoun (usually first or third

person singular) and a main verb expressing physical actions (i.e., move,

go, or come), communicative events (such as say, tell, ask, or speak), or

emotional or cognitive events (think, believe, or want).

• The demonstrative cleft contains almost exclusively given information,

and in cases where the construction bears focal stress, this falls on the

cleft constituent. The latter functions as a deictic marker with anaphoric,

extended discourse reference.

• The function of demonstrative clefts in discourse relates to the man-

agement and organization of discourse. They pull the seams of the topic

together and draw a line in the discourse, helping to wind down the

existing topic of conversation.

75
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4.1 The life of the demonstrative cleft in speech

We have seen in the previous chapter that in English, the main cleft construction

types fall into three classes: it-clefts, wh-clefts, and reversed wh-clefts. However,

aside from these, a similar construction has also been mentioned in various studies

of clefts, particularly in those concerned with spoken language. The construction is

exemplified (in italics) from the WSC in the excerpts below.

(54) (from WSC, DPC008:0675-0760)

KK: well i rang up the health department

HH: mm

AN: 〈{〉〈[〉 oh yeah 〈/[〉

KK: 〈[〉and she〈/[〉〈/{〉 looked up a little book 〈{〉〈[〉〈?〉 sort of 〈/?〉〈/[〉 showing

cos they would get regular updates

AN: 〈[〉 mm 〈/[〉

HH: 〈[〉 mm 〈/[〉〈/{〉

AN: mm

KK: of the countries

HH: 〈{〉〈[〉 mm 〈/[〉

AN: 〈[〉 yeah 〈/[〉〈/{〉

→ KK: saying you know 〈{〉〈[〉 um 〈/[〉 this is what you need

AN: 〈[〉 mm 〈/[〉〈/{〉 mm

→ KK: and then you go to your doctor and say this is what i want

AN: mm

HH: mm

AN: some doctors don’t know

(55) (from WSC, DPC025:1640-1660)

TR: i found my dymo my tape my not negotiable stamp for my cheques

XX: very handy

→ TR: THAT’S what I thought

XX: what are you going to use your dymo for

TR: i don’t know 〈latch〉

Constructions such as this is what you need, this is what I want, and THAT’S

what I thought share a number of properties with the other major cleft types. Like

these, they also involve the copula be and a relative clause (i.e., the cleft clause), and

similarly to reversed wh-clefts, this relative-like clause is introduced by a wh-word.
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Furthermore, these clefts can be “un-clefted” to the original simple sentence (I

thought that in (55), you need this and I want this in (54). However, similarly to a

number of it-clefts and wh-clefts, not all demonstrative clefts can be “un-clefted”.

This option appears to be dependent on the type of wh-word used. Un-clefting

appears to be possible with what-clefts, how much-clefts, and who clefts, but not with

why-clefts (∗I went home is this/that) or when-clefts (∗I went there is this/that). We

come back to this issue in section 4.3.1, pg. 106. As we will see there, what-clefts are

by far the most frequent in the WSC data, so despite appearances, most demonstrative

clefts can, in fact, be un-clefted.

Finally, where constructions bear focal stress, this falls on the cleft constituent

(as for instance in example 55). All these similarities have led to their classification

as clefts (Collins, 2004b, Huddleston and Pullum, 2002, Lambrecht, 2001, Hedberg,

2000, Biber et al., 1999, Miller, 1996a, Miller and Weinert, 1998, Trotta, 2000 to name

just a few).

However, while there is agreement regarding their status as clefts, their more

specific classification is still unclear. Many have grouped them together with reversed

wh-clefts due to their structural similarities (Collins, 2004b, Collins, 1987, Lambrecht,

2001, Miller, 1996a, and Weinert and Miller, 1996).

On the other hand, others have treated them as distinct, but in different ways.

Biber et al. (1999) mention these constructions separately from other cleft types and

term them demonstrative clefts. They appear under the label ‘th-cleft’ in Hedberg

(1990). This term was also used by Ball (1977) to refer to a related, yet different

type; e.g., These are my CIGARETTES you are smoking and That is my MOTHER

we are talking about. To make matters worse, this latter construction is classified as

an it-cleft by Huddleston and Pullum (2002).

More confusingly still, the term ‘th-cleft’ denotes an even broader category for

Collins (1991a), where the initial term is a pro-noun such as thing, one, place, time,

reason, way, and so on, including examples like The thing this car needs is a new

battery. The ‘th-cleft’ for Ball, however, does not include the sentences above, and is

limited to the case of clefts which have a demonstrative pronoun or the third person

plural they as their initial element, followed by the copula, a foregrounded noun

phrase (the cleft constituent), and a relative-like clause (the cleft clause). Examples

include sentences like This is my drink bottle you are using, That’s serious self-esteem

problems he’s having and They’re big bucks she is earning in that job. Accordingly, her

analysis places the ‘th-cleft’ within the broader category of it-clefts, whereas Collins
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argues that his ‘th-cleft’ belongs together with reversed wh-clefts. We will see more

about this issue in Chapter 5, section (5.2).

In light of the confusion surrounding the term ‘th-cleft’, the label cited by

Biber et al. (1999) – ‘demonstrative cleft’ – is adopted here henceforth to refer to the

constructions given in examples (54) and (55). Demonstrative clefts include only cleft

constructions which have a demonstrative pronoun in initial position. Following the

model given in Huddleston and Pullum (2002), their components can be expressed

by the formula:

Figure 4.1: Demonstrative clefts

[ demonstrative pronoun  +      copula     + [wh-word    + [  REL clause ]] ]

cleft constituent         cleft clause

The internal analysis adopted depends on whether one prefers traditional views

of cleft constructions or the Bresnan-Grimshaw (1978) analysis. As discussed in

Chapter 3 (p. 61), under the traditional approach, the cleft clause is regarded as a

headless relative. However, in accordance with Bresnan-Grimshaw, the relative clause

is headed by the external wh-word.

There are several reasons for treating demonstrative clefts as a separate cleft

type. As we will see in what follows, these reasons relate to both theoretical impli-

cations, and evidence from the corpus data investigated. They stem from the strong

deictic links which demonstrative clefts have with surrounding discourse (unlike any

other clefts). In accordance with the above, demonstrative clefts have been most

closely associated with reversed wh-clefts. However, despite their structural simi-

larities, the presence of the demonstrative pronoun, as opposed to a fully referential

phrase (most commonly noun phrases, but also prepositional phrases and full clauses,

though these latter are not found in spontaneous, unplanned speech – as exemplified

in 56), does lead to a number of differences between the two clefts.

(56) (a) A good holiday is what everyone needs from time to time.

(b) In cold winters and hot summers is when we most need good air-conditioning.

(c) That no work is required from them is what everyone wants to hear.

First, the full referentiality of the cleft constituent in reversed wh-clefts means

that the cleft provides the unique variable given by the cleft clause, as well as its
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value, expressed by the cleft constituent. In demonstrative clefts, however, the cleft

constituent is merely a deictic, directing the audience to the value, and not actually

providing it. The value is found elsewhere, most frequently, co-textually (earlier or

later in the discourse), but also extra-linguistically (either by being assumed as world

knowledge, or by being physically present at the time of the utterance). The examples

below illustrate this point.

(57) (from WSC, DPC080:0235-0255)

AT: 〈{〉〈[〉the trees are there and this is on〈/[〉 a kind of um thing but

the wetland is sort of HERE 〈.〉th〈/.〉〈.〉that’s〈/.〉〈.〉th〈/.〉 the ditch is

along the side of it really

→ BU: 〈[〉 that’s where that 〈?〉green paddock is isn’t it〈/?〉 mm

AT: and then it comes in here

In example (57), the cleft constituent that from the demonstrative cleft That’s

where the green paddock is isn’t it, points to the earlier clause the wetland is sort of

HERE. We do not know what the participants are doing exactly, but it can be deduced

from the context that one is perhaps physically showing the other the location in

question (i.e., HERE) on a map. In contrast, a reversed wh-cleft like the one in (58),

contains the value a good holiday for the variable what we all need from time to time.

(58) A good holiday is what we all need from time to time.

In light of the deictic role of their cleft constituents, demonstrative clefts are

often used to point to larger portions of discourse, typically entire clauses or several

groups of clauses. These would be difficult to integrate syntactically and cognitively

(for planning and processing reasons) in reversed wh-cleft constructions. We are told

by Huddleston and Pullum (2002, p. 1421f.) that full clauses (both finite and non-

finite) can appear in the cleft constituent slot of reversed wh-clefts (see the sentences

in 59, inspired from the basic wh-cleft sentences given by Huddleston and Pullum,

2002, ex. 26 and 27, pp. 1421-1422). However, this possibility is not realised in

the conversations analysed from the WSC (and indeed there are reasons for this, see

page 92). And as for units longer than one clause, this has not been attested even in

Huddleston and Pullum (2002).

(59) (a) You don’t have to come if you don’t want to is what I meant.

(b) Why they didn’t accept the offer in the first place is what I want to know.

(c) Having to fill in these forms is what annoys me.
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(d) Simply repeating what his wife said is what he’s doing.

Secondly, the difference in cleft constituents leads to differences in use, as well as

function between the two cleft types. Unlike reversed wh-clefts, which have a summa-

tive function (see Chapter 3), demonstrative clefts are extremely low in informative

content. They typically involve given cleft clauses; the new information (if any) con-

sists in the equation between the reference point of the demonstrative pronoun and

the contents of the cleft clause (as outlined by Lambrecht, 2001 and discussed later in

this section, p. 112). In the majority of cases, demonstrative clefts act as signposts

managing the flow of discourse: they can be used to wind down the discourse topic

and draw a line to signal an upcoming shift in topic, they can facilitate continuation

of the current topic by expressing agreement with previous comments, or they can

indicate how various portions of discourse relate to each other and thus guide the

audience to what is coming up.

A more detailed discussion of the discourse function of demonstrative clefts is

provided in section 4.4.2. Here, we limit ourselves to two examples illustrating their

usage.

(60) (from WSC, DPC291:0140-0175)

OR: i 〈.〉want〈/.〉 because the only way you get to know how to work the

thing is by getting out there and working it and the 〈latch〉

WL: yeah 〈latch〉 worst thing about it is with the senior station officer

being the instructor is that the pump crew’s got to go everywhere

the ladder is while we’re doing our training 〈sighs〉 yeah oh yeah like

i was going to say because that changed with mind you when snoopy

was made up to instructor cos thumper just used to go out and um

〈latch〉 〈2〉〈[2〉although

OR: with snoopy 〈latch〉 with snoop and if they had a fire call he just

→ drove off to the fire call yeah well 〈{1〉〈[1〉 that’s what we hopefully we

will be able to do 〈/[2〉 it’s going to be a hassle with me what i want to

do is get clearance from clark to say 〈{3〉〈[3〉look 〈/[3〉 let wilbur take

the pump what’s 〈.〉wrong〈/.〉 i mean there’s two other 〈{4〉〈[4〉〈?〉 s s

os 〈/?〉〈/[4〉 that end of town

Following the discourse markers yeah and well, the demonstrative cleft that’s

what we hopefully we will be able to do is used to wind down the topic before embarking
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on a different, though related, strand of conversation (note also the use of although

to introduce the shift in topic).

The demonstrative cleft in (61), this is why i haven’t been in my office does

not introduce new entities or participants in the discourse, but rather emphasises

the relationship between two preceding portions of discourse expressing (A) the fact

that the speaker was not in their office, and (B) the event of them being in the

education faculty. The relation between these (given) pieces of information is that

of ‘explanation’, A can be explained by B. The cleft helps to restate these points

and organize their relevance to material mentioned earlier, as well as provide an

opportunity for a minor shift in topic (as signalled by the use of discourse markers).

(61) (from WSC, DPC308:0315-0360)

VC: 〈[〉〈?〉yes〈/?〉 but basic〈/[〉〈/{〉 is not the word 〈{〉 〈[〉〈?〉 actually 〈/?〉〈/[〉

it’s just terrible i said why the hell don’t you get yourself a decent

room at least you know 〈,〉 to work in

NG: 〈[〉〈O〉 laughs 〈/O〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 mm 〈latch〉

VC: but apparently it’s regarded as being politically undesirable in the

education service to get yourself a decent room

NG: oh so 〈O〉tut〈/O〉 so i’ve just come from there you see

〈,,〉〈?〉〈O〉tut〈/O〉〈/?〉 not having 〈,〉 done anything useful

→ all day really so you see this is why i haven’t been in my office

yes oh well that’s one reason i didn’t catch you when when i rang

VC: so i’m sorry about that

Finally, a further reason for treating demonstrative clefts and reversed wh-clefts

separately comes from differences in their occurrence in conversation data. An inves-

tigation of approximately 200,000 words of spontaneous conversation taken from the

WSC (see Chapter 2, section 2.4.2 for details) shows that while the demonstrative

cleft1 is significantly2 the most frequent cleft found in speech, the reversed wh-cleft

1The category of demonstrative clefts does no include interrogative clefts in order to avoid prob-

lems of interpretation. For instance, it is not clear whether the following construction is indeed a cleft

or not: right well this project what i was 〈drawls〉 thinking when i went to the goethe 〈&〉pronounced

as gooithe 〈/&〉 〈,〉institute is that how you say it i hope so (from WSC, DPC071:0070-0080, speaker

AY).
2A two-tailed Chi Squared test shows very strong evidence against non-randomness of the distri-

bution given in the table; χ2 (3) = 210.000, p > 0.0001. I am grateful to Alison Wray for pointing out

one drawback of using the Chi Squared test, namely that we are forced to assume equal distributions

of the various expected counts for the cleft types analysed, which may not necessarily be realistic
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is at the other end of the scale, being the least used cleft (see figures given in Table

4.1).

Table 4.1: Cleft frequencies in WSC (in circa 200,000 words of conversation)

Cleft type Raw counts Percentages
Demonstrative clefts 205 47%

It-clefts 145 33%
Wh-clefts 73 17%
Rwh-clefts 12 3%

Total 435 100%

The figures above raise several questions. First, why is the demonstrative cleft

so common in spoken data? Secondly, why is the one cleft type which is associated

with and indistinguished from demonstrative clefts, namely the reversed wh-cleft,

so rarely found in conversation? The observed differences in the patterns of use

between demonstrative clefts and reversed wh-clefts suggest the existence of crucial

differences between the two constructions. A major part of this research aims to

answer these questions and to explore the characteristics of the demonstrative cleft,

from a structural, as well as a discourse-driven point of view.

The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. In section 4.2, we consider

the properties of cleft constituents in demonstrative clefts, namely, whether cleft

constituents are always present, what demonstrative pronoun is used (this, that, these,

or those), the direction in which the pronoun points in the discourse, what portions of

discourse it points to (i.e., a phrase, a clause or longer portions of discourse, an entity

or participant physically present at the time of the utterance), who utters the portion

of discourse that the demonstrative pronoun points to (the same speaker producing

the cleft, or a different participant) and so on.

Section 4.3 concerns the properties of cleft clauses in demonstrative clefts, for

instance, what element is used to introduce the cleft clause, the ranges of subjects

and verbs it typically involves, and the layering of its information structure.

There are several more general properties which apply to the cleft construction

as a whole, such as the presence of tag questions, the issue of polarity, the cleft’s

position within the topic of discourse and also the cleft’s more general function in

discourse. These are discussed in section 4.4.

given their differing functions and structures. Nevertheless, the method still provides reassurance

that the effect we are seeing is real (in some way).
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Finally, the chapter concludes with a brief discussion of several exploratory

statistical tests investigating the socio-economic demographics of the speakers who

produce demonstrative clefts.

4.2 The cleft constituent of demonstrative clefts

As discussed in Chapter 3, clefts consist of a cleft constituent containing the high-

lighted element, a copula, and a cleft clause, resembling a relative clause. We start

our investigation of demonstrative clefts by considering the structural and discourse

related properties of their cleft constituents.

4.2.1 Structural properties of cleft constituents

Unlike other cleft types, demonstrative clefts have a very narrow range of cleft con-

stituents. By definition, they involve constructions whose initial element (i.e., the cleft

constituent) is a demonstrative pronoun, in English, this, and that. Plural demonstra-

tive pronouns (these and those) were not found in the WSC data analysed. However,

they are attested by Collins (1991a, cf. Table 6.3, p. 142). Example 62 shows this

possibility.

(62) The Turkish man was at the markets again today. But he only had figs and humus

and baklava cause these are what he managed to bring back with him.

Cleft constituents of demonstrative clefts are always present and never ellipted,

unlike some cases of reduced reversed wh-clefts (see Hopper, 2001 in section 3.3.1).

As found by others (Biber et al., 1999; Collins, 1991b; Hedberg, 1990; Miller

and Weinert, 1998; Weinert and Miller, 1996), the distal demonstrative pronoun that

is significantly3 the most frequently occurring element, as shown by Table 4.2.

The heavy use of the pronoun that (almost to the complete exclusion of the

proximal deictic) is reminiscent of formulaic expressions, which are often characteristic

of spoken language. It is likely that the fixed, collocational nature of the construction

3A one-way Chi Square test shows very strong evidence against non-randomness of the distribu-

tion given in the table; χ2 (1) = 156.2976, p > 2.2e−16 . Again, as discussed earlier, it is useful to keep

in mind that the test does assume, in absence of further information, equal expected proportions in

the use of this and that ; an assumption which may not necessarily hold.
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Table 4.2: Cleft constituents in demonstrative clefts

Dem. Pronoun Raw counts Percentages
THAT 192 94%
THIS 13 6%
Total 205 100%

is a contributing factor to its recurrent appearance in speech. A further aspect of

its formulaicity comes from its “non-salient reference”, as it is referred to by Hudson

(1998), that is unclear referential relations (where it is not precisely clear what the

demonstrative pronoun points to). As we will see later on page 96, an increase of

non-salient reference has been correlated to increase in fixedness.

4.2.2 Discourse related properties of cleft constituents

We have seen that demonstrative clefts use that (and rarely this) as cleft constituents.

Some questions which arise are:

• in which direction does the demonstrative pronoun point?

• what material does it reference?

• who utters the material which the demonstrative pronoun references?

• how many turns before or after the cleft does this material appear?

These issues form the contents of the remaining discussion regarding cleft constituents

in demonstrative clefts. They aim to uncover the role of the cleft constituent in

discourse, and thus provide a window into the more general function of the cleft

construction itself.

The strong deictic force of the cleft constituent means that it denotes given

information – or at least information which is treated as given by the speaker. Typi-

cally, the pronoun functions as a discourse anaphoric element, directing the audience

to various parts of preceding, or directly upcoming discourse, or in some cases, a

combination of proceeding and upcoming discourse.

In a few rare cases, the demonstrative points to elements which are physically

present at the time of the utterance, thus acting in a concrete deictic sense. Consider

example (63).
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(63) (from WSC, DPC028:0230-0550)

AT and looked at it and there’s a house site HERE 〈{〉〈[〉 the trees are

there and this is on〈/[〉 a kind of um thing but the wetland is sort

of HERE 〈.〉th〈/.〉 〈.〉that’s〈/.〉 〈.〉th〈/.〉 the ditch is along the side of it

really

→ BU 〈[〉 that’s where that 〈?〉green paddock is isn’t it 〈/?〉 mm

AT and then it comes in here

The two participants are talking about the layout of a particular area, the house,

the fence, tree surrounding it, and so on. From the earlier discussion it becomes clear

that one of the participants (coded as AT) has a pen and paper and is drawing a map

of the location. The reference of the cleft constituent is a point located on the map

drawn by AT, rather than a portion of discourse.

In example (64), the participants are discussing a cartoon (from the collection

FAR SIDE). The demonstrative clefts this is what the human says, and this is what

the dog understands are slightly ambiguous here since we do not know if this is used

to point to the actual speech bubble drawn in the cartoon as being what the human is

saying, and what the dog is understanding/hearing, respectively; or if it is used to refer

to the participant’s impersonations of what the cartoon was depicting. Nevertheless,

in either case, the clefts are used as spatial deictics, pointing to some physically present

entity, rather than as discourse deictics, pointing to previous/upcoming co-text.

(64) (from WSC, DPC032:0075-0110)

BH: YEAH YEAH

AW: blah blah 〈{〉〈[〉blah blah blah〈/[〉

BH: 〈[〉blah blah〈/[〉〈/{〉 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉

AW: 〈?〉 cosmos 〈/?〉 〈latch〉

→ BH: this 〈.〉is〈/.〉 this is what the human says

→ 〈{〉〈[〉 this 〈/[〉 is what the dog understands 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉

AW: 〈[〉yeah〈/[〉〈/{〉 he looked up at me before you know as much to say

well i know you’re saying my name but i don’t know what else you’re

doing 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈,,〉

There are also a handful of cases, in which the reference point of the demon-

strative pronoun is never specified, either because it does not exist (as in example

65), or because it is only implied and never specified (see example 66). In both cases,

the precise point of reference of the cleft constituent is not relevant to the discussion;

the deictic force of the demonstrative pronoun is merely there to illustrate the point

being made.
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(65) (from WSC, DPC078:01870-0910)

AS: megan’s got one

PP: 〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉

AS: or a sleeping bag

PP: yeah

XX: thank you very much sorry to you know 〈laughs〉 come and crash at

short notice 〈/laughs〉

→ AS: well that’s what that’s what it’s all about

XX: megan’s always good to me like this

AS: yeah so how long have you got to go in your course

In the example above, the demonstrative cleft that’s what it’s all about is a

formulaic expression; the cleft constituent does not actually point to anything in

particular. The cleft could be treated as an idiom, since its interpretation is not

equal to the sum of the individual components used. Instead, the cleft is a general

means of expressing overall approval or encouragement (rather than explaining what

something is literally about).

Similarly, in (66), the participants are discussing contacting the chemist and

then the doctor in order to obtain a prescription. Speaker KK is detailing what

actually happens, i.e., the patient contacts the chemist who tells them what they need,

and then she contacts the doctor. This is done with the help of a demonstrative this-

cleft, whose precise reference is not explicitly stated, but only implied (i.e., whatever

the chemist suggests), since the exact details are not relevant to the purpose of the

explanation.

(66) (from WSC, DPC008:0725-0760)

AN: 〈[〉yeah〈/[〉〈/{〉

→ KK: saying you know 〈{〉〈[〉um〈/[〉 this is what you need

AN: 〈[〉mm〈/[〉〈/{〉 mm

→ KK: and then you go to your doctor and say this is what i want

AN: mm

HH: mm

AN: some doctors don’t know

Aside from these rare cases (exact figures will be given in Table 4.3), the cleft

constituents of demonstrative clefts function by and large as discourse deictics. The

majority of the clefts appear to be anaphoric, pointing to preceding discourse.
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We begin by considering several examples of that-clefts. As mentioned above,

they are generally anaphoric, as in (67), where the cleft demonstrative looks back to

the phrase four years.

(67) (from WSC, DPC028:0510-0525)

AD: i thought you’d only done four this is your fourth

BF: no this is my fifth it’s kirsty’s fourth would you believe it 〈,,〉

→ AD: i thought your degree WAS four years that’s what it was 〈latch〉

Nevertheless, that-clefts do occasionally look forward to upcoming discourse,

as in (68). Here, a demonstrative pronoun points to the noun phrase following it,

intuition, which is not mentioned anywhere else before that point.

(68) (from WSC, DPC009:0370-0420)

DM: 〈[〉〈.〉announ〈/.〉 the〈/[〉〈/{〉 announcement of the coronation i never

claimed it was anything more than that

KL: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉

SG: oh i think you were for a while

DM: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 〈latch〉

SG: 〈?〉actually 〈,〉 or hoping to〈/?〉

DM: i was exploring

KL: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉

→ TC: that’s what all this stuff’s based on is intuition 〈,,〉

SG: that’s true

TC: cos if it’s 〈{〉〈[〉not〈/[〉 grammatical it’s intuitively not grammatical not

for any other reason

Note that the cleft construction is un-integrated, it is followed by the verb be and

then the noun phrase which the demonstrative points to, and it is not entirely clear

what this portion of discourse, is intuition, belongs with. Under one analysis, the

demonstrative cleft is treated as being some kind of apposition to the clause What

all this stuff is based on is intuition. Under an alternative analysis, the predicate

following the cleft, is intuition, is taken to be outside the clause complex formed by

the cleft, i.e., the cleft is highly formulaic and treated as an NP chunk. It is difficult

to decide which analysis is best suited in this case. What is clear, however, is that

examples such as these are problematic for existing theories of syntax, which have

no way of accounting for this type of data. We return to these issues in Chapter

5 (section 5.4), when we see further examples of un-integrated demonstrative clefts,

and also in Chapter 6, where we discuss un-integrated it-clefts.
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From the total of three cataphoric that-clefts, two are un-integrated. This could

be the result of lack of available planning time to speakers, who start out by producing

a cleft construction, and then decide to treat the cleft clause as part of the following

clause.

After the frequently anaphoric demonstrative that-clefts, the second most com-

monly occurring clefts are those which function – at the same time – anaphorically

and cataphorically . Consider example (69):

(69) (from WSC, DPC023:0485-0525)

FI: 〈O〉coughs〈/O〉 um 〈,〉 so how’s work oh you wouldn’t know cos you

〈{〉〈[〉haven’t been〈/[〉 for a couple of days 〈latch〉

MD: 〈[〉no〈/[〉〈/{〉 that’s true

FI: so are you going to have to catch up on things when you get

〈{〉〈[〉back〈/[〉

MD: 〈[〉yeah〈/[〉〈/{〉 〈?〉obviously it’s gonna be〈/?〉 amazing eh and then

next week’s just going to be so busy i mean everyone’s been

apparently everyone’s been away 〈,,〉 so 〈{〉〈[〉〈?〉the payroll 〈/?〉〈/[〉

→ FI: oh that’s see that’s 〈/[〉〈/{〉 what happens eh at work

everyone 〈.〉g〈/.〉 is sick at once

MD: yeah yeah i’ve been i’ve been off so many days it’s incredible

FI: oh god 〈latch〉

The cleft uttered by FI is backward-oriented, in that it picks up the point

made by MD regarding people being all sick and away, but at the same time, it

is also forward looking, in that it points to the upcoming clause that everyone is

sick at once. Demonstrative clefts can function in this way as bridging opportunities

for speakers to take the floor or to provide encouragement and agreement with a

previous comment by another speaker. They are used to manage the discourse flow

or as Oberlander and Delin write of reversed wh-clefts4, they serve to “communicate

transaction management information about the ongoing discourse” (1996, p. 220).

Finally, the last possibility, which has so far been not been mentioned in the

literature, is for that-clefts to occur in the middle of the phrase, clause or portion

of discourse to which they are pointing. Example (70) gives a demonstrative cleft

4Their category of reversed wh-cleft includes what I term here demonstrative clefts, so it is pos-

sible that their comments are more representative and applicable to demonstrative clefts than to

reversed wh-clefts since the former greatly outnumber the latter in their data sample (280 demon-

strative clefts vs. 23 reversed wh-clefts). This same point applies to other studies, such as those by

Collins (1991b), Herriman (2003), and Miller and Weinert (1998).
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THAT’S what i was going to tell you which appears to ‘break up’ the clause they lost

for the first time....

(70) (from WSC, DPC172:0300-0320)

DD: i just um you saw a c milan lost 〈latch〉

→ SM: yeah they lost to 〈.〉the〈/.〉 THAT’S what i was going to tell you

they lost for the first time in 〈latch〉

DD: yeah i saw that 〈latch〉

SM: in the northern 〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉

This is, however, not the only way of analysing example (70). An alternative

interpretation would be to treat the utterance they lost to the... as an incomplete

clause, separate and distinct from the cleft construction. This incomplete clause is

followed by the demonstrative cleft THAT’s what i was going to tell you, which in

turn is followed by a complete clause giving the value that the cleft constituent points

to (namely, they lost for the first time).

While it is not necessarily clear that the former analysis is more appropriate

in this case (apart from perhaps the lack of pauses between utterances, which brings

some support to the idea that they are connected), the reason why the “value in the

middle” interpretation was chosen was to draw attention to the possibility that this

type of construction may in fact exist. Further data and examples are needed to

investigate the possibility more seriously.

We now turn to this-clefts. As mentioned earlier, these can point to entities

which are physically present at the time of the utterance (see example 64), or to

nothing at all, when they are used to exemplify a particular situation (as in 66).

Unlike that-clefts, this-clefts never occur in the middle of the portion of discourse

which they point to, and they never appear to point both to prior and upcoming

discourse.

Previous studies of demonstrative pronouns and clefts involving demonstrative

pronouns suggest that this is cataphoric (and that anaphoric). For example, Fill-

more writes: “the forward-pointing demonstratives of discourse deixis are similarly

distinguished, I think, because when I say (just before giving my explanation) “This

is my explanation”, I know what it is but you don’t; but when I say “That was my

explanation,” we both know what it is” (1997, p. 105). This claim is supported by

the work of Miller (1996a) and Miller and Weinert (1998).

Diessel (1999) also mentions the use of demonstrative pronouns as discourse

deictics, that is, as markers used to refer to propositions or speech acts. According
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to him, discourse this can involve both anaphoric and cataphoric reference, but the

constraint is that it can only be used to refer to a speaker’s own utterances (not to

other participants’ contributions) (1999, pp. 102-103)5.

The examples below show that the WSC data appear to agree with Diessel’s

suggestions that this-clefts can be used for cataphoric as well as anaphoric reference.

(71) (from WSC, DPC182:0880-0925)

RW: yeah that i think is the interesting question i mean as a sort of 〈,,〉

measure of this you obviously have to have a 〈{1〉 〈[1〉 〈unclear〉 word

〈/unclear〉 body of 〈/[1〉 adult speech to compare it with and 〈{2〉 〈[2〉

→ say 〈/[2〉 okay this is obviously going to be what they’re what they

→ should be doing at 〈,〉 at the end of it this is what we have to take as

as the goal 〈latch〉

FG: 〈[1〉 the adult speech 〈/[1〉〈/{1〉 〈[2〉mm〈/[2〉〈/{2〉 yes 〈latch〉

RW: at what point do they actually reach that goal 〈latch〉

FG: because if the parents have 〈latch〉

RW: mm 〈{〉〈[〉nonstandard or yes〈/[〉

FG: 〈[〉less than perfect〈/[〉〈/{〉 command

Example (71) illustrates both uses mentioned above. The first cleft is anaphoric,

in that it points back to what the investigators should be doing, whereas the second

cleft is cataphoric, looking ahead to what their goal should be, i.e., adult speech.

Similarly in (72), the cleft constituent directs the audience to the entire up-

coming narrative which illustrates where they got it from, i.e., where the habit of

embarrassing people was picked up from.

(72) (from WSC, DPC064:0860-0885)

FN: and we’d carey and i’d hop out the car and he’d put the siren on

〈latch〉

MQ: oh no 〈{〉〈[〉〈,〉 embarrassing 〈/[〉

FN: 〈[〉just to say goodbye〈/[〉〈/{〉 yes he did 〈{1〉〈[1〉it on 〈/[1〉 purpose 〈,,〉

→ and he used to like um 〈,〉 walk 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 this is where i got it from

and um we used to walk along the street like in the hutt and he’d

start going 〈,,〉 〈laughs〉 while he was walking along the street〈/laughs〉

especially if we saw a friend 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 and like 〈{2〉〈[2〉 don’t don’t

〈/[2〉 you’re embarrassing me 〈latch〉

5Diessel also claims that discourse deictic that can only point to previous material, and not

upcoming utterances. However, as we have already seen from the previous examples, this claim is

not supported by the WSC excerpts.
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MQ: 〈[1〉embarrassing〈/[1〉〈/{1〉

Unfortunately, few generalisations can be made about this-clefts from the WSC

data, since we only have 13 examples to work with. One thing which is clear is

that, like that-clefts, this-clefts can be used to point both forwards and backwards

in the discourse. Moreover, most this-clefts can be replaced by that-clefts without

any loss of meaning or appropriateness (with one or two unclear exceptions); in other

words, some this-clefts have clear proximal meaning, while others do not. Their exact

function, however, remains a mystery and little can be said about how these function

differently (if at all) to that-clefts.

The total occurrences of the various cleft constituents and their reference points

found in the WSC conversation data are summarised in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Cleft constituents and their reference

Reference THAT THIS
Anaphoric 144 75% 5 39%
Cataphoric 4 2% 2 15%
Both 28 15% - - %
Middle 2 1% - - %
Physically present 8 4% 3 23%
Not specified 4 2% 3 23%
Unclear 2 1% - - %
Totals 192 13

A second point of interest regarding the deictic nature of demonstrative clefts

involves the particular type of elements which they point to, i.e., phrases, clauses,

entire portions of discourse (complex clauses or longer units). This has been also in-

vestigated for the reversed wh-clefts by Collins (1991b; 1991a; 2004b). However, his

category of reversed wh-clefts also includes demonstrative clefts, and in fact, similarly

to the data analysed by Oberlander and Delin (1996), it is by and large made up of

demonstrative clefts. Collins distinguishes between extended and non-extended ref-

erence. Although he does not state explicitly the precise difference between extended

reference and non-extended reference himself (i.e., how long a portion of discourse is

required to be in order to be considered “extended”), we can refer to Halliday and

Hasan for a description:

... extended reference differs from usual instances of reference only in

extent – the referent is more than just a person or object, it is a process
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or sequence of processes (grammatically, a clause or string of clauses, not

just a single nominal)... (Halliday and Hasan, 1976, p. 52).

Following the approach taken by Collins, spoken demonstrative clefts have been

investigated with respect to the types of reference involved. However, the present in-

vestigation considers more specific types of reference, distinguishing between phrases,

clauses, and complex clauses (or longer portions of discourse). Additionally, these

distinctions are determined for each direction type, anaphoric, cataphoric clefts, and

also clefts that are simultaneously anaphoric and cataphoric (the category labelled

“both” in the Table 4.3).

The analysis conducted by Collins has been criticized by Delin and Oberlander

for being too rigid to be applicable to structures that are in many ways “two-faced”

since they can refer the audience to “preceding discourse, but additionally cohering

cataphorically with what follows” (1996, p. 193). This is a valid point, as confirmed

by the data from the WSC itself (see 69). However, the WSC data exhibits fewer such

cases than reported by Collins (we will see one possible reason for this later in the

chapter, on page 139). Nevertheless, in spite of these few examples, the investigation

does render several interesting conclusions. We discuss these in what follows.

In accordance with Halliday and Hassan’s (1976) findings of demonstrative pro-

nouns, and Collins’s own results regarding demonstrative clefts (i.e., reversed wh-clefts

with demonstrative pronouns), the WSC data also supports the idea that the demon-

strative pronouns in clefts point to longer, more complex material than a single phrase,

that is, clauses or entire portions of discourse. The total figures are summarised in

Table 4.4.

The preference of demonstrative clefts for longer, more complex portions of

discourse (than a single phrase) as values for their variables (denoted by cleft clauses)

constitutes a crucial point of difference between demonstrative clefts and reversed

wh-clefts. The former cleft type enables speakers to direct their audience to complex

units of discourse, which the latter are not able to do. Complex sentence-initial

constituents are very rarely found in spoken data (see for instance Miller and Weinert,

1998). Speakers use demonstrative clefts in order to avoid the heavy cognitive load

that would be required to enable entire clauses or series of clauses to appear in the

cleft constituent slots of reversed wh-clefts. Demonstrative clefts have light cleft

constituents whose deictic power can help orient hearers to the appropriate parts of

discourse as needed, however long or complex these might be.
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Table 4.4: That-clefts, direction of reference and reference material

Reference direction Frequencies Reference material

Anaphoric 52
Cataphoric 4 Phrase
Both 19

TOTAL 75

Anaphoric 55
Cataphoric 1
Both 5 Clause
Middle 1

TOTAL 62

Anaphoric 43
Cataphoric 1
Both 4 Portion of discourse
Middle 1

TOTAL 49

Nothing 7 –

Physically present 10 Physically present

Unclear 2 Unclear

So far, we have seen that textually-referential demonstrative clefts can point

to both preceding and upcoming discourse, and also to both long and complex, as

well as short and simple portions of discourse. A further question to answer is which

participant utters the referential material that the cleft points to. Put another way,

do speakers use clefts to refer to their own discourse, or to refer to other people’s

portions of speech? Consider example (73).

(73) (from WSC, DPC014:0014-1070)

DV: no they don’t 〈,〉 that’s actually that’s actually 〈laughs〉 an 〈/laughs〉

illusion they suck in darkness 〈,〉 they’re darkness suckers they suck

the darkness out of the air? 〈,,〉〈&〉3〈/&〉

MK: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 oh BUNG

DV: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 no it’s true there’s all this air around you know it’s all

got darkness and when you turn the light bulb on it sucks the dark-

→ ness out that’s why it looks brighter

MK: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 and why doesn’t other darkness rush in from outside

there to still be here

In the cleft above, the cleft constituent refers to the sentence immediately pre-

ceding the cleft construction, when you turn the light bulb on it sucks the darkness
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out. This is uttered by the same speaker producing the cleft, in the same turn as the

cleft. A “turn” is the total, uninterrupted6 contribution of one speaker. For instance,

example (73) contains four turns, DV’s turn followed by MK, then by DV again, and

finally, MK, while example (74) contains eight turns (the short burst yeah uttered by

TS does not count as a separate turn).

Example (74) gives a conversation where the cleft and its corresponding value

are not uttered by the same participant. The cleft produced by speaker TS, that’s

what i was, points to the adjective phrase uttered by LU, lean, two turns earlier.

(74) (from WSC, DPC024:0700-0750)

LU: 〈laughs〉 SKINNY 〈/laughs〉

TS: stupid word 〈latch〉

LU: it’s going a bit far isn’t it

TS: yeah

KA: yeah i’m skinny now eh 〈latch〉

LU: you’re lean ginny said you were lean kay 〈latch〉

KA: oh 〈{〉〈[〉that’s nice can’t have been me〈/[〉 ]

→ TS: 〈[〉hey that’s what i was um 〈/[〉〈/{〉〈,,〉 we listened to dale spender eh

talk on the radio as well did 〈.〉y〈/.〉 did you see her 〈{〉〈[〉in auckland〈/[〉

KA: 〈[〉i never〈/[〉〈/{〉 went to see her cause we went to um 〈,,〉

Finally, the corpus also contains a small number of clefts where the value of

the cleft constituent is uttered by two participants: the same speaker producing the

cleft, and also some other, previous speaker. Perhaps unsurprisingly, these clefts are,

with one exception, of the type which point to both following as well as preceding

discourse at the same time.

(75) (from WSC, DPC023:0520-0545)

MD: yeah yeah i’ve been i’ve been off so many days it’s incredible

FI: oh god 〈latch〉

MD: so it’s not going to look too good 〈latch〉

→ FI: do you feel really BAD do you that’s what i used to hate like i used

to have sick days 〈{1〉〈[1〉 i hated going back 〈/[1〉 cos 〈&〉5:00〈/&〉

you always felt like oh they won’t believe you that you’re really sick

〈{2〉〈[2〉 〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉 〈,〉 sort of 〈/[2〉

6Short interjections containing the single particles hmmm, right, or yes from other participants

are not considered to break up a speaker’s turn. Similarly, long pauses are also considered to not

have an effect on the counting of turns.
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Table 4.5 summarises the total occurrences7 of the various demonstrative clefts

discussed above, in terms of whether the speaker producing the cleft is the same as

the one uttering its value.

Table 4.5: Demonstrative clefts and participants producing their respective “values”

Person uttering value Frequency Percentage

Same speaker 121 64%
Different speaker 54 29%
Same speaker + different speaker 10 5%
Unclear 3 2%

Totals 188 100%

The table shows a preference for the “same speaker” option. This is fitting

with the discourse function of demonstrative clefts as discourse management markers

(as will be discussed in section 4.4.2). Speakers typically use demonstrative clefts to

point to various parts of the discourse (most frequently, to clauses or longer portions

of discourse) and signal the relationship between these, or alternatively, to guide the

audience as to what these various parts are supposed to communicate (i.e., that’s

what I hate, or that’s what I was [like], or that’s why it looks brighter). In sum,

demonstrative clefts act like “discourse organizers”, they are in a sense the sign-posts

of spoken language. Their function can be described by the concept of procedural

meaning (see work by Blakemore, 1987, 2002), as opposed to conceptual meaning,

not so much in terms of its ability to constrain the possible interpretation of an

utterance or portion of discourse (2002, p. 78), but more from the point of view of

being able to guide the addressee toward the correct interpretation and making sense

of the information which is presented.

The final point regarding the value of demonstrative clefts has to do with its

location in discourse with respect to the cleft construction. One way to map this

location is by counting the number of turns preceding or following the demonstrative

cleft where the value is found.

When the value and the cleft are both produced by the same speaker, these

often (though not necessarily always) occur together in the same turn, as in the

earlier example (73). On the other hand, if the value is uttered by a different speaker,

7Note that only 188 cleft constructions from the total 192 are discourse deictic. As discussed

earlier in this section, the rest of the constructions are either physically deictic, pointing to entities

physically present at the time of discourse, or else they point to nothing at all.
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it usually occurs one or two turns prior to the one containing the cleft construction,

as in (74). There are also cases when the value occurs several turns before the cleft,

as exemplified in (76).

(76) (from WSC, DPC291:0100-0170)8

OR: so one of those has got to come and make ME up eventually but

what’s 〈.〉hap〈/.〉 but gareth’s opinion is the same as mine in reality

is that you go out and you take somebody out in the back yard

〈&〉5:00〈/&〉 maybe for a start off and spend a couple of hours or so

going over all the basics of things 〈{1〉〈[1〉〈.〉 so〈/.〉〈/[1〉 until what we’d

like to call it a preliminary certificate’s passed 〈{2〉〈[2〉where〈/[2〉 we

know that YOU can operate the ladder and from then on it should

be able to i should just be able to just go out with you and nobody

else on the ladder

WL: 〈[1〉until〈/[1〉〈/{1〉 〈[2〉yeah〈/[2〉〈/{2〉 mm

OR: and do a training

WL: yep

OR: i 〈.〉want〈/.〉 because the only way you get to know how to work the

thing is by getting out there and working it and the 〈latch〉

WL: yeah 〈latch〉 worst thing about it is with the senior station officer being

the instructor is that the pump crew’s got to go everywhere the ladder

is while we’re doing our training 〈&〉sighs〈/&〉 yeah oh yeah like i was

going to say because that changed 〈.〉with〈/.〉 mind you when snoopy

was made up to instructor cos thumper just used to go out and um

〈latch〉

OR: with snoopy 〈latch〉 with snoop and if they had a fire call he just drove

→ off to the fire call yeah well 〈{1〉〈[1〉 that’s 〈/[1〉 〈/[1〉 what 〈.〉we〈/.〉

hopefully we will be able to do 〈{2〉〈[2〉 although 〈/[2〉 it’s going to be

a hassle with me what i want to do is get clearance from clark to say

〈{3〉〈[3〉 look〈/[3〉 let wilbur take the pump

In example (76), the demonstrative cleft that’s what we hopefully we will be

able to do refers to the whole portion of discourse mentioned earlier by speaker OR

regarding going over all the basics, and introducing the training schedule for what

would be termed the preliminary certificate and so on. In other words, the value of

the cleft is ‘extended’ (as opposed to non-extended) and occurs several turns prior in

8The value of the demonstrative cleft is not underlined here, as was done with the previous

examples, so as to avoid distraction due to its length.
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the discourse. It could be argued that the cleft has referential ambiguity because it

is not entirely clear where the referential portion of the discourse starts and where it

ends. Furthermore, the structure of the cleft looks like an amalgam of two different

constructions, namely the demonstrative clefts hopefully that’s we will be able to do,

and the non-cleft version hopefully we will be able to do that.

The referential ambiguity of various expressions (demonstrative pronouns being

included with these) has been discussed by Hudson9 in her 1998 PhD dissertation. She

refers to this ambiguity as a “non-salience” (see Hudson, 1998, Chapter 7). Hudson

makes the observation that it is often not possible to tell what expressions such as

and all that, that’s all, and that might refer to in a given text. What is new in her

approach is that she proposes a cline from more explicit to less explicit reference

(1998, p. 109):

Maximum salience

Level 1: There is an immediate paraphrase that is directly

recoverable from the text,

Level 2: The cohesion signal can be paraphrased as ‘everything

associated with what is mentioned in the text’,

Level 3: The cohesion can only be paraphrased as ‘everything

that is associated with the preceding speech act’.

Minimum salience

The higher the level, the more fixed the expression (i.e., expressions at Level

3 are less variable and more formulaic in nature than those at Level 1 and 2). In

other words, “maximum fixedness correlating with minimum salience” (see Hudson,

1998, p. 107). What this means for the demonstrative cleft construction is that the

unclear reference of the demonstrative pronoun in some examples may be correlated

with a formulaic use of the construction. We will see more formulaic properties of the

construction in the remainder of this chapter.

We come back to the cleft in (76) and consider its function. The construction

is used to clarify to the other participant what has just been discussed (which would

come under the title “what OR is going to do”), and to draw a line at the end of the

topic, before embarking on a new one (note the topic marker although), concerning

possible problems or hassles and where these come from.

Note that the values of demonstrative clefts never occur in any of the turns fol-

9I am grateful to Jean Hudson for valuable feedback and discussions about the demonstrative

cleft construction and her own work on non-salient cohesive markers.
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lowing that containing the cleft construction. One might expect that since anaphoric

clefts can be used to point to material which occurs anywhere from immediately pre-

ceding the cleft construction up to several turns before it, the same could be true of

cataphoric clefts in reverse direction (that is, forward in the discourse, as opposed to

backwards). But it seems that given information can be easily accessed even several

minutes after it is uttered, whereas in contrast, forward planning does not go all that

far forward. Put another way, keeping activated material ‘alive’ is less taxing on

cognitive resources than planning ahead appears to be.

Therefore, as exemplified in (77) and (78), all cataphoric clefts (be they this-

clefts or that-clefts) point to material which is directly upcoming in the discourse,

in the same turn as the cleft construction itself. In (77), the cleft points to the

upcoming clause complex you shouldn’t eat before a show or you got tired, which is

not mentioned previously anywhere in entire conversation excerpt.

(77) (from WSC, DPC319:0290-0400)

VI: i might how much was it

JL: i think it was forty five dollars a ticket 〈latch〉

VI: oh that’s not bad 〈latch〉 but um

JL: that is

JL: they also gave you the programme but 〈slowly〉 this chap who plays

the lead 〈/slowly〉 〈,〉 〈drawls〉 his name is 〈/drawls〉 MF flips through

programme er 〈,〉 alistair 〈&〉4:00〈/&〉 wilson he plays nadir nadir what

a voice 〈?〉the part was〈/?〉 a TENOR

VI: mm 〈latch〉

JL: and 〈?〉a POWER〈/?〉 you know just incredible power it just SHOOK

you 〈latch〉

VI: mm 〈latch〉

JL: and there’s the um between er robert hobson who plays zirga and

alistair wilson between the two of them and they play they sing this

duet and it’s just it was just absolutely magnetic incredible we sat i

closed my eyes and the next minute i nodded

VI: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 〈{〉〈[〉〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[〉

JL: 〈[〉yeah my head〈/[〉〈/{〉 nodded er 〈{〉〈[〉〈unclear〉 word 〈/unclear〉〈/[〉 〈[〉see

→ the〈/[〉〈/{〉 trouble well 〈.〉th 〈/.〉 〈.〉th〈/.〉 that’s what jim said

you shouldn’t eat before a show or you got tired or alcohol i suppose

Similarly, the cleft in (78) points forward to the noun phrase he, to indicate

where the speaker got it from (although it is not entirely clear from the conversation
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alone what that is, presumably the art of embarrassing people). It could be argued

that the cleft is, instead, pointing anaphorically to the first mention of the noun

phrase. However, it is only after the cleft is uttered that the speaker gets to explain

what the behaviour he acquired actually is. It is as though the speaker is using the

cleft as a an opportunity to built-up to the climax of his stories about his father.

(78) (from WSC, DPC64:0840-0895)

FN: 〈[〉yeah 〈/[〉〈/{〉〈,〉 exactly 〈,〉 so it’s cool but he used to drop us off at

school um when i was in sixth form 〈latch〉

MQ: oh yeah

FN: and like he’s in a mufti car 〈latch〉 〈&〉11:00〈/&〉

MQ: yeah

FN: and we’d carey and i’d hop out the car and he’d put the siren on

〈latch〉

MQ: oh no 〈{〉〈[〉〈,〉 embarrassing〈/[〉

FN: 〈[〉just to say goodbye〈/[〉〈/{〉 yes he did 〈{1〉〈[1〉it on 〈/[1〉 purpose 〈,,〉

→ and he used to like um 〈,〉 walk 〈O〉laughs 〈/O〉 this is where i got it

from and um we used to walk along the street like in the hutt and he’d

start going 〈,,〉 〈laughs〉 while he was walking along the street〈/laughs〉

especially if we saw a friend 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 and like 〈{2〉〈[2〉don’t don’t

〈/[2〉 you’re embarrassing me 〈latch〉

MQ: 〈[1〉embarrassing〈/[1〉〈/{1〉〈[2〉oh no〈/[2〉〈/{2〉 oh 〈latch〉

Table 4.6 gives the various numbers of turns where the values of the demonstra-

tive clefts occur. Recall that a number of that-clefts are used to point to upcoming

as well preceding discourse at the same time (the “both” category). These clefts

require a separate classification with regard to “number of turns”, since they point

two values, produced in different turns (and sometimes, but not always, by different

speakers). Table 4.6 gives these clefts under the label “multi-turn”, since the values

occur in more than one particular turn.

The figures below show that demonstrative clefts exhibit a preference for having

their corresponding values directly preceding the cleft construction itself, in the same

turn. It seems that the least common place for the cleft value to occur is two turns

preceding the cleft construction. Overall, speakers tend to favour the use of cleft

constructions to refer to portions within the immediate discourse (either in the same

turn, or the one directly preceding it) over those which are located in the more distant

discourse (68% vs. 17%).
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Table 4.6: That-clefts and the turns where their values occur

Number of turns Frequency Percentage

Three or more turns preceding cleft 32 17%
One turn preceding cleft 37 20%
Two turns preceding cleft 10 5%
Same turn as cleft - anaphoric 84 45%
Same turn as cleft - cataphoric 6 3%
Multi-turn 17 9%
Unclear 2 1%

Totals 188 100%

To sum up the discussion of demonstrative clefts so far, we have seen that

the deictic power of cleft constituents in demonstrative clefts is an important distin-

guishing feature of this cleft type. As attested by others, that-clefts constitute the

most frequent demonstrative cleft type found in the WSC spontaneous, unplanned

conversation data.

In general, demonstrative clefts are anaphorically oriented (75% of the time,

see Table 4.3), although this is not the only possibility. They can also function in

both anaphoric and cataphoric capabilities at the same time, as found by (Collins,

1991a). Furthermore, they can point to material which is included, as an apposition,

inside the cleft construction itself (in the “middle” of it as it were). This material

is typically made up of units longer, and more complex than a single phrase (i.e.,

clauses or longer portions of discourse), and is uttered by the same speaker producing

the cleft construction. There are, however, a small number of examples where the

referential material is produced cooperatively by multiple speakers. The value of the

cleft construction is part of a ‘joint activity’ which becomes common ground by virtue

of being constructed and registered jointly by the participants present Clark (1996).

Finally, there is a preference for this value to occur in close proximity to the cleft

construction, directly preceding it.

So far, we have noted that cleft constituents typically serve to point to various

portions of the discourse. These entities can be found to precede or follow the cleft

constructions, they can be phrases, clauses or longer portions of speech, they may be

uttered by the same person producing the cleft or by a different speaker, and they

can be found in the same turn as the cleft, or in various turns before it (ranging from

one turn prior to three or more turns back). The patterns observed raise the question

of whether or not there are relations between some of these possibilities. Are these
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findings correlated in any way?

Regrettably, the data analysed do not provide a large enough sample to fully

explore the various (possible) inter-relations which may exist between the various

categories listed above. A larger sample may uncover deeper links between them, or

alternatively, it may turn out that even larger samples also yield weak correlations –

this is left for future research to establish. However, in spite of the small number of

clefts investigated, two major trends can still be observed, as discussed below.

First, it appears that there is a relationship between the person uttering the

material which the cleft constituents points to, and the number of turns that this

material occurs preceding the cleft construction. Figure 4.210 (see next page) shows

three main divisions, namely for “diff S” on the left (when the speaker uttering the

cleft is a different one from the one uttering its associated value), “D and S” in

the center (for the case when both the same and also a different speaker utter the

value on separate turns), and finally, “same S” on the far right (when both the cleft

and its value are produced by the same speaker). Each division has four different

bars showing the position of the value in relation to the cleft, that is, in the same

turn (“same”), one or two turns prior to it (“1,2”), three or more turns prior to it

(“3+”), or in two different turns (“2X”). For the most part the graph is not all that

interesting, as it shows the inevitable conclusions that first, when a different speaker

utters the value of the cleft, the value does not occur in the same turn as the cleft,

and secondly, when the value is produced by two different speakers, it occurs in two

separate turns.

However, there is one interesting observation on the far left division of the graph.

As the rightmost bar indicates, if the same speaker utters the cleft and the material

the cleft constituent points to, then this material is significantly likely to occur in the

same turn as the cleft itself11. This trend can probably be explained by two factors.

One is the lack of planning time available to speakers, and the second has to do with

their awareness of the potential burden placed on hearers to retain material uttered

prior in the discourse.

In light of these remarks, it is significant to note the high frequency of cases

where the cleft value occurs three turns or more prior to the cleft construction. This

10The two graphs included in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 have been created with the statistical

analysis software R.
11A two-tailed Chi Square test shows very strong evidence against non-randomness of distribution;

χ2 (6) = 184.7068, p > 2.2e−16 .
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Figure 4.2: Speaker uttering the cleft value vs. turn in which it occursLSD!display intervals
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is in stark contrast to the high number of same turn cleft value and cleft construction

occurrences. The arrows at the top of the bars indicate that there is an overlap in the

confidence intervals between the two groups, which means that this trend may simply

be an effect of the data chosen, i.e., not necessarily representative of the “population”

as a whole. Hence the phenomenon requires further analysis with larger data samples

in order to establish whether this is indeed a real pattern or not.

A more insightful relationship appears to emerge from comparing the link be-

tween speaker uttering the value of the cleft and the linguistic means by which this

value is expressed. This relation is summarised in Figure 4.3. The graph contains

three bars, one for the case when the value is expressed by a longer portion of dis-

course (“chunk”), a second bar for values expressed by a clause (“clause”), and a
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third for values expressed by single phrases (“phrase”). The divisions are the same

as before, depending on who utters the value, the same speaker as the one producing

the cleft, both the same speaker as well as another speaker, or a different speaker

altogether.

Figure 4.3: Speaker uttering the cleft value vs. linguistic encoding of this valueLSD!display intervals
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Figure 4.3 shows that when a speaker uses a demonstrative cleft to refer back to

portions of his/her own speech, these portions are most likely to be single clauses or

phrases. However, when a speaker uses the cleft to refer back to portions of discourse

produced by other participants, these tend to be longer units than a clause. This trend

requires further investigation, since as the confidence intervals (marked as before by

the arrows at the top of the bars) indicate, the signal in the data is not strong enough

to ensure statistical significance.
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Having discussed some of the structural and discourse related properties of cleft

constituents found in demonstrative clefts, we now turn our attention to their cleft

clauses.

4.3 The cleft clause of demonstrative clefts

4.3.1 Structural properties of cleft clauses

This section concerns the structural properties of cleft clauses found in demonstrative

clefts. As mentioned earlier, cleft constituents are always present in the demonstrative

clefts identified in the WSC data. It turns out that the same is not true of cleft

clauses. While the structure of cleft constituents is not elaborate since they consist of

a single one-word phrase (a demonstrative pronoun), the cleft clause is structurally

more complex. There are more variables to consider, such as what element is used to

introduce it, what types of subject noun phrases are used and what type of verbs are

involved. These questions constitute the focus of the current section.

We begin by considering the status of the cleft clause. Following Bresnan and

Grimshaw (1978), who analyse wh-relatives as externally-headed relative clauses (see

Chapter 3, section 3.3 for a discussion of this approach), we view the structure of the

demonstrative cleft as given in Figure 4.4:

Figure 4.4: Demonstrative clefts

[ demonstrative pronoun  +      copula     + [wh-word    + [  REL clause ]] ]

cleft constituent         cleft clause

Consider example 79. The demonstrative cleft that’s what she said consists of

the cleft constituent that, the copula be, the wh-word head of the modifying clause

what, and the relative clause she said. We will see in the rest of this section that

these components are typical of demonstrative clefts, i.e., the distal deictic as cleft

constituent (as discussed in section 4.2.1), what as head of of the cleft clause, a singular

personal pronoun as subject of the relative clause, and a verb of communication,

cognition or activity as its predicate.
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(79) (from WSC, DPC346:0090-0170)

KT: but rowan told me the other 〈&〉11:00〈/&〉 day that kyle has applied

for a job in 〈&〉name of place〈/&〉

RW: oh right that was coming though

KT: yeah oh well she’s moved out the 〈.〉way〈/.〉 that way eh so hopefully

if she was to get 〈{1〉〈[1〉that job〈/[1〉 jan is quite happy to go into

→ mainstream that’s what she said she goes yep i’ll come to your school

you tell rhonda that 〈quickly〉 i don’t want to go overseas 〈/quickly〉

and 〈{2〉〈[2〉 〈laughs〉〈?〉 really 〈/?〉〈/laughs〉〈/[2〉 all this blah blah blah

and 〈quickly〉 i’m quite happy to do mainstream 〈quickly〉 she says i’ll

just come along and just slip on in to mainstream and you know blah

blah blah

The review of cleft constructions in Chapter 3 (section 3.3.1) mentions the

phenomenon of cleft constructions occurring without their cleft clause. These are

termed reduced or truncated clefts. It turns out that, like it-clefts, demonstrative

clefts can also be truncated and the WSC spontaneous conversation data does provide

some examples.

(80) a. (from WSC, DPC012:0450-0495)

AH: it’s rather 〈latch〉

JU: a bit mossy from memory not very solid

AH: mm 〈,,〉〈/&〉8〈/&〉

JU: well weeds are growing well aren’t they

AH: yep you haven’t got too many dandelions in your oh yes you have

→ JU: oh i just mowed them down yesterday that’s why

AH: 〈,,〉〈&〉3〈/&〉 do you think there’s too many to put salt on them all

JU: oh i could do that

AH: it’d be a hideous job

b. (from WSC, DPC007:1370-1405)

LL: eh so how much money are you going to take u s

RR: 〈drawls〉er〈/drawls〉

LL: two thousand? 〈,,〉〈&〉3〈/&〉

RR: two and a half three

→ LL: two and a half three that’s how much 〈{〉〈[〉〈?〉in 〈.〉your〈/.〉〈/?〉〈/[〉

RR: 〈[〉oh i〈/[〉〈/{〉 put most of it in the visa in my visa i just carry a

thousand cash 〈,〉 and have the rest on my visa 〈,,〉〈&〉5〈/&〉

LL: yep 〈,〉 that’s quite a lot of money
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Both cleft constructions consist of cleft constituents (that in both cases), a

copula, and a wh-word (what and how much). This structure brings further support

to Bresnan and Grimshaw’s (1978) analysis. The traditional view, which treats the

wh-word as being the first constituent of the relative clause cannot account for the

missing rest of the clause.

In contrast, the externally-headed analysis proposed by Bresnan and Grimshaw

is able to explain the presence of the wh-word unaccompanied by a relative clause.

The wh-word acts as an external head with some kind of deictic reference (i.e., why

functions much like the phrase the reason). Its modifier (the relative clause) is not

required in examples such as (80a), and (80b), as it is recoverable from context, and

is thus ellipted.

As also found by Miller and Weinert (1998) in the Map-Task dialogues, trun-

cated demonstrative clefts are rare in the spontaneous conversation WSC data (see

Table 4.7), especially comparatively to the proportion of truncated it-clefts, as will

be discussed in Chapter 6, section 6.4.1. It appears that with the exception of one

construction, all this-clefts are full/complete clefts, while the rest of the truncated

examples are that-clefts.

Table 4.7: Full and truncated demonstrative clefts

Cleft Type Frequency Percentage

Full clefts 194 95%
Truncated clefts 11 5%

Totals 205 100%

We now turn our attention to the element heading the cleft clause. The corpus

data shows that there are a total of five different wh-words used, namely what, why,

where, how/how much, and when. The total occurrences are given in Table 4.8 for

each wh-word, ordered from most to least frequent.

What-clefts are by far the most common type (more than half of all demon-

strative clefts contain what), followed by why-clefts and where-clefts. It seems that

speakers are most concerned with “what”, “why” and “where”.

Apart from being frequently used, what-clefts have been cited by Oberlander

and Delin, 1996, p. 209 to have rather distinct properties, such as containing exclu-

sively given information and occurring with specific types of verbs, namely verbs of

telling, feeling or thinking (unlike non-what-clefts, which can occur with a full range
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Table 4.8: Wh-words used in demonstrative clefts

Wh-word Frequency Percentage

What 123 60%
Why 39 19%
Where 24 12%
How (much) 12 6%
When 7 3%

Totals 205 100%

of lexical verbs). In light of these comments, the data from the WSC was investi-

gated with respect to both the type of subjects, and verb classes used in relative

clauses. Furthermore, as mentioned earlier (in footnote 1, page 77), what-clefts can

be un-clefted, unlike other clefts introduced by when, who, or how much.

The range of subjects found in the WSC data is extremely narrow. Most subjects

(73%) are personal pronouns (typically first, second or third person singular forms),

followed by definite noun phrases (20%). The remaining seven percent are made up

of eight uses of proper names, and six cases where the subject slot of the relative

clause is empty (since the wh-word is external to the clause)12. The possible relative

clause subjects are exemplified below.

(81) (a) Personal pronoun

and so anyway she said she’d go to the open house tomorrow but 〈{1〉〈[1〉she 〈.〉is

〈/.〉〈/[1〉〈.〉she’s〈/.〉 she’s looking after me that’s where i’ve got 〈{2〉〈[2〉our〈/[2〉 goals

wrong 〈latch〉 (WSC, DPC111:1040, CR)

(b) Definite noun phrase

〈[〉and he〈/[〉〈/{〉 rang back that’s what that message was and said no 〈.〉they〈/.〉 they

want eighteen 〈.〉d〈/.〉 hundred and eighteen as a minimum (WSC, DPC111:0030,

CR)

(c) Proper name

〈laughs〉 that’s what lee was saying 〈/laughs〉 (WSC, DPC074:0545, XX)

(d) Empty subject slot

it MUST HAVE BEEN HARD 〈/[〉〈/{〉 yes yes looking back it 〈{1〉〈[1〉wasn’t 〈/[1〉 until

years later 〈,〉〈{2〉〈[2〉 and 〈/[2〉 that so i like permanent things i don’t like change and

that’s what’s come through (WSC, DPC060:0715, VV)

These results show that all relative clauses found inside the cleft clauses com-

12Note that eleven constructions are truncated and are thus not part of this analysis.
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prise noun phrase subjects. These are also definite expressions (either proper names,

pronouns, or definite referential nouns), which are, by and large, given. In other

words, the subjects of the relative clauses are relatively “simple”, in both syntax and

cognitive load, they rarely contain modifiers (four clefts have one adjective phrase

modifying the head noun subject, and only one conjoined noun phrase), and they

express highly activated entities in the mind of the speaker.

Secondly, the cleft clause involves a high degree of collocationality. In almost

90% percent of the clefts found, the wh-words used as head of cleft clauses are what,

why or where, and the subjects of their modifying relatives are either personal pro-

nouns or (simple) definite noun phrases. On the whole, we begin to observe that the

demonstrative cleft is formulaic in structure, exhibiting the same components over

and over again.

Further evidence of their collocational properties can also be observed in the

semantic classes of the verbs which occur again and again in the relative clauses.

Bearing in mind that the topics of conversation were entirely up to the participants

involved, and these latter were from different age groups, backgrounds and gender

groups, it is significant to see such a narrow range of verb classes. The different verbs

encountered in the WSC data are summarised in Table13 4.9 (on the following page).

While there are finer points to be discussed with respect to the placement of

many of the verbs in their respective categories,14 these are beyond the scope of the

present work. The important points to note from Table 4.9 are first, the repetitive

use of a number of key verbs (such as be, do, say, think, happen, and want), account-

ing for circa 50% of all clefts, and secondly, the overwhelming majority of verbs of

cognition/emotion and of communication.

Spontaneous conversation is often imbued by the speaker’s own perspective,

including their own assessment of the particular event which they are describing.

Also, the conversation frequently revolves around the communicative act itself, or

draws back to comments regarding a previous communicative exchange. In addition,

as mentioned earlier, planning and processing constraints lead to repetitions and

recycling, as well as prefabricated material.

13There was one construction whose verb phrase was altogether missing, and also the 11 truncated

demonstrative clefts, hence the total of 193 verbs listed in the table.
14For example, the verb happen was put in the category of verbs of communication because it is

used by speakers in a narrative sense, for purpose of telling a story or detailing a chain of events.
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Table 4.9: Range of semantic verb classes used in demonstrative cleft clauses

Verbs of cognition Frequency Physical actions Frequency Verbs of Frequency
and/or emotion and be and do communication

be 32 do 18 say 19
think 18 happen 6 tell 2
want 6 go 5 talk 1
mean 5 get 4 call 1
need 3 come 2 lie 1
decide 2 hit 2
know 2 take off 2
feel 2 pay 2
look 2 buy 2
get (understand) 2 hand in 1
train 2 strike 1
wonder 1 move 1
understand 1 drop (leave) 1
miss 1 make 1
see (understand) 1 fix 1
reckon 1 drop 1
forget 1 herd 1
hate 1 sell 1
react 1 join 1
train 1 take over 1
worry 1 stare 1
piss off 1 take 1
hear 1 marry 1
look like (appear) 1 run 1
like 1 advertise 1
conjure 1 start 1

end 1
advertise 1
show 1
sit 1

Totals 90 64 24

Other verbs Frequency

have 6
be used to 4
fall ill 1
cost 1
keep in touch 1
wear 1
live on (eat) 1

Totals 15
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4.3.2 Discourse related properties of cleft clauses

Having considered the structural components of cleft clauses, we now turn to their

discourse properties. In particular, we will discuss their information structure and the

types of noun phrases they contain, and also various discourse elements used inside

cleft clauses, such as modalization and graduation, as noted by Herriman (2003) for

wh-clefts and reversed wh-clefts.

As outlined above, demonstrative clefts involve cleft clauses whose subjects are

always definite and thus given, typically highly activated (in the sense of Chafe,

1994, 1992 and Gundel et al., 1993), being pronouns, proper names or [the + N]

expressions.

Similarly, the remaining parts of the cleft clause are typically also given, con-

taining proper names, pronouns, definite nouns, and only on occasion generic nouns

or indefinite nouns, as summarised in Table 4.10. The table is organised according

to the Giveness Hierarchy proposed by Gundel et al. (1993), starting from the given

end of the continuum on the left-hand side, and proceeding to the new end of the

continuum on the right-hand side. The category assigned to each cleft clause was

chosen according to the highest amount of processing demanded of the addressee for

that particular clause. In other words, if a clause contained a pronoun, a [that + N]

phrase (i.e., that man) and a generic noun (such as people), then the cleft clause was

placed inside the type identifiable group, since the generic noun phrase requires the

most amount of cognitive work from the hearer.

Table 4.10: Givenness Hierarchy and spoken demonstrative cleft clauses

GIVEN NEW

in focus activated familiar uniquely identifiable referential type identifiable

pron/name that/this/this + N that + N the + N this + N generic, a + N

129 3 2 40 0 14
66% 2% 1% 21% 0% 7%

From the table, it is clear that in the majority of cases, the noun phrases used

consist of pronouns and proper names (66%), with the second largest use being definite

noun phrases (21%). However, even in the case of generic nouns, nine instances are
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familiar to the addressee, as exemplified in (82) (the remaining five examples of the

form [a + N] will are discussed in what follows).

(82) (from WSC, DPC024:1100-1160)

KA: yeah 〈,〉 no no no no no 〈,〉 someone ann was talking to one of those

women 〈,〉 um and she was saying even like for male children you

know 〈,,〉

TS: they take over? 〈{1〉〈[1〉〈{2〉〈[2〉 oh well〈/[1〉 it’s TRUE 〈/[2〉 it’s com-

pletely true 〈latch〉

KA: 〈[1〉yeah〈/[1〉〈/{1〉

LU: 〈[2〉yeah boys they even babies yeah〈/[2〉〈/{2〉 that’s right 〈.〉i〈/.〉 i to-

tally agree with that 〈latch〉

TS: there’s a saying reflecting men at twice 〈&〉9:00〈/&〉 their size and

→ that’s what women do in conversation with men oh really and

then what did you do all this thing encouraging men to talk 〈latch〉

KA: mm 〈latch〉

TS: and oh that sounds interesting and 〈,〉 ...

In the conversation above, speaker TS uses a demonstrative cleft, that’s what

women do in conversation with men, containing three generic nouns, women, conver-

sation, and men (given in boldface). All of these noun phrases are not only known,

but also familiar to the addressee from the topic of conversation (i.e., differences be-

tween male and female conversational styles), and what is more, two are previously

mentioned by KA herself (namely, women and men).

Aside from generic noun phrases, we also find five indefinite [a + N] forms.

Despite their claimed status as carriers of new information, only two of the five cases

conform to this. It appears that for the most part, indefinite noun phrases function

as a kind of deictic, pointing to information which is already known. Consider the

example (83).

(83) (from WSC, DPC078:1420-1455)

XX: 〈[2〉but she’s〈/[2〉〈/{2〉 not there because she’s a teacher or anything

AS: yeah unfortunately i mean it’s where the work is it’s terrible people

having to do these sorts of things eh

XX: mm

→ AS: but um that’s where she’s got a job at the moment so

XX: 〈.〉and〈/.〉 yeah

AS: so because his his income isn’t fixed it’s not guaranteed in any way

shape or form um he’s ...
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Even though the demonstrative cleft includes the indefinite noun phrase a job,

there is no reason to believe that this noun phrase contains new information, since it

is already mentioned that the female in question is a teacher (see text given in bold).

In contrast, however, example (84) contains an indefinite noun phrase, a guy,

which is indeed new since it is used to introduce a new type of participant15.

(84) (from WSC, DPC030:0895-0915)

GG: 〈[〉oh 〈?〉see after〈/?〉 that〈/[〉〈/{〉 the guy he scores that try the guy

punched him in the face 〈&〉7:00〈/&〉

PT: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 〈quietly〉yeah〈/quietly〉

→ AS: oh well that’s what i’d do if a guy scored 〈{〉〈[〉〈?〉a try〈/?〉

PT: 〈[〉〈O〉laughs 〈/O〉〈/[〉

GG: 〈[〉〈O〉 laughs 〈/O〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 it’s a HOOD’S game though

The above examples show that despite having what is normally classed under

the Giveness Hierarchy as new information (that is, type identifiable noun phrases),

many of these do not actually constitute new information at all. If generic nouns

can be (in some contexts) familiar, and type identifiable nouns are not necessarily

new, then one may start to question the usefulness of the Giveness Hierarchy. This

point is left for future debate. The main observation as far as demonstrative cleft

clauses are concerned is that they carry highly given information, and thus very

little informational content.

Before leaving the issue of information structure, it is worth considering two

more examples. As first noted by Delin, one property shared by all cleft types is that

“the instantiation of the variable in the presupposition must be novel to the hearer”

(1990, p. 10). She illustrates the resulting ungrammaticality when this condition is

not met: ∗ John won and it was John who won, versus its acceptability when the

condition is met, despite its complexity and long-windedness: I know someone won

the race, and I saw John a moment ago, but I didn’t know it was John who won

(Delin, 1990, ex. 11 and 12, p. 10). The point is that the equation between variable

(coded by the cleft constituent) and presupposition (expressed in the cleft clause) is

new to the hearer.

In his seminal 2001 paper, Lambrecht also mentions the possibility discussed by

Delin, that what is new in a cleft structure may not be the participants or entities

15Even in this case, the analysis is not straightforward. The NP a guy is probably best analysed

as a generic, since it denotes any male. Moreover, it could be argued that this generic noun phrase

is familiar to the audience since the topic of conversation revolves around ‘guys who score’.
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it involves, but rather the very act of drawing an ‘equal’ sign between these (an idea

which was also echoed by Herriman, 2003 and Collins, 1991a). In his own words,

“the new information conveyed by the utterance of a sentence is strictly speaking not

expressed in the focus denotatum itself but in the relation established between this

denotatum and the rest of the sentence” (Lambrecht, 2001, p. 477).

So for example, in a cleft such as It was last year that I got my bachelor degree,

the noun phrases last year, I, my bachelor degree may not constitute new information,

but the relation between these does (i.e., the fact that it was last year when I got it).

Put another way, while participants may be given, events may be new.

The WSC corpus contains two examples which illustrate this situation. In exam-

ple (85), the two participants have been talking about having one’s teeth straightened

by an orthodontist. The excerpt below starts with speaker DV announcing that part

of the reason for doing this was to be able to eat. The second demonstrative cleft

uttered by AL picks up the remark, and provides an opportunity to re-introduce the

fact that her parents also “got [hers] fixed up” (this fact is mentioned some turns

earlier in the conversation). The cleft contains given noun phrases; the new in-

formation comes from the act of equating why the event took place with the earlier

reason given by DV.

(85) (from WSC, DPC062:0805-0820)

DV: 〈{〉〈[〉well it was〈/[〉 partly cos she couldn’t eat

AL: 〈[〉〈?〉was it quite 〈/?〉〈/[〉〈/{〉〈{1〉〈[1〉 〈others laugh〉 but that’s what but

that’s what orthodontics is〈/others laugh〉 〈/[1〉 i mean 〈{2〉〈[2〉 you

→ know 〈/[2〉 that’s why mum and 〈{3〉〈[3〉 dad got〈/[3〉 all of us kids

fixed up yeah 〈{4〉 〈[4〉〈,〉 well〈/[4〉 they did you know fixed up and

then yeah it’s a vanity thing 〈{5〉〈[5〉you know〈/[5〉 yeah 〈,〉 and yeah

〈.〉i’ve〈/.〉〈.〉don’t〈/.〉 i mean great i mean i would’ve hated

Similarly in (86), the two parts of the cleft contain given information – the

demonstrative pronoun refers to a previous occasion when the speaker was in Am-

sterdam, and the cleft clause contains one noun phrase, the first person singular

personal pronoun I. The event of falling ill is also previously mentioned during the

course of the conversation; what is new is the relation between these two known events

as occurring at the same time.
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(86) (from WSC, DPC181:1610-1630)

FG: last time we were there 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉

MJ: ringing london every day saying i’m not going to make it today

→ FG: we were booked to spend two nights in amsterdam and that’s when i

fell ill

RW: oh

FG: and i kept thinking i would get better

We now turn our attention to Herriman’s 2003 paper in which she investigates

several discourse features of basic and reversed wh-clefts in order to gage their in-

terpersonal function in written language. She analyses excerpts of written British

English from the FLOB corpus.

In particular, she investigates the clefts’ “modal” meanings by looking at the use

of modalization, modulation and graduation in both their superordinate clauses (the

cleft itself) and their cleft clauses. This analysis can also be applied to demonstrative

clefts.

Modalization, borrowed from Halliday (1994, p. 356f.), is described as being

a judgement in degree of probability, habitualness, certainty, on so on – reminiscent

of “modality”. Graduation (or more precisely, focus graduation) refers to situations

when “writers or speakers blur or sharpen the focus of their semantic categorisations

through a process of narrowing or broadening the terms by which category mem-

bership is determined” (Herriman, 2003, p. 8). This involves the use of intensifiers

such as exactly, precisely, even more, emphatic uses of the verb do, or softeners, e.g.,

roughly, kind of, sort of.

The distinction between modalization and force graduation is unfortunately not

made very clear by Herriman. For example, non-modal verbs like seems and think

are treated as instances of modalization (cf. examples on page 7), and so are certain

adverbs, i.e., always and certainly. For example, certainly is analysed as a marker

of modalization in the example (87) below. However, one could also claim that it

represents force graduation, since it acts as an intensifier, increasing “rhetorical force

of the authorial position” (as claimed by Herriman herself in relation to a different

graduation example, p. 10).

(87) (from Herriman, 2001, ex. 6a, p. 9)

What the songs of the novel certainly do, however, is dramatize the impotence of

the legislation, in keeping with Zola’s irony at the expense of its absurdities and

hypocrisy. (G44 102).
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Furthermore, the term ‘modulation’ is also not defined aside from the one ex-

ample given to illustrate its use (see 88) which involves the (modal) verb should, with

no further comments or explanations.

(88) (from Herriman, 2001, ex. 6c, p. 9)

They did it to curb imports when what they should have done was bring in import

controls .... (F12 151).

Some of the confusion between modalization and focus graduation can perhaps

be attributed to the fact that some terms are not semantically mutually exclusive. For

instance, the utterance it is probably my fault gives an assessment of the probability

of an event (i.e., modalization), while at the same time containing a softening device,

probably, which blurs the boundary between the two possibilities of ‘X is my fault’

and ‘X is not my fault’ (i.e., force graduation).

Rather than distinguishing between modalization and graduation, a clearer dis-

tinction could be made between softening/narrowing of categories on the one hand,

and intensifying/broadening of categories on the other hand, regardless of whether

the effect is achieved with the use of modal verbs, softening devices, intensifying ad-

juncts, and so on. This distinction is not only more applicable to real-life data, but

it also helps to convey a clearer understanding of the reasons behind the use of the

markers and their function in discourse. Accordingly, both (87) and (88) constitute

examples of intensification/broadening, whereas (89) and (90) below are treated as

instances of softening/narrowing.

(89) (from WSC, DPC121:0260-0275)

Speaker AR recounts the story of the incident when she thought she last saw her

mother, not being sure if the incident was indeed real or whether she just imagined it.

Together with BT, the two females discuss the possibility of it being a hallucination.

BT: so YOU sometimes when you read about things like this they’ll say

that because you’ve got a high temperature you’re sort of hallucinat-

ing 〈latch〉

→ AR: oh well 〈.〉i〈/.〉 i mean 〈{1〉〈[1〉 that’s very well what it 〈/[1〉 could

have been it 〈{2〉〈[2〉could〈/[2〉 have been that 〈{3〉〈[3〉or delirious〈/[3〉

or something but i 〈.〉d〈/.〉 um

BT: 〈[1〉so i wonder if 〈.〉it〈/.〉 yeah〈/[1〉〈/{1〉
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(90) (from WSC, DPC291:0145-0170)

WL: yeah 〈latch〉 worst thing about it is with the senior station officer being

the instructor is that the pump crew’s got to go everywhere the ladder

is while we’re doing our training 〈&〉sighs〈/&〉 yeah oh yeah like i was

going to say because that changed 〈.〉with〈/.〉 mind you when snoopy

was made up to instructor cos thumper just used to go out and um

〈latch〉

OR: with snoopy 〈latch〉 with snoop and if they had a fire call he just drove

→ off to the fire call yeah well 〈{1〉〈[1〉 that’s 〈/[1〉 what 〈.〉we〈/.〉 hopefully

we will be able to do 〈{2〉〈[2〉although〈/[2〉 it’s going to be a hassle with

me what i want to do is get clearance from clark to say 〈{3〉〈[3〉look〈/[3〉

let wilbur take the pump

In (89), the speaker uses the modal verb could to soften the earlier claim made

regarding seeing her mother for the last time. Similarly, the adverb hopefully is also

used by OR in (90) as a means of expressing possibility, but not absolute certainty

regarding allowing newly trained personnel to go up the ladder on their own as soon

as their training ceases.

Demonstrative clefts are rarely accompanied by intensifying/broadening mark-

ers, being mostly associated with softening/narrowing ones. Altogether there are 41

uses of such markers, which correlates to 20% of the total number of demonstrative

cleft constructions. Table 4.3.2 summarises the types and frequencies of these (entries

are listed from most to least frequent).

Softening Frequency Intensifying Frequency

sort of, I mean 4

actually, probably
would, should 3
usually

just, I think 2

about, apparently, basically,
could, hopefully, ideally, really
maybe, might, more or less, 1 have to 1
normally, perhaps obviously

Total 37 3

There is a roughly equal balance between the usage of intensifiers/softeners

inside the superordinate clause and their occurrence inside the cleft clause. This was

also found by Herriman with the written reversed wh-clefts in the FLOB corpus,

but not with basic wh-clefts. In contrast, the latter exhibit markers of modalization,
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graduation and modulation almost three times more frequently in their cleft clauses,

than they do in their cleft constituents (2003, pp. 8-9).

Finally, speakers tend to disfavour the use of more than one marker in each

cleft construction. There are only two instances where this happens, as illustrated by

examples (91) and (92).

(91) (from WSC, DPC182:0885-0890)

RW: i mean as a sort of 〈,,〉〈&〉3〈/&〉 measure of this you obviously have to

have a 〈{1〉〈[1〉〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉 body of〈/[1〉 adult speech to

→ compare it with and 〈{2〉〈[2〉 say〈/[2〉 okay this is obviously going to be

what they’re what they should be doing at 〈,〉 at the end of it this is

what we have to take as as the goal 〈latch〉

(92) (from WSC, DPC185:0620-0170)

FN: call in on sunday

RB: yeah

FN: because there may be some stuff you can take back to wellington

RB: 〈O〉coughs〈/O〉 〈{〉〈[〉yeah〈/[〉

FN: 〈[〉〈.〉tha〈/.〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 that 〈{1〉〈[1〉we’ve 〈/[1〉 just decided i’m going to

〈{2〉〈[2〉have〈/[2〉

→ RB: 〈[1〉yeah〈/[1〉〈/{1〉〈[2〉right〈/[2〉〈/{2〉 yeah no that 〈.〉alr〈/.〉 well that’s

what i think i’ll probably do

FN: yes

RB: but 〈,,〉 yeah okay what i 〈,〉 want to get across to the um natural

history society is that we should persist with this idea of planning a

〈indig〉〈Maori〉marae〈/indig〉〈Maori〉 visit

Although the sub-categories used here deviate somewhat from those envisaged

by Herriman, it is nevertheless possible to compare overall frequencies in all the differ-

ent modal meanings found to accompany cleft constructions in the two studies. That

is, we could look at the total number of cases of modulation, graduation and modaliza-

tion in the FLOB data versus the total number of strengthening and softening devices

in the WSC excerpts. Results show that both the basic and the reversed wh-clefts

found in the FLOB corpus involve a considerably higher proportion of modal mean-

ings (approximatively 40% of clefts) than the demonstrative clefts from the WSC (as

given in the table roughly 20% in total).

There could be several reasons for this discrepancy. First and most obviously, it

could be argued that wh-clefts are simply different from demonstrative clefts. Since
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the two types of clefts differ in their discourse function, it is not all that surprising

to find that they differ in their interpersonal role as well; thus leading to differences

in the types of devices used to with the constructions.

Matters are further complicated by the fact that, like other studies of reversed

wh-clefts (see page 88), Herriman’s reversed wh-clefts are essentially demonstrative

clefts (74.4% of reversed wh-clefts have this or that as their cleft constituents, cf.

p. 23). This means that what we are in fact comparing are not written reversed

wh-clefts and spoken demonstrative clefts, but rather, by and large, written versus

spoken demonstrative clefts.

So now we are left with three possibilities: (1) spoken demonstrative clefts differ

from written demonstrative clefts with respect to the frequency of modal meanings

employed, or (2) reversed wh-clefts (the remaining 25.6%) are indeed responsible

for the differences found, or alternatively, (3) there are dialectal differences between

British English and New Zealand English in terms of modal meanings. Unfortunately,

without access to Herriman’s examples, it is impossible to tell which hypothesis (or

combination of these) is responsible for the differences observed.

4.4 General properties of demonstrative clefts

We now focus our attention on the cleft construction as a whole. There are several

issues to be considered. Two have to do with its structural properties, namely the

type of polarity involved, and the presence of tag questions. The other three concern

the global function of the construction in discourse, the use of accompanying discourse

markers, and its position within the topical structure of conversation.

4.4.1 Structural characteristics of demonstrative clefts

Following Herriman’s paper (2003) cited earlier, we recognize that like reversed and

basic wh-clefts, demonstrative clefts can have either positive or negative polarity, as

exemplified in (94) and (93), respectively.

(93) (from WSC, DPC179:0610-0620)

MA: 〈[〉okay that’s〈/[〉〈/{〉 the south island 〈?〉fish〈/?〉 isn’t it 〈latch〉

FA: yeah saying that um they were UNDER the treaty we made a finding

that they were um entitled in eighteen forty to fifty percent of fisheries
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→ cos that’s what the treaty said but our recommendation was that

they should negotiate with the crown for what the crown would give

them 〈{〉〈[〉which〈/[〉 is a completely different recommendation from

the finding 〈latch〉

MA: 〈[〉yeah〈/[〉〈/{〉

(94) (from WSC, DPC179:0460-0505)

MA: 〈[〉yeah〈/[〉〈/{〉 well i think there’s 〈.〉no〈/.〉 you can’t bloody claim that

at all i mean that’s 〈{〉〈[〉ridiculous〈/[〉

FA: 〈[〉no 〈.〉i〈/.〉 i〈/[〉〈/{〉 disagree completely 〈latch〉

MA: why 〈latch〉

FA: why not i mean inherent 〈.〉in〈/.〉 in the treaty is the right of devel-

opment 〈{1〉〈[1〉〈.〉that〈/.〉〈/[1〉 that’s been granted to the crown as well

so why shouldn’t maori have 〈{2〉 〈[2〉 it〈/[2〉

→ MA: 〈[1〉yeah〈/[1〉〈/{1〉〈[2〉yeah〈/[2〉〈/{2〉 no 〈.〉 i’m〈/.〉 that’s not what i

mean that’s the thing there’s a balance there 〈,,〉 that you

〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉 too busy are talking past each other

The WSC data shows very little use of negative polarity with demonstrative

clefts. Only about 1.5% of the clefts contain negative polarity (that is, only three

constructions from the total of 205 clefts). This contrasts with the considerably higher

frequency of negative polarity reported by Herriman for reversed wh-clefts – 11.2%

(2003, p. 7). In fact, it appears that demonstrative clefts are more similar in this

respect to basic wh-clefts; these exhibit negative polarity 3.6% of the time (ibid).

This type of “negotiation”, as she interprets the use of negation and questions16 in

wh-clefts, highlights further differences between demonstrative clefts and reversed

wh-clefts.

However, recall that Herriman’s category of reversed wh-clefts includes so many

demonstrative clefts that they completely outnumber the ‘actual’ reversed wh-clefts

(as they are understood here). But if her data is essentially made up of demonstra-

tive clefts, how can the differences between her sample and the WSC excerpts be

explained?

As we saw earlier with the use of modal meanings, there are multiple explana-

tions. One hypothesis is that demonstrative clefts exhibit variations across the dif-

ferent linguistics mediums. That is, written demonstrative clefts ‘behave’ differently

16Recall that the present study does not concern interrogative clefts and is limited to declarative

ones. Therefore, this feature cannot be compared for demonstrative clefts and the data analysed by

Herriman.
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to spoken ones, exhibiting negation more frequently. Alternatively, demonstrative

clefts exhibit dialectal differences. British English speakers and New Zealand English

speakers employ the clefts for slightly different purposes and thus make use of various

devices, such as force graduation and negation, in different ways. Note also that the

two scenarios are not mutually exclusive, and it could be that both explanations apply

to a certain degree. Of course, it is difficult to decide without looking at Herriman’s

data in detail. Future investigation of the demonstrative cleft in writing and speech,

and also in other varieties of English is needed.

Finally, tags constitute another feature of demonstrative clefts, as exemplified

in (95).

(95) (from WSC, DPC214:0410-0455)

SG: but then within linguistics being a branch of cognitive psychology

intuitions are remarkably valid proof at times

KL: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉

→ TC: i mean that’s where that’s where um 〈,,〉 〈&〉4〈/&〉 〈&〉12:00〈/&〉 gen-

erative stuff all started wasn’t it 〈,〉 if something’s grammatical or

ungrammatical why 〈,〉 and 〈{〉〈[〉 the only〈/[〉 reason they could find

that out

There are a total of 14 instances of the use of tags with demonstrative clefts

in the WSC data. Most of these involve traditional subject-verb inversion as above

(nine in total), and some involve particles such as huh (as in 96), eh (as in 97), or

what, or right.

(96) (from WSC, DPC319:0525-0545)

VI: nutty as a fruitcake but remembered 〈?〉though〈/?〉 she had a grand-

daughter who sang beautifully

→ JL: and how about that 〈{〉〈[〉 that’s〈/[〉 what strikes in her memory huh

〈latch〉

VI: 〈[〉yeah〈/[〉〈/{〉 mm

(97) (from WSC, DPC214:0875-0895)

BH: the brace helps to hold you upright 〈,,〉〈&〉3〈/&〉

UV: the only thing for a sore back is bed rest

→ BH: well that’s what they say eh

UV: yep

BH: and heat
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The tag may not necessarily occur together with the cleft or even in exactly the

same turn with it (although the turn separating them, if there is one, is very short).

(98) (from WSC, DPC214:0410-0455)

UV: what’s is that the hip no

BH: no it’s 〈{〉〈[〉not〈/[〉 it’s more in the 〈,,〉 don’t know

UV: 〈[〉just it’s a little bit〈/[〉〈/{〉 that’s where 〈,〉 the hip joins on to the

pelvis

BH: mm

→ UV: isn’t it

BH: sort of yeah it’s in that area 〈,,〉

The corpus contains two examples where the tags are not questioning the equa-

tive relation between the cleft constituent and the cleft clause. Instead, the tag

questions the material inside the cleft clause. In example (99), the subject-verb in-

version didn’t he does not correspond to the subject and verb of the main clause

(wasn’t it), but to the ones in the cleft clause. However, despite the fact that the

syntax suggests the tag belongs with the cleft clause, from the point of view of the

discourse, the tag is still understood to apply to the main clause (i.e., the cleft con-

struction itself). Speaker EV is not questioning whether Mr Simpson said anything,

but rather whether what he said was referring to poplar trees.

(99) (from WSC, DPC306:0390-0410)

EV: and then go to 〈,,〉〈&〉7〈/&〉 either thomason’s or matthews’

DI: so um cottonwoods that’s um that’s 〈.〉ac〈/.〉 is that poplar

〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉 〈{〉〈[〉〈?〉〈.〉wha〈/.〉〈.〉wha 〈/.〉〈/?〉〈/[〉

→ EV: 〈[〉well that’s what〈/[〉〈/{〉 mister simpson said didn’t he 〈latch〉 poplar

trees yeah yeah i didn’t think they were but er 〈latch〉

DI: 〈?〉must be〈/?〉 round the 〈.〉bl〈/.〉 jolly van still

In other words, there is a mismatch between the types of subordination in-

volved. Syntactically, the dependent cleft clause exhibits “main clause phenomena”

(see Green, 1976 and the discussion in Chapter 2), since it contains a tag question.

Tag questions are reserved to main clauses, since they are the only ones which al-

low their truth value to be questioned in this way. However, at the same time, at

discourse level, the tag is interpreted as belonging with the main clause thus exhibit-

ing discourse subordination, since it is the content of the cleft proper which is being

questioned.
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The cleft in example (100) contains a different tag. This time, the tag is eh,

which is structurally ambiguous with respect to which predicate it modifies. It could

question either clause since its form is neutral and does not show the verb involved

in the same way that the subject-verb inversion pairs do. What is interesting here is

that the tag appears to be indeed questioning the content of the cleft clause, therefore

showing discourse subordination. The particle eh seems to ask “is the father going

to open his mouth about things” (corresponding to the material in the dependent

cleft clause), instead of asking “is that why I am wondering if the father will do this”

(corresponding to the main clause) . This possibility of questioning the material in

the cleft clause contradicts the general property assumed of clefts as having content

which is presupposed in their cleft clauses.

(100) (from WSC, DPC333:0930-0955)

BE: you know that cheeky bastard i know he’s up to something

〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉 i wonder why he’s at this school yeah 〈,,〉

→ that’s why i wonder if father tom you know will sort of open his mouth

about things eh 〈,〉〈&〉3〈/}〉

AD: i don’t know eh

BE: you know i could see it though if i stayed there till next year i wouldn’t

get a badge 〈,〉

Having said this, these examples are rare in the data and further investigation is

necessary to establish whether these are isolated cases, or whether the cleft clauses of

spoken demonstrative clefts are indeed only “weakly” subordinate on the coordination

↔ subordination continuum.

4.4.2 Discourse related properties of demonstrative clefts

We now turn our attention to several more general discourse related properties of

demonstrative clefts. First, we consider their position within the topic of conversation.

We then look at the presence of various discourse markers alongside demonstrative

clefts, and finally, the section concludes with a summary of their function in the

broader discourse.

The issue of topic-hood has preoccupied researchers for some time. In particular,

the problem of determining transition points of topics and describing their internal

structure still baffle discourse analysts today, as shown by Schank (1977), Maynard
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(1980), Brown and Yule (1983), Levinson (1983), Tannen (1984), Schegloff (1990),

Drew and Holt (1998), Chafe (2001), and Fraser (2001) among others.

One point which emerges from this body of work is that topics are not just

about content (i.e., what is relevant to a particular strand at a certain point in the

discourse), but also about “procedures [which] conversationalists utilize to display

understanding and to achieve one turn’s proper fit with a prior” (cf. Maynard, 1980,

p. 263). These “procedures” can involve “setting talk” (making small talk about ob-

vious and typically unimportant things, such as the weather), announcements (among

conversationalists who know each other well), and asking questions or producing in-

vitations (among participants which are not familiar with other).

Fraser enumerates the following “topic changing markers” (2001, pp. 1628-

1629):

back to my original point just to update you ok

before I forget parenthetically returning to my point

by the way/incidentally speaking of X that reminds me

while I have you with regard to to return to my earlier point

well now well

Drew and Holt cite various other elements, also echoed by Chafe (2001), which

can also be used to pick out turning points in the discourse (1998, p. 509):

• use of particles such as anyway, well, all right, okay,

• increased amplitude,

• raised pitch,

• new voice quality,

• self-editing, hesitations, pauses

• discontinuity markers that suspend the relevance of prior discourse.

However, while the features listed above can help locate transition points in

the discourse, topic shifts need not necessarily occur together with these. As Chafe

(2001) reminds us, content is above all the biggest deciding factor (though, as we

have seen, not the only one), whether this is further accompanied by other elements

or not.

Unfortunately, conversational language, unlike more formalized transactions,

such as written texts (e.g., formal letters, journal articles, newspaper articles), and

even other forms of spoken language (like conference presentations, and some spe-

cialized speeches, for example matrimonial ceremonies, christenings and so on) has a

malleable, fluid topical structure, whereby the thread of conversation is free to flow
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from side-comments to more conscious choices of topic.

This means that the topic of discourse found in one turn can be swept aside as a

mere comment in the following turn, and vice-versa. Having said that, spontaneous,

unplanned conversation does make use of a wealth of discourse markers and changes

in pitch, amplitude and voice quality – precisely the elements recognized by previous

research as being topic transition markers. These help orient participants in discourse

and allow them to make sense of what is being said.

The demonstrative clefts found in the WSC corpus data also occur with a rea-

sonable amount and range of discourse markers, as summarised in Table 4.11.

Table 4.11: Discourse markers in spoken demonstrative clefts

Preceding cleft Frequency Inside cleft Frequency Following cleft Frequency

yeah 15 I/you know 6 mm 3
well 12 yeah 4 um 3
oh 6 that’s right 1 yeah 2
so 5 oh 1 you see 2
no 4 mind you 1 pause 2
see 3 remember 1 anyway 1
oh well 3 you know 1
right 1
but 1
mm 1

Total 51 Total 14 Total 14

As can be seen from the discourse markers used alongside the demonstrative

clefts, there are one or two which forecast a change in topic immediately after the

cleft is uttered (anyway and maybe the long pause after the cleft), and a few indicative

of an upcoming change directly before the cleft (oh well, so, and well). By and large,

however, demonstrative clefts are preceded by particles expressing hesitation, pause

fillers and hedges, rather than by topic transition markers.

According to Chafe, “topics are verbalized when they are judged interesting,

which usually means that the speaker judges them to conflict in some way with

normal expectations” (1994, p. 135). There are several stages in topic progression

which can be recognized. Chafe (1994, Ch. 10) distinguishes between the optional

inclusion of a summary component preceding the shift to a new topic, followed by the

initial state, in which ‘normal’ events are described as a starting point. Next comes

complication, where new events and/or participants are introduced, anticipating
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the climax point, that is in turn followed by the denouement stage winding down

the topic back to the ‘normal’ state of affairs. Finally, an optional coda may also be

included restating, repeating or rephrasing salient preceding parts of discourse.

Once a topic arises, participants taking part in the communicative act can choose

to sustain it by elicitation (asking questions and demanding further details), or narra-

tion (when a speaker tells a story about an event or happening). Elicitation is rather

unpredictable since there is no way to tell which details about a particular topic are

going to be of interest to a participant and therefore the questions he/she is going

to pose in relation to it. Narratives, on the other hand, tend to follow the schema

proposed by Chafe, and outlined above.

We will make reference to the stages recognized by Chafe as guiding posts 17 in

describing the presence and use of the demonstrative clefts in unplanned, spontaneous

conversation. Table 4.12 summarises the total findings.

Table 4.12: Position of demonstrative clefts within topical structure

Position Stage Frequency Percentage

Initial Orientation 2 1%
Complication 10 5%

Medial (Part of) climax 127 62%

Final Denouement 29 14%
Coda 18 9%

Other Aside 15 7%
Unclear 4 2%

Total 205 100%

Before examining some examples, several observations are in order regarding

the frequencies found in the WSC data. First, it is clear that demonstrative clefts are

rarely used in the beginning stages of topic progression. This is not all that surprising

due to the strong textually deictic tendencies of the cleft constituent, indicative of

the construction’s strong links to (mostly) preceding discourse. Thus, demonstrative

clefts are more likely to appear topic-finally (23%) than topic-initially (6%).

Secondly, a great majority of the constructions (62%) occur topic-medially, as

part of the climax stage. This goes against the findings presented in studies which

treat demonstrative clefts as reversed wh-clefts (such as Hedberg, 1988, Herriman,

17Even though they are designed with narratives in mind, they still constitute an informative tool

in the analysis of spontaneous, unplanned conversational language.
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2004, and Miller and Weinert, 1998). They found that cleft constructions such as

that’s what I want and that’s where I am going occur topic-finally. The reason for the

discrepancy is most likely a consequence of differences in the type of data analysed,

as discussed below.

One possible factor may be the use of distinct English varieties (Scottish English,

British English and so on versus New Zealand English), though this is perhaps unlikely

to influence the results to a great extent. More importantly, Herriman’s examples

come from written English (the FLOB corpus). The differences could be a matter of

linguistic medium in this case. The other two studies, however, by Miller and Weinert

(1998) and Hedberg (1988), look at spoken language, rather than written material.

Miller and Weinert analyse excerpts from a Map-Task dialogue. While this data,

like the WSC samples, constitute conversational language, the Map-Task dialogues

involve a very specialized, practical task (i.e., that of explaining how to go from

point A to point B on a given map). The WSC conversations, on the other hand,

are informal, day-to-day interactions, which are not primarily informationally driven,

but rather focus on interpersonal relationships, hence being solidarity-driven.

Hedberg’s data is different again; she investigates videotape episodes of the

McLaughlin Report – a political discussion program screened on national television.

Her data is produced in a highly formal context, involving a complex topic of conver-

sation, produced under considerable pressure.

These differences in the types of data analysed (spoken versus written), the cir-

cumstances under which it is produced (formal or informal), as well as its primary

function (informationally driven as opposed to solidarity-oriented) appear to influence

the occurrence of the demonstrative cleft. While in written, formal, informationally-

driven linguistic contexts, demonstrative clefts appear topic-finally, in spoken, in-

formal, solidarity-oriented data, they are used topic-medially. We will see in what

follows that these differences in distribution correlate with minor, but not completely

insignificant differences in discourse function.

A third observation which can be made from Table 4.12 is that 7% of demon-

strative clefts express side-comments, occuring parallel to the topic at hand. Despite

being not all that frequent, the ‘by-the-way/while-I-think-of-it’ demonstrative cleft

is a valuable tool for speakers to cope with the lack of planning time available. The

demonstrative cleft formula constitutes a vehicle for including a thought or idea into

the discourse, without the requirement of integrating it into the existing portion of

speech which it belongs with. Consider for example the cleft in (101).
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(101) (from WSC, DPC022:0030-0060)

MJ: 〈[〉well he was over〈/[〉〈/{〉 in england 〈,〉 a few years ago 〈,〉 and he 〈,〉

went on a special eye course there to qualify 〈,〉 it was very hard for

him to get taken because of the old school tie in england and he being

from the colonies but er after the course he got top marks 〈{〉〈[〉〈,〉 so

you know〈/[〉

PL: 〈[〉oh 〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉〈/[〉 〈&〉3:00〈/&〉

FE: 〈[〉he’s over forty now〈/[〉〈/{〉 he sort of wondered if he was still up to

sort of keeping up and he’s evidently doing well i got a postcard from

him the other day it looked a BEAUtiful university and um it’s

→ obviously their break over there for about nine weeks and that’s when

this course is running and he said there were vets and doctors evi-

dently cos it was human eyes he was working 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 on when

he wrote

The main topic of the discussion in example (101) seems to be the 40-year old

male’s getting into the course and his impressions of it. The content of cleft that’s

when this course is running is an after-thought, a side-comment clarifying when the

course is running.

Similarly, in example (102), the cleft does not contribute to the existing topic,

but rather it constitutes a side remark commenting on the speaker’s own accent and

way of speaking.

(102) (from WSC, DPC030:0275-0310)

AS: yes skiing yeah

GG: i saw this was a topic k 〈{〉〈[〉 〈with posh accent〉 topic k for today〈/[〉 is

skiing 〈/with posh accent〉

PT: 〈[〉〈O〉 laughs 〈/O〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 〈laughs〉〈?〉talk normally please 〈/?〉〈/laughs〉

→ GG: i was six gear in a watt that’s how i talk six gears in the watt what

is it

AS: commodore

GG: a lotus

AS: oh okay

Having considered some of the implications of the position of demonstrative

clefts within topic development, we now turn to examples of the various possibilities

listed in Table 4.12. We begin with demonstrative clefts which occur topic-medially,

as given in example (103); the most frequent pattern in the WSC conversation data

(topic transition points are given in boldface).
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(103) (from WSC, DPC007:1275-1345)

RR: you can’t er calculate ALL the possible scenarios because you

〈.〉can〈/.〉 you can have the er a positive scenario and then you can

have the most NEGATIVE scenario and then there’s a grey area in

between 〈,〉 which it 〈.〉either〈/.〉 〈.〉it〈/.〉 it can 〈&〉1:00〈/&〉 either be

relatively good or relatively BAD 〈,,〉〈&〉4〈/&〉 as i was saying you

just have to think it through 〈,,〉 you can’t just say to caroline no i

don’t think you should do this it’s not the place it’s not the time

inappropriate 〈,〉 you’ll have to er bite your tongue and stomach it

→ LL: no 〈.〉well〈/.〉 i’ll tell her that if that’s what i think

RR: but have you thought it through

LL: yes i have

MM: hey shit you better not look at that

LL: well i’m 〈.〉bore〈/.〉 i’m bored now i’m tired i need to do some work

〈,,〉〈&〉8〈/&〉 what do you do

MM: 〈O〉voc〈/O〉

LL: no i need to do my work 〈&〉2:00〈/&〉 〈&〉sounds like MM is writing and

is perhaps explaining that she needs to tape five more minutes〈/&〉

〈&〉2:12〈/&〉

RR: oh well well LET’S talk about hawaii

Example (103) starts out with RR’s comments regarding (more general) posi-

tive and negative scenarios and then moves on to the specifics of the situation pre-

viously introduced regarding how LL should act around Caroline. The situation is

re-activated; see the phrase as I was saying. LL uses a demonstrative cleft, that’s

what i think, at the climatic point of the topic, after which RR continues with the

same idea, checking that LL is sure to have “thought it through” (confirmed by LL).

Following this, MM comments on LL’s body language which provides an opportunity

for LL to wind down the discussion and hint at a preferred transition; note the use

of the figurative expression what do you do (see Drew and Holt, 1998, p. 498). His

intention is picked up on and accepted by RR who proceeds to suggest a new topic

of discourse (see the use of discourse markers oh well well).

As mentioned earlier, aside from the topic-medial demonstrative clefts, the WSC

corpus also contains clefts which occur in the initial stages of topic development (for

instance, in the orientation phrase, as given in example 104), as well as in its latter

stages (such as in coda, cf. 105).
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(104) (from WSC, DPC043:0755-0810)

PT: if i got 〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉 goblin armies spending lots and lots

and lots of money and buying enough so i could have ten units of

twenty stickers your cat’s watching the fish again

KV: 〈{〉〈[〉 〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉〈/[〉

PT: 〈[〉〈?〉it doesn’t 〈/?〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 like the television does it 〈{〉〈[〉it likes the

fish〈/[〉 tank though 〈latch〉

→ KV: 〈[〉〈O〉 laughs 〈/O〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 〈.〉seventy〈/.〉 seventy that’s what i said to cam

seven hundred points of stickers

PT: yeah it’s not much eh

KV: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉

PT: seven hundred points you get two hundred 〈drawls〉figures 〈/drawls〉

KV: 〈drawls〉〈softly〉oh〈/softly〉〈/drawls〉 and then 〈.〉 you〈/.〉 and

each of these has a ballistic score of 〈&〉13:00〈/&〉 three

〈with silly voice〉〈?〉by the way〈/?〉〈/with silly voice〉 〈.〉what〈/.〉 what’s er

um 〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉 ballistic score 〈latch〉

In example (104) above, the cleft construction that’s what i said to cam is used

to gravitate the conversation toward the new sub-topic of how much many figures one

could get for seven hundred points of stickers.

In contrast, in (105), the cleft’s role is to slowly bring the topic of the drains

being blocked to a close (note the long pause of 13 seconds after the comment uttered

by AN and before DN reclaims the floor). Shortly after the cleft is uttered, a new

topic is taken up, signalled also by the use of discourse markers oh look.

(105) (from WSC, DPC066:1620-1670)

CH: flashing is a bit of tin that they put between the roof and the

〈{〉〈[〉thing〈/[〉 like flashing on windows you shove a bit of tin up the

top

DN: 〈[〉oh yeah〈/[〉〈/{〉 right

BT: 〈{1〉〈[1〉what〈/[1〉 to stop it 〈,〉〈{2〉〈[2〉as a 〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉〈/[2〉

CH: 〈[1〉so〈/[1〉〈/{1〉

AL: 〈[2〉〈?〉it’s in〈/?〉〈/[2〉

→ CH: 〈[2〉yeah to stop it〈/[2〉〈/{2〉〈{〉〈[〉yeah that’s what i think it is yeah〈/[〉

but if it’s not that then the drains are blocked and we’ll have to get

down there with a bit of wire

AL: 〈[〉between the 〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉 to bring it down between〈/[〉〈/{〉

〈&〉13:00〈/&〉
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DN: oh look i just can’t stand chaps coming to my 〈{〉〈[〉place to do

jobs〈/[〉〈,〉 i inevitably get that 〈,〉 sort of crap

Finally, we turn to the general function of demonstrative clefts in discourse.

As argued earlier, demonstrative clefts are used, for the most part, as a means of

“organizing” (most typically) the previous discourse, and clarifying how various parts

of it relate to each other, in a procedural role, as defined by Blakemore (1987) (see

comments on page 95). This explains, in part, their frequent occurrence in unplanned,

spontaneous speech, more so than in writing. Writing is (in its ideal form) organized

in a tight and concise manner, in paragraphs which are used to form sections that

function as part of larger units, such as introduction, contents and conclusion. Speech,

on the other hand (and in particular, unplanned spontaneous speech), does not have

such fixed internal structure. Special markers or constructions are needed to clarify

how certain ideas link to each other, in order to ensure a smooth flow of conversation.

This is precisely where demonstrative clefts come in, as will be illustrated from the

WSC corpus in what follows.

There are several ways in which demonstrate clefts serve the role of “organizing”

or “regulating” the discourse. Table 4.13 summarises the various discourse functions

identified. The exact frequency with which each function appears in the data is not

all that important; what is more interesting is the range of these. The rest of the

section will be spent discussing and exemplifying them.

Table 4.13: The various types of functions of demonstrative clefts in conversation

Function Frequency Percentage

Mode 33 16%
Explanation 84 41%
Evaluative 40 20%
Highlight cleft value 39 19%
Other/Unclear 9 4%

Total 205 100%

Before considering some examples, it is worth noting that no particular dif-

ference was observed between this-clefts and that-clefts with respect to discourse

function. It could be that the limited number of this-clefts identified masked their

function; perhaps a bigger sample might bring better insight into this issue.

Following Collins, the term “mode” is used to denote situations “which rep-

resent the symbolic exchange of meaning that is intrinsic to verbal communication”
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(1991b, p. 502). Participants taking part in informal, spontaneous conversation often

focus on issues which have to do the management of the communicative transaction

itself, relating it to what other people have said in the past. In other words, ‘talking

about talking’, and sometimes reporting their own thoughts as a (modalised) talk-

ing to themselves (or internal dialogue) constitute an important part of unplanned,

spontaneous conversation. This includes direct speech, indirect speech, self-reported

thought and informing (or reminding) the hearer(s) who had previously said what.

Examples (106)-(108) illustrate this function. In (106), speaker DN uses the

demonstrative cleft to reveal her thoughts in a particular situation (self-reported

thought).

(106) (from WSC, DPC121:0460-0470)

Speaker BF details an experience she had when she thought she saw her dead mother

standing by her bed, and then moves on to talk about how she discovered that her

son – mentioned here as ‘he’ – also had this vision.
BT: he 〈.〉was〈/.〉 it would be about fourteen or fifteen and THEN i said

to HIM oh that’s so strange because a few days ago i saw the same

thing now several years later i picked up one of my books er cos i’ve

got a lot of um nonfiction books and this particular one i just flicked

it over and there it said 〈.〉a〈/.〉〈.〉a〈/.〉 a ball of energy an orange light

→ and i thought OH that might be what happened i must read that and

i put the book BACK at that stage and i was so busy doing other

things at the time and i went to look for it a few months later and i

looked in every book in the bookshelves and i can’t find it

When it comes to direct and indirect speech, demonstrative clefts are not used

to actually produce direct or indirect speech. Rather, the constructions function as

markers signalling that a previous portion of discourse qualifies as direct or indirect

speech. For instance, the cleft in example (107) mimics direct speech in that it gives

an example of what BR would have been told when he approached the company

regarding his tax statement.

(107) (from WSC, DPC302:0505-0535)

BR: i went down to where i was getting paid and 〈.〉they〈/.〉 it’s a big

company 〈.〉that〈/.〉〈&〉name of company〈/&〉 who does all my leasing

um and they said we’ve never done a student loan before had to look

it up 〈?〉so they got the book out〈/?〉 〈latch〉

JO: yeah 〈latch〉
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→ BR: oh yeah that’s how much we take off

JO: have they got lots with the nineteen graduates that they 〈laughs〉hired

at mckabe’s 〈{〉〈[〉this year〈/laughs〉

Similarly, example (108) includes two separate demonstrative clefts that’s also

what dale spender says and that’s what ann was saying, which report that the com-

ments made prior (that listening is not a valued skill and that it is listening which

women are good at, and that girls would rather be thin than brainy and hence miss

out on having powerful roles within society) had been uttered by various people (i.e.,

dale spender and ann, respectively).

(108) (from WSC, DPC024:1202-1275)18

TS: 〈.〉but〈/.〉 but listening isn’t valued like talking is valued and what

you say is valued but listening being able to pick out what people are

actually saying isn’t a value because our society doesn’t recognise it

〈latch〉

LU: mm 〈latch〉

TS: cause it’s what women are good at 〈latch〉

LU: mm 〈latch〉

→ TS: that’s also what dale spender says

KA: yeah i think she said some quite good things 〈latch〉

TS: oh yeah and she said that most girls at high school would rather be

thin than brainy 〈latch〉

LU: yeah i heard the same interview i think 〈latch〉 〈&〉10:00〈/&〉

TS: 〈{〉〈[〉yeah〈/[〉

→ KA: 〈[〉yeah〈/[〉〈/{〉 that’s right and yeah that’s what ann was saying she

said that 〈,〉 um 〈,〉 how 〈,〉 sort of women are missing out on the sort

of power and that now 〈.〉it’s〈/.〉 it’s through technology 〈latch〉

LU: mm 〈latch〉

A second use of demonstrative clefts involves giving explanations. Explanatory

demonstrative clefts are of two types. The first type involves giving a reason for

a previous point. These clefts may involve the use of the wh-word why as a cleft

pronoun, but they can also exhibit what, as given in the two examples which follow.

See (109), where the clefts uttered by FR, that’s what the chemist reckons, and that’s

18As a side comment, notice the it-cleft uttered by speaker TS, just prior to the first demonstrative

cleft. This it-cleft could easily be turned into a demonstrative cleft, i.e., that’s what women are good

at ; something which is not usually possible with typical it-clefts.
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what estroscopy’s like give reasons for her previous utterance suggesting that she

swallow a raw piece of spaghetti.

(109) (from WSC, DPC014:0860-1585)

MK: i’m getting claustrophobic

DV: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 claustrophobic 〈&〉pronounced claustropobic〈/&〉 have a

piece of tubular spaghetti that’ll sort you out 〈&〉19:00〈/&〉〈,,〉〈&〉8〈/&〉

FR: i’d better try swallowing a piece 〈{1〉〈[1〉when i’m〈/[1〉 before it’s cooked

→ since that’s what the chemist reckons that’s what 〈{2〉〈[2〉 that’s

→ what 〈/[2〉〈?〉estroscopy’s 〈/?〉 like 〈[1〉〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[1〉〈/{1〉

MK: 〈[2〉HANG on〈/[2〉〈/{2〉

DV: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉

MK: why don’t we stick that down have a look down there

DV: oh yeah it’s got a hole

MK: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 mm

Similarly, in example (110), speaker AN utters the cleft in order to explain

why he bought the hamburger buns. Demonstrative clefts prove an effective tool for

detailing explanations because they are economic, both in planning as well as parsing.

Their deictic power can be used to recycle previously mentioned discourse and they

allow speakers to weave the discourse together, cooperatively.

(110) (from WSC, DPC008:1525-1585)

HH: 〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉 〈?〉i didn’t realise〈/?〉 the buns were so big

AN: mm 〈,,〉〈&〉3〈/&〉 mm 〈.〉ju〈/.〉 mm

HH: twice the size 〈latch〉〈&〉20:00〈/&〉

AN: mm 〈,〉 never mind we’ll cope

HH: or we should have got smaller buns

AN: 〈{〉〈[〉〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[〉

KK: 〈[〉〈O〉 laughs 〈/O〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 that’s a good point yeah

HH: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 burgers

AN: those were called hamburger buns

HH: oh right 〈{〉〈[〉〈.〉m〈/.〉〈/[〉

→ AN: 〈[〉〈O〉tut〈/O〉 that’s why〈/[〉〈/{〉 i bought them 〈O〉clears throat〈/O〉

HH: yeah we should’ve got macdonald size size hamburger buns

KK: mm

The second type of explanatory demonstrative cleft has a linkage function and

is used to explain how two prior utterances, A and B, relate to each other. Consider

example (111).
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(111) (from WSC, DPC096:1765-1790)

BG: oh no she is lovely she’s gossipy though

AT: mm

→ BG: very gossipy like bill that’s where bill gets it from

AT: 〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉 oh he is a little gossip talking about mike furley

The cleft that’s where bill gets it from helps explain the relationship between

utterance A: she’s gossipy though and the utterance B: like bill ; B is the result of A.

Example (112) also contains a cleft used to relate the earlier statement i inevitably get

that sort of crap (pointing back to bad experiences with people not fixing problems

properly) to his strong opinion i just can’t stand chaps coming to my place to do jobs.

(112) (from WSC, DPC066:1665-1685)

The speakers are talking about getting plumbers to fix drain blockages and bad ex-

periences they had with people who come and do a job, which turns out to cause

problems again not long afterwards.

DN: oh look i just can’t stand chaps coming to my 〈{〉〈[〉 place to do jobs 〈/[〉

→ 〈,〉 i inevitably get that 〈,〉 sort of crap that’s why 〈latch〉

CH: 〈[〉mm 〈,〉 mm〈/[〉〈/{〉

BT: mm

This explanatory function is the most commonly found use of demonstrative

clefts in the WSC data, with a roughly even distribution between clefts which state a

reason for a prior statement (46 constructions), and clefts indicating the relationship

between two separate utterances (38 constructions).

A related use of demonstrative clefts involves giving opinions, evaluations or

assessments. In (113), KV’s demonstrative cleft that’s what pisses me off about the

entire thing is indicative of his opinion of the situation.

(113) (from WSC, DPC043:0710-0735)

PT: 〈[〉 yeah it’s true that 〈/[/{〉 but the smallest size you can have is a

unit of twenty which isn’t really a small unit of stickers

→ KV: i know that’s what 〈,〉 pisses me off about the entire thing cos um i

mean it’s BLOODY HUGE the amount of gobos you can actually

have you can have a unit of a hundred

PT: yeah i know it’s really 〈{[〉 great 〈/[〉

Roughly 68% of evaluative demonstrative clefts (27 out of 40) express agreement

with a previous comment made by another speaker. Agreement can be used for more
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than just merely signalling approval. At times, it is used to ensure the smooth flow of

discourse and to keep the conversation going by showing solidarity and encouragement

towards the speaker. This is exemplified in (114)19, where FI’s agreement appears to

support a continuation of topic. The cleft has a formulaic flavour, it does not seem

to have much to contribute to the contents of the conversation, and its components

([that/this + be + happen]) re-occur throughout the corpus (see Table 4.9).

(114) (from WSC, DPC023:0505-0470)

FI: so are you going to have to catch up on things when you get

〈{〉〈[〉back〈/[〉

MD: 〈[〉yeah〈/[〉〈/{〉〈?〉obviously it’s gonna be〈/?〉 amazing eh and then next

week’s just going to be so busy i mean everyone’s been apparently

everyone’s been away 〈,,〉 so 〈{〉〈[〉〈?〉the payroll〈/?〉〈/[〉

→ FI: 〈[〉〈?〉tut〈/?〉 oh that’s see that’s〈/[〉〈/{〉 what happens eh at work ev-

eryone 〈.〉g〈/.〉 is sick at once

MD: yeah yeah i’ve been i’ve been off so many days it’s incredible

FI: oh god 〈latch〉

MD: so it’s not going to look too good 〈latch〉

FI: do you feel really BAD do you

Secondly, agreement can also be used as a means of taking the floor without

committing a face-threatening act. The demonstrative cleft (although this is in fact

a double cleft construction, as we will see in Chapter 5) uttered by TS in (115) is

used to this end. Note that the other participants, KA and LU accept the change of

speaker and concede their turn.

(115) (from WSC, DPC024:0395-0435)

LU: 〈[〉yeah〈/[〉〈/{〉 we 〈.〉c〈/.〉 we could kill you with 〈.〉over〈/.〉 kill you with

eating too much chocolate 〈,〉 overdose on chocolate 〈latch〉

TS: oh no 〈.〉po〈/.〉 poisoned 〈,〉 oh you mean just if there was just too

much chocolate

KA: put a box of them out there 〈latch〉

→ TS: actually that’s what i worry about is um 〈,〉〈{〉〈[〉 eating〈/[〉 too 〈.〉m〈/.〉

no is i eat enormous quantities of chocolate every day i’d have choco-

late 〈latch〉

KA: 〈[〉being poisoned〈/[〉〈/{〉 are you addicted

19As a side comment, note that it is unclear whether the prepositional phrase at work belongs

together with the cleft or not. The lack of a pause between the tag and the PP suggests that it does,

however, the very presence of a tag, which normally occurs clause-finally, suggests otherwise.
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Evaluative demonstrative clefts which do not provide agreement with prior dis-

course, may express disagreement (although this role is highly infrequent in the data

analysed), as in (116).

(116) (from WSC, DPC179:0485-0510)

FA: i mean inherent 〈.〉in〈/.〉 in the treaty is the right of development

〈{1〉〈[1〉〈.〉that〈/.〉〈/[1〉 that’s been granted to the crown as well so why

shouldn’t maori have 〈{2〉〈[2〉it〈/[2〉

→ MA: 〈[1〉yeah〈/[1〉〈/{1〉〈[2〉yeah〈/[2〉〈/{2〉 no 〈.〉i’m 〈/.〉 that’s not what i

mean that’s the thing there’s a balance there 〈,,〉 that you

〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉 too busy are talking past each other i mean

the waitangi tribunal’s doing a lot to fix that which is goo

Alternatively, they could be simply stating a neutral opinion, which is not nec-

essarily either agreeing or disagreeing with what has been said previously, as in (117).

(117) (from WSC, DPC111:1025-1060)

CR: it just doesn’t look anything but it’s BEAUTIFUL inside and 〈.〉it’s〈/.〉

the back garden is BEAUTIFUL

AU: 〈[〉mm〈/[〉〈/{〉 mm

CR: and so anyway she said she’d go to the open house tomorrow but

〈{1〉〈[1〉she 〈.〉is〈/.〉〈/[1〉〈.〉she’s〈/.〉 she’s looking after me

→ that’s where i’ve got 〈{2〉〈[2〉our〈/[2〉 goals wrong 〈latch〉

AU: 〈[1〉mhm〈/[1〉〈/{1〉

EL: 〈[2〉so 〈.〉it’s〈/.〉〈/[2〉〈/{2〉

AU: oh right 〈latch〉

Finally, we have the function of highlighting the value which the cleft points to.

Clefts are known for their focusing properties, for example, it-cleft such as It was my

car he stole, but it did not last long before he was found out, are used to foreground

the cleft constituent my car.

Demonstrative clefts can also be used for highlighting purposes. However, they

achieve this differently from other cleft constructions. In contrast to other cleft types,

the actual value of the cleft is not specified by their cleft constituents, thus being

outside the cleft construction itself. Instead of incorporating it, demonstrative clefts

make use of deictic pointers to refer to it.

The way in which demonstrative clefts focus their values is as follows. The

typical highlighting demonstrative cleft involves a value occurring in a clause directly
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preceding the cleft. The (upcoming) cleft contains a demonstrative pronoun which

points back to that value, while the cleft clause restates information relating to it

which is already known (or which can be assumed by the speaker).

This process of “pausing” over the value and reconsidering it for a moment longer

constitutes an effective means of foregrounding without burdening the cognitive load

of either speaker or hearer. In spoken language, unlike written language, compactness

of expression is not a priority. However, speed and ease of production are. The

formulaic nature of the demonstrative cleft affords the speed and ease of production

which is required in this linguistic medium.

Several examples illustrating the use of demonstrative clefts as highlighting

devices are included below. In (118), speaker QT mentions nights being a weak

point for her, when it is hardest to resist food cravings. She follows this up with the

(incomplete cleft that’s when I usually get a ... referring back to the noun phrase,

bringing it into focus again.

(118) (from WSC, DPC334:1265-1315)

LR: and i think it’s 〈{〉〈[〉a habit〈/[〉

QT: 〈[〉yeah〈/[〉〈/{〉 it is 〈,〉 but that’s 〈.〉 wh〈/.〉 i must admit that’s my

〈.〉m〈/.〉 my most vulnerable time now is still it’s the evenings and

that’s even even though er i mean at least with 〈.〉m〈/.〉 round round

the corner there the the house was smoke free you know but so that’s

that makes it a lot easier for me in giving up but i still find at nights

→ i still think of and that’s when i get usually get a 〈O〉inhales 〈/O〉〈?〉i’ll

go〈/?〉 i wonder if i’ll have some chocolate biscuits or some

LR: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈latch〉 hot toast with heaps of butter 〈.〉i〈/.〉 melted but-

ter in it

QT: but i haven’t put on any weight yet so i’ve been

LR: oh 〈{〉〈[〉yeah〈/[〉

QT: 〈[〉i just〈/[〉〈/{〉 keep drinking water eh

Similarly, in (119), AT emphasises the importance of food for her cat, Muffy,

by stating the value (food) in an earlier clause (if there’s food she knows) and then

refocusing on it with the help of the cleft (that’s where her loyalty lies).

(119) (from WSC, DPC096:0140-0165)

Speakers are briefly changing the topic of conversation to talk about the cat.
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AT: 〈.〉muffy’s〈/.〉 muffy didn’t even say hi to me she was just looking at

the food

BG: so muffy 〈.〉doesn’t〈/.〉

→ AT: oh muffy acknowledges you but if there’s food she knows that’s where

her loyalty lies

BG: 〈{〉〈[〉fido〈/[〉 acknowledges

AT: 〈[〉mm〈/[〉〈/{〉

Highlighting demonstrative clefts only appear to focus values uttered by the

same speaker as that producing the cleft construction itself. That is, speakers use

demonstrative clefts to highlight values which they uttered, not other participants

in the conversation. When a speaker intends to emphasize an element from another

speaker’s turn, they typically repeat the element and then proceed to use a demon-

strative cleft to highlight it, as in (120).

(120) (from WSC, DPC036:1165-1195)

KI: so you you guys are still just paying the rent as normal like you

haven’t said you’re going to move 〈&〉11:00〈/&〉

AN: no 〈,,〉 two fifty a fortnight’s a bit of a bang out of my pay

→ KI: two fifty a fortnight that’s what you’re paying or what

AN: yeah well with trina out 〈,,〉 it’s an extra 〈{〉〈[〉ninety bucks a〈/[〉 mm

KI: 〈[〉oh hell yeah〈/[〉〈/{〉〈,,〉〈&〉3〈/&〉 yeah i only get two seventy five 〈?〉at

the nightclub〈/?〉 〈,〉〈O〉laughs 〈/O〉 〈?〉a pittance〈/?〉〈,,〉

Furthermore, as we have seen in the previous example, the value highlighted

typically occurs in the same turn as the cleft construction, or indeed not too distant

from it. If, however, the value intended to be highlighted does occur in “isolation”

from the cleft construction, it is repeated after the cleft, see example (121).

(121) (from WSC, DPC093:0765-0815)

JN: mm 〈drawls〉yes〈/drawls〉 unlike a lot of people in the hostel i would

think

BB: yeah

JN: they’re all too labelly and imagey 〈.〉and〈/.〉 get on my nerves

BB: it’s even worse than last year

JN: it is when you 〈O〉voc〈/O〉 not 〈{1〉〈[1〉 really 〈{2〉 〈[2〉〈/O〉voc〈/O〉 blah

〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉 〈/[1〉〈/[2〉

BB: 〈[1〉〈.〉but〈/.〉 yeah〈/[1〉〈/{1〉

SS: 〈[2〉〈/O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[2〉〈/{2〉 you’re the english 〈?〉 law 〈/?〉 major

〈{〉〈[〉〈drawls〉 BLAH〈/drawls〉〈/[〉
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JN: 〈[〉〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 you know about〈/[〉〈/{〉〈?〉 letting people people 〈/?〉

→ into hostel that last year that was why it was really 〈?〉 labelly〈/?〉

〈{〉〈[〉and that〈/[〉

SS: 〈[〉〈O〉clears throat〈/O〉〈/[〉〈/{〉

BB: yeah i suppose not to that 〈{〉〈[〉extent that they are this year〈/[〉

This example is also interesting because it may elucidate why some researchers

claim that the direction in which demonstrative clefts point is frequently “two faced”,

that is, both forwards as well as backwards (see comments by Oberlander and Delin,

1996 and work by Collins, 1991b, Collins, 1991a). The cleft in (121) too appears

to be one of these “two-faced” constructions. This classification may, however, be

misguided. The cleft is understood as highlighting a value which is repeated, due to

its distance to the current discourse, for clarification. In other words, it is not that

the cleft points in both directions as it were; it only points backwards. What happens

is that the speaker realises their audience might no longer be able to recall the value

being highlighted, and therefore, decides to repeat it for clarification.

As a consequence of this analysis of demonstrative clefts as potential candidates

for the “both” category, only 28 constructions (i.e., 15% of the data) were found in

which the cleft actually points both anaphorically and cataphorically at the same

time. These are cases where the value is found directly (or almost directly) preceding

the cleft construction and then again directly following it (see section 4.2.2, page 88

for more details and examples).

Finally, while the act of highlighting constituents is most commonly done for

the benefit of the audience (in order to make salient parts which are considered

important by the speaker), demonstrative clefts can at times be used to focus entities

for the benefit of the speaker themselves – acting like a ‘mental note to self’. This is

exemplified in (122) and (123).

(122) (from WSC, DPC068:0990-1020)

FR: what

JM: well it doesn’t work 〈,〉 but 〈{〉〈[〉i’m 〈.〉going 〈/.〉〈/[〉

FR: 〈[〉who’s going to〈/[〉〈/{〉 make it work 〈latch〉

→ II: oh that’s what i forgot today i forgot to get a whole lot of printing

done on my 〈latch〉

AG: oh 〈{〉〈[〉yes 〈?〉it is〈/?〉〈/[〉

JM: 〈[〉i’m going〈/[〉〈/{〉 to rip out the innards 〈,〉 and 〈{1〉〈[1〉rip out the

innards of my um 〈/[1〉 laptop 〈,〉 and put the 〈.〉l〈/.〉〈{2〉 〈[2〉innards〈/[2〉

of my laptop inside the computer 〈.〉s〈/.〉 the er 〈latch〉
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(123) (from WSC, DPC172:0290-0330)

DD: is that all right

SM: yeah

DD: i just um you saw a c milan lost 〈latch〉

→ SM: yeah they lost to 〈.〉the〈/.〉 THAT’S what i was going to tell you they

lost for the first time in 〈latch〉

DD: yeah i saw that 〈latch〉

SM: in the northern 〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉

DD: in 〈{〉〈[〉〈?〉italy〈/?〉〈/[〉

SM: 〈[〉〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 yeah

The previous two examples demonstrate yet again (see discussion on page 122)

that cleft clauses need not necessarily be presupposed in demonstrative clefts. Clearly

(under normal circumstances), there is no way for the participants taking part in these

conversations to know what the speaker forgot to do, of what they were about to tell

them. However, the cleft does not seem strange here because in a sense, it is uttered

more for the benefit of the speaker, than for that of the hearer.

These examples are not the only ones containing material which is not presup-

posed. An additional function of this type of demonstrative cleft is for the purpose

of building up to a climatic point, as in (124). Clearly, the cleft clause does not

carry given or presupposed information since first, FG’s falling ill is not mentioned

anywhere prior to this point in the conversation, and secondly, RW signals that this

is news to her (note her surprised remark oh). However, the information encoded in

the headless relative clause is presented as though it were presupposed in order to

create a climax in the narrative.

(124) (from WSC, DPC181:1600-1640)

FG: oh glen’s had a little experience of ringing from amsterdam already

haven’t you 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉

MJ: yes

FG: last time we were there 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉

MJ: ringing london every day saying i’m not going to make it today

→ FG: we were booked to spend two nights in amsterdam and that’s when i

fell ill

RW: oh

FG: and i kept thinking i would get better

RW: mm

FG: and that i would 〈,〉 be 〈,〉 okay to travel the next day
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Moreover, the cleft clause may contain new rather than given/inferrable

information as a result of the lack of planning time available to the speaker, who

ends up referring to events (or participants) as though they were already mentioned,

when in fact, they are not; see (125). As the speaker realises this, he corrects his

assumptions and explains the new content not yet made available to his audience.

(125) (from WSC, DPC306:0575-0610)

DI: are they vinyl 〈,〉 vinyl stick on 〈&〉17:00〈/&〉

EV: no they’re actually painted 〈,,〉 painted on

DI: oh 〈,,〉〈&〉3〈/&〉

→ EV: and that’s why they have to sit you see they sat 〈{〉〈[〉 each each〈/[〉

individual one was individually printed 〈latch〉

DI: 〈[〉yeah 〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉 〈/[〉〈/{〉 yeah 〈latch〉 with his little 〈,〉

painting machine 〈latch〉 oh

EV: and then they sat for a week

The final examples we consider in this section are cases where it is difficult to

tease apart the different functions of the demonstrative cleft. In such cases, one single

construction appears to be used for several different purposes, thus making it tricky

to tell which role is dominant. Consider example (126) below.

(126) (from WSC, DPC073:0475-0495)

JG: i don’t care how sealed your suit is once you’ve 〈{〉〈[〉 let off a frag

grenade it’s not going to be anything like as 〈/[〉 sealed as it used to

be 〈latch〉

→ TM: 〈[〉〈?〉〈drawls〉yeah yeah〈/drawls〉〈/?〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 that’s what i think they

should actually say you should say i’ve fragged you and now i’m

going to mm

JG: but and then i at that point you should be making 〈.〉some 〈/.〉 making

a basic saving throw to to 〈&〉5:00〈/&〉 go 〈drawls〉er 〈/drawls〉 did we

actually manage to keep the stuff out or not

The demonstrative cleft that’s what i think they should actually say is, at the

same time, used to discuss aspects of the communicative act (what people should

say), and also expressing an opinion of what the speaker thinks should happen. In

other words, it has both an evaluative flavour (providing a kind of agreement with the

statement made by JG), as well as mode content. Furthermore, the cleft highlights

the value which the cleft constituent points to, that is, the term frag used earlier by
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speaker JG. The “build-up” of the cleft to the upcoming utterance you should say

i’ve fragged you gives it further weight and salience in the discourse.

Finally, in example (127), the cleft involves comments about what someone else

had said (i.e., “mode” function). Additionally, the construction is used to take the

floor by adding further support to the earlier comments made by speaker TJ.

(127) (from WSC, DPC344:0925-0945)

TJ: 〈?〉and〈/?〉 if they don’t want to be there then they 〈{〉 〈[〉make it

pretty obvious 〈,〉〈/[〉〈,〉 and then if they do want to be there 〈?〉well

good environment to be in 〈/?〉

→ DN: 〈[〉〈O〉 laughs 〈/O〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 that’s what my auntie said one of my

aunties〈/?〉 taught at secondary schools for twenty years oh no ac-

tually one of them one of them only taught in secondary schools for

two years and then went lecturing at varsity and she said no i’m never

ever gonna back to a secondary school again there there you’ve got

to try and make kids learn

TJ: yeah

Furthermore, for some clefts, their function is unclear because we do not have

access to enough prior discourse to work out how the cleft construction fits in with

the bigger context of the conversation, as in (128).

(128) (from WSC, DPC083:0005-0075)

CH: yes it’s all the part from er beyond westhaven you know

〈{〉〈[〉westhaven〈/[〉〈drawls〉now〈/drawls〉 〈/latch〉

BA: 〈[〉yeah〈/[〉〈/{〉

AN: of course he does 〈latch〉

CH: right across 〈laughs〉 of course he does 〈{1〉〈[1〉 you were born

in auckland〈/laughs〉〈/[1〉〈{2〉〈[2〉〈.〉 right〈/.〉 or brought up 〈.〉there〈/.〉

DEAR〈/[2〉 right across the er queen street and then right on to where

the flying boats used to land 〈{3〉〈[3〉when i was young〈/[3〉 er near the

〈.〉t〈/.〉 parnell baths

BA: 〈[1〉〈unclear〉〈/unclear〉 〈O〉〈laughs〉〈/O〉〈/[1〉〈{1〉

AN: 〈[2〉 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 〈/[2〉〈/{2〉 〈[3〉mechanics bay〈/[3〉 〈/{3〉 you know

where 〈{〉〈[〉the 〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉 is yes〈/[〉

BA: 〈[〉yes yeah 〈.〉th〈/.〉〈.〉that’s〈/.〉〈/[〉〈/{〉〈latch〉

CH: that’s three kilometres

BA: that’s INCREDIBLE
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→ CH: yes well that’s what’s being sold and also pollen island which is out by

the northwestern motorway 〈{1〉〈[1〉 but yes〈/[1〉 〈{2〉〈[2〉 〈unclear〉 word

〈/unclear〉 〈/[2〉

AN: 〈[1〉〈.〉but〈/.〉〈/[1〉〈/{1〉

BA: 〈[2〉〈unclear〉 word 〈/unclear〉 〈/[2〉

With other clefts, their function in discourse is unclear because we do not know

whether the speaker is using the cleft as a spatial deictic, or as a discourse deictic, as

in (129).

(129) (from WSC, DPC071:0545-0565)

AY: but as you got a 〈.〉bit〈/.〉 along a bit further you could actually have

um perhaps 〈,,〉

BE: yeah 〈{〉〈[〉〈?〉square and stuff like that〈/?〉 yeah〈/[〉

→ AY: 〈[〉arm and hair〈/[〉〈/{〉 and when you point it at the hand this is

〈.〉where〈/.〉 at the second level 〈{1〉〈[1〉 perhaps 〈/[1〉 then you could see

the hand move 〈&〉13:00〈/&〉 and you say she was 〈{2〉〈[2〉stirring〈/[2〉

BE: 〈[1〉mm〈/[1〉〈/{1〉〈[2〉stirring〈/[2〉〈/{2〉〈?〉she 〈.〉 was 〈/.〉〈/?〉〈O〉voc〈/O〉

yeah

In sum, we have seen that demonstrative clefts are often concerned with the

act of communication itself (talking about other people’s speech, the speaker’s own

speech or their internal thoughts).

They can also be used to provide explanations (either directly, or using the cleft

construction to explain the relationship between two previous ideas), and to express

the speaker’s opinions and evaluations of entities mentioned in the discourse. Most of

the time, the latter involve expressing agreement, either with the view of facilitating

the flow of conversation by encouraging the other speakers to keep talking, or with

the intention of taking the floor in a polite manner, avoiding committing a face

threatening act.

Finally, like other cleft types, demonstrative clefts can also be used to highlight

the value of the cleft. Similarly to these other types, demonstrative clefts can also

have focal stress on the cleft constituent (in their case, a deictic pointing to an external

entity). However, rather than achieving this by means of the focal stress, the actual

highlighting is done by the process of “pausing” on the entity (through the use of the

demonstrative pronoun) and repeating the variable which identifies it (i.e., the cleft

clause). As we saw earlier, this makes the value more salient in the mind of both

speaker and audience.
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Table 4.14 gives a brief summary of the various functions (and sub-functions)

of the demonstrative clefts identified in the WSC data.

Table 4.14: The functions of demonstrative clefts in conversation

Function Type Frequency

Mode signalling direct speech 10
signalling indirect speech 15
reported thought 8

Explanation gives reasons for a previous point A 46
gives the relation between two previous points, A and B 38

Evaluative agreement 27
non-agreement (neutral and disagreements) 13

Highlighting 39

Other/Unclear 9

One common thread shared by the various roles of the demonstrative cleft is

their contribution in regulating the discourse; whether by signalling how previously

mentioned ideas relate to each other, or by highlighting salient entities in the dis-

course, or further still by enabling speakers to take the floor in a non-threatening

fashion, or finally by encouraging the current speaker to continue talking.

An additional role of the construction is that of providing explanations and

clarifications of previous sections of the discourse. This is not a discourse management

role in the sense that the other functions are. However, it does contribute to the overall

comprehension of the discourse and it allows speakers to make sense of each other’s

contributions.

Their high deictic content makes demonstrative clefts an economic and efficient

tool in spoken language. They require little or no planning since they typically involve

a given/inferable cleft clause, a deictic cleft constituent, and a structure with

highly formulaic tendencies. They can be used to point to recently mentioned parts

of discourse (such as directly prior or directly following the cleft construction), as

well as to more distant parts (mentioned up to three or more turns prior to the cleft

construction). They can point to simple syntactic units such as single phrases, or

refer to longer, more complex ones, involving one or more clauses and even entire

portions of discourse. Finally, speakers can use demonstrative clefts to refer to parts

of their own speech, or utterances produced by others, but also to jointly constructed

discourse. It is their flexibility, versatility and low cognitive load that make the

demonstrative cleft such a useful construction to speakers.
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Given their significant presence in spoken language, one question which follows

is, why do we not find them as common in writing? Biber et al. (1999) attribute their

wider use in spoken language to their rather informal nature. It could be the case that

demonstrative clefts are perceived as being “informal” because of their “imprecise”

deictic links with the surrounding discourse. This “imprecision” comes from the

fact that their cleft constituents have great flexibility, and as discussed above, can

point to virtually anything. While the ambiguity which can arise from this flexibility

can be easily resolved in spoken language (hearers can immediately ask for further

clarification if they are unsure about what the cleft value is), this is not possible in

writing, where the audience is not present at the time when the text is conceived.

Furthermore, a second reason for the less frequent use of demonstrative clefts

in written language compared to spoken language may have to do with compact-

ness. Writing is concise and compact, and involves very specific, formalized ways

of organizing its discourse. Ideas in written texts are (typically) put together into

paragraphs, each expanding one major point, and in turn, paragraphs are grouped

together into themes which follow one another in a logical manner. Finally, these

themes begin with an introductory paragraph, and end with a concluding one. There

is little need for further explanation of how ideas relate to each other in a written

piece and the discourse management of the text is mostly regulated by virtue of its

skeletal structure.

In spoken language, however, there is no such rigid, pre-set way of presenting

the flow of ideas. Instead, this is often jointly constructed by the participants taking

part in the interaction, and is thus free to change and digress at any time. This is

why people often refer to the conversation “flow” as a “stream” of ideas (see Chafe,

1979, 1992, 1994, 2001). As a consequence, speakers require additional discourse

management devices such as discourse markers, pause fillers, and demonstrative clefts,

in order to illuminate links between ideas already developed in the discourse, and to

guide the hearer to how these relate to upcoming ones.

4.5 Statistical information about the usage of

demonstrative clefts

We now shift our focus from the linguistic properties of the demonstrative cleft to the

characteristics of the speakers who use the construction. As discussed in Chapter 2,
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the WSC corpus comprises demographic information about the participants selected,

including their gender, age, highest qualification, and ethnicity. This type of infor-

mation can be used to gain insight into the type of person who is more likely to use

the construction (presuming there is such a person). Hence, we can ask questions

such as: Is the demonstrative cleft a feature of female or male speech (or both); older

or younger speakers? Does ethnicity play a role in the production of the cleft? Does

the level of exposure to formal education make a difference?

Two observations are in order regarding the statistical information collected.

First, as might be expected of such a large data sample, it is impossible to have all

groups equally represented. For example, the conversation data involved 34 speakers

who identified themselves as Maori, 189 Pakeha, and 6 Cantonese. Similarly, because

linguistic corpora are typically collected via the network of people which the corpus

researchers are familiar with, that is, other academic or highly educated people willing

to give up their time, there is often an imbalance between speakers with little or no

exposure to higher education, and those with a huge amount of exposure to formal

education. One of the advantages of the WSC corpus is that it is less affected by

this problem than other corpora (see Leech, 2000 for a survey); however, there are

still only 83 participants with least exposure to formal education (coded as low,

see Chapter 2, page 30), compared to 147 speakers with a long exposure to formal

education (coded as high).

Secondly, speakers are not all equally talkative; some people say more than

others. Consequently, people who use more words, are also likely to (falsely) appear

as producing a higher number of cleft constructions, solely due to their higher word

count.

In order to account for these observations, the number of clefts produced by

each group (e.g., Maori versus Pakeha – that is, New Zealanders of European origin

– versus Cantonese, or male versus female) was given as a ratio of the total number

of words produced by members of that group (i.e., ethnicity or gender), rather than

as a ratio of the number of participants in the group. This helps eliminate the

possible effects of “quiet” versus “talkative” speakers. Furthermore, the number of

clefts observed for each group was normalized over 100,000 words, in order to smooth

out the differences in sample size. This works well, as long as sample sizes are big

enough for each group; which was the case for most groups (with the exception of the

Cantonese group, containing only six members)20.

20I am very grateful to Steven Miller and Ute Knoch for discussions regarding ways of getting
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Results show that females use a significantly higher proportion of demonstra-

tive cleft constructions than males (a one-way Chi Square test shows very strong

evidence against non-randomness of the distribution; χ2 (1) = 8.9549, p > 0.002767),

as indicated by Figure 4.521.

Figure 4.5: Gender of participants producing demonstrative clefts
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It is well-attested that females are more active in their use of hedging devices,

tag questions, intensifiers and qualifiers (Lakoff, 1975; Fishman, 1983). They also

show more involvement in facilitating conversation flow through the use of agreement

markers and discourse particles, and thus encouraging the speaker to keep going.

Additionally, females are frequently engaging in finishing each other’s utterances (see

work by Holmes, 1995; Tannen, 1990, 1984; and others). The discourse management

use of demonstrative clefts goes hand in hand with these patterns and it may well be

that the construction is a further feature of the female linguistic repertoire.

Ethnicity is also relevant to the production of demonstrative clefts. In par-

ticular, Maori speakers produced a significantly higher number of clefts (χ2 (2) =

131.7811, p > 2.2e−16 ). The graph included in Figure 4.6 contains a small column

for Cantonese speakers; however as mentioned earlier, there were only six Cantonese

speakers, and it is unlikely that this is representative of the ethnic groups as a whole.

The difference in usage patterns observed for Maori and Pakeha speakers is

around the problem of non-homogeneity in the data, and for their suggested solutions to this problem.
21As with the previous graphs shown, the statistics and the graphs included here have been created

with the statistical package R.
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Figure 4.6: Ethnicity of participants producing demonstrative clefts
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somewhat puzzling22. Why Maori speakers should use significantly more demonstra-

tive clefts than Pakeha participants is not at all clear.

One factor which does not seem relevant to the usage of demonstrative clefts

is that of education, see Figure 4.7 (on the following page). No real differences in

usage were observed between speakers exposed to more or less formal education.

The demonstrative cleft proves, once again, to be different from other cleft types in

this regard. While the it-cleft was noted to be affected by the exposure of speaker to

formal education (recall the discussion in Chapter 3 from work by Miller and Weinert,

1998), the demonstrative cleft appears to be used equally by all speakers. In other

words, having exposure to comparatively higher amount of written language does not

have an impact on one’s use of demonstrative clefts.

Finally, we have the age factor. This feature consists of three groups: 16-29 year

olds, 30-49 year olds, and 50 years old up to 90 years old. The division was as much

a “life stage” division (i.e., younger group versus middle age versus older group), as

it was a balancing act. Most participants (120) came from the 16-29 year old group,

and only a few speakers were in their 60s (8 speakers), 70s (5 speakers), and 80s (4

speakers).

As shown in Figure 4.8 (on page 150), 50+ year olds are responsible for the

highest number of demonstrative clefts. However, there are no significant differences

between the three age groups.

22The group of Maori participants has roughly the same distribution of female and male speakers

as the Pakeha one. The Maori group is made up of 62% female speakers and 38% male speakers;

the Pakeha group contains 58% female speakers and 42% male speakers.
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Figure 4.7: Exposure to formal education and usage of demonstrative clefts
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In sum, the spontaneous conversation data in the WSC shows that females use

demonstrative clefts more than males, and Maori speakers produce them more than

Pakeha speakers. Meanwhile, age and level of education do not appear to greatly

influence demonstrative cleft production. Put another way, if a speaker is female

and Maori, than they are likely to use more demonstrative clefts than any other

participant; so therefore, the prototypical speaker using demonstrative clefts is a

Maori female.

Brief summary notes and outlook to next chapter

The (prototypical) demonstrative cleft constitutes the main focus of this chapter.

We have defined and exemplified the typical constructions which come under the umbrella

of this term, as observed in unplanned spontaneous conversation excerpts found in the

WSC corpus. It has been argued that demonstrative clefts are sufficiently distinct from

other cleft types (in particular reversed wh-clefts) to warrant independent analysis from

these. The reasons for this separate classification stem from their differing structure (in

particular, their deictic properties), correlated with a distinctive function in discourse, and

their distinct usage patterns (being the most frequent cleft type in speech, as opposed to

the least commonly used one).

The second part of the chapter gives a comprehensive account of some of the struc-

tural and discourse related properties of each cleft component, the cleft constituent and the

cleft clause, as well as the cleft construction as a whole. These can be summarised in brief

as follows:
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Figure 4.8: Age of participants producing demonstrative clefts
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• That-clefts are significantly more frequent than this-clefts.

• Due to their deictic role, cleft constituents are by definition given.

• In the case of textually-anaphoric clefts, demonstrative clefts are primarily

anaphoric.

• The values which demonstrative clefts are used to point to can be found in the

same turn as the cleft itself, but also up to three or more turns prior to it. Similarly, these

values can be uttered by the same speaker producing the cleft, as well as other participants

present at the time of the interaction.

• However, most demonstrative clefts are used to point to values uttered by the same

speaker producing the cleft construction, and these tend to occur in the same turn as the

cleft itself, immediately prior (or at least in close proximity) to it.

• Speakers who use demonstrative clefts to refer to earlier portions of their own speech,

tend to refer to single phrases. However, when these are used to refer back to portions pro-

duced by another participant, these are typically series of clauses, rather than by smaller

units (such as phrases or single clauses).

• Unplanned, spontaneous conversation contains almost exclusively full demonstra-

tive clefts, with only a few truncated ones.

• Around 90% of cleft clauses are introduced by what, why, and where. They typi-

cally have personal pronoun subjects and involve verbs of congnition/emotion or verbs of

communication.
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• Many of the clefts found have a strong formulaic flavour, with the same compo-

nent elements occurring again and again, for example, that’s what happens or that’s what I

thought.

• Like cleft constituents, cleft clauses are also highly given (“in focus”, according to

the Giveness Hierarchy). Often, it is not entities or participants that are new in demon-

strative clefts, but rather the equative relation between cleft constituent and cleft clause.

• Demonstrative clefts are sometimes accompanied by softening markers such as sort

of, I mean, probably, and should, or by discourse markers both initially, medially and finally

(but predominantly, these occur immediately preceding the cleft).

• Overwhelmingly, demonstrative clefts have positive polarity.

• Against the generally accepted claim that cleft clauses are presupposed, demonstra-

tive clefts can have cleft-final tags which question the content of the cleft clause.

• Most demonstrative clefts are either part of the climatic stage within topic develop-

ment, or are included in the denouement stage (only rarely occurring in the initial stages).

• Finally, the main function of demonstrative clefts can be summarised as having

to do with various aspects of discourse management, such as illuminating links between

previously mentioned material, politely taking the floor, encouraging current speakers to

continue speaking, or highlighting various portions of discourse.

The chapter concludes with some information regarding the speakers who tend to use

the construction most frequently, namely females use them more than males, and Maori

speakers more than Pakeha speakers. It has also been noted that education is not a factor

in the use of demonstrative clefts, in contrast to other cleft types, such as it-clefts.

While the current chapter has concentrated on the prototypical demonstrative cleft,

in the following chapter, we will see examples of other constructions which are similar to the

profile described above, while at the same time, not entirely conforming to it. In some cases,

the structural properties of the clefts are only slightly different from the demonstrative cleft

prototype (still involving demonstrative pronouns in initial position), but have different

discourse functions to these. In other cases, their structure is very different indeed, giving

rise to what looks to be a separate type of cleft (the double cleft construction), which is to

date unaccounted for.
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5

Peripheral and problematic demon-

strative clefts

Summary of key points

• There are several types of cleft constructions which shy away from the

prototypical demonstrative cleft, while still sharing some structural and

discourse related properties with it.

• Demonstrative clefts such as That was timothy laughing at you and

That’s the clearance we were after, and also That was the way I wanted it

to go and That’s the reason she left in the first place, are at the cross-roads

between demonstrative clefts and it-clefts, sharing properties with both,

but being a clear subset of neither type.

• Confusion over the term ‘th-cleft’ calls into question current methods of

classifying cleft constructions. A new approach is proposed, moving away

from (overt) forms toward a more general model, based on the position of

cleft constituent within the cleft construction.

• On a different peripheral road altogether are clefts with missing

components. Constructions such as That’s a point and That’s my holidays

up till now are problematic since it is not clear whether they are clefts at

all (truncated demonstrative clefts with ellipted cleft clauses, or simple

uni-clausal referring expressions).

• Problematic are also un-integrated demonstrative clefts, whose cleft

clauses are only loosely syntacticly integrated with the remainder of the

cleft construction, e.g., That’s what all this stuff is based on is intuition

or This is what you’re meant to do is nest. These are puzzling to existing

theories of grammar since the latter cannot be used to account for the

data observed.

152
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5.1 Demonstrative clefts ... or are they?

The previous chapter defines and exemplifies the demonstrative cleft, providing a

detailed analysis of its structural and discourse related properties. While Chapter 4

concerns the “best exemplar” demonstrative cleft, in this chapter we turn our atten-

tion to other similar constructions, which deviate from the prototype, constituting

more peripheral types of demonstrative clefts.

The peripheral demonstrative clefts discussed here are problematic in that they

resemble, but do not entirely match, the demonstrative cleft schema outlined in Chap-

ter 4. They resemble demonstrative clefts in that they contain similar components,

involving demonstrative pronouns, the copula verb be, and a relative clause. However,

at the same time, they differ from the prototype in various ways; some have headed,

rather than headless relative clauses (discussed in sections 5.2 and 5.3), others have

missing components which are recoverable from context and co-text (see the final

parts of section 5.3), others still exhibit loose syntactic integration between their cleft

clauses and the remaining parts of the cleft (5.4). Their structure is at times unclear,

and their discourse properties require further investigation.

These types of constructions are also interesting, as they raise questions ranging

from the age-old problem of boundary setting among categories (i.e., where should we

draw the line between cleft and non-cleft constructions, and does it make sense to have

such a line?), and also questions regarding the validity and usefulness of the existing

system of classifying clefts, to more broad and far-reaching problems in the analysis of

spoken grammar. As discussed in Chapter 2, the syntax of spoken language is rather

different to that of written language. Hence the “machinery”, well-developed as it

might be, for the purpose of analysing written language does not fit the unplanned,

spontaneous conversation data well, as we will see in section 5.4.

5.2 The ‘th-cleft’ debate

As discussed in the previous chapter, demonstrative clefts can be described by the

formula [Demonstrative Pronoun + Copula + [Wh-word + [Relative
clause]]] and include examples such as That’s why I asked and That’s what she

said. However, the WSC contains another very similar type of cleft, though not en-

tirely identical in structure (or function, as will be seen below). Consider example

(130).
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(130) (from WSC, DPC045:0435-0460)

BA: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 oh so we’re gonna go to the pub tonight are you going

AG: no 〈,〉 i wasn’t 〈.〉even〈/.〉 oh 〈.〉well〈/.〉 i wasn’t 〈.〉even〈/.〉 if i’d known

that um miles was leaving 〈.〉today 〈/.〉 wasn’t gonna leave 〈{〉〈[〉today

→ 〈/[〉 i wouldn’t have gone cos that’s the only reason that i went along

BA: 〈[〉oh yeah〈/[〉〈/{〉 oh really

AG: yeah

The construction given in (130) contains a demonstrative pronoun in initial

position, followed by a copula verb, a definite noun phrase the reason, and a relative

clause that i went along. In contrast to the demonstrative cleft prototype, the cleft

above contains a relative clause headed by a definite noun, rather than an indefinite

deictic, i.e., what, why, where, when, who, or how (see Miller, 1996a). However, it is

not just any noun.

Using the two-way distinction introduced by Halliday and Hasan (1976) between

“pro-nouns” (such as thing, place, way, one, etc.) and “general nouns” (i.e., car, book,

love, anger, and so on), Collins extends his definition of clefts to include examples

such as the one in (130) containing pro-nouns, but excluding those containing general

nouns (the reason for this is discussed later in this section). Like wh-clefts, these ‘th-

clefts’ as he terms them, come in two types, basic and reversed, and can involve the

pro-nouns thing, one, time, reason, place, and way, as exemplified for basic th-clefts

below.

(131) (a) The thing I found most interesting was the lions’ cage.

(b) The one she saw last week was an old friend.

(c) The time the band went home was after dark.

(d) The reason I left was because of my headache.

(e) The place my parents went on holidays was at their holiday house.

(f) The way I chose it was by looking at the entire list of courses.

Collins also notes that the nouns place, thing and one are polysemous in that

they can sometimes be used as pro-nouns (as in 131), and at other times as general

nouns (e.g., The thing John got was a toy, The place I come from is far away, or He

is the one! ).

The motivation for the label ‘th-cleft’ is the parallel between wh-clefts: in wh-

clefts, the word preceding the relative clause begins with “wh” (including how), and in

th-clefts, the word preceding the relative clause begins with “th” (i.e., the). Evidently,
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the th-clefts above can be turned into reversed th-clefts (for example The lions’ cage

was the thing I found most interesting and My headache is the reason I left, and so

on, which can also involve demonstrative pronouns, e.g., That’s the thing I found

most interesting and That’s the reason I left – hence their relevance to the present

analysis).

In other words, the schema of the demonstrative cleft prototype we have seen

in Chapter 4, reproduced in Figure 5.1:

Figure 5.1: Demonstrative clefts

[ demonstrative pronoun  +      copula     + [wh-word    + [  REL clause ]] ]

cleft constituent         cleft clause

can be extended to more peripheral types of demonstrative clefts, namely the ‘Collins

th-cleft’1, as given in Figure 5.2:

Figure 5.2: Collins th-clefts

[ demonstrative pronoun  +      copula     + [pro-noun NP    +  [ REL clause ]] ]

cleft constituent         cleft clause

The fundamental difference between pro-nouns and general nouns (and for those

which function as either type, the difference between their use as a pro-noun and

their use as a general noun) has to do with the fact that general nouns, but not

pro-nouns can “function cohesively like anaphoric reference items” (Collins, 1991a,

p. 29). While general nouns can be substituted with it (for instance Andrew bought

a book → Andrew bought it), due to their anaphoric reference, pro-forms cannot (as

can be seen by trying to do so with the sentences from 131, given below in 132).

(132) (a) ∗It I found most interesting was the lions’ cage.

(b) ∗It she saw last week was an old friend.

(c) ∗It the band went home was after dark.

1We will see below that the cleft construction described by Collins is not the only cleft type

termed ‘th-cleft’. Ball (1977) also employs the same label; hence the labels ‘Collins th-cleft’ and

(later) ‘Ball th-cleft’ to distinguish between the two types of constructions.
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(d) ∗It I left was because of my headache.

(e) ∗It my parents went on holidays was at their holiday house.

(f) ∗It I chose it was by looking at the entire list of courses.

Also, pro-forms can be replaced with “corresponding” wh-words, as demon-

strated in (133). That is, they have corresponding wh-clefts.

(133) (a) What I found most interesting was the lions’ cage.

(b) Who(m) she saw last week was an old friend.

(c) When the band went home was after dark.

(d) Why I left was because of my headache.

(e) Where my parents went on holidays was at their bach.

(f) How I chose it was by looking at the entire list of courses.

According to Collins, th-clefts and wh-clefts, together with all -clefts (e.g., All I

want is to finish writing this chapter, and A book is all she wanted for her birthday)

make up the class of pseudo-clefts. As already exemplified in (130), the WSC corpus

also contains a number of other ‘Collins th-clefts’, as illustrated further in (134) and

(135).

(134) (from WSC, DPC002:0510-0540)

DS: faith’s very conservative〈/[〉 normally in the way that she dresses

〈latch〉

MK: 〈[〉the 〈.〉sty〈/.〉 yes and a dress you know yeah 〈/[〉〈/{〉 oh very very

〈{〉〈[〉conservative〈/[〉

DS: 〈[〉and that〈/[〉〈{〉 dress is a real MARGARET dress

MK: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 well apparently she was a knockout 〈.〉 a〈/.〉 and appar-

→ ently that was the way that she was treated as a knockout 〈O〉voc〈/O〉

well we laughed and laughed and laughed and she obviously enjoyed

it too

DS: she’ll come to deciding what it is that she wants to wear

One thing which is peculiar about example (134) is the prepositional phrase

which follows the cleft construction, as a knockout. It is not entirely clear whether it

belongs inside the cleft clause, or whether it is in fact an apposition to it. We leave

this issue for the discussion of un-integrated clefts in section 5.4, and return to other

types of ‘Collins th-clefts’.
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Example (135) gives a cleft construction with the head noun phrase the thing.

As a side comment, note that in this example, replacing the pro-noun with the corre-

sponding wh-word what loses some of its meaning, since we get the cleft that’s what

you should is protect the wai iti area. Now, in the original cleft, the quantifier one

suggests that there may be other things which need to be done, whereas in the new

cleft construction, containing what, this information is lost2.

(135) (from WSC, DPC112:1020-0160)

AE: i hope that thing didn’t come out on this machine

CG: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 〈latch〉

BF: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 〈,,〉〈&〉9〈/&〉

AE: is it nice and clean is it that er 〈latch〉

CG: it’s beautiful

→ AE: 〈?〉i think you’ve got 〈.〉a〈/.〉 wai iti〈/?〉 that’s one thing you’ve got

〈.〉to〈/.〉 should do is protect that wai iti area

AE: no more houses around 〈.〉there〈/.〉 you 〈&〉12:00〈/&〉 〈/&〉 know around

〈drawls〉the〈/drawls〉 stream 〈,,〉

BF: no more houses 〈?〉where〈/?〉 〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉 the silly council

went and sprayed the side of the banks 〈,,〉〈{〉〈[〉〈.〉yeah〈/.〉〈/[〉 yeah

Despite the fact that the WSC corpus appears to contain constructions which

resemble truncated headed demonstrative clefts, where the relative clause is headed

by the noun phrase the one, on closer inspection, these are not in fact cleft structures.

The noun phrase functions as a general noun.

For example in (136), the phrase the one has anaphoric reference, pointing to

the prepositional phrase from conception to consumption. Note also that it can be

replaced by it. Furthermore, the phrase does not refer to a definite noun depicting a

human participant (as is the case with pro-noun the one, cf. Halliday, 1967, p. 234

and Halliday and Hasan, 1976, p. 103 in Collins, 1991a, p. 30).

(136) (from WSC, DPC012:0245-0300)

AH: well that stuff’s certainly better than the first stuff you made

JU: yeah it’s good isn’t it 〈,〉 have to put down another brew soon i’m

about to run out

AH: yeah i’ve got a dozen bottles you can use

JU: well weren’t you gonna do some 〈latch〉

AH: yeah actually i might do myself a brew

JU: yeah 〈&〉9:00〈/&〉

2I am grateful to Heidi Quinn for pointing this out to me.
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AH: 〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉 how long does it take 〈,〉 from 〈,,〉〈&〉3〈/&〉 brew-

ing point to drinking

JU: from conception to consumption

→ AH: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 that’s the one

JU: um 〈,〉 three weeks 〈,,〉〈&〉6〈/&〉

AH: that’s right which one’s this 〈,,〉

In sum, the WSC contains a total of ten ‘Collins th-clefts’, headed by the way

(seven), the reason (two), and the thing (one). But why stop at pro-nouns and

not allow general nouns to also enter cleft schema? Collins explains that this is a

practical, rather than theoretical consideration, to do with the “open-endedness of

the class”. Taking the opposing view, Halliday admits any noun phrase in the class

of pseudo-clefts (wh-clefts):

... it is here that it is difficult to delimit the range of identifying clauses;

perhaps any noun that dominates the identifier in the lexical taxonomy

should be admitted (Halliday, 1967, p. 234 in Collins, 1991a, p. 31).

Even by accepting general nouns into the cleft schema, the class of clefts would

still not be completely open-ended, since according to Collins, the major difference

between clefts and non-clefts, apart from the particular sequence of elements required

(cleft constituent, copula, cleft clause and in some cases, cleft pronouns) comes from

the distinction between identification and attribution. Clefts are identifying con-

structions – equating two entities of the same kind (hence the presence of the copula)

whereas similar non-cleft constructions are attributive expressions – attributing a

property to a particular entity (Collins, 1991a, pp. 37, 38). Examples (138) and

(137) illustrate this difference, as discussed below.

(137) (a) Anne is a science teacher.

(b) ? A science teacher is Anne.

(138) (a) Anne is my science teacher.

(b) My science teacher is Anne.

In (137), Anne is attributed the property of being a science teacher. In sentence

(a), Anne is the (thematically unmarked) subject, whereas in (b), the property is

initial position, as a marked theme. The sentence in (b) may be more or less accept-

able depending on context, and speaker. Here, Anne is an example of someone who
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is science teacher. In (138), however, Anne is identified as being my (unique) science

teacher (in sentence a), and conversely, my maths teacher is identified as being Anne

(in b). Note that in this pair of examples, Anna has different grammatical categories;

it is subject in (a), but object in (b).

The above examples illustrate the difference between the two properties of iden-

tification and attribution. Evidently, identification alone does not lead to the classifi-

cation of cleft, i.e., the examples in (138) are not clefts. Clefts are those constructions

which exhibit the property of identification, but also consist of the appropriate ele-

ments: a cleft constituent, copula and a cleft clause, as well as potentially, an optional

cleft pronoun (not necessarily in this order, depending on the cleft type).

Collins states that this identifying property found in clefts, but not in non-

clefts applied to the entire range of pseudo-clefts (recall that this includes wh-clefts,

‘Collins th-clefts’ and all -clefts) and also arguably to the basic clefts too, with a few

exceptions (1991a, p. 37).

Although the cleft classification proposed by Collins appears to be very broad,

there are still some constructions which he leaves out, due to his rejection of general

nouns in the position preceding the relative clause. One thing which is somewhat

confusing about the construction we are about to consider is the fact that, on the one

hand, it strongly resembles the ‘Collins (reversed) th-cleft’ schema, in that it consists

of a demonstrative pronoun3, followed by a copula, a noun phrase and a relative clause.

However, on the other hand, it has a very different component structure. As we will

see below, the demonstrative pronoun is no longer in the cleft constituent slot, but

instead, it is the noun phrase preceding the relative clause which is highlighted. That

is, the cleft is organized internally in a completely different manner. Consequently, it

is likened to it-clefts, rather than to reversed wh-clefts.

Consider example (139), containing the cleft that was timothy laughing at you.

Here, we have the usual demonstrative pronoun, followed by the copula verb and

a relative clause. This time, however, instead of being headless (or fused) relative

clause, or a pro-noun, the cleft clause is headed by the noun phrase timothy. The

noun Timothy receives focal stress and constitutes the most prominent element of the

cleft. Note also that it is not a pro-noun.

3This is of course a special case from Collins’ perspective, since the slot can be occupied by any

type of noun phrase. It is just that in this work we are primarily concerned with demonstrative

clefts, i.e., clefts which involve demonstrative pronouns in initial position.
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(139) (from WSC, DPC009:0995-1020)

TC: whoever transcribes this tape’s going to get really bored

XX: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉

TC: ha ha ha ha ha ha 〈O〉all laugh〈/O〉

→ SG: that was timothy laughing at you 〈O〉all laugh〈/O〉

DM: 〈drawls〉raise 〈{〉〈[〉c〈/[〉 command〈/drawls〉

TC: 〈[〉maybe we 〈.〉should〈/.〉〈/[〉〈/{〉

These clefts have been noted by Hedberg (1990) and Huddleston and Pullum

(2002), but by far their most in-depth treatment has come from Ball (1977). She

terms them ‘th-clefts’, hence our use of the term ‘Ball th-cleft’, in order to distinguish

between these and what Collins calls th-clefts (referred to here as ‘Collins th-clefts’).

She describes them as the “class of cleft sentences that begin not with it, but with

the th-pronouns this, that, these, those and they”, and includes a detailed list of

examples, reproduced below (1977, p. 57).

(140) (from Ball, 1977, ex. 6-15, p. 57)

(a) This is purely wh-fronting that we’re discussing.

(b) No, this is Henry Hiz who’s giving the talk on incremental meaning.

(c) That has to be Allen who Peter said Betsy hit.

(d) I think that was Judy that you met last time.

(e) No, these aren’t human beings one deals with on Saturday nights.

(f) These are serious grammatical problems he’s touching on here.

(g) Those are my cigarettes you got there, buddy.

(h) Those were T-tests he was requesting.

(i) I think they’re the steps that he’s walking up.

(j) Thus they have to be surface segments that they’re talking about.

Ball argues on the basis of (mostly) structural criteria that th-clefts are so

similar to it-clefts, that they should be grouped together with these. Her reasons

include the fact that both cleft types allow the same range of constituents in focus

position, they have the same structure (with the th-element functioning in the same

way as it), they both have specificational, as well as predicational readings, both can

be generally un-clefted, and so on.

The classification of Ball th-clefts together with it-clefts, as proposed by her,

appears to have gained so much support, that in their Cambridge Grammar of the

English Language, Huddleston and Pullum do not even mention the term ‘th-cleft’,

but rather directly state that “it-clefts and this minor variant with a demonstrative
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as subject make up the class of clefts proper, as opposed to pseudo-clefts” (2002, p.

1420).

There are three major observations to be made, regarding structural differences

between prototypical demonstrative clefts and Collins th-clefts on the one hand, and

Ball th-clefts on the other.

First, the demonstrative pronoun no longer functions as a cleft constituent, as we

saw in the case of prototypical demonstrative clefts and Collins th-clefts. Ball argues

that it has similar properties to those of it in it-clefts. However, in spite of its loss

of the central role as cleft constituent, the demonstrative pronoun can still be found

to have referential force, pointing, not inwards to the upcoming cleft constituent,

but outside the cleft itself, to previous discourse (or in a physically deictic sense, to

entities present at the time of the utterance). For example, in the sentence Those

are my cigarettes you got there, buddy, the demonstrative pronoun points to some

physical entity; the cigarettes which the hearer is presumably holding or smoking.

Similarly, in That has to be Allen who Peter said Betsy hit, the cleft pronoun refers

to the person (present or in a picture) who is assumed to be Allen. The same is true

of the upcoming example from the WSC in (141). In other words, even though Ball

th-clefts may be similar to it-clefts, the two cleft types still exhibit some differences.

Secondly, the cleft constituent is no longer in initial position (i.e., the demon-

strative pronoun), but rather, it follows the copula, in cleft-medial position (the noun

timothy in example 139). In other words, the structure of Ball th-clefts, given in Fig-

ure 5.3 is different from both (prototypical) demonstrative clefts and Collins th-clefts.

Figure 5.3: Ball th-clefts

[demonstrative pronoun  +      copula      +   [    NP          +          [ REL clause ]] ]

        cleft constituent       cleft clause

Thirdly, while in demonstrative clefts, cleft constituents do not always bear focal

stress, in Ball th-clefts, they do. The discourse function of Ball th-clefts is similar to

it-clefts, having contrastive and highlighting roles.

Consider examples (141) and (142).

(141) (from WSC, DPC039:0260-0295)

MG: yeah i mean roy might have to get some photos done anyway well 〈,〉

depends how they charge you for it you i mean if he wants to get
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photos done he can get them done

→ LC: exactly 〈,〉 i think that’s 〈.〉just〈/.〉 that’s the sort of over reaction i

was worried about

MG: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 〈,,〉

LC: you know

MG: 〈drawls〉yeah〈/drawls〉

LC: 〈O〉sniffs〈/O〉 shall we 〈{〉〈[〉turn off〈/[〉

The cleft that’s just the sort of over reaction i was worried about contains focal

stress on the head noun phrase the sort of over reaction and can be un-clefted to I was

worried about just the [that] sort of over reaction. More importantly, however, the

noun phrase (the sort of over reaction i was worried about) functions as an equative

(what I worry about = the sort of over reaction), rather than an attributive marker,

thus satisfying the condition proposed by Collins.

Similarly, in (142), the cleft constituents the switch and the bulb are highlighted

by focal stress, and again, we have the relation of identification (not attribution)

between cleft constituent and cleft clause.

(142) (from WSC, DPC014:1020-1065)

DV: real men don’t eat it 〈,,〉〈&〉3〈/&〉 how many real men does it take to

change a light bulb 〈,,〉〈&〉4〈&〉

FR: tell me

DV: none 〈,〉 real men aren’t afraid of the dark

MK: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 what’s the light bulb got to do with the dark

DV: well if you have a light bulb on it’s NOT

→ MK: no you’ve got to that’s the switch that goes that’s not the bulb 〈,〉 silly

moo

DV: do you know what light bulbs actually are

MK: bits of glass with filaments inside them 〈&〉21:00〈/&〉

DV: mm but what do they do how do they work

MK: they glow up

What is noteworthy about this example is the missing cleft clause in the second

cleft construction that’s not the bulb [that goes]. As we saw in Chapter 4 with demon-

strative clefts, Ball th-clefts can also be truncated, where the ellipted cleft clause is

recoverable from the context/co-text, as in this case, from the directly preceding cleft

construction. We return to truncated headed demonstrative clefts in the next section.

It is necessary to distinguish Ball th-clefts from other similar constructions,

which may have the same elements, appearing in the same sequence, but which do
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not fulfill the conditions of a cleft. As we saw previously, according to Collins, the

key difference between clefts and non-clefts is that the former are identifying con-

structions, whereas the latter are attributing expressions (1991a, pp. 37,38).

Huddleston and Pullum, also concerned with distinguishing it-clefts (recall that

these include Ball th-clefts) from similar but distinct constructions, state that in clefts

(1) the head of the relative clause (i.e., the cleft constituent) receives focal stress, and

(2) the relative clause does not form a constituent with its antecedent (2002, p. 1416).

Consider example (143).

(143) (from WSC, DPC010:0585-0620)

BN: there’s a sort of convention using present tense when you’re stat-

ing 〈?〉the part〈/?〉 that you’re stating and past tense when you’re

〈.〉quoting〈/.〉 when you’re paraphrasing someone else um and if you in

the same sentence mix something that you’re saying with something

that 〈.〉someone 〈/.〉〈.〉w〈/.〉 that the person you’re quoting is saying 〈.〉

then〈/.〉 then you get into all sorts 〈.〉of〈/.〉 〈laughs〉 of 〈/laughs〉 tense

trouble 〈latch〉

MJ: 〈[〉mm〈/[〉〈/{〉 〈&〉8:00〈/&〉 〈softly〉mm〈/softly〉 〈latch〉

BN: um but other 〈.〉than〈/.〉 i’m not 〈.〉really〈/.〉

→ MJ: okay so that’s a learned convention that you have to pick up 〈latch〉

BN: yeah it is

MJ: yeah are there any other learned conventions you’ve had to pick up

〈,,〉

BN: um yeah oh 〈.〉there〈/.〉 〈.〉there〈/.〉 there’s um 〈,,〉 there’s the structure

pyramid structure which is 〈.〉starting〈/.〉 starting at the most im-

portant point and then gradually 〈.〉going〈/.〉 going towards the least

〈{〉〈[〉um〈/[〉 but i’m not sure

The noun phrase a learned convention from the complex clause that’s a learned

convention that you have to pick up does not receive focal stress. As far as ascertaining

whether the noun phrase forms a constituent with the relative clause following it,

things are not so clear-cut, as illustrated in example (144).

(144) Constituency tests

It-cleft ∗ It was [a learned convention that you have to pick up] that that is.

Wh-cleft ∗ What that is is [a learned convention that you have to pick up].
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Movement ? A learned convention that you have to pick up is that.

Passivization ? A learned convention that you have to pick up was that.

Substitution That’s it.

Q. and A. Q. What is that? A. A learned convention that you have to pick up.

Coordination That’s a learned convention you have to pick up and a book you

have to read.

Meaning Yes, the units form a coherent semantic unit.

It seems that despite failing the clefting tests, and despite the fact that the move-

ment test and the passivization test are questionable, the noun phrase and relative

clause do appear to pass the other constituency tests, namely substitution, question

and answer, coordination, and meaning. Note also, that the relative clause is not

identifying, but rather attributive, in that it attributes a property of being learned

to the convention. Finally, the construction cannot be un-clefted since ∗ A learned

convention you have to pick up does not constitute a grammatical sentence.

Similarly, example (145) contains a construction resembling a Ball th-cleft,

which is in fact not a cleft for the same reasons outlined for (143). The relative

clause attributes a property (namely, of being the reason why they think people get

maturity onset diabetes) to head noun phrase the theory. Moreover, the head noun

phrase one of the theories does not receive focal stress, and it does form a constituent

with the relative clause why they think people get maturity onset diabetes4. Finally,

as with the previous example, it is not possible to un-cleft the construction: ∗ Why

they think people get maturity onset diabetes one of the theories.

(145) (from WSC, DPC024:0440-0475)

TS: well i don’t know if i’m addicted but you know every time you have

a bit of chocolate 〈.〉your〈/.〉 your body has to secrete heaps of insulin

to 〈&〉4:00〈/&〉 deal with it and i think i’ll 〈.〉be〈/.〉 i’m sure i’ll get

maturity onset diabetes

4In light of the discussion of constituency relating to cleft constituents and cleft clauses, it appears

that the substitution test is uninformative since every construction can pass it. Similarly clefting,

passivization and movement tests are also not meaningful because all constructions seem to fail

them, or at least give doubtful results. The constituency tests which appear most relevant are the

question and answer test (though not for all clefts, for instance the ‘Ball th-cleft’ Those are my

cookies you are eating does not pass this test), and the coordination test. The meaning test can also

be useful; however, it is often rather loose and ambiguous. Anything can be seen as forming some

kind of coherent semantic unit depending on how far the analyst is willing to stretch the concept of

a coherent semantic unit. The reason why some of the constituency tests do not work as well might

have to do with the fact that the constituents being tested are very long and complex.
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KA: it’s for the sugar that it has to 〈,〉 secrete the insulin 〈latch〉

→ TS: yeah but i think your pancreas isn’t that what they 〈.〉th〈/.〉

that’s one of the theories why they think people get maturity

〈{1〉〈[1〉onset〈/[1〉 diabetes just from years of 〈,〉 pancreas getting

〈{2〉〈[2〉tired〈/[2〉

KA: 〈[1〉yeah〈/[1〉〈/{1〉

LU: 〈[2〉yeah〈/[2〉〈/{2〉 i think chocolate has two things

Table 5.1 summarises the various peripheral demonstrative cleft types found in

the WSC data. As can be seen from the table, there are no examples with the noun

heads the time, the place, or the one, and in general, there are very few examples of

these peripheral demonstrative clefts altogether.

Table 5.1: Headed demonstrative cleft frequencies in WSC (per circa 200,000 words
of conversation)

Noun phrase type noun phrase raw counts
Pro-nouns (Collins th-clefts) the way 7

the reason 2
the thing 1

General nouns (Ball th-clefts) various 18
Total 28

Two general and thus, more far-reaching observations can be made from the

discussion of th-clefts. The first point has to do with the inclusion of these various

constructions (both Ball th-clefts and Collins th-clefts) into the category of ‘cleft’. Is

it worthwhile and perhaps, even necessary to broaden the class of clefts to such an

extent that its boundaries expand to include a vast range of constructions, comprising

many which are in fact quite different from each other?

Turning to the comments of Jucker, we find that in his view “casting a wide

net has the advantage of providing a rich collection of very similar constructions that

highlight each other’s distinct properties, but it has the disadvantage of making it

difficult to compare Collins’ results with similar results from other corpora” (1996, p.

700). While these comments are directed specifically at Collins’s 1991 book, they do

apply to the debate in general. As Collins himself explains, analyses based on limited

sets of data lead to limited understanding of the construction in question (1991a, p.

26). Having a broader (or looser) classification of clefts can help uncover properties
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or highlight connections between various cleft types, which may otherwise never have

been exposed.

As for the problem of having incomparable results, this can be ameliorated by

making clear what counts as a cleft and what does not, and by then (ideally) setting

a standard which more and more researchers follow. By limiting the scope of various

classes investigated to “safer” options (which others are unlikely to dispute), we set

ourselves up for missing precisely what it is that the research is hoping to achieve,

which is to get a better understanding of the construction(s) under scrutiny. It is

often these very debates stimulated by controversy over what should and should not

be included as a member of a given category that pave the way for a more grounded

and in-depth grasp of the category itself.

Secondly, the discussion of various types of th-clefts has highlighted the draw-

backs of classifications based solely on form. For the most part, cleft taxonomy has

its basis specifically on form (that is, English form to be more exact), relating to what

the ‘signature’ elements of the various cleft constructions are, i.e., the presence of it,

that or this, the, and wh-words.

Confirmation of ongoing support for this tradition comes from the very coining

of the term ‘th-cleft’. As we saw above, the term is used to refer to what are in fact

rather distinct cleft types, with different structures and distinct intonational patterns

– the choice being made solely on grounds of overt form. In this case, the situation

is particularly unfortunate since the choice of the term itself, ‘th’, arises from two

separate forms as it were (one has to do with the demonstratives that/those, this/these

and the pronoun they ; while the other has to do with the definite article the). As

a consequence, we are left with two classes of th-clefts which are different from each

other in most respects, but which share the same name. This makes it confusing for

writers and readers alike who must be careful to explain and work out, respectively,

which construction they are dealing with.

Practical considerations aside, it can be argued that having a taxonomy of clefts

based on the elements which appear in these is rather meaningless and in general,

uninformative. The point is perhaps made more salient by the th-cleft debate because

of the use of similar forms (th-words) in constructions whose internal structure, into-

national patterns and discourse functions are quite different. Clefts such as Those are

my cigarettes you got there, buddy and That was the way that she was treated are both

termed th-clefts on the basis of the occurrence of the form those in one, and the way

in the other – yet the label tells us nothing worthwhile about either their structure
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or their function. Furthermore, add examples like That’s what I thought and That is

where he’s going to the sample and suddenly, if we are to follow tradition, we have

three very different constructions which are now labelled by the same name, and a

very insubstantial one too.

Finally, there is also the obvious problem of cross-linguistic applicability which is

often a culprit associated with English linguistics. Cleft models based solely on overt

elements present in the various constructions hinder investigations of functionally

equivalent phenomena in other languages. The further away one abstracts from the

overt, the easier it becomes to make cross-linguistics comparisons.

The solution to this problem resides with a change in the way cleft constructions

are classified, i.e., a change in terminology. That is not that say that we must abandon

the existing terminology altogether, but instead, that we should perhaps envisage a

more informative ‘bigger picture’ (at least as far the cross-linguistic level is concerned).

A better (but evidently, not the only) way to classify cleft constructions might be

to consider structure, rather than (overt) form. Rather than grouping clefts in the

traditional division between (it-) clefts and wh-clefts (further split into basic wh-clefts

and reversed wh-clefts), they could be classified according to the position of the cleft

constituent in the clause complex (initially, medially, or finally). At first glance, this

classification may appear somewhat arbitrary, but it turns out that there are several

reasons why this distinction is beneficial and meaningful, as discussed in what follows.

First, going right back to the root of cleft constructions, we recall that these serve

to highlight or thematize particular constituents. They bring into focus information

considered salient by the speaker, which is coded in what we call ‘cleft constituents’.

Cleft constituents are an essential part of the cleft and can be understood to ‘drive’

the selection of the construction in the first place. From this perspective, it seems

fitting to have the various positions of the cleft constituent as markers of cleft type.

More compelling support comes from the fact that as the cleft constituent is

observed to occupy different positions within the cleft construction, we note that its

properties vary slightly with each different position. For instance, as illustrated by

example (146), medial cleft constituents (almost) always bear focal stress, whereas

initial or final cleft constituents (often) do not. This is particularly infrequent for

demonstrative clefts (as discussed in the previous chapter).

(146) Initial position

A book on English linguistics is what I am after.

that ’s what I had in mind to write about next.
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A sense of humour is the thing Godzilla needed most.

A good meal and a bed is all Mary felt she could ask for.

Medial position

It was the dream house that I went in search of first.

That’s a poor soul that makes a comment like that.

Final position

What my mother wanted me to do was medicine.

The thing I dreaded most was the maths exam.

All that I had in mind was a good night’s rest.

Other most subtle considerations which have to do with that is highlighted

(i.e., the cleft constituent) influence the desired position of this material inside the

cleft. For example, longer, more complex material is unlikely to occur in clefts with

a medially positioned cleft constituent, and most likely to occur in clefts where it is

finally positioned. Compare the following clefts.

(147) Medial position

It was what everyone wanted to do after supper that worried her most of all.

? That’s what everyone wanted to do after supper that worried her most of all.

Final position

What worried her most of all was what everyone wanted to do after supper.

The thing that worried her most of all was what everyone wanted to do after supper.

All that worried her was what everyone wanted to do after supper.

The medial position examples seem cumbersome and difficult to process,

whereas the final position ones appear to be more natural and easier to parse. From

a production perspective too, the lack of planning time makes it easier for speakers

to leave the longer, more complex portions of discourse to the end of the clause com-

plex, rather than placing them at the beginning (as can also be seen from the lack of

complex noun phrases or gerund clauses in subject position for instance, cf. work by

Miller and Weinert, 1998, and others).

Further evidence of the fact that cleft constructions lend themselves to being

grouped in the ‘cleft constituent in the initial slot’, ‘cleft constituent in the medial

slot’, and ‘cleft constituent in the final slot’ is provided by the results of previous

research regarding similarities and natural groupings between various cleft types.

Take for example, the long held categorization of demonstrative clefts with re-

versed wh-clefts, discussed in Chapter 4, section 4.1. Although I argue that there are
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sufficient differences between the two cleft types to warrant a distinct investigation

of each type, studies by Collins (2004b, 1987), Lambrecht (2001), Miller (1996a), and

Weinert and Miller (1996) have instinctively grouped them together. Both demon-

strative clefts and reversed wh-clefts have their cleft constituents in initial position5.

Independent of this work, we have seen earlier in this section that Ball (1977),

Hedberg (1990) and Huddleston and Pullum (2002) treat (what Ball terms) th-clefts

as being very similar to it-clefts. In both constructions, the cleft constituents appear

in medial position.

This general pattern seems to confirm the natural grouping between cleft types

where the cleft constituent occurs in the same position. Figure 5.4 shows what the

proposed cleft classification might look like for English. The tree may have less

branches for other languages and indeed, maybe more for others, but in the case of

English, it has the ones given below. Each cleft type is exemplified below in italics.

Figure 5.4: Cleft types

Cleft types 

Initial cleft 

constituent

Medial cleft 

constituent

Final cleft 

constituent

dem.  

clefts

reversed

wh-clefts

reversed

all-clefts

reversed

Collins

th-clefts

it-clefts Ball

th-clefts

Collins

th-clefts

wh-clefts all-clefts

That’s

what I 

want.

A book 

is what 

I want. 

A book 

is all I 

want.

A book 

is the 

thing I 

want.

It was 

my book 

that he 

wanted.

That

was my 

book

that he 

wanted.

The

thing I 

want

most is

a book. 

What I 

want is 

a book. 

All I 

want is 

a book. 

It may turn out that the diagram in Figure 5.4 is actually incomplete, since

there is one type of cleft which we have not mentioned or discussed so far, namely

5Note that the two issues are rather separate from each other. While it is true that demonstrative

clefts might be different enough from reversed wh-clefts to produce interesting and (hopefully) useful

insights when analysed separately from these, this does not change the fact they also have tendencies

which naturally bring them closer to reversed wh-clefts than to any other cleft type.
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what Lambrecht (2001) terms ‘inferential’ cleft, e.g., It was not that she was late

which bothered me, it’s that she totally forgot about the money. This construction –

if we accept it as being indeed a cleft – has been analysed by some as not containing

a cleft constituent at all (see for example Collins, 1991a, p. 35). In other words, we

would need to add a fourth branch to the cleft types in the figure above, termed ‘no

cleft constituent’.

We now leave the issue of cleft classification and return to demonstrative clefts,

to discuss truncated Ball th-clefts.

5.3 Truncated headed demonstrative clefts

The notion of truncated clefts was introduced in Chapter 3, to refer to cleft construc-

tions which do not comprise (overt) cleft clauses, thus containing a cleft constituent

and a copula verb (and also a cleft pronoun in some cleft types, such as it-clefts: It

wasn’t me.). Recall that, as discussed on p. 72, in English, the phenomenon has only

been noted for it-clefts and not mentioned in relation to other cleft types.

We will see in this section that, first, missing cleft clauses can also occur with

Ball th-clefts in English (which brings further support to the strong link between

these and it-clefts, as well as, indirectly, to the cleft classification proposed in the

previous section). Secondly, like it-clefts, truncated Ball th-clefts also pose problems

of disambiguation between cleft and non-cleft constructions6.

Let us begin by considering some examples of truncated demonstrative clefts.

(148) (from WSC, DPC030:0720-0745)

AS: what is it

PT: 〈O〉burps〈/O〉

→ GG: 〈drawls〉it is〈/drawls〉 〈{〉〈[〉 that was〈/[〉 peter by the way 〈latch〉

XX: 〈[〉〈O〉exhales〈/O〉〈/[〉〈/{〉

AS: 〈{〉〈[〉yeah yeah peter’s burping now〈/[〉

6See a recent paper by Birner et al. (2007) which argues at length for a different approach to

truncated Ball th-clefts, doing away with the construction’s cleft status. Under this view, construc-

tions such as that’s my mother (truncated th-clefts), that would be Tom (epistemic would equatives),

and that’s your cousin who’s beating up that woman (th-clefts) are shown to be “functionally com-

positional”, and not considered to be clefts at all.
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(149) (from WSC, DPC083:0845-0870)

BA: we get no INCOME except for a government grant 〈&〉10:00〈/&〉 〈,〉 but

we pay full business rates 〈,〉 telecom’s happy because they’re charging

→ 〈?〉 so 〈.〉 that’s 〈/.〉〈/?〉 〈{〉〈[〉 〈?〉full〈/?〉 business rates 〈/[〉

CH: 〈[〉〈drawls〉yes〈/drawls〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 then they’re spending so much with enor-

mous advertising they send in your phone bill you 〈.〉get〈/.〉 you get

about 〈{〉 〈[〉〈?〉four〈/?〉 the stuff it seems to me〈/[〉

In both, (148) and (149), we have two constructions that was peter by the way

and that’s full business rates, respectively, which resemble Ball th-clefts in that they

comprise a demonstrative pronoun (that), followed by a copula verb and a highlighted

element (peter and full business rates), which receives focal stress. What they are

both missing is their cleft clauses. In spite of this, it can be argued that these

constructions are indeed clefts, on the basis that they have almost all component

elements present, and their ellipted cleft clauses are directly recoverable from the

co-text: that was peter [(who was) burping] by the way and that’s full business rates

[(that) they are charging] – notice that these cleft clauses appear in the immediate

co-text. Furthermore, we can construct non-cleft counterparts (peter was burping →

that was peter who was burping, and they are charging full business rates → that’s

full business rates that they are charging).

Similarly, example (150) contains a truncated cleft that’s for the sake of the

ground [that they’re really tough on there being flat shoes]. This time, the cleft con-

stituent is a prepositional phrase, rather than the usual noun phrase. It is actually

the only example in the entire set of data analysed to contain a phrase other than a

noun phrase in this slot.

(150) (from WSC, DPC003:0295-0330)

MJ: oh yes 〈{〉〈[〉short sleeves〈/[〉 are allowed 〈latch〉

RW: 〈[〉are they?〈/[〉〈/{〉 oh they’re allowed are they? mm

MJ: 〈O〉voc〈/O〉 the only thing they’re REALLY tough on is they must be

flat shoes

RW: yes 〈{〉〈[〉〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉〈/[〉

→ FG: 〈[〉 that’s for〈/[〉〈/{〉 the sake of the ground 〈latch〉

RW: obviously yes

FG: the same way as the only time they close the golf course it’s because

if you played on it 〈,〉 you would damage it

Hence, it can be said that the examples discussed so far are not problematic,

on the basis that we have a good idea what the corresponding cleft clause might
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be. Difficulties arise, however, when it is not at all clear from the co-text what

the “omitted” cleft clause should be. This does not mean that the construction is

ambiguous in meaning, but rather, it is ambiguous in structure. Consider example

(151) below.

(151) (from WSC, DPC078:1595-1660)

This segment follows an entire conversation about what speaker AS did over the

holidays.

AS: when’s the last time you went to the gym

PP: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 a whole week ago

AS: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 crack

PP: actually it’s not quite a week

AS: mm we need some toast or something some bread to toast

PP: there’s plenty of biscuits 〈{〉〈[〉 in fact there’s a really nice squashed

monte carlo〈/[〉

XX: 〈[〉toasted nice toasted chocolate toffee 〈/[〉〈/{〉 pop

PP: 〈laughs〉just what i feel like dripping chocolate 〈laughs〉 〈O〉all laugh〈/O〉

→ AS: mm yeah so that’s that’s my holidays up till now

XX: and you’ve still got another 〈{〉〈[〉week〈/[〉

AS: 〈[〉week〈/[〉〈/{〉 and a half 〈{1〉〈[1〉well a week 〈/[1〉 yeah a week

〈{2〉〈[2〉〈?〉it’s quite〈/?〉 〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉〈/[2〉

XX: 〈[1〉oh cool〈/[1〉〈/{1〉

While, it is clear what the meaning of the construction given in italics is, that’s

my holidays up till now, it is not easy to tell if the it should be regarded as ellipted

(that’s my holidays that I’ve been having up till now) or not.

Similarly in (152), there is no clear indication of what might be a suitable cleft

clause “missing” from the potential cleft construction that’s a point. The expression

that’s a point is idiomatic, and it is an utterance used by speakers as a way of saying

that they have not thought about the point just made, and are currently considering

it for the first time. This “point” may be mentioned by other participants in the

conversation or by the speaker themselves, having realised that they missed something

previously.

(152) (from WSC, DPC014:0730-0755)

DV: are you gonna cook 〈?〉bob and them〈/?〉 a roast is that it 〈latch〉 i

think it’s probably a bit many to have a roast i think i’ll just do

chops and roast vegetables i think that’s probably the easiest i’ve got

plenty of chops sounds good to me 〈,,〉〈&〉3〈/&〉
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FR: oh i hope i’ve got plenty of dishes to put them into 〈?〉 which i hadn’t

→ 〈/?〉 thought of 〈,,〉〈&〉5〈/&〉 that’s a point

DV: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉

FR: maybe i haven’t

MK: well just dish them up 〈,〉 you don’t have to have them in dishes

Finally, (153) gives another construction where it is not straightforward to de-

cide whether we are dealing with a truncated cleft or merely a simple equative clause.

(153) (from WSC, DPC089:0980-1015)

AQ: no um seriously well vacuuming i’ll probably have to do at least twice

a week and it does take quite a long time 〈,〉 um 〈,〉 drying the dishes

not much time 〈,,〉 〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉 um does this say five dollars

〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉 the vacuuming twice a week and say two fifty

to be nice to ermintrude 〈{〉〈[〉 〈.〉 or 〈/.〉〈/[〉

BG: 〈[〉to be〈/[〉〈/{〉 nice to ermintrude

AQ: 〈laughs〉yeah〈/laughs〉 give me heaps of money for drying the dishes

→ but that’s all week isn’t it oh just give me five bucks 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉

shall we 〈.〉 just〈/.〉 oh maybe not we could just say the same i suppose

you just used to put it in every two weeks

The problem of truncated clefts also makes its presence in Collins’ 1991 book

on clefts mentioned earlier. He includes truncated clefts in what he terms “system

deviant and incomplete” examples, where constructions such as that in (154)7 are

included as clefts in the analysis, whereas those in (155) are not.

(154) (from Collins, 1991, ex. 63 and 64, p. 46)

(a) It is not the observation of likeness which is at fault in popular etymology, it is

the act that conclusions about the relationships of words, drawn from comparisons,

happen to be erroneous. (LOB G51,59-61)

(b) It’s their interest you want – not their sympathy.(LOB F03,175,176)

(155) (from Collins, 1991, ex. 65 and 67, p. 47)

(a) ‘The cat will have got itself out through the coal-shoot. Bound to –’

7Collins makes a very interesting point regarding example (b), namely, that we really have two

possible analyses to choose from. The first involves one cleft construction, where part of the cleft

constituent is paratactically “displaced” to the end of the relative clause. The second analysis

comprises two distinct cleft constructions, a “full” cleft, followed by a reduced cleft, containing an

ellipted cleft pronoun, copula and cleft clause. Collins adopts the latter analysis due to its strong

resemblance to other truncated clefts.
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‘It hasn’t. I heard it mewing. I am sure and certain it was the cat – let go of me,

George!’ (LOB P01,105-6)

(b) The word put an idea into his head, and he hurried through to the lounge and

went to the phone. He dialled a Streatham number, and in a few moments was

gratified to hear Conquest’s clear voice.

‘It’s me, sir – Fred,’panted the porter. ‘Something’s happened, sir.’ (LOB N05,178)

So where does Collins draw the line? Even though, admittedly, he is concerned

with it-clefts in his study, the discussion applies equally to demonstrative clefts:

The criterion that has been used to separate clefts with ellipsed relative

such as (63) [example (a) in (154)], from copular sentences with referential

it as subject, it is clear retrieveability of items representing the ellipsed

relative clause, either directly from the co-text or context, or indirectly

via references from them. To put it another way, a non-elliptical interpre-

tation has been preferred unless there is strong evidence indicating ellipsis

(Collins, 1991a, p. 46).

However, as we have seen in the previous examples, it is not always easy to

decide whether or not there is evidence of “retrieveability”. It often depends on how

far the analyst is willing to stretch the concept of retrieveability. It may indeed be the

case that there is a continuum between these types of truncated clefts in general (be

they demonstrative clefts or it-clefts) and similar non-cleft constructions, as proposed

by Declerck (1988). The issue remains open for debate.

The data from the WSC shows that cleft clauses are not the only portions

“missing” from some cleft constructions in speech. Sometimes, other parts are also

missing, as exemplified below – though these are presumably not consciously left out,

but rather they are the result of planning and processing constraints imposed on

speakers producing spontaneous language.

(156) (from WSC, DPC334:1260-1305)

QT: it’s not still it’s 〈latch〉

LR: and i think it’s 〈{〉〈[〉a habit〈/[〉

QT: 〈[〉yeah〈/[〉〈/{〉 it is 〈,〉 but that’s 〈.〉wh〈/.〉 i must admit that’s my 〈.〉m〈/.〉

my most vulnerable time now is still it’s the evenings and that’s even

even though er i mean at least with 〈.〉m〈/.〉 round round the corner

there the the house was smoke free you know but so that’s that makes
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makes it a lot easier for me in giving up but i still find at nights i still

→ think oh and that’s when i get usually get a 〈O〉inhales〈/O〉 〈?〉 i’ll

go〈/?〉 i wonder if i’ll have some chocolate biscuits or some

LR: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 〈latch〉 hot toast with heaps of butter 〈.〉i〈/.〉 melted but-

ter in it

QT: but i haven’t put on any weight yet so i’ve been

The cleft construction in (156) is missing (presumably) the word craving : that’s

when i usually get a craving. Similarly, in (157) and (158), the cleft clauses are missing

their verb phrases, from context, presumably something like get and are not straight,

respectively.

(157) (from WSC, DPC004:1380-1415)

IB: because er er at school whenever we speak maori well we’re we are

punished

BH: really 〈{〉〈[〉〈.〉how〈/.〉〈/[〉 how were you punished

IB: 〈[〉yes〈/[〉〈/{〉 oh strapping 〈&〉19:00〈/&〉 〈&〉heated discussion〈/&〉 when

→ i was at queen victoria that’s what i used to 〈,〉 i’m punished every

time they 〈,〉 〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉 i forget and then i speak maori

〈latch〉

BH: mhm 〈latch〉

(158) (from WSC, DPC062:0635-0685)

AL: i mean 〈.〉they〈/.〉 〈{1〉〈[1〉i mean〈/[1〉 i’m not being 〈{2〉〈[2〉you know〈/[2〉

i mean mum and dad spent three grand on these teeth 〈{3〉〈[3〉you〈/[3〉

know 〈,,〉 but yeah the only thing is these 〈,〉 two here have um are

not straight

BR: 〈[1〉right〈/[1〉〈/{1〉 〈[2〉yeah they are〈/[2〉〈/{2〉 〈[3〉 yeah〈/[3〉〈/{3〉 oh

〈{〉〈[〉yeah〈/[〉

CH: 〈[〉i reckon〈/[〉〈/{〉 〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉 〈?〉grinds down a bit〈/?〉

→ AL: oh well that’s 〈.〉part〈/.〉 that’s 〈{〉〈[〉why 〈?〉they〈/?〉〈/[〉

DV: 〈[〉i reckon〈/[〉〈/{〉 it’s only the top ones that really matter

〈{1〉〈[1〉because 〈{2〉〈[2〉you〈/[2〉 don’t see the 〈/[1〉 bottom ones

CH: 〈[1〉mm 〈?〉it is〈/?〉〈/[1〉〈/{1〉

BR: 〈[2〉yeah〈/[2〉〈/{2〉

AL: yeah

What is common to all incomplete demonstrative clefts (demonstrative clefts

which are missing individual phrases, not their entire cleft clauses or the copula itself)
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found in the WSC data is that the missing components are always from inside the

cleft clause (and in particular, the final elements of the clause). The reason for this

could be that the speaker is already thinking and planning ahead to what they are

about to say, and has therefore stopped concentrating on what is currently being said.

Added support to this hypothesis comes from the fact that incomplete demonstrative

clefts are always followed by more speech and are never found turn-finally.

As can be seen from examples (156)-(158), the other participants in the con-

versation are not at all unsure of what is being said. The context provides enough

background information to allow successful interpretation without further need of

clarification (notice that no one asks any questions or appears to be confused).

What is interesting is the fact that incomplete demonstrative clefts are extremely

rare in the WSC corpus; only six examples from a total of 205 cleft constructions.

This figure is perhaps lower than critics of spoken material as being full of performance

errors might have us believe.

5.4 Un-integrated demonstrative clefts in speech

The last type of problematic demonstrative cleft we consider is the case of un-

integrated demonstrative clefts. Un-integratedness, that is, loose syntactic integra-

tion, is not unknown to the grammarian of spoken language. The phenomenon has

been attested for various types of constructions (such as relative clauses, conditional

clauses, temporal clauses, complement clauses) in different languages (English, Ital-

ian, Finnish, German, Russian, Sochiapan Chinantec) and has become associated

with spoken grammar (see Chapter 2, section 2.3.4 for more details).

While researchers recognize and continue to uncover further examples of un-

integrated structures in spoken data, they are also still trying to come up with new

ways of analysing these difficult cases, which refuse to align themselves to existing

models of syntax. While I am not aiming to provide direct answers to this question

here, my goal is to illustrate the phenomenon with examples from a different type of

construction than the ones investigated so far, namely the demonstrative cleft. It is

hoped that by increasing our set of un-integrated constructions, we can eventually

obtain a better understanding of their characteristics and functions, and thus come

up with a formal way of accounting for their presence.

It turns out that the demonstrative cleft is rather unlikely to present examples
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of un-integratedness, when compared with other cleft types found in spoken language

(particularly the it-cleft), as we will see in Chapter 6. One reason why this may

be the case is that the demonstrative cleft involves (typically) given information

and a relatively fixed structure, thus constituting a relatively light cognitive load for

speakers. Often (though admittedly not always), un-integratedness is associated with

complex constructions demanding a high level of concentration to produce, which can

lead to the speaker loosing their train of thought and “deviating” from the original

construction which they started out with.

Even so, we still find some examples of loosely integrated cleft clauses inside

demonstrative clefts. The WSC data investigated contains eight references of un-

integrated demonstrative clefts, which will be discussed in the remaining part of this

section. Examples (159)-(161) illustrate the typical un-integrated demonstrative clefts

found.

(159) (from WSC, DPC009:0220-0420)

Students are discussing their syntax assignment. Some parts of the discussion

are left out due to space constraints, but the important thing to notice is that

speaker SG mentions the role played by intuition in solving the task set by the

assignment earlier on in the conversation. After some debating about what the

answer might be, speaker TC picks up on this point again in the demonstrative cleft.

SG: um 〈,〉 my intuitions would say that this should be bracketed together

〈,,〉 well in some ways 〈.〉i〈/.〉 i could see an argument for THAT as much

as an argument that goes this way 〈,,〉

XX: more than 〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉

SG: yeah well i’m just not clear why they why they do it this why which

is x bar rather than this way which is it’s not clear that there is some

sort of priority 〈,,〉

... [1 minute and 50 seconds of conversation go by]

DM: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 〈latch〉

SG: 〈?〉actually 〈,〉 or hoping to〈/?〉

DM: i was exploring

KL: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉

→ TC: that’s what all this stuff’s based on is intuition 〈,,〉

SG: that’s true

TC: cos if it’s 〈{〉〈[〉not〈/[〉 grammatical it’s intuitively not grammatical not

for any other reason

In (159), it is difficult to work out where the cleft ends and where a separate
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clause complex begins. The construction that’s what all this stuff’s based on is intu-

ition contains a demonstrative pronoun, followed by the copula, a wh-clause, headed

by the wh-word what, and then another copula and a noun phrase. It appears that the

cleft clause is part of the demonstrative cleft construction that’s what all this stuff’s

based on on the one hand, and at the same time, also part of the (basic) wh-cleft what

all this stuff’s based on is intuition, on the other. What is more, the cleft constituent

of the wh-cleft is in fact the value of the demonstrative cleft, since we can replace the

demonstrative pronoun by the final noun phrase (and preserve the meaning of the

construction): Intuition is what all this stuff’s based on.

As mentioned before, the phenomenon (perhaps an instance of anacoluthon) is

not widespread in the corpus, but it does seem to be consistent, in that, it is always

the same type of un-integration that we find (for example, it is never the clefted

constituent which is dislocated, or the copula which is repeated, as we find with other

cleft types, as discussed in Chapter 6).

Similarly, in (160), we have the same problem, namely the cleft clause is followed

by a copula and an adverbial clause of reason. As before, the cleft constituent of the

wh-cleft, constitutes the value of the demonstrative cleft: Because she has such a hard

time is the reason roz had such a thing about her ear.

(160) (from WSC, DPC062:0350-0395)

DV: 〈?〉she’s〈/?〉 perfect

AL: yeah perfect there’s nothing wrong with the child blah blah blah

BR: mm

AL: but yeah her ears have actually 〈,〉 so she might be lucky

CH: 〈?〉kids are really 〈{〉〈[〉cruel though eh〈/?〉〈/[〉

AL: 〈[〉because kids are cruel〈/[〉〈/{〉 i mean 〈{1〉〈[1〉 kids ARE〈/[1〉 really

→ cruel and roz that’s the reason roz had such 〈.〉ha〈/.〉 had such a thing

about HER ear was 〈{2〉〈[2〉because〈/[2〉 she’d had such a hard 〈{3〉

〈[3〉time〈/[3〉

BR: 〈[1〉yeah they are〈/[1〉〈/{1〉 〈[2〉yeah〈/[2〉〈/{2〉 〈[3〉a hard〈/[3〉〈/{3〉 time

〈{〉〈[〉right〈/[〉

Finally, in example (161), we have a copula and verb phrase following the cleft

clause. Note that the speaker DN uses the un-integrated construction, despite the fact

that the un-integrated (or loosely integrated) is nest is uttered in the immediately

preceding turn. In other words, it might be expected that leaving the demonstrative

cleft to this is what you’re meant to do would suffice since the other participants
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would know what the speaker is referring to (i.e., nesting). So if the speaker is not

uttering the [copula + VP] for clarity, why are they present? One possibility could

come from the fact that this-clefts are, by and large, forward looking (as discussed

in Chapter 4, page 89) and therefore, the speaker is expecting to give the value of

the demonstrative cleft, after the cleft itself. (Evidently, without asking the speaker

about this, we may never really know.)

(161) (from WSC, DPC066:1190-1225)

DN: julia told me and since then i’ve been doing it

CH: 〈[〉〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[〉〈/{〉

BT: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉

AL: what nesting

→ DN: this is what you’re 〈{〉〈[〉meant to do is nest〈/[〉

CH: 〈[〉cleaning out your cupboard〈/[〉〈/{〉 〈,〉 well i 〈{〉〈[〉never〈/[〉

AL: 〈[〉as〈/[〉〈/{〉 long as you don’t make little things of

〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉 paper or 〈latch〉

Examples (159)-(161) show a consistent pattern, whereby a demonstrative cleft

is followed by what looks to be the remains of a basic wh-cleft, minus its cleft clause.

In other words, what we have is a kind of merging between two clefts (a double cleft

construction perhaps) which share one and the same cleft clause, as represented in

Figure 5.5 for example (161).

Figure 5.5: Representation of the un-integrated cleft from example (161)

 [ That ] ’s  [  [ what ]     [ you’re     meant      to   do ] ]    is   [ nest ]

dem cleft 

constituent

 copula cleft

clause

wh- cleft 

constituent

 copula 

basic wh-cleft 

demonstrative cleft 

A more general representation of the un-integrated demonstrative clefts found

in the WSC data is given in Figure 5.6, on the following page. The cleft constituent of

the demonstrative cleft is, as per usual, a demonstrative pronoun (typically singular,
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and usually that), whereas, the cleft constituent of the wh-cleft can range from a noun

phrase, to a verb phrase or even a whole clause (double clefts are also mentioned by

McConvell, 1998, Massam, 1999, and Ross-Hagebaum, 2004).

Figure 5.6: Structure of un-integrated demonstrative clefts

Clause complex 

Demonstrative 

Cleft

Basic

Wh-Cleft 

    cleft constituent   COPULA       cleft clause   COPULA    cleft constituent 

              

As mentioned earlier in this section, these are not the only type of un-integrated

demonstrative clefts found in the WSC data. There are two examples that differ from

the pattern described above, discussed in what follows. Let us begin by considering

example (162). The cleft that’s what the yanks do is followed by another demon-

strative pronoun that and the qualifier a lot, and then by the verb phrase race the

series.

(162) (from WSC, DPC032:0660-0705)

AW: none of 〈.〉them〈/.〉 oh except oh 〈.〉bol〈/.〉 yeah no 〈?〉bolt charter〈/?〉

never won anything did he 〈,〉 won the interdominion consolation

that’s nothing that’s not a group one race

BH: 〈[〉〈O〉coughs〈/O〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 still aren’t 〈.〉 they 〈/.〉

AW: not really it’s not the new zealand cup or the derby

BH: still big 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 〈&〉8:00〈/&〉 〈,,〉〈&〉3 〈/&〉

→ AW: that’s what the yanks do that a lot race the series 〈.〉 they〈/.〉 they

race 〈.〉their〈/.〉 〈.〉their〈/.〉 the meadowlands i mean you’ve got to be

sort of a one fifty one miler to be allowed to race in the meadowlands

〈latch〉

BH: that horse won’t be allowed to go in the meadowlands 〈latch〉

AW: but anyway the um they race two heats like with the two year one

old that ran one forty nine the other day ran one fifty to qualify for

the final and the semi final 〈?〉you had the 〈/?〉 quarter final and the

semi final on the one night and then the finals two 〈{〉〈[〉nights later
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Leaving aside the deictic part that, the construction is very much like the other

un-integrated clefts which we have seen in this section, except for the fact that it is

missing the copula verb: that’s what the yanks do that a lot [is] race the series. The

second demonstrative pronoun is reminiscent of the shadow pronoun found in some

relative clauses identified in speech, such as the girl that I gave her the book or the

girl that I borrowed her book (see Chapter 2, page 15 for a discussion).

The second demonstrative pronoun that appears to point cataphorically to the

upcoming verb phrase, following the cleft clause. However, it may also point anaphor-

ically to the cleft constituent. Or alternatively, it could simply be a repetition (by

mistake) of the cleft constituent. We simply do not know what the structure of the

construction is and how the various parts hang together. The fact that this is the

only example in the data of this type is also not helpful in determining whether this

is indeed a common pattern or simply an error.

The second un-integrated cleft which does not align itself with the majority of

the un-integrated demonstrative clefts in the WSC data is given in example (163).

This time we have the cleft that’s where i’m at in the thinking in terms of having um.

(163) (from WSC, DPC071:0430-0505)

AY: most of it was straight german 〈O〉tut〈/O〉 a lot of 〈.〉it〈/.〉 visual asso-

ciation um lots of practice and using the language and then 〈.〉the〈/.〉

the grammar points coming up 〈,〉 from those examples that 〈&〉11:00

〈/&〉 they 〈{4〉 〈[4〉were〈/[4〉 actually using er reinforcing the vocabulary

tying in 〈.〉the〈/.〉 〈,,〉 the time and the number and the money thing

altogether into the one unit so they weren’t separated 〈{5〉〈[5〉out〈/[5〉

and little video thing so i thought if i could get those elements into

〈{6〉〈[6〉 the computer programme 〈/[6〉 er that 〈.〉s〈/.〉 would be really

good

BE: 〈[1〉aha〈/[1〉〈/{1〉 〈[2〉yeah〈/[2〉〈/{2〉 〈[3〉yeah 〈/[3〉〈/{3〉 〈[4〉mm〈/[4〉〈/{4〉

〈[5〉mm〈/[5〉〈/{5〉 〈[6〉 right 〈laughs〉yeah〈/laughs〉〈/[6〉〈/{6〉 yeah

〈unclear〉 word〈/unclear〉 there’s heaps of ideas there 〈?〉she’s〈/?〉

〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉 〈latch〉

→ AY: so that’s where 〈.〉i〈/.〉 i’m at in the thinking in terms of having um

〈,,〉〈&〉4〈/&〉 not quite sure WHERE to start but say i took something

like 〈,〉 the kitchen 〈{〉〈[〉which 〈/[〉 i’ve already got a drawing of

BE: 〈[〉yeah〈/[〉〈/{〉 yeah

AY: 〈drawls〉and〈/drawls〉 i could scan that into the computer 〈latch〉

BE: right so you actually have the whole screen as a picture
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AY: the whole screen as a 〈{〉〈[〉picture〈/[〉 and then um have it so that you

can point at 〈,,〉〈&〉3〈/&〉 point at 〈&〉12:00〈/&〉 things that are there

〈,〉 in the picture 〈,,〉〈&〉4〈/&〉 right 〈,〉 so you know when you put your

mouse on the pot it would say 〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉

What is happening in this case is the result of the speaker’s trying to think and

at the same time express his thoughts, all in one go. The cleft appears incomplete,

since the the complex cleft clause i’m [at8] in terms of thinking of having um ends

abruptly and is followed by an un-integrated segment, which is presumably missing

its subject and verb [i’m] not quite sure WHERE to start.

Another possibility of interpreting this example is to take the entire construction

as being part of the cleft that’s where i’m at in the thinking in terms of having um

not quite sure WHERE to start, where the speaker re-starts the clause, by using the

verb have as if it were the verb be: that’s where i’m at in the thinking in terms

of being not quite sure WHERE to start. While no definitive answer can be given

here perhaps, the examples serves once again to remind us that spoken language can

exhibit ambiguous cases formulated by speakers in real-time, without the planning or

editing.

We will see more examples of un-integrated clefts in the following chapter, where

we discuss it-clefts and wh-clefts in spoken English.

Brief summary notes and outlook to next chapter

Aside from prototypical demonstrative clefts, there are more peripheral clefts which

also involve demonstrative pronouns. Examples include constructions such as That is my

work you are trashing, This is my career we are talking about, and That’s the reason I

went there so early or That’s the way she was treated. Investigations of the various types

of demonstrative clefts found in spoken English have spurred discussions regarding the

applicability and validity of existing classifications of cleft constructions. In light of problems

with existing terminology, a different model is proposed, one which moves away from overt

forms appearing in the various clefts, and toward an approach which takes into consideration

a more general property of the construction, namely, the position of the cleft constituent

within the cleft. This alternative model has the advantage of being more informative,

solidifying and highlighting links between various classes of clefts which were previously

noted to be similar, but whose similarities were only noticed individually, in isolation (i.e.,

the fact that it-clefts and Ball th-clefts share a number of characteristics on the one hand,

8The particle at goes with the copula in a sense: to be at.
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and that reversed wh-clefts and prototypical demonstrative clefts also exhibit similarities, on

the other). Furthermore, the new model has the added advantage of being potentially more

cross-linguistically applicable since drawing comparisons between functionally equivalent

constructions is often more fruitful than simply looking for the same overt forms in the

target language(s) (and often finding none). The current chapter also draws attention

to two previously unknown types of problematic clefts, namely truncated demonstrative

clefts9 and un-integrated demonstrative clefts. Despite the scarce number of un-integrated

examples found in the WSC data, it appears that these exhibit a consistent pattern, which

looks like a double cleft construction, involving [the cleft constituent of the demonstrative

cleft + copula + cleft clause + copula + cleft constituent of a basic wh-cleft]. We will see

more about un-integrated clefts in speech in the following chapter, where we consider it-

clefts and wh-clefts and their properties in spoken language, as well as comparisons between

these and demonstrative clefts. In particular, we will focus on problematic clefts and their

characteristics in spontaneous, unplanned speech.

9Note that the equivalent problem of truncated it-clefts was mentioned previously in the

literature.



Chapter

6

Other clefts in speech: wh-clefts and

it-clefts

Summary of key points

• The most closely related cleft type to demonstrative clefts, namely the

reversed wh-cleft, is extremely rare in the WSC data. Most reversed

wh-clefts found in spontaneous conversation involve which in their cleft

constituent slot, and are similar to demonstrative clefts in their strong

textually deictic function.

• Almost half of the basic wh-clefts found in the conversational data

are syntactically un-integrated. There are two major types of un-

integrated wh-clefts, one in which the copula is missing, and the second,

where the subject of the cleft clause is repeated inside the cleft constituent.

• It-clefts are the second most frequent cleft type found, after demonstra-

tive clefts. Unlike basic wh-clefts, it-clefts are syntactically integrated

constructions. However, what is significant about these clefts is their

frequent lack of cleft clauses. Almost half of all the it-clefts are truncated.

• As discussed in Chapter 5, some constructions present ambiguity

problems between truncated clefts, such as It is my mother that I wanted

to speak with and identifying sentences, It is my mother [speaker points to

the person entering my room].

• The spoken data investigated suggest that the cleft construction most

likely to be prone to un-integration is the basic wh-cleft, i.e., the cleft

with the most complex component elements. Reversed wh-clefts typically

have single word cleft constituents (which), and it-clefts are commonly

truncated (appearing without their cleft clauses).

184
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6.1 Other clefts in Spoken Language

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the major types of cleft constructions analysed in previous

research are it-clefts, and (basic and reversed) wh-clefts. This penultimate chapter

steps away from demonstrative clefts, and focuses on other major cleft types found

in spontaneous, unplanned language.

The same excerpts of conversations which were examined for demonstrative

clefts were used to investigate basic wh-clefts, reversed wh-clefts, and it-clefts. While

constraints on space and time rule out a full analysis of each of these constructions,

there is one aspect which is of interest to studies of spoken language, namely the lack

of syntactic integration. The issue has to my knowledge not been discussed in detail

in any previous work, and is the focus of this chapter. Additionally, the clefts present

various idiosyncrasies when used in spoken data, which are briefly mentioned here;

for example, reversed wh-clefts are extremely rare in spoken language, wh-clefts are

often un-integrated, and present various types of un-integration, and the majority of

it-clefts are truncated (that is, they occur without their cleft clauses).

Each cleft type will be discussed individually, and comparisons will be made with

demonstrative clefts where relevant, as well as with existing work on the various con-

structions in spoken language. The treatment of the clefts will include details of the

structural and discourse related properties of their cleft constituents and cleft clauses,

in cases where these differ from results obtained by previous studies in this area. The

main focus remains, however, the extent and pervasiveness of un-integratedness af-

fecting the various cleft types, and the idiosyncrasies specific to each cleft type, as

mentioned above.

The chapter is organised as follows. We begin the analysis by considering re-

versed wh-clefts, partly because these are most closely related to demonstrative clefts,

and partly because these are in fact the least frequent cleft type found in the WSC

data (and thus least informative due to the scarcity of the data). The next cleft type

to be examined is the basic wh-cleft, followed by a discussion of it-clefts. The chapter

concludes with a brief summary of the overall findings.

Before turning to the analysis of the wh-clefts and it-clefts found in sponta-

neous spoken language, there is one part of the statistical analysis conducted on the

data (mentioned in Chapter 5) which requires mention here. Each one of the 86

conversation excerpts contains a number of different cleft constructions, produced by

its participants. One question which follows is, to what extent does cleft production
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encourage other speakers to produce other clefts, i.e., is clefting contagious?

It turns out that indeed, the data does show strong tendencies of contagious

behaviour1. A correlation analysis (given below in Figure 6.1) looking at the propor-

tion of words that were clefts by one speaker (i.e., for X total of words, and Y total

number of clefts used, the proportion is Y/X) versus the proportion of clefts used by

the other speakers in that conversation shows that one speaker’s production of a cleft

is positively correlated (0.2285338) with other speakers doing as well (whether using

the same cleft type or not). While, this is admittedly not a huge correlation factor,

it is nevertheless an indication of “contagiousness”.

Figure 6.1: Correlation analysis of cleft use in conversation

A bootstrap analysis, performed by mixing up the speakers across conversations

1000 times, shows that only 6 times was the correlation factor (i.e., 0.2285338) higher

than that found for the original data. This constitutes very strong evidence that there

1I am extremely grateful to Steven Miller for long discussions about the cleft data and for con-

ducting the correlation and bootstrap analysis on my behalf.
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is a correlation between the proportion of clefts used in a conversation by everybody

else, and the proportion of clefts used by a speaker in that conversation (that is, the

more clefts other speakers use, the more clefts a particular speaker will use).

The idea of contagious behaviour in conversation is not a new phenomenon. As

observed by studies of non-linguistic behaviour (see for example Lakin and Chartrand,

2003), humans mimic other people’s movements, gestures and body language as a way

of establishing rapport with them. Similarly, linguistically too, as noticed by Garrod

(Garrod and Doherty, 1994 and Garrod and Pickering, 2004), participants “align”

each other’s semantic, syntactic and phonological usage, mimicking the same referring

expressions, syntax, tone, intonation and stress. Therefore, the process of “interactive

alignment” works at different linguistic levels thereby leading to “alignment at the

critical level of the situation model” (2004, p. 8). It is this sense of participants

operating on common representations and re-using each other’s material that makes

conversation so “easy”, according to Garrod and Doherty (1994).

As a stylistic, discourse management tool, clefting is perhaps viewed and used

in the same way, as a means of expressing solidarity and forming close inter-personal

relationships. This might explain their contagious role in spontaneous, unplanned

spoken conversation.

6.2 Reversed wh-clefts in Spoken Language

We now turn our attention to the cleft type most closely related to (and consequently,

most often associated with) the demonstrative cleft, namely, the reversed wh-cleft

(rwh-cleft, henceforth). As we have seen in the earlier part of Chapter 4 (section 4.1,

table 4.1), rwh-clefts constitute the least frequent cleft type in the WSC conversations

excerpts (with only 12 constructions found in the 200,000 words analysed).

There is a wealth of existing work detailing various properties of the rwh-cleft,

including its discourse function and information structure, and claiming its high fre-

quency in comparison with other cleft types in spoken language. However, a large

part of this research is really reporting on the demonstrative cleft, instead of the

rwh-cleft, since the two constructions are lumped together into one category, and

the demonstrative cleft is often the representative construction, with only few actual

rwh-clefts among the sample (see work by Collins, 2004b, 1987; Hedberg and Fadden,

2007; Herriman, 2004; Miller, 1996a; Oberlander and Delin, 1996; and Weinert and

Miller, 1996).
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Two examples of rwh-clefts are included below (we will see more during the

course of this section).

(164) (from WSC, DPC070:1515-0085)

CR: some 〈/[1〉 people you know who fit as children don’t 〈{2〉〈[2〉at all〈/[2〉

JM: 〈[1〉mm yeah〈/[1〉〈/{1〉

SA: 〈[2〉 it’s a〈/[2〉〈/{2〉 sort of teenage thing isn’t it

CR: yeah some people don’t get it until they’re like eighteen

〈{〉〈[〉nineteen〈/[〉

JM: 〈[〉〈O〉tut〈/O〉 yeah like〈/[〉〈/{〉 spontaneous 〈,,〉

〈softly〉combustion〈/softly〉

→ CR: spontaneous combustion 〈laughs〉is 〈{1〉〈[1〉 when you

〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉〈/laughs〉〈/[1〉〈{2〉〈[2〉 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 BURN

〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 〈/[2〉

SA: 〈[1〉〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[1〉〈/{1〉

JM: 〈[2〉yeah i know but then they’re 〈.〉like〈/.〉 〈/[2〉〈/{2〉 〈latch〉

XX: a huge amount of energy yeah

In (164), the cleft construction contains the noun phrase spontaneous combustion

in its cleft constituent slot, followed by the copula be, and the cleft clause when you

BURN. Five of the rwh-clefts found contain a noun phrase in cleft constituent position,

most being simple phrases, with no accompanying modifiers (there is one exception

to this, where the noun phrase is modified by a relative clause). The noun phrases are

typically new, expressed through indefinite or generic nouns, and the cleft clauses

are used as in the above example, for the purpose of explaining the meaning of these

words.

The second type of reversed wh-cleft, and the most frequent one (seven con-

structions), however, is the rwh-cleft containing the deictic which in cleft constituent

position, as exemplified in (165).

(165) (from WSC, DPC010:0235-0270)

MJ: um what i was going to ask was um 〈,,〉 somewhere along the way

you’ve actually got no structure up until now 〈,〉 whether that was as

a result of 〈.〉the〈/.〉 〈?〉 um i’m〈/?〉 just trying to find out where that

come from i mean you know presumably when you worked out how

you were going to do that interview you had an idea then of what

kind of a story you wanted to write at the end of it 〈,〉

→ BN: um not especially for this one actually um which is whi i’m

〈laughs〉doing a third one 〈{〉〈[〉now 〈/laughs〉〈/[〉
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MJ: 〈[〉okay〈/[〉〈/{〉 yeah 〈{1〉〈[1〉no〈/[1〉 now that’s 〈.〉wh〈/.〉 that’s interesting

〈{2〉〈[2〉you see yeah〈/[2〉

BN: 〈[1〉um〈/[1〉〈/{1〉〈[2〉〈.〉i〈/.〉 〈.〉i〈/.〉 i got 〈/[2〉〈/{2〉 〈.〉tossed〈/.〉 i came in

this morning and i was really busy

MJ: yep

Which-clefts are very similar to demonstrative clefts, in their textually deic-

tic function. Like demonstrative clefts, which-clefts also have pronouns or proper

names as subjects of their cleft clauses, and verbs which denote movement, cognition,

emotion, or communication.

Figure 6.2 gives the rwh-cleft schema for the constructions found in unplanned,

spontaneous data.

Figure 6.2: Typical reversed wh-cleft formula

[ NP / which            +      copula     + [  wh-word    +  [ REL clause ]] ]

cleft constituent         cleft clause

Due to the scarcity of rwh-cleft constructions in the corpus excerpts analysed,

it is difficult to obtain a clear understanding of their role in discourse. However,

what can be said is that there are apparent differences between the two types of

rwh-clefts mentioned above. While which-clefts are used to expand on information

previously mentioned, or add further comments relating to it, rwh-clefts containing

fully-referential noun phrases in cleft constituent position are used to explain a par-

ticular concept (such as, what spontaneous combustion is). More data are needed to

confirm this difference, but as we have seen with demonstrative clefts, it may well

be the case that their distinctive role in discourse could lead to insightful findings

if which-clefts were to be analysed separately from rwh-clefts, particularly in spoken

language.

The final point to be made about reversed wh-clefts concerns the ambiguity

between rwh-clefts and inferential clefts (see page 170) on the one hand, and rwh-

clefts and it-clefts on the other.

Consider example (166).
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(166) (from WSC, DPC024:1215-1245)

TS: that’s right 〈,〉 〈.〉but〈/.〉 but listening isn’t valued like talking is valued

and what you say is valued but listening being able to pick out what

people are actually saying isn’t a value because our society doesn’t

recognise it 〈latch〉

LU: mm 〈latch〉

→ TS: cause it’s what women are good at 〈latch〉

LU: mm 〈latch〉

TS: that’s also what dale spender says

KA: yeah i think she said some quite good things 〈latch〉

It is not trivial to determine whether the construction it’s what women are good

at is an inferential cleft or a reversed wh-cleft. Both constructions contain a noun

phrase followed by a copula and a wh-clause. However, the noun phrase is filled by

the pronoun it, which is what we find in initial position of inferential clefts. What is

important here is that the element which is being highlighted is not the one preceding

the copula (as in rwh-clefts), but rather the one following it (as in inferential clefts).

Similarly, example (167) also does not contain a rwh-cleft, but a copulative

clause.

(167) (from WSC, DPC336:0550-0585)

DK: there was this one that would cackle and at end go 〈O〉gasps〈/O〉

〈loudly〉〈O〉inhales〈/O〉 〈/loudly〉 〈others laugh〉 〈exhales〉oh〈/exhales〉

〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 〈&〉screams〈/&〉 〈O〉gasps〈/O〉

〈loudly〉 〈O〉inhales〈/O〉 〈/loudly〉 〈exhales〉oh〈/exhales〉 〈/others laugh〉

〈laughs〉〈?〉go〈/?〉 every few seconds 〈/laughs〉 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 〈laughs〉 it

was just really 〈{〉〈[〉funny〈/laughs〉〈/[〉

LN: 〈[〉〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[〉

EB: 〈[〉mm〈/[〉〈/{〉 〈latch〉

→ DK: 〈laughs〉 it’s probably what the audience were laughing at not 〈{〉〈[〉us

but〈/laughs〉〈/[〉

LN: 〈[〉〈drawls〉 〈with falling tone〉 〈with high pitched voice〉 oh

〈/with high pitched voice〉 〈/with falling tone〉 〈/drawls〉 〈/[〉〈/{〉 〈latch〉

TR: yes 〈latch〉

LN: 〈{〉〈[〉that’s really funny〈/[〉

A further construction which is difficult to interpret is exemplified below in

(168). Here, once again, we have it in initial position, but this time, what is missing
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is apparently the cleft clause: it was when we were hooning along the [that it happened]

(if we accept this to be indeed a cleft construction at all).

(168) (from WSC, DPC037:0440-0470)

KT: 〈[4〉〈drawls〉oh〈/drawls〉〈/[4〉〈/{4〉〈[5〉 there was 〈/[5〉〈/{5〉 no thirty first

BD: 〈laughs〉〈?〉the sunday〈/?〉 was the thirtieth〈/laughs〉 〈{1〉〈[1〉and 〈.〉it〈/.〉

→ it was〈/[1〉 when we were we were hooning along 〈.〉the〈/.〉 you know

how there’s the WESTERN motorway that goes along blockhouse bay

remuera and then there’s the southern motorway which goes like you

know out to manukau and that we were wanting to go to one tree hill

greenlane which is the 〈{2〉〈[2〉southern motorway〈/[2〉 and at the city

the the motorways go like that and we got on the RIGHT one 〈laughs〉

which went west〈/laughs〉 and WE’RE HOONING along 〈{3〉〈[3〉 there

eh

6.3 Wh-clefts in Spoken Language

Having discussed reversed wh-clefts, we now consider basic wh-clefts. The corpus

contains many more basic wh-clefts (73 constructions), than reversed wh-clefts (12

constructions). Examples (169)-(171) provide a sample of these.

The cleft in (169) involves a cleft clause what she’s got now, followed by the

copula is, and the cleft constituent sort of an own your own. The cleft constituent

is made up of a simple, indefinite noun phrase, together with the hedge marker

(softening/narrowing marker, see Chapter 4, page 115) sort of.

(169) (from WSC, DPC127:1080-1155)

HL: do you think she ever regrets the mount vic house

PC: yeah

HL: because even though there were those steps it WAS a lovely house

PC: and it was so CENTRAL

HL: and it had character 〈{〉〈[〉didn’t it〈/[〉 i mean it was sort of it fitted

daisy

PC: 〈[〉yeah〈/[〉〈/{〉 yeah 〈{〉〈[〉she does regret it 〈/[〉

HL: 〈[〉more 〈.〉than〈/.〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 more than

PC: what she’s got now

HL: yeah 〈latch〉

PC: mm 〈&〉14:00〈/&〉
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→ HL: what she’s got now is sort of a bit like an own your own

PC: it is an 〈.〉own〈/.〉 yeah well it is really

HL: yeah

PC: it is

In contrast, the cleft constituent of the wh-cleft given in (170) is made up of a

complex portion of discourse, spanning many clauses: if something was to come about

even though caroline said YES yes this is okay (you) you’re absolutely right (i don’t)

nothing matters and then and then WIKI HOLD ON and then wiki comes along and

she says to caroline oh good job you dumb bitch (are you and) and caroline lashes out

where are you then what’s your position.

(170) (from WSC, DPC007:0580-0620)

LL: 〈[〉i KNOW i KNOW that〈/[〉〈/{〉 i KNOW that renata

RR: so 〈.〉you〈/.〉 you have a different perspective your perspective is a

〈.〉lot〈/.〉 is cut and dried it’s THIS or it’s THAT

LL: that’s RIGHT

RR: yeah well 〈{1〉〈[1〉〈.〉that’s〈/.〉〈/[1〉〈,〉〈{2〉〈[2〉 caroline may not be like

→ that〈/[2〉 what i’m SAYING is if something was to come about even

though caroline said YES yes this 〈.〉is〈/.〉 okay yous you’re abso-

lutely right i 〈.〉 don’t〈/.〉 〈{3〉〈[3〉nothing matters and then 〈,〉 and then

WIKI〈/[3〉 HOLD ON and then wiki comes along and she says to car-

oline oh good job you dumb bitch 〈.〉are〈/.〉 are 〈.〉you〈/.〉 〈.〉and〈/.〉 and

caroline lashes out where are you then 〈,〉 what’s your position 〈.〉y〈/.〉

you gonna let those two just fight or 〈?〉if〈/?〉 wiki calls 〈{4〉〈[4〉along

people〈/[4〉

MM: 〈[1〉〈?〉conversation〈/?〉〈/[1〉〈/{1〉

Finally, example (171) gives two wh-cleft constructions. The cleft constituent

in the first one includes a complex noun phrase (what we’ve provided for them out

the back is um big tins with sand), and in the second wh-cleft, a simple clause (what’s

really interesting is that most of our smokers are our workers).

(171) (from WSC, DPC334:0995-1040)

LR: but we got you know this is a smokefree marae

QT: well 〈.〉b〈/.〉 〈.〉y〈/.〉 〈.〉y〈/.〉〈{〉〈[〉〈.〉

LR: 〈[〉it’s〈/[〉〈/{〉 been really hard for 〈{1〉〈[1〉the 〈.〉s〈/.〉〈/[1〉 for the students

who 〈{2〉〈[2〉 smoke it’s not just〈/[2〉 maori women 〈?〉that〈/?〉 are smok-

ing 〈{3〉〈[3〉 it’s〈/[3〉 〈?〉it’s〈/?〉 lots of young ones who are smoking and
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→ we 〈?〉help〈/?〉 them talk it through and what we’ve provided for them

out the back is um big tins with sand in them and a few chairs cos

→ what’s really interesting is that most of our smokers are our workers

QT: 〈[1〉〈O〉exhales〈/O〉〈/[1〉〈/{1〉〈[2〉oh it it would be〈/[2〉 〈/{2〉 〈[3〉no〈/[3〉〈/{3〉

yeah

There are several observations which can be made about the set of wh-clefts

found in the WSC excerpts. The first point concerns the elements which occur in

the cleft constituent position. More than half of the wh-clefts identified contain a

(single) clause in their cleft constituent slot (45 constructions), whereas only three

constructions contain a single noun phrase2 (even though in some cases it is complex).

A total of 18 wh-clefts involve highlighted elements comprising a series of com-

plex clauses; sometimes very long portion of discourse, as we have seen in example

(170).

Finally, the corpus also exhibits five truncated wh-clefts, that is, wh-clefts with

missing cleft constituents (see a discussion from Hopper, 2001 in Chapter 3, page

72), as exemplified in (172). Note that the truncated wh-cleft contains almost no

information at all. It appears to simply signal that the speaker is about to embark

on a short narrative (in this case, detailing what idea they had about the project)

and therefore intends to hold the floor for some time.

(172) (from WSC, DPC071:0060-0125)

CR: 〈[1〉〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[1〉〈/{1〉

BE: 〈[2〉〈softly〉oh my god〈/softly〉〈/[2〉〈/{2〉

→ AY: right well this project what i was 〈drawls〉 thinking 〈/drawls〉 〈,〉 when i

went to the goethe 〈&〉pronounced as gooithe 〈/&〉〈,〉 institute is that

how you say it i hope so

BE: goethe

AY: 〈{〉〈[〉goethe〈/[〉

CR: 〈[〉goethe〈/[〉〈/{〉 mm

AY: make it 〈{〉〈[〉〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉〈/[〉

CR: 〈[〉german〈/[〉〈/{〉 joker 〈&〉5:00〈/&〉

AY: yes you just keep frowning so much whenever i say that word and

i’ve been talking to the professor 〈{1〉〈[1〉〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 〈/[1〉 〈.〉lee〈/.〉

leighton today about it and i kept thinking am i saying it the right

way around i could see donald’s face going what are you talking about

2All the wh-clefts found in the WSC conversational data containing phrases in cleft constituent

position involve noun phrases (and no other types of phrases).
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〈{2〉〈[2〉〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[2〉 it’s that funny word that looks like gertha

or gotha 〈laughs〉 or 〈{3〉 〈[3〉something〈/[3〉 to me〈/laughs〉 mm

BE: 〈[1〉〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[1〉〈/{1〉

The second observation concerns the formulaicity of the wh-cleft. As we have

seen with demonstrative clefts, wh-clefts also appear to have specific patterns which

appear again and again. The three patterns given in Figure 6.3 below account for 70%

of all wh-cleft constructions identified in the WSC conversational data (the remaining

30% do not exhibit any particular pattern).

First, several explanations of the conventions used are in order. The curly

brackets, {}, point out obligatory elements (for example, in pattern 1, the subject of

the cleft clause is either a pronoun or a proper name), and round brackets, (), give

optional elements which may or may not be used in the cleft (e.g., pattern 2 captures

clefts like What would happen is . . . , but it also includes constructions without the

modal verb, such as What happens is . . . ). Lastly, the capital letters give the various

verbs used in the cleft constructions; where the verb could be inflected for person,

tense or aspect (e.g., what she was doing was . . . or what he could say is . . . ).

Figure 6.3: Wh-cleft patterns in the WSC data

            

[ what                      DO     is/was ...]
              

     

TEACH  us/you to 

THINK of/to pronoun

proper name(1)

(2)

(3)

HOPE to  

SUGGEST you to 

TRY to

[ what   happen(s/ed)                   is/was          ...]

   

    

[ what            is/was            ...]
              

   SAY (to pron) 

   TELL pron 

   ASK (pron) 

  FIND OUT 

pronoun

proper name

The patterns given above include constructions such as:

∗ What I am hoping to do is . . . ,

∗ What he taught us to do was . . . ,
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∗ What I thought of doing was . . . ,

∗ What John did was . . . ,

∗ What happens is . . . ,

∗ What happened was . . . ,

∗ What Harry said was . . . ,

∗ What I wanted to find out is . . . .

Patterns 1 and 2 (i.e., the do and happen patterns) were also found by Collins

(1991a). Aside from these three main, recurring patterns, wh-clefts involve other for-

mulaic (though, admittedly, not commonly used in the conversational data analysed)

expressions, such as, What I really liked was . . . , what amazes me is . . . , what is

really interesting is . . . , what’s good is . . . , and what’s more [we are going to drive

to] . . . 3, and what I object to is . . . .

In terms of the discourse related properties of wh-clefts, these, like demonstra-

tive clefts, are also used mostly (45%) as part of the climax of the topic, as given in

Table 6.14. However, unlike demonstrative clefts, wh-clefts tend to gravitate towards

the initial stages of topic development (in the phases of orientation and complication,

40%), rather than its final ones (only 14%), as also noted by Hedberg (1988).

Table 6.1: Position of wh-clefts within topical structure

Position Stage Frequency Percentage

Initial Orientation 9 40%
Complication 20

Medial (Part of) climax 33 45%

Final Denouement 7
Coda 3 14%

Other Aside - -
Unclear 2 1%

Total 73 100%

The following two examples, illustrate the position of wh-clefts within the early

stages of topic development. The first example, in (173) gives a cleft which occurs in

the orientation phase.

3Speakers use this construction very much like they do single discourse markers, with very little

phonological distinction between the words, running them into what sounds like one single item.
4For information regarding the framework used for describing topic development, see Chapter 4,

page 124; and for information relating to demonstrative clefts and their position within topics see

Table 4.12.
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(173) (from WSC, DPC319:0825-0880)

JL: no it’s a short season

VI: ah 〈latch〉

JL: 〈drawls〉and〈/drawls〉 with the merry widow dame that’s malvina major

VI: mm oh 〈?〉well〈/?〉 we mightn’t get to see it if it’s short

JL: i actually thought it might’ve finished this weekend

VI: mm

JL: 〈?〉but〈/?〉 you never know if you decide on the spur of the moment to

go well

→ VI: what we’ve er done twice now is gone to the michael fowler centre and

once we were just about sitting behind the pole 〈.〉ov〈/.〉 right over on

the side ROTTEN seats we couldn’t see a thing and obviously they

had people who had a lot of seats but they don’t always turn up to

sit in them 〈latch〉

JL: mhm 〈latch〉

In the conversation excerpt above, the participants are discussing obtaining

tickets to see Dame Malvina Major, and whether or not they could still go. Then,

speaker VI uses the wh-cleft what we’ve done twice now is gone to the michael fowler

centre to change the focus of the conversation from the present and Dame Malvina

Major, to a previous experience with having terrible seats. The cleft also secures the

floor and signals that a short narrative is about to follow.

Similarly, in the conversation given in (174), the wh-cleft is used early on in the

topical structure, in the complication phase. The discussion revolves around the topic

of what class the participants are going to be taking, and the cleft used by speaker

KT moves the topic along to a new focus, while still remaining on the subject of

courses and who will be there.

(174) (from WSC, DPC0346:0220-0095)

KT: could go into the 〈.〉m〈/.〉 into the mainstream senior class and that

〈{1〉〈[1〉wouldn’t〈/[1〉 be a big huge hassle cos jan has 〈{2〉〈[2〉been〈/[2〉

there before she’s taught in there and those kids know her

RW: 〈[1〉〈?〉mm〈/?〉〈/[1〉〈/{1〉〈[2〉no〈/[2〉〈/{2〉 mm

KT: so does the whanau

RW: mm

KT: in a round about sort of way so it wouldn’t be huge upheavals so IF 〈,〉

you know and she knows what whanau are like and all 〈{1〉〈[1〉the〈/[1〉

rest of it and IF 〈,〉 then that sort of frees you up a little bit as far as
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→ 〈{2〉〈[2〉you know〈/[2〉 choosing the time to go 〈{3〉〈[3〉cos〈/[3〉 what i like

about going next year is that neroli will be there YOU’RE coming

over helen and nick are coming over so there’s opportunity to meet

up 〈{4〉〈[4〉with them〈/[4〉 〈O〉sniffs〈/O〉 you know vick might be coming

over

The heavy orientation of wh-clefts towards the initial stages of topics is also

reflected in their distribution of information structure. The cleft clauses used in wh-

clefts involve exclusively given, or highly inferred material (expressions like what I

think, or what I want to do). Their cleft constituents, however, contrast with those

of demonstrative clefts, for example, in their tendency for novelty. They may contain

either new entities or participants, or new events or happenings, or both. Consider

examples (175) and (176).

(175) (from WSC, DPC079:0090-1075)

AC: 〈[〉a treasure〈/[〉〈/{〉 hunt yeah treasure hunt

BD: was it treasure hunt

AC: i think so you have a whole list of things 〈{〉〈[〉 that you’ve got to〈/[〉

bring back

BD: 〈[〉mm〈/[〉〈/{〉 like four leafed clovers

AC: yes that’s right and we had 〈.〉th〈/.〉 〈.〉th〈/.〉 my group had this guy in

it who was really thick

BD: mm

AC: so we er we looked on our list to find something that was absolutely

easy to get

BD: mm

AC: and gave it to him and it was 〈.〉w〈/.〉 the thing we chose was a goose

feather i mean given that there were hundreds of geese around the

place

BD: mm

→ AC: we figured 〈.〉it〈/.〉 it would be VERY straightforward and what he

did was er he came back with a whole goose 〈{〉 〈[〉〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 he

〈.〉put〈/.〉〈/[〉 one had crash landed on the beach in front of him and

broken it’s neck 〈laughs〉would〈/laughs〉 you believe

BD: 〈[〉〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 good 〈{〉〈[〉grief poor guy 〈/[〉

AC: 〈[〉〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[〉〈/{〉

In (175), the cleft constituent contains the indefinite noun phrase a whole goose,

which is used to introduce the new entity (the goose) in the discourse. Similarly, the
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cleft in example (176) also contains new information in its cleft constituent (the

indefinite noun phrase a dining room).

(176) (from WSC, DPC064:1065-1115)

FN: yep it’s good if 〈{〉〈[〉〈.〉like〈/.〉〈/[〉

MQ: 〈[〉〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉 people〈/[〉〈/{〉 yeah sorry

FN: it’s good if like they’ve got a separate like granny flat or some-

thing for you or 〈{1〉〈[1〉just〈/[1〉 even like a downstairs part for you

〈{2〉〈[2〉that’s〈/[2〉 all yours 〈latch〉

→ MQ: 〈[1〉mm〈/[1〉〈/{1〉 〈[2〉yeah〈/[2〉〈/{2〉 what they had was see they have a

dining room 〈latch〉

FN: yeah

MQ: with all the nice fancy table and that for sort of ten grand 〈.〉it’s〈/.〉

〈latch〉

FN: oh 〈latch〉

MQ: the lounge suite cost about the 〈.〉s〈/.〉 even more

Aside from introducing new entities or new participants in the discourse, wh-

clefts are also used to talk about new events or happenings. For instance, the cleft

constituent in (177) mentions the activity of rowing which speaker AC used to do as

a kid. Note that the verb rowed receives emphatic stress (signalled by the capital

letters).

(177) (from WSC, DPC079:0915-0955)

AC: 〈[〉we did things like〈/[〉〈/{〉 we used to chase the geese round 〈,〉 and

once we were given permission by the farmer to actually CATCH one

〈{〉〈[〉and have it〈/[〉 for dinner 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉

BD: 〈[〉mm〈/[〉〈/{〉 and did you

→ AC: yeah it was horrendous 〈laughs〉〈.〉we〈/.〉 we 〈.〉just〈/.〉 〈/laughs〉 what we

did was we just ROWED 〈.〉after〈/.〉 after them until one of them got

so tired it dived

BD: 〈drawls〉ah〈/drawls〉

AC: and then we jagged it with a fish hook on the end of a bit of stick

BD: that sounds cruel 〈{〉〈[〉as anything horrible little boys〈/[〉

AC: 〈[〉〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[〉〈/{〉

In example (178), the cleft constituent contains both a new event – having to

chew some bread, and a new entity – the bread, (note the indefinite noun phrase a

piece of bread).
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(178) (from WSC, DPC214:1045-1085)

BH: 〈,〉 well you could take a voltaren you haven’t had that much

〈,,〉〈&〉6〈/&〉

UV: what did yous have voltaren for

BH: oh that’s i have to take them when i get my gall bladder 〈{1〉〈[1〉attacks

→ 〈/[1〉 when i can feel one coming on what i have to do is is chew a

piece of bread or 〈laughs〉 〈{2〉 something 〈/laughs〉 and then eat it as i

take the 〈[2〉 tablet〈/[2〉 otherwise it burns the lining of your stomach

UV: 〈[1〉oh〈/[1〉〈/{1〉 〈[2〉yeah〈/[2〉〈/{2〉

In total, wh-clefts involve new information inside their cleft constituents (either

from the use of new NPs, 24 cases; or from the involvement of new events or

happenings, 14 cases) in just over half the total number of constructions found (41

examples, i.e., 56%).

Like demonstrative clefts and it-clefts, wh-clefts can be used in discourse for the

purpose of highlighting material expressed in the cleft constituent, or for the purpose

of explaining (or clarifying) previous statements. What is distinctive about wh-clefts

is that they also have a special role to play in preparing the audience for a (short)

upcoming narrative and thus at the same time, in securing the topic floor (what is

to be discussed). Rwh-clefts are also used as a means of building up to the climatic

point of an ongoing narrative (as similarly noted by Sornicola, 1988). One other

use, specific to wh-clefts seems to be giving instructions or advice. These roles are

illustrated from the WSC data in the following examples.

(179) (from WSC, DPC334:0680-0735)

QT: it was fine you know i could 〈{1〉〈[1〉it was i knew〈/[1〉 then i was

through the worst because er i didn’t sort of sit there craving for one

while they were having one i didn’t 〈{2〉 〈[2〉 mind〈/[2〉 the fact that

they were smoking 〈,〉 and it didn’t worry me 〈&〉11:00〈/&〉

LR: 〈[1〉 〈?〉 there was 〈/?〉 〈unclear〉 word 〈/unclear〉 〈/[1〉 〈/{1〉 〈[2〉 〈?〉oh really

〈/?〉 〈/[2〉 〈/{2〉 and do they teach you to cope with that 〈,〉

→ QT: they well really what they teach you to do is that 〈O〉clears throat 〈/O〉

er that in in the first until you feel comfortable with dealing with it

〈.〉where〈/.〉 〈.〉you 〈/.〉to avoid it initially as much as you can or to to

take yourself out of vulnerable situations and then you just 〈.〉 whe 〈/.〉

as you 〈.〉beco〈/.〉 feel stronger in yourself then you can put yourself

back into those situations 〈,,〉 you 〈{〉〈[〉〈.〉 de 〈/.〉you〈/[〉 develop other

mechanisms to
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LR: 〈[〉〈?〉and then〈/?〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 and then do they 〈.〉did 〈/.〉you i gather you

get to talk about all that 〈latch〉

QT: mm mm 〈{〉〈[〉in the staff room〈/[〉

In example (179) above, speaker QT uses the wh-cleft to secure the floor, and

as an opportunity to embark on a short narrative about what they were taught to

do in order to cope with cigarette cravings. The cleft in (180) is used as a means of

building up to the climatic point of the story about what the French would do to

javelin throwers once they were caught.

(180) (from WSC, DPC009:1680-1730)

DM: it comes from the battle of agincourt

SG: is that right

TC: battle of where

DM: agincourt

TC: where’s that 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉

DM: see some of 〈.〉these〈/.〉 the javelin 〈{1〉 〈[1〉throwers you see〈/[1〉 in the

english camp 〈{2〉〈[2〉you know you〈/[2〉 needed 〈.〉an〈/.〉 a thumb to

→ hold 〈{3〉〈[3〉 the javelin properly and what would happen is that the

when the french 〈/[3〉 caught a javelin thrower they’d 〈.〉sli〈/.〉 slice off

the thumb because they couldn’t hold the javelin properly

TC: 〈[1〉〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉〈/[1〉〈/{1〉

KL: 〈[2〉〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[2〉〈/{2〉

SG: 〈[3〉〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[3〉〈/{3〉

TC: they did that to stop them

Similarly, in the example we saw earlier, (175), the wh-cleft what he did was er

he came back with a whole goose marks the climatic point in the story, and the cleft

serves as a build-up to this point.

Finally, the last role of wh-clefts exemplified here is that of issuing instructions,

as in (181) and (182). Unsurprisingly, this type of wh-cleft is also found in the Map-

Task dialogue analysed by Miller and Weinert (1998), where some participants are

asked to give instructions to others as to how to reach a particular point on a given

map.

(181) (from WSC, DPC043:0225-0260)

KV: 〈laughs〉extreme〈/laughs〉 we said that um when i 〈&〉sound of door

opening〈/&〉 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 〈{〉 〈[〉oh〈/[〉

PT: 〈[〉you’re〈/[〉〈/{〉 not supposed to make rude 〈.〉s 〈/.〉 signals at your

sister
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KV: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 〈with silly voice〉yes she is when she’s spying

〈/with silly voice〉 um er because we just then made it that 〈.〉when〈/.〉

when i got it i crushed him to death 〈laughs〉 instantly〈/laughs〉

〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 which i thought afterwards seemed to be a

〈{〉〈[〉pretty〈/[〉 easy way of killing him

→ PT: 〈[〉bastard〈/[〉〈/{〉 what you do is you pick up and throw because

〈&〉6:00〈/&〉 that way you not 〈{〉〈[〉only 〈unclear〉 word 〈/unclear〉〈/[〉

KV: 〈[〉oh you told me to do〈/[〉〈/{〉 that and i did that and it like he ended

up away from my giant so i had to run over and um pick him up and

squash him

(182) (from WSC, DPC045:1250-1290)

Participants are discussing strategy for playing a particular computer game.

AG: yeah cos you’re all disoriented 〈latch〉

BA: yeah 〈latch〉

AG: and you just think you’re covered by snow and it’s all black so you

don’t know 〈.〉w〈/.〉 〈latch〉

BA: oh 〈latch〉 〈&〉13:00〈/&〉

AG: so you could be you could be um you know trying to crawl out but

→ you’d actually be going 〈{〉〈[〉down further into the snow so what you

got to〈/[〉 do 〈?〉is if〈/?〉 you get caught in an avalanche is you actually

spit 〈,〉 and because of gravity

BA: 〈[〉〈drawls〉oh yuk oh yuk〈/drawls〉〈/[〉〈/{〉〈drawls〉 oh 〈/drawls〉 〈latch〉

AG: so you spit 〈{1〉〈[1〉〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[1〉 and 〈{2〉 〈[2〉 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 yeah if

it if if it just yeah if it〈/[2〉 doesn’t come come out of your mouth and

just stays on top of the lips it 〈laughs〉means〈/laughs〉 you’re upside

down

BA: 〈[1〉yeah〈/[1〉〈/{1〉

6.3.1 Un-integrated wh-clefts

One significant aspect regarding wh-clefts found in spoken language is their less in-

tegrated syntax. This was also noted by Miller and Weinert (1998):

(183) (From Miller and Weinert, 1998, ex. 46, p. 292)

cause what you’re doin’ is you’re goin up the side of the allotments

The cleft in (183) contains a cleft clause, followed by the copula and the cleft

constituent. What is different about this cleft from prototypical wh-clefts is that
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the subject and auxiliary of the cleft clause (you’re) are repeated inside the cleft

constituent. Thus the cleft constituent constitutes, in effect, a fully independent

clause, which can stand on its own and is separate from the rest of the cleft.

The WSC data contain 30 un-integrated wh-clefts (from a total of 74, which

correlates to 41%). What is more, the un-integrated clefts present various types of

un-integration. In other words, of all cleft types investigated, basic wh-clefts exhibit

the highest number of un-integrated constructions and also the most varied types of

un-integration, as will be discussed in what follows.

Consider examples (184) and(185).

(184) (from WSC, DPC009:0045-0080)

Students are discussing the syntactic analysis they have to produce for their

assignment.

SG: it’s not clear to me that those prepositional phrases are more 〈.〉

composit〈/.〉 are composed with the noun announce um are you know

are closer to the announce than the determiner is in some sense you

know what i mean

DM: mhm

→ SG: so if you were to write it down 〈,〉 you say in effect what you’re doing is

you’re bracketing these 〈,〉 together 〈{〉〈[〉and〈/[〉 then you’re bracketing

this outside it

KL: 〈[〉〈?〉not〈/?〉〈/[〉〈/{〉

DM: yeah

TC: 〈{〉〈[〉yeah〈/[〉

SG: 〈[〉 it’s not〈/[〉〈/{〉 clear to me that the determiner 〈&〉13:00〈/&〉 is out-

side

Example (184) is very similar to the one given by Miller and Weinert in (183)

further above. The contraction of the subject pronoun and auxiliary of the cleft clause

is repeated in the cleft constituent, and this becomes a fully independent clause from

cleft construction (you’re bracketing these together and then you’re bracketing this

outside it).

In contrast, in example (185), the copula is missing, leaving the cleft constituent

“stranded” from the cleft clause (a type also noted by Miller and Weinert). The cleft

clause acts like a heading; a title announcing what the speaker is going to talk about

next, i.e., what he is going to do. This is followed by a long stream of clause complexes,

which are not syntactically subordinate to the cleft clause.
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(185) (from WSC, DPC043:0720-0770)

KV: that’s what 〈,〉 pisses me off about the entire thing cos um i mean it’s

BLOODY HUGE the amount of gobos you can actually have you can

have a unit of a hundred

PT: yeah i know it’s really 〈{〉〈[〉great〈/[〉

KV: 〈[〉i was〈/[〉〈/{〉 〈?〉thinking〈/?〉 that 〈&〉makes funny noise〈/&〉〈latch〉

→ PT: what i was thinking of doing 〈latch〉

KV: mm 〈latch〉

PT: if i got 〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉 goblin armies spending lots and lots and

lots of money and buying enough so i could have ten units of twenty

stickers your cat’s watching the fish again

KV: 〈{〉〈[〉〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉〈/[〉

PT: 〈[〉〈?〉it doesn’t〈/?〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 like the television does it

Most un-integrated wh-clefts identifited in the WSC data are either of the type

exemplified in (184), with a repeated subject (and auxiliary verb, if one is present), or

of the type given in (185), with a missing copula. The latter type is more prevalent;

13 examples were found, whereas the former is less common; only 7 constructions

were identified.

In addition, a third type of integrated wh-cleft is exemplified in (186). This

type contains a cleft clause, typically with a personal pronoun in subject position,

and a verb such as think or do, followed by a present tense copula, and a complex

portion of discourse in the cleft constituent slot. Similarly to the previous example

(and type of un-integrated cleft), these clefts also act like “heading” titles, signalling

to the audience what the speaker will talk about and that he/she is securing the floor

for some length of time. The difference comes from their structure – these do contain

copula verbs.

(186) (from WSC, DPC028:1005-0170)

AD: but um no they 〈,,〉 had a secretary and a treasurer and oh it was a

〈{3〉〈[3〉bit of a laugh〈/[3〉 but um 〈{4〉〈[4〉 〈unclear〉 word〈/unclear〉〈/[4〉

BF: 〈[1〉mm〈/[1〉〈/{1〉 〈[2〉yeah〈/[2〉〈/{2〉 〈[3〉mm i suppose 〈/[3〉〈/{3〉〈[4〉 it’s not

as 〈/[4〉〈/{4〉 if you actually looking after MONEY that’s important

〈quietly〉in some ways〈/quietly〉

AD: well the 〈drawls〉only〈/drawls〉 time we looked after money was when

→ we 〈.〉roun〈/.〉 ran a 〈.〉few〈/.〉 run a few raffles 〈{1〉〈[1〉and〈/[1〉 what we’d

do is um the money that we got from THAT we would um use it to

put on the social 〈,〉 evenings that we had once a month 〈{2〉〈[2〉on〈/[2〉

a friday night we like 〈.〉s〈/.〉cos you know how most businesses on a
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friday night they have um 〈{3〉〈[3〉 drinks 〈/[3〉 but it would be EVERY

friday 〈,〉〈{4〉〈[4〉 we〈/[4〉 didn’t do that because 〈.〉it 〈/.〉 they used to

have have that when we were in um the terrace with ALL our di-

visions 〈{5〉〈[5〉 there〈/[5〉 〈O〉clears throat〈/O〉and people when it first

started used to go regularly but then after a while it just died down

〈{6〉〈[6〉so we〈/[6〉 decided it would probably be better if you had it

〈{7〉〈[7〉 once〈/[7〉 a month and got EVERYONE to go 〈latch〉

BF: 〈[1〉oh〈/[1〉 〈/{1〉〈[2〉 〈shouts〉〈?〉fuck〈/?〉〈/〉shouts 〈/[2〉〈/{2〉 〈[3〉mm〈/[3〉

〈/{3〉 〈&〉11:00〈/&〉

Part of the problem with clefts such as the ones included above is that it is not

clear where the actual cleft construction ends. In a sense, the whole narrative which

follows the cleft clause relates to it in that it outlines what they would do. Only three

constructions of this type were found in the corpus.

A further example of un-integrated wh-clefts is given in (187). Here, we have a

cleft clause, what i was going to ask was um, followed by a one second pause, and then

by an incomplete portion of discourse spanning several clauses: somewhere along the

way you’ve actually got no structure up until now whether that was as a result of the.

Here we have another hesitation, um, after which a brand new clause begins i’m just

trying to find out where that comes from.

(187) (from WSC, DPC010:0225-0250)

The conversation is interrupted by a phone call, after which speaker BN returns

back to the topic.

BN: where was i up to 〈&〉3:00〈/&〉

→ MJ: oh it’s okay we’ve 〈?〉just reached〈/?〉 a stopping point um what i was

going to ask was um 〈,,〉 somewhere along the way you’ve actually got

no structure up until now 〈,〉 whether that was as a result of 〈.〉the〈/.〉

〈?〉um i’m〈/?〉 just trying to find out where that comes from i mean

you know presumably when you worked out how you were going to

do that interview you had an idea then of what kind of a story you

wanted to write at the end of it? 〈,〉

BN: um not especially for this one actually um which is why i’m 〈laughs〉

doing a third one 〈{〉〈[〉now〈/laughs〉〈/[〉

Due to space constraints, it is not possible to discuss all the individual differ-

ent types of un-integrated wh-clefts which were found in the conversation excerpts.

Therefore, we limit the discussion to three further examples, given below.
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Example (188) is interesting because it involves a correlative construction. The

cleft what i was doing last year was the honours has the role of highlighting the NP

found in the cleft constituent slot, the honours. The demonstrative pronoun that

following the cleft clause is used to refer back to it:

[[what i was doing last year ]i [that i was [the honours ]]].

(188) (from WSC, DPC028:0495-0555)

Participants are talking about which year of tertiary education they are in.

BF: this is my fifth and it’ll be his fifth as well i think

AD: oh i see what you mean you did do five

BF: mm

AD: i thought you’d only done four this is your fourth

BF: no this is my fifth it’s kirsty’s fourth would you believe it 〈,,〉

AD: i thought your degree WAS four years that’s what it was 〈latch〉

→ BF: no well 〈,〉 what i was doing last year was 〈,〉 〈{〉〈[〉 that was the 〈/[〉

honours

AD: 〈[〉〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 yeah

BF: and um

AD: 〈O〉clears throat〈/O〉

BF: that was four years but this year’s just yeah 〈&〉6:00〈/&〉 finishing it

off hopefully 〈,〉

Example (189) shows a further type of un-integrated wh-cleft containing a re-

peated main verb (do), as opposed to a repeated subject and auxiliary verb (as seen

in the earlier examples 183 and 184).

(189) (from WSC, DPC311:0985-1035)

BD: 〈.〉you〈/.〉 apparently 〈{〉〈[〉quite〈/[〉 a bit of money in books eh

CO: 〈[〉no〈/[〉〈/{〉 oh i don’t even 〈laughs〉know what books i need〈/laughs〉

cos i’ve changed my mind

BD: oh have you

CO: yeah i’m not gonna do um marketing any more cos the maths i

couldn’t get through the maths

BD: yep

→ CO: so what i’m gonna do is um hopefully do anthropology but on enrol-

ment day i have to try and get in there and 〈{〉〈[〉see if i can〈/[〉

BD: 〈[〉which what〈/[〉〈/{〉 does that involve

CO: just um the study er human development and culture 〈?〉and stuff like

that〈/?〉
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BD: oh 〈{〉〈[〉right〈/[〉

CO: 〈[〉should〈/[〉〈/{〉 be quite cool

This and other similar examples of un-integrated wh-clefts are classified as part

of the category other. These only occur once in the data analysed, and are thus not

sufficiently prevalent to classify as a separate group.

Finally, the last example given in (190) contains a very unusual cleft, where the

major components seem to have been juxtaposed so that the cleft clause what i told

you about mum comes after the cleft constituent that was funny. It is relevant to

point out that the tag particle eh questions the assertion that was funny, not the cleft

clause adjacent to it. That is, the cleft clause is perceived to be embedded inside the

cleft, since the illocutionary force marker applies to the entire construction, and not

just to the clause directly preceding it.

(190) (from WSC, DPC037:0675-0730)

KT: 〈[3〉yeah〈/[3〉〈/{3〉〈[4〉〈loudly〉ah〈/loudly〉 〈/[4〉 〈/{4〉 〈[5〉 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉

〈/[5〉〈/{5〉〈[6〉yeah 〈/[6〉〈/{6〉 yeah

→ BD: so we’ll see what comes back from that 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 that was so

funny what i told you about mum eh she said 〈imitates〉yes you two

sharing if you 〈?〉go in there〈/? 〉〈/imitates〉 〈{〉 〈[〉 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 〈/[〉

KT: 〈[〉were you only crook〈/[〉〈/{〉 for one day

BD: um on friday about afternoon i felt really dizzy so i lay down when

i woke up i felt awful 〈laughs〉you know〈/laughs〉 because i was sick

〈&〉7:00〈/&〉 until about one oclock that night and i just couldn’t hold

〈{〉〈[〉anything down〈/[〉

KT: 〈[〉〈?〉oh so it was〈/?〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 the evening sort of

BD: yeah from about seven oclock right through till one oclock 〈,〉〈{〉〈[〉it

was 〈.〉just〈/.〉〈/[〉

Note that un-integrated wh-clefts present various possibilities in which the clefts

appear un-integrated, or syntactically loosely connected to the surrounding discourse

(missing the copula, having repeated subjects and auxiliary verbs in the cleft con-

stituents, and so on). In contrast, demonstrative clefts, present a much more consis-

tent and uniform category – the double cleft construction, discussed in Chapter 5 –

which contains only one such pattern of difference from the prototype.

We conclude the discussion of un-integrated wh-clefts, and thus the section on

wh-clefts, by giving a summary table of the various types of un-integrated wh-clefts

identified in the conversational data. Table 6.2 gives the various characteristics noted
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in the previous examples, the frequency with which each particular type occurs in the

data sample, and also the example numbers which exemplify each type.

Table 6.2: Type of un-integrated wh-clefts

Type Frequency Example(s)

Repeated S (and AUX) 13 (184)
Missing copula 7 (185)
“Heading” clefts 3 (186)
Dislocated wh-clefts 2 (188)
Others 4 (187), (189)
Unsure 1 (190)

Total 30

6.4 It-clefts in Spoken Language

We now turn to it-clefts. These constructions have been analysed extensively, in both

speech (Biber et al., 1999; Collins, 1987, 1991b; Gómez-González, 2001; Miller and

Weinert, 1998; Miller, 1996a; Oberlander and Delin, 1996; Hedberg and Fadden, 2007,

and Weinert and Miller, 1996), and in writing (Collins, 1987, 1991b, 2004b; Gundel,

2002; Herriman, 2003, 2004; Johansson, 2001; Jones and Jones, 1985 and others).

The WSC data agrees, for the most part, with the findings presented by the studies

mentioned above.

It-clefts can have a range of various elements in their cleft constituent position

– by far the most varied among the cleft types discussed so far. These include simple

and complex noun phrases5, adverbial phrases, prepositional phrases, and clauses.

Table 6.3 gives the frequency of each type of cleft constituent found in the WSC

data.

The table shows that an overwhelming majority of it-clefts involve simple noun

phrases in their cleft constituents. Examples (191)-(194) show some of these possi-

bilities (where the cleft constituent is underlined). We will return to some of these

examples in what follows.

5Simple noun phrases involve only the head noun with a possible determiner, and no (other)

accompanying modifiers, e.g., the car, books. In contrast, complex noun phrases have accompanying

modifiers, such as adjective phrases or prepositional phrases alongside the head noun, e.g., John’s

convertible car with all the bells and whistles.
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Table 6.3: Types of cleft constituents found in it-clefts

Types Frequency Percentage

NP Simple 80 71%
Complex 13 11%

PP (Simple) 7 6%
Adv P (Simple) 3 3%
Clauses (Simple) 10 9%

Total 113 100%

(191) (from WSC, DPC131:1220-1290 – complex NP)

AI: i mean he was a 〈{4〉〈[4〉friday〈/[4〉 night 〈unclear〉word 〈/unclear〉 〈{5〉

〈[5〉 〈laughs〉you know〈/laughs〉〈/[5〉 〈?〉about 〈/?〉 all it was 〈,,〉 nah

〈.〉they’re〈/.〉 〈.〉the 〈/.〉 they talk too much too 〈{6〉〈[6〉you〈/[6〉 know

〈.〉 they 〈/.〉 they’re not 〈,,〉 not very quiet

DP: 〈[1〉 how terribly romantic 〈laughs〉ha ha ha〈/laughs〉〈/[1〉 〈/{1〉

CF: 〈[2〉〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[2〉〈/{2〉

DP: 〈[3〉mm〈/[3〉〈/{3〉 〈[4〉mm 〈/[4〉 〈/{4〉 〈[5〉 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 〈/[5〉〈{5〉 〈[6〉 mm

〈/[6〉 〈/{6〉

→ GB: well 〈.〉that〈/.〉 perhaps it’s ones who talk too much 〈&〉16:00〈/&〉 that

you actually hear about i mean if they don’t talk too much then

〈{1〉〈[1〉they〈/[1〉 clearly you wouldn’t even know who they were

〈{2〉〈[2〉would〈/[2〉 you 〈latch〉

AI: 〈[1〉yes〈/[1〉〈/{1〉

CF: 〈[2〉no〈/[2〉〈/{2〉

DP: 〈{〉〈[〉possibly〈/[〉

(192) (from WSC, DPC025:1940-1985 – AdvP)

XX: she got a phone call from her son um his girlfriend had shouted him

a night at the plaza apparently they had a special deal on or it might

have been a weekend even and so there they were at the plaza hotel all

flash and everything and he thought oh who can i ring 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉

→ 〈laughs〉 so he rang his mum and she said it wasn’t until

〈{1〉〈[1〉 afterwards 〈/[1〉 she 〈.〉thought〈/.〉 or one of her friends

said and he rang YOU and she thought oh yeah 〈/laughs〉 〈{2〉

〈[2〉〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[2〉 it might be a bit of a strange thing to do ring

your mum 〈latch〉

BA: 〈[1〉〈O〉clears throat〈/O〉〈/[1〉〈/{1〉

TR: 〈[2〉〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[2〉〈/{2〉 yeah 〈latch〉
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XX: hi my girlfriend’s just shouted me a night here 〈{〉〈[〉〈O〉laughs 〈/O〉〈/[〉

BA: 〈[〉yeah〈/[〉〈/{〉 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 i think they have that all the time

(193) (from WSC, DPC049:0195-0225 – PP)

AL: 〈.〉he’s〈/.〉 he’s still sitting on this side of the road like that 〈,,〉 and

um 〈O〉tut〈/O〉 the car went by 〈,〉 and he’s following it with 〈.〉his〈/.〉

with 〈.〉his〈/.〉 with his eyes 〈,〉 no with his HAND but his face is dead

straight down the road and then he’s bursts out laughing hysterically

BT: 〈[〉〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 oh 〈laughs〉oh〈/laughs〉

AL: and just at that point you suddenly get the shits you know you think

i’m in a car with a mad man 〈{〉〈[〉〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[〉

BT: 〈[〉〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 that like 〈&〉hums scary movie music〈/&〉 de da

de da 〈{〉〈[〉de da 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[〉

→ AL: 〈[〉that’s right 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 but you 〈.〉s〈/.〉 it’s just

at that point you realise 〈.〉how〈/.〉 out 〈.〉of 〈/.〉 how little control

you’ve got as a passenger in a car 〈,〉 〈{〉 〈[〉and um〈/[〉 〈O〉tut〈/O〉

so then i’m starting to think about what to do next because what’s

going to happen is 〈.〉ac 〈/.〉 〈?〉is a〈/?〉 〈.〉c〈/.〉 another curve coming up

〈latch〉

(194) (from WSC, DPC181:0145-0220 – Simple clause)

RW: and how are your plans for your trip are they all falling into place

nicely 〈,〉 besides the problem of choosing your seats

MJ: have to choose seats

FG: it’s not a problem it’s a privilege

RW: is it not a problem as well

FG: don’t think so particularly

MJ: no i want space with 〈,〉 room for my legs

RW: mhm

MJ: 〈?〉but um〈/?〉

→ FG: it’s only because we enrolled in the united airlines 〈.〉special 〈/.〉

what’s it called

MJ: 〈O〉tut〈/O〉 mileage plus 〈&〉18:00〈/&〉

FG: mileage 〈{〉〈[〉plus〈/[〉

RW: 〈[〉oh so〈/[〉〈/{〉 you actually go with united

FG: yes yes

RW: that’s very brave isn’t it 〈latch〉

Note that in the last example given, in (194), the cleft is truncated (see Chapter

3, p. 71, and Chapter 5 for a discussion of truncated demonstrative clefts), that is, it
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is missing the cleft clause. We will see in section 6.4.1, that many of the it-clefts found

in the WSC conversations are of this type; and in particular, all clefts containing a

full clause in their cleft constituent are truncated. Similarly, most complex NP (with

the exception of three cases) are likewise missing their cleft clauses.

Turning to the structure of the cleft clause we note that similarly to demon-

strative clefts, the cleft clauses of it-clefts have given, highly activated subjects,

typically pronouns or proper names, or alternatively, the cleft constituent functions

as subject itself. Unlike demonstrative clefts, however, the verbs used in cleft clauses

vary considerably, and do not seem to conform to any particular semantic class(es).

These include judge, say, matter, smoke, do, unhinge, make, c-command, suggest,

put, secrete, work, need, see, come, order, break, fly, miss, think, realise, hear, and

so on. Furthermore, each verb is being used in one or two constructions, with little

recurrence, and thus no apparent pattern.

The disparity between the verbs used in it-cleft clauses and the verbs used in

demonstrative cleft clauses adds further validity to the hypothesis that demonstrative

clefts show patterns of formulaicity, since the verbs which they involve are not simply

commonly used in any cleft type, but rather the demonstrative cleft is distinct in this

respect.

As we have seen with many of the previous cleft types, the it-clefts tend to

occur in the climactic stage of topic development (as seen in examples 191 and 192).

The second most frequent place within the topic structure for the it-clefts identified

is in the coda; see example (195) below.

(195) (from WSC, DPC032:0005-0040)

BH: i’ll have 〈.〉to〈/.〉 oh yeah

AW: well you’ve been um going out so much on friday nights you wouldn’t

have taken much notice of that friday 〈&〉1:00〈&〉 night meeting it’s

→ always auckland anyway auckland always meets on fridays it’s only

the 〈.〉very〈/.〉 odd occasions that someone else works you know 〈.〉

actually〈/.〉〈,,〉〈&〉5〈/&〉 someone else actually um what was i going to

say actually races at night at kennedy park or something

BH: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 yeah 〈{1〉〈[1〉the cat can’t understand 〈/[1〉 what we’re

doing he’s trying to sniff the tape 〈O〉voc〈/O〉 〈?〉 〈.〉that〈/.〉〈/?〉 that’s

what the funny sniffing sound is in the 〈{2〉〈[2〉microphone if you’re

wondering〈/[2〉

The excerpt given above starts at the beginning of the tape, so the entire con-
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versation prior to the it-cleft available is included here. However, in spite of the fact

that we know little about the topic of conversation at that time, it is clear that there

is a shift of focus soon after the cleft construction it is only the very odd occasions

someone else works is uttered. The change is made more salient by the discourse

marker anyway, followed by the phrase what was i going to say.

Table 6.4 summarises the position within topics of the it-cleft in spontaneous

conversation (see Chapter 4, p. 124f. for information about topic transitions). Note,

the high frequency of the it-clefts appearing in the climax stage – a huge 72%.

Table 6.4: Position of it-clefts within topical structure

Position Stage Frequency Percentage

Initial Orientation 3 3%
Complication 5 4%

Medial (Part of) climax 81 72%

Final Denouement 7 6%
Coda 16 14%

Other Aside 1 1%
Unclear - -

Total 113 100%

Numerous studies have mentioned the it-cleft’s orientation towards newness, see

for instance Collins (1987, 1991b), Gómez-González (2001), Johansson (2001), Miller

and Weinert (1998). The WSC data confirms this claim, as is exemplified in (196).

The truncated cleft it’s a meeting [that i am going to] 6 contains an indefinite NP, a

meeting, clearly new to the addressee.

(196) (from WSC, DPC078:0005-0030)

AS: what 〈.〉s〈/.〉 sort of course is it that you’re going to

〈{〉〈[〉〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉 is it〈/[〉

→ PP: 〈[〉it’s not it’s a〈/[〉〈/{〉 meeting 〈,〉 we have i go to four meetings every

year and they’re in different cities throughout the country

AS: is it an important 〈.〉m〈/.〉 〈&〉break in tape〈/&〉

Finally, the discourse function of it-clefts has also been avidly investigated and

discussed in the literature, as already mentioned in Chapter 3, section 3.3. The role

of expressing contrastiveness is one of the most common uses of it-clefts, as a tool “for

directing the reader [as they are most common in written language] into a particular

6We come back to the problematic issue of truncated clefts in section 6.4.1.
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interpretation of the information structure” (cf. Collins, 1987, p. 16). As before, this

is confirmed by the WSC data; see the previous examples (191), (193) and (195), and

the example given in (197) below.

(197) (from WSC, DPC221:1755-1795)

BU: yeah

AN: mm we went to the um hairdressing competitions on the weekend

BU: oh really what was that 〈{〉〈[〉like〈/[〉

→ AN: 〈[〉oh〈/[〉〈/{〉 i think they 〈.〉were〈/.〉 i mean it wasn’t you that we saw

there eh

BU: no

AN: no oh it was 〈.〉re〈/.〉 it was really quite good eh 〈&〉12:00〈/&〉 there’s

some really weird sort of hair styles in ultra trendy

Additionally to contrastive stress, it-clefts may also involve informative stress,

whereby the cleft constituent is used to provide a value which is assumed by the

speaker to be new and “informative” to the addressee (see examples 196, 194, and

192).

The spontaneous conversations also contain it-clefts used by speakers in order

to buy thinking time (a not uncommon use of various constructions in this linguistic

mode), and also for correcting another speaker, as in (198).

(198) (from WSC, DPC045:1160-1200)

AG: i CAN’T 〈.〉believe〈/.〉 it’s really sort 〈.〉of〈/.〉 we’ve got such small ski

fields here i can’t sort of believe that those two people were killed in

that avalanche 〈&〉12:00〈/&〉

BA: TWO people? 〈latch〉

AG: yeah two people were killed

BA: where

AG: up at turoa

BA: oh was it turoa

→ AG: oh no it was 〈.〉tu〈/.〉 〈{〉〈[〉tukino〈/[〉

BA: 〈[〉〈?〉〈.〉tu〈/.〉〈/?〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 tukino yeah 〈latch〉

AG: tukino skifield which is just by 〈{〉〈[〉turoa〈/[〉 and like they they were

actually um 〈,〉 〈drawls〉er〈/drawls〉 patrol ski patrol doing avalanche

control 〈latch〉

6.4.1 Truncated it-clefts
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Declerck (1988) and Hedberg (2000) discuss the occurrence of truncated it-clefts (see

discussion in Chapter 3, section 3.3.1). As noted in Chapter 3, the use of truncated

it-clefts in spoken language is reported by Miller and Weinert (1998), who also point

out their rather frequent usage in the Map-Task dialogue data. Truncated it-clefts

were found to make up a total of 38% of the total number of it-clefts (20 constructions

from 53 clefts).

In the WSC data, their presence is even more significant. There, truncated

it-clefts greatly outnumber “full” ones – 76 truncated it-clefts compared to 37 full

it-clefts. Some examples are given below.

(199) (from WSC, DPC182:1140-1210)

Participants are talking about two postdoctoral positions which are advertising for

researchers to work on “syntactic analysis by machine”, as they refer to it earlier

in the conversation.
FG: one of them was to do with 〈,〉 the allocation of locomotives 〈,〉 within

a railway system 〈{1〉 〈[1〉where they〈/[1〉 SAID 〈,〉 that they had 〈,〉 six

thousand locomotives 〈{2〉〈[2〉and they 〈/[2〉 had two hundred people

um apparently fulltime manually 〈&〉44:00〈/&〉 allocating locomotives

this doesn’t feel real i’m going to have to 〈{3〉〈[3〉check whether it

could possibly be so〈/[3〉

RW: 〈[1〉〈drawls〉oh〈/〉drawls〈/[1〉〈/{1〉〈[2〉〈?〉good〈/?〉 〈/[2〉 〈/{2〉 〈[3〉that

doesn’t 〈.〉sound〈/.〉 it〈/[3〉〈/{3〉 sounds as if there must be an extra

NAUGHT on that 〈{〉〈[〉〈?〉 tally 〈/?〉 〈/[〉

FG: 〈[〉well there〈/[〉〈/{〉 may be 〈O〉laughter〈/O〉 so um

RW: 〈{〉〈[〉that seems incredible〈/[〉

MJ: 〈[〉〈?〉the〈/?〉 major〈/[〉〈/{〉 problem with the railways is losing wagons

FG: for months on sidings

RW: good lord

→ FG: and it’s not just the wagons it’s what’s 〈{〉 〈[〉 loaded ON the wagons

→ 〈/[〉 〈latch〉

RW: 〈[〉what’s IN them〈/[〉〈/{〉 yes 〈O〉laughter〈/O〉

(200) (from WSC, DPC297:1120-1185)

Participants are discussing options available to them for getting to Auckland, e.g.,

flying or driving.

ST: 〈?〉you get the car for free〈/?〉

JN: and if you put 〈{〉〈[〉petrol in it gets expensive〈/[〉

RC: 〈[〉don’t want to 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[〉〈/{〉

ST: 〈{〉〈[〉mm〈/[〉 and petrol costs hardly anything
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RC: 〈[〉〈?〉do〈/?〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 do want to drive or do you not like flying

WY: i don’t mind flying 〈{〉〈[〉〈?〉it’s that〈/?〉〈/[〉

→ JN: 〈[〉 it’s the money 〈/[〉〈/{〉

RC: oh it’s the money

→ WY: it’s the a hundred and ten dollars each way

RC: oh cos you got to get yourself to auckland

WY: mm

HE: but wayne i 〈{1〉〈[1〉would also estimate it would COST 〈/[1〉 you a

hundred 〈{2〉 〈[2〉 dollars 〈/[2〉 by the time you’d paid 〈{3〉〈[3〉petrol and

meals〈/[3〉 and possibly even a night’s accommodation

One comment made by Miller and Weinert (1998, p. 300) concerns the fact

that their truncated it-clefts appear to allow more complex cleft constituents than

full it-clefts, such as NPs followed by complement clauses, NPs together with relative

clauses, participles and adverbial clauses – all of which are not found with full it-

clefts. This leads Miller and Weinert to conclude that “longer cleft constituents are

only possible in spoken language when the wh-clause is omitted” (1998, p. 302).

They attribute the missing clause ‘problem’ to processing needs, that is, speakers can

only cope with complex cleft constituents when they are able to ease their cognitive

load by omitting the cleft clauses.

However, the it-clefts found in the WSC data do not conform to these hypothe-

ses. Both full, and truncated it-clefts include constructions whose cleft constituents

range from simple and complex NPs, PPs, AdvPs and Simple Clauses. As sum-

marised in Table 6.5, truncated it-clefts do not appear to have a “preference” for

complex cleft constituents, like they do in the Map-Task dialogue.

Table 6.5: Comparison of full and truncated it-clefts with respect to cleft constituents

Types Full Truncated Total

NP Simple 24 56 80
Complex 3 10 13

PP (Simple) 5 2 7
Adv P (Simple) 2 1 3
Clauses (Simple) 3 7 10

Total 37 76 113

Analyses of the conversation excerpts from the WSC suggest that it is rather

redundancy which drives the use of truncated it-clefts, rather than the need for easing

the speaker’s cognitive load. Therefore, if it is possible to leave out the cleft clause
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without compromising meaning, in cases where it is recoverable from context, then

speakers will do so (regardless of whether the cleft constituent ‘only’ involves a simple

noun phrase).

Finally, it would not be a discussion of truncated clefts without echoing the

ambiguity problems they pose, mentioned by various other studies (see for example

Miller and Weinert, 1998 and Hedberg, 2000). We limit the discussion here to one

example illustrating this problem.

(201) (from WSC, DPC131:0325-0380)

DP: and it 〈.〉just〈/.〉 you should make sure you just get them put me on

your mailing list 〈,,〉

AI: yeah am i a public servant

GB: mm

AI: state servant 〈{〉〈[〉〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉〈/[〉 〈&〉7:00〈/&〉

DP: 〈[〉it 〈.〉doesn’t〈/.〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 it doesn’t make 〈{〉 〈[〉 any difference〈/[〉

GB: 〈[〉yeah you are because〈/[〉〈/{〉 you’re employed by internal affairs

DP: um 〈,,〉 parliamentary services is part 〈.〉of〈/.〉 〈latch〉

→ AI: 〈?〉 it’s the〈/?〉 civil service 〈.〉is〈/.〉 is it

DP: yeah

GB: are they

AI: all right yeah good

The construction it’s the civil service, is it could be interpreted as a cleft miss-

ing the clause that employs me. However, alternatively, it may be analysed as an

identifying clause instead, where the pronoun it has referential force – it is simply

not clear which analysis is most accurate.

6.4.2 It-clefts, inferential clefts and extraposition

Finally, the last issue to consider is that of ambiguity problems between it-clefts and

two other constructions: inferential clefts7 (e.g., It is not that I didn’t see it, it’s just

that I ignored it) and extraposition8 (e.g., It is amazing that he fooled them like this).

We first discuss constructions sharing properties with both it-clefts and inferential

7The treatment of inferential sentences as clefts is itself not without controversy, see for example

Collins (1991a). However, the debate is beyond the scope of the current project. For this discussion,

the notion of ‘inferential cleft’ is simply assumed.
8See for example Collins (1994) and Seppänen (1999).
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clefts. Compare the (unambiguous) inferential cleft given in (202) with examples

(203) and (204).

(202) (from WSC, DPC064:0375-0430)

MQ: i mean i have problems being responsible for 〈laughs〉myself let

alone〈/laughs〉 somebody else

FN: i reckon

MQ: i’m trying to change

FN: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉

MQ: my new leaf 〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉 got to get fit 〈,〉 can’t get fit now

〈?〉all the time〈/?〉 can you

FN: no oh 〈,〉 although cos like i’ve been drinking quite a bit in the past

few weeks it started at this bout of twenty firsts and 〈{〉〈[〉now i〈/[〉

→ just can’t keep away from the stuff 〈laughs〉 and um〈/laughs〉 〈,,〉 it’s

just i i haven’t put on any weight 〈latch〉

MQ: 〈[〉mm〈/[〉〈/{〉 mm 〈latch〉

FN: and i think i’ve actually lost weight but i think it’s because 〈.〉 i〈/.〉

i’m always dancing 〈{〉〈[〉〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[〉 and it’s aMAZing

MQ: 〈[〉yeah〈/[〉〈/{〉

(203) (from WSC, DPC059:0250-0280)

AC: i’ll have a bit of baby sitting for joy robinson maybe 〈,,〉 and what was

the other thing the 〈.〉DRY〈/.〉 and the drycleaning lady 〈,,〉 oh did i

tell you that

BS: no

→ AC: well knox has a drycleaning agency it’s a drycleaning agency and it’s

usually a second year girl does it and it was going to be this girl gerry

but she’s decided to go flatting 〈{〉〈[〉and you get a CUT 〈/[〉 you see

you get you get really cheap drycleaning and then you get 〈.〉a〈/.〉 a

profit for being the agency cos how do you think drycleaning agencies

operate the ones in town like dentice i mean the actual little agencies

like kelburn 〈,〉 drycleaning agency at the 〈.〉v〈/.〉 at the video shop

they get a CUT

In (203), the construction it’s usually a second year girl does it could be anal-

ysed as a type of un-integrated it-cleft, where the cleft clause does it is missing the

relativizers that or who which would anchor it as a constituent of the cleft: it’s usu-

ally a second girl [that/who] does it. Alternatively, it can also be understood as an

inferential cleft, containing a complex cleft constituent (and not cleft clause): it’s

usually [that] a second girl does it.
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The cleft in (204) is similarly ambiguous, in that the construction just about

unhinged them may act either as cleft clause (un-integrated, missing that), or it could

be part of the cleft constituent (as in the inferential construction it was [that] their

craving for meat just about unhinged them).

(204) (from WSC, DPC334:0470-0515)

The speakers are talking about a health programme which they took part in, part of

which involved giving up red meat.

QT: but i just found it interesting it was a combination of all those

LR: 〈drawls〉and〈/drawls〉 you don’t have 〈.〉red〈/.〉 red meat

QT: except hamburgers 〈{〉〈[〉〈?〉now and then〈/?〉〈/[〉 〈O〉 laughs〈/O〉 i don’t

you know

LR: 〈[〉mm〈/[〉〈/{〉 and you go for walks anyway 〈latch〉

QT: yes but i’ve been going 〈{〉〈[〉〈.〉rig〈/.〉 religiously〈/[〉

LR: 〈[〉so you just did it〈/[〉〈/{〉 〈?〉in〈/?〉 spare 〈,〉 〈{〉 〈[〉extra〈/[〉 extra time

〈latch〉

QT: 〈[〉cos some 〈.〉of〈/.〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 some of the 〈.〉poor〈/.〉 〈O〉voc〈/O〉 er younger

→ ones were just 〈laughs〉 〈?〉they were 〈/?〉 〈/laughs〉 it was their craving

for red meat 〈laughs〉 just about unhinged them 〈/laughs〉 〈O〉laughs 〈/O〉

〈O〉sniffs 〈/O〉 〈laughs〉 they were saying 〈/laughs〉 they found the thing〈.〉

th〈/.〉 the thing 〈laughs〉 they 〈/laughs〉 found the 〈.〉 mo 〈/.〉 one of the

most difficult things was actually 〈laughs〉 giving up their red meat

for a 〈.〉 week 〈/.〉 〈/laughs〉 and giving up their alcohol for a week

There are two ways in which to help disambiguate the constructions given in

(203) and (204). One involves a closer examination of the surrounding context, and

the other requires an analysis of the clefts’ intonation patterns. The context can be

used to clarify which portion of the construction is being highlighted or emphasized.

Similarly, intonation patterns can also be used to this end; portions which receive

focal stress can be assumed to be part of the cleft constituent, and those which do

not, are part of the cleft clause. This can therefore help work out if we have a full

cleft construction involving a cleft constituent and a cleft clause, or only an inferential

cleft (which is missing its cleft clause9)

Similarly, it-clefts are sometimes difficult to disentangle from a similar construc-

tion, namely extraposition. Extraposition examples such as it is interesting that he

9There are various analyses of inferential clefts, some of which claim that they only contain cleft

clauses (not cleft constituents), see for example Collins (1991a); however, the discussion is beyond

this work.
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left so early, and it was surprising to see the president speechless are similar to it-

clefts in their structure. Both constructions exhibit the use of the pronoun it, a copula

verb, followed by some constituent (the ‘clefted constituent’ in a cleft construction;

or the remainder predicate of the main clause, in extraposed clauses), and finally, a

subordinate clause (the ‘cleft clause’ in a cleft or the demoted subject/object clause

in extraposition).

Both constructions are found in spoken language, but they function in different

ways. It-clefts are used for highlighting purposes or for contrasting particular bits

of information, whereas extraposition is used in order to avoid heavy subjects, such

as that he left so early was interesting, and that the president was speechless was

surprising, and is connected to the end-weight principle Quirk et al. (1985, p. 863).

Extraposition is particularly relevant to spoken language, where subjects are almost

never complex (not even complex nominal phrases, let alone clausal units).

The problem of distinguishing between it-clefts and extraposition has received

virtually no attention in the literature. This issue is illustrated below, by examples

(205) and (206). The constructions it’s quite good to hear that faith’s actually experi-

menting with a few different things and it’s about six weeks ago they did the job both

involve the initial pronoun it, followed by a copula and a series of elements which

could be interpreted as either making up an extraposed clause, or a cleft constituent

and cleft clause pair.

(205) (from WSC, DPC002:0630-0670)

DS: 〈[2〉well margaret started〈/[2〉〈/{2〉 wanting to wear makeup and so on

when she was 〈{〉〈[〉〈.〉onl〈/.〉 〈unclear〉word 〈/unclear〉〈/[〉

MK: 〈[〉yeah totally〈/[〉〈/{〉 different type of child

DS: yeah

MK: or 〈O〉voc〈/O〉 woman now of course

DS: yeah young 〈{〉〈[〉women now for sure〈/[〉

MK: 〈[〉〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[〉〈/{〉

→ DS: oh it’s quite good 〈drawls〉〈.〉to〈/.〉 to〈/drawls〉 hear that faith’s actually

experimenting with a few 〈&〉7:00〈/&〉 different 〈{〉〈[〉things〈/[〉

MK: 〈[〉〈drawls〉yes〈/drawls〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 well raelene 〈.〉was 〈/.〉 she giggled

〈O〉laughs〈/O〉

DS: yes i’m sure she did O >clears throat〈/O〉

(206) (from WSC, DPC066:1500-1540)

CH: 〈{1〉〈[1〉well they〈/[1〉 never got close to me but they were they’re real

cowboys and 〈{2〉〈[2〉they’re idiots〈/[2〉 you know and they’re going on
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about this and that 〈?〉like〈/?〉 and they said they wanted an under

the table job and i said okay so that’s 〈,〉 〈.〉w〈/.〉 we agreed on the

price 〈latch〉 〈&〉12:00〈/&〉

BT: 〈[1〉should’ve〈/[1〉〈/{1〉

DN: 〈[2〉mm〈/[2〉〈/{2〉

AL: you haven’t paid them anything

CH: i haven’t paid them a cent and they’re meant to come back 〈,〉 well

they came back when i was on holiday i left 〈{〉〈[〉this〈/[〉 really clear

→ message saying do not come back till i get back from holiday 〈,〉 it’s

about six weeks ago they did the job

DN: 〈[〉mm〈/[〉〈/{〉

AL: it still fucking leaks

An earlier paper by Pérez-Guerra (1998) argues that it is indeed possible to

distinguish between the two constructions on the basis of the observation that clefts

contain a kind of “gap” where the cleft constituent has been extracted from the

original sentence, whereas extraposed clauses do not contain such a gap. Huddleston

and Pullum exemplify this with the cleft construction It’s the president [I’m referring

to −−], which has a gap where the clefted constituent the president would normally

occur in the un-clefted equivalent I’m referring to the president (2002, ex. 11i, p.

1418).

However, in some cases, the “gap” test runs into slight problems, in that it

does not hold in the same way as seen in the example included by Huddleston and

Pullum, in the sense that the cleft clause is “complete” without the “missing” clefted

constituent. This happens in the case of clefts whose cleft constituents do not function

as arguments of the cleft clause which they relate to. Consider example (207).

(207) (from WSC, DPC024:0425-0465)

TS: every day i’d have chocolate 〈O〉voc〈/O〉 〈latch〉

KA: 〈[〉being poisoned〈/[〉〈/{〉 are you addicted

TS: well i don’t know if i’m addicted but you know every time you have

a bit of chocolate 〈.〉your〈/.〉 your body has to secrete heaps of insulin

to 〈&〉4:00〈/&〉 deal with it and i think i’ll 〈.〉be〈/.〉 i’m sure i’ll get

maturity onset diabetes

→ KA: it’s for the sugar that it has to 〈,〉 secrete the insulin 〈latch〉

TS: yeah but i think your pancreas isn’t that what they 〈.〉th〈/.〉 that’s

one of the theories why they think people get maturity 〈{1〉〈[1〉onset
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〈/[1〉 diabetes just from years of 〈,〉 pancreas getting 〈{2〉〈[2〉tired〈/[2〉

KA: 〈[1〉yeah〈/[1〉〈/{1〉

The clefted constituent for the sugar is an adjunct of the cleft clause it has

to secrete the insulin since it is optional and the clause is complete without it (ad-

mittedly, the cleft clause does allow the PP to be present, but it does not require

it). Hence in examples such as (207), the gap test may be considered a weaker and

perhaps not entirely convincing means for establishing the desired cleft classification.

Similar examples can be found of cases where the clefted constituent functions only

as an adjunct, and not as an argument in the cleft clause, and thus leaves a “weaker”

gap in it, see examples below.

(208) (from WSC, DPC334:0580-0605)

QT: yep 〈{〉〈[〉〈?〉it’s all〈/?〉 work time〈/[〉

LR: 〈[〉is that part of 〈?〉their〈/?〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 programme

→ QT: that’s part of the programme 〈O〉tut〈/O〉 and it’s in six weeks we’ll

get our first certificate

LR: 〈&〉with high pitched voice〈/&〉 〈drawls〉mm 〈/drawls〉 〈latch〉

QT: we’ll all get a little certificate and and at six months we get another

certificate 〈{〉〈[〉and then at the end〈/[〉

(209) (from WSC, DPC049:0200-0235)

BT: 〈[〉〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 oh 〈laughs〉oh 〈/laughs〉

AL: and just at that point you suddenly get the shits you know you think

i’m in a car with a mad man 〈{〉 〈[〉 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[〉

BT: 〈[〉〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 that like 〈&〉hums scary movie music〈/&〉 de da

de da 〈{〉〈[〉de da 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[〉

→ AL: 〈[〉that’s right 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 but you 〈.〉s〈/.〉 it’s just at that point

you realise 〈.〉 how〈/.〉 out 〈.〉of〈/.〉 how little control you’ve got as a

passenger in a car 〈,〉 〈{〉〈[〉and um〈/[〉 〈O〉tut〈/O〉 so then i’m starting

to think about what to do next because what’s going to happen is

〈.〉ac〈/.〉 〈?〉is a〈/?〉 〈.〉c〈/.〉 another curve coming up 〈latch〉 〈&〉9:00〈/&〉

BT: 〈[〉〈softly〉 yeah 〈/softly〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 〈softly〉 oh fuck〈/softly〉 〈latch〉

A more far-reaching and objective solution is proposed in Calude (in press a),

namely a test which can be used as a means for distinguishing between clefting and

extraposition. The structural similarity in the two constructions can be represented

symbolically in the following way:
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Figure 6.4: Clefts and extrapostion – structural representations

It-cleft     

It + be copula + clefted constituent    + cleft clause 

Extraposition

It + be copula + remainder predicate      + extraposed clause 

        = superordinate clause predicate 

The key to the test proposed here lies in the crucial observation concerning the

status of the copula. If we take a basic declarative sentence and convert it to a cleft

or an extraposed construction, the status of the copula will be different in the newly

obtained cleft sentence to that in the newly obtained extraposed sentence. In the case

of extraposition, the copula be is in fact part of the superordinate clause predicate,

whereas in the cleft construction, the copula is inserted (just as the pronominal it is

inserted), in addition to the original sentential predicate.

It can, then, be predicted that the process of un-cleaving a cleft construction

by eliminating the inserted subject it and shifting the clefted constituent to sentence-

initial position (while leaving the copula and the cleft clause as they are) will result

in ungrammaticality. In contrast, reinstating an extraposed clause to its original

subject (or object) position will not produce such ungrammaticality since the copula

was part of the original matrix clause predicate in the first place. Hence, the test for

distinguishing between clefts and extraposition is outlined below:

i Eliminate it.

ii Move sentence-final clause to the front of the sentence.

iii If the construction obtained is grammatical, then the original structure is an

example of extraposition. If, on the other hand, the construction obtained is

ungrammatical, then the original structure is a cleft.

Thus when applying the test to the first two examples noted earlier, (205) and

(206), we get the following results:

Applying the test to example (205)

... it’s quite good to hear that faith’s actually experimenting with a few different things ...
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To hear that faith’s experimenting with a few different things is quite good.

Grammatical −→ result: EXTRAPOSITION

Applying the test to example (206)

it’s about six weeks ago they did the job

∗ They did the job is about six weeks ago.

Ungrammatical −→ result: CLEFT

Similarly, the test helps solve the ambiguity in examples (207), (208), and (208),

where the “gap” test did not work as well:

Applying the test to example (207)

it’s for the sugar that it has to secrete the insulin

∗ It has to secrete the insulin is for the sugar.

Ungrammatical −→ result: CLEFT

Applying the test to example (208)

it’s in six weeks we’ll get our first certificates

∗ (That) We’ll get our first certificates is in six weeks.

Ungrammatical −→ result: CLEFT

Applying the test to example (209)

it’s just at that point you realise how little control you’ve got as a passanger in a car

∗ You realise how little control you’ve got as a passanger in a car is just at that point.

Ungrammatical −→ result: CLEFT

Despite the general applicability of the test, it is not always possible to reconcile

all problematic examples. In some cases, this is because of the very nature of spoken

language, which is sometimes syntactically loosely integrated, as discussed in Chap-

ter 5. Example (210) constitutes one such case, where the analysis is not entirely

straightforward.

(210) (from WSC, DPC062:1135-1150)

Speaker AL is explaining what happened after he got his teeth fixed, once they took

his braces off and he saw the old moulds and xrays.

AL: and then when he’s that was pretty 〈O〉voc〈/O〉 shattering and then

after i’d actually two years later after i’d had them all fixed up and
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→ everything he took 〈O〉voc〈/O〉 other moulds and to actually compare

them it was just 〈{〉〈[〉〈,〉 unbelievable i mean it was 〈/[〉 what he’d

actually done was truly amazing 〈latch〉

BR: 〈[〉unbelievable 〈,〉 yeah 〈,〉 yeah〈/[〉〈/{〉

Here, the extraposed clause to actually compare them looks to be topicalized (or

perhaps left dislocated), preceding the clause it was just unbelievable, which is in fact

the opposite of what extraposition is actually used for. Recall that extraposition is

used as a way of avoiding heavy subjects, being connected to the end-weight principle

(see page 218). However, perhaps a better interpretation of this example would be

that the infinitive clause to actually compare them is located outside the it-clause

it was just unbelievable (functioning like some sort of adverbial, clarifying what was

unbelievable).

A different analysis would be to take the it as pointing further back to the clause

he took other moulds (it could not point only to the noun phrase other moulds, since

the predicate is was, and the noun phrase is plural), rather than to the non-finite

clause to actually compare them. This way, the clause it was just unbelievable is inde-

pendent from the preceding clause, and thus we do not have a case of extraposition.

It is simply unclear what clause is co-indexed with the pronoun.

It is not only extraposed clauses that can appear syntactically loosely integrated,

or rather un-integrated, in spoken language. Cleft constructions also exhibit this

phenomenon. Consider example (211). Here, speaker LL starts to form what looks

like an it-cleft, but whose relative clause is not introduced by the expected relativizer

that, but instead, appears as a temporal adverbial clause introduced by then. This is

presumably due to the complexity of the construction, where the clefted constituent

is made up of two coordinated clauses.

(211) (from WSC, DPC007:1620-1650)

LL: 〈[〉〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 mac’s going to come back from hawaii

saying all these things we would have already heard it before 〈,,〉

doesn’t seem to listen eh

RR: he doesn’t um

→ LL: it’s only when HE says that it’s important or when he’s seen it and

then HE talks about it then it’s important but if you talk about some-

thing that he doesn’t know anything about then it’s not important

RR: 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉

LL: it ISN’T TRUE
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There is another possible analysis of the example in (211), namely the when-

clause could be taken to be a headless relative and the it ... then to form a correlative

construction. This serves to illustrate, once again, the general problems encountered

when dealing with spoken data, that is, the availability of different analyses and the

lack of a clear-cut solution (though, of course, these problems are not exclusively

limited to spoken data).

This point brings us to a final observation concerning the distinction between

grammatical acceptability and stylistic preference. In some cases, extraposed clauses

are not as stylistically “accommodating” when being reinstated to subject posi-

tion. The transformation test produces constructions which are stylistically awk-

ward, though still grammatical. However, in spite of this stylistic awkwardness, the

test still gives the desired results when applied in these instances. For example, in

(212), the reinstated extraposed clause having a fight is worth(while) i suppose may

not be stylistically preferred, but it is nevertheless grammatical.

(212) (from WSC, DPC090:0730-0755)

MR: 〈[〉yeah there was〈/[〉〈/{〉 all that stuff in the paper about the guy that

〈.〉was〈/.〉〈{〉〈[〉〈?〉was it〈/?〉 just over fifty percent〈/[〉

LN: 〈[〉yeah it was the fact that he was going to lose in the 〈.〉 long〈/.〉〈/[〉〈/{〉

yeah he’s gonna lose in the long run anyway cos of course they will

→ be allowed to get away with it 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 it’s worth having a fight

i suppose whereas like with mum we pay you know well over half

〈&〉10:00〈/&〉

MR: how much do you pay

LN: seventy

SA: how much do you get a week hundred and twenty

This issue seems to affect constructions where both the predicate left over from

the super-ordinate clause and the extraposed clause are particularly short/light. For

instance in (213) and (214), the predicate ‘remainders’ good and very hard, respec-

tively, and the extraposed clauses that you do and to fit are all short/light.

(213) (from WSC, DPC093:1345-1380)

SS: you’re not a GEEK 〈{〉〈[〉you’re just〈/[〉 a dick

BB: 〈[〉you’re not jen〈/[〉〈/{〉

JN: no 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 i’m just a 〈laughs〉dick〈/laughs〉 〈{〉〈[〉〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[〉

→ SS: 〈[〉〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[〉〈/{〉 no 〈{1〉〈[1〉no no 〈/[1〉 〈.〉you〈/.〉 you 〈{2〉〈[2〉 it’s

good that you 〈.〉 do 〈/.〉〈/[2〉
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JN: 〈[1〉oh〈/[1〉〈/{1〉

BB: 〈[2〉is that why dave likes you〈/[2〉〈/{2〉

JN: yeah thanks

Note also that if the construction in (213) were missing the complementizer that,

i.e., it’s good you do, the test would only give the correct analysis (extraposition), if

the complementizer were re-introduced: that you do is good. In other words, examples

containing light/short predicate ‘remainders’ and light/short extraposed clauses may

require further ‘adjusting’ in order to give the correct result (as long as the copula is

not affected, the test is still doing its job).

(214) (from WSC, DPC063:0195-0235)

XX: what did 〈{〉〈[〉you say〈/[〉

FN: 〈[〉i waited〈/[〉〈/{〉 and waited and he didn’t say anything so i said how

would 〈.〉you〈/.〉 〈?〉would you like〈/?〉 to marry me and he said oh 〈,〉

hadn’t thought of it 〈&〉13:16〈/&〉 〈&〉14:22〈/&〉

MR: we’d load the boot up we had a vanguard with a curved 〈.〉lid〈/.〉 boot

→ lid it was very hard to fit 〈latch〉

XX: what’s a 〈.〉vangua〈/.〉 oh the guard

MR: motorcar it was very hard to fit the 〈.〉rectangular〈/.〉 〈,〉 〈.〉suitca〈/.〉

sorry ports 〈O〉all laugh〈/O〉 〈laughs〉into a rounded boot〈/laughs〉

This is not so much of a problem for extraposed clauses where either only

the remainder of the predicate is short/light, as in (215), or in cases where only

the extraposed clause is short/light, as in (216). In both examples, the reinstated

extraposed clauses are stylistically acceptable: that there’s different kinds of fits is

interesting in (215) and to do it was jolly decent of her in (216).

(215) (from WSC, DPC070:1490-1520)

JM: yeah i know two 〈{〉〈[〉people〈/[〉

CR: 〈[〉not as〈/[〉〈/{〉 many as with asthma or anything but 〈{〉〈[〉you

know〈/[〉 〈O〉sniffs〈/O〉 still quite high 〈,,〉〈&〉3〈/&〉 〈O〉tut〈/O〉

〈drawls〉〈softly〉 yes 〈/softly〉〈/drawls〉

JM: 〈[〉no〈/[〉〈/{〉

→ XX: but it’s interesting that there’s different kinds of fits 〈&〉11:00〈/&〉

CR: yeah people 〈.〉can〈/.〉 some people grow out of it 〈{1〉〈[1〉too some〈/[1〉

people you know who fit as children don’t 〈{2〉〈[2〉at all〈/[2〉

JM: 〈[1〉mm yeah〈/[1〉〈/{1〉
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(216) (from WSC, DPC039:0060-0090)

MG: 〈softly〉yeah no she couldn’t stay long〈/softly〉 〈latch〉

LC: it was quite 〈laughs〉funny 〈.〉having〈/.〉 〈O〉laughs 〈/O〉

〈{1〉〈[1〉having〈/[1〉 all those photos taken with this sneering and smil-

ing sarah behind 〈{2〉〈[2〉the 〈?〉photo behind the camera〈/?〉〈/laughs〉

〈O〉coughs〈/O〉〈/[2〉

MG: 〈[1〉what〈/[1〉〈/{1〉 〈[2〉〈O〉laughs〈/O〉〈/[2〉 〈/{2〉

→ LC: it was jolly decent of her to do it 〈{1〉〈[1〉because〈/[1〉 she’s actually

very busy at the moment 〈,,〉 and she’s being quite devoted to it like

you know if it didn’t work out she’d come back 〈{2〉〈[2〉〈laughs〉and take

some more〈/laughs〉 〈/[2〉

Instead, it seems that stylistic problems appear only when both the extraposed

clause and the leftover predicate are short/light. This is somewhat surprising in

light of the various explanations put forward in the literature regarding the motiva-

tion for extraposition. If the use of extraposition is indeed connected to processing

ease, as suggested by Huddleston (1984) and Langacker (1974), then a light subject

clause should be perfectly acceptable, both grammatically and stylistically. The only

possible explanation of why ‘switching’ from an extraposed form to the equivalent

non-extraposed one would not be acceptable in the case of light (extraposed come

subject) clauses, is that the function of extraposition is not (only) related to ease of

processing and avoidance of heavy subjects. These examples raise further questions

about the nature and properties of the constructions discussed and indicate that there

is still much work to be done toward a better understanding of the discourse function

of extraposition.

Brief summary notes

The current chapter provided a discussion of the other major cleft types, namely re-

versed wh-clefts, basic wh-clefts, and it-clefts and of some of their more significant properties

in spoken discourse. Reversed wh-clefts are very few, unlike demonstrative clefts (which

are often found to be very frequent in spoken language due to their including the latter

cleft type under the same term), and many of these are in fact which-clefts. The remaining

handful number of examples are used to provide word definitions and explain the meaning

of various concepts. Basic wh-clefts are more frequently found in spoken language. One

outstanding characteristic of these clefts is their un-integratedness within the surrounding

discourse. Not only is this property extremely widespread, but it also has various forms,

such as missing copula elements, repeated subject and auxiliary unit and so on. Finally,
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it-clefts are the most commonly occurring cleft in the WSC data, after demonstrative clefts.

These exhibit a different problem, namely their prevalently missing cleft clauses. Truncated

it-clefts are problematic since it is difficult to distinguish them from (simple) identifying

clauses. Furthermore, it-clefts also present ambiguity problems with inferential clefts and

extraposed clauses.This chapter concludes the informational content of the present thesis.

A summary of the main results which have come to light from this project is included in

the final chapter.



Chapter

7

Conclusion

Language is not an abstract construction of the learned, or of

dictionary makers, but is something arising out of the work,

needs, ties, joys, affections, tastes, of long generations of humanity,

and has its bases broad and low, close to the ground. [Noah Webster]

Language is a city to the building of which every human being

brought a stone. [Ralph Waldo Emerson]

Language is the means of getting an idea from my brain into yours

without surgery. [Mark Amidon]

All speech, written or spoken, is a dead language, until it finds a

willing and prepared hearer. [Robert Louis Stevenson]

As is the case with long projects of this sort (and indeed any project), there

comes a time when one is forced to stop and look back, even though it may feel like

things are just beginning to get interesting. Throughout the previous chapters, we

have seen various conclusions and generalisations emerge, but unsurprisingly, many

more questions arise at the same time. This final chapter summarises the results

and touches on some questions raised. The main part of the thesis concentrates on

the demonstrative cleft and it seems fitting to start by bringing together the findings

which have come to light regarding its structural and discourse related properties.

Following this, we will look at findings concerning the other cleft types investigated,

namely wh-clefts and it-clefts.

As mentioned from the very beginning, key aspects of the current work center

around usage and data, and around listeners and speakers. One major theme concerns

228
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the issue of language as an ever-evolving product of its users. As Noah Webster

correctly points out, language is not some abstract construction, defined or constrained

by dictionary makers (or, more generally, linguists), but the product of the very people

who use it, change it, adjust it and re-shape it.

Put another way by Emerson, the contribution and input of speakers and writers

can be thought of as a collection of everyone’s stones that shape this building we call

language (and one which will never be finished). Therefore, when examining any

linguistic material, it is important to keep in mind the changing quality of language,

as well as its emergent flavour. These comments bring us to a second central theme,

namely that of language as being a real-life phenomenon. As outlined in Chapter 2,

it is important to consider real data, that is, language which was actually created and

used in an actual situation. The use of corpora has had a huge impact on the field of

linguistics, and has fueled studies concerned with the question of “what is probable

in a language” (as opposed to the ever-so dominant issue of “what is possible”).

In all this, it must not be forgotten that language constitutes a tool, and a

highly complex and fascinating one at that. It is a way of sending thoughts from

one brain to another, as Mark Amidon put it, without surgery. In particular, the

language under scrutiny here has been unplanned spontaneous spoken language. One

added advantage of this linguistic genre for me is the fact that it provides a window

(most likely, as clear as it might ever get) into how we think and how we put together

linguistic material . It is the most ‘raw’ type of language we have and therefore, the

sharpest lens for looking at how our brains produce and process language.

A third central theme throughout this work has been the idea that spoken

language ‘lives’ through its audience. Spoken language is constructed with a particular

audience in mind, and one which is present and active in receiving the information

intended for it (in most cases). So much is the bond between speaker and hearer a

part of the language used and indeed mirrored in its structure and function, that we

might go as far as to say that looking at speech makes little sense without considering

the participants involved at the time of the interaction. Stevenson’s words are echoed

by many findings presented here, that indeed speech . . . is a dead language until it

finds a willing and prepared hearer.

Having summarised some of the important themes assumed from the outset of

the current study, I now review the main findings emerging from this work.
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7.1 Demonstrative clefts in Spoken English

The demonstrative cleft constitutes the major focus of the present work (Chapters 4

and 5). The analysis began with the observation that new and insightful results can

be drawn from analysing the demonstrative cleft separately from other cleft types,

and in particular, separately from reversed wh-clefts (with which it has been most

frequently associated). The demonstrative cleft differs with respect to structural, as

well as discourse related properties, and usage patterns from the other major cleft

types. Its distinguishing characteristics stem from tight deictic links between the cleft

and its surrounding discourse. These are examined in detail throughout Chapter 4.

7.1.1 Cleft constituents

First, we discussed the structural and discourse related characteristics of the cleft

constituents found inside demonstrative clefts. Cleft constituent slots are overwhelm-

ingly filled by the singular distal demonstrative pronoun that, and only rarely by the

proximal this.

In terms of their discourse properties, cleft constituents can be used as textual

deictics to refer to previous, upcoming, or both previous and upcoming, material.

Sometimes, the entities they refer to occur in the middle of the cleft construction itself.

Additionally, the demonstrative pronouns can point to entities which are physically

present at the time of the interaction, or even to nothing at all (only alluding to the

value, but never actually specifying it).

Furthermore, as far as textually deictic demonstrative clefts go, the material

referred to by the cleft constituent can be extended (a single clause or a combination

of clauses), or non-extended (a single phrase, most frequently, an NP). This material

is often uttered by the speaker producing the cleft, but does not necessarily have to

be (at times, it is uttered by other participants present).

Finally, the value which the cleft is used to point to can be found anywhere

between the same turn containing the cleft construction itself, and up to three or

more turns prior to the uttering of the cleft (in other words, the value need not occur

in close proximity to the cleft).

While all these possibilities have been found and exemplified from the WSC

corpus, the majority of demonstrative clefts are that-clefts, pointing anaphorically to
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extended material, most typically uttered by the same speaker producing the cleft

construction, and occurring in the same turn as the value they refer to.

7.1.2 Cleft clauses

The second part of Chapter 4 focuses on the structural and discourse related proper-

ties of cleft clauses. Like it-clefts, demonstrative clefts can occur without their cleft

clauses – though the phenomenon is highly infrequent in the WSC data (especially

when compared with the it-clefts analysed).

However, when cleft clauses are present, these are typically introduced by one

of the three wh-words: what, why, or where (only very rarely by how much and when,

and never by who or whose). The wh-word is followed by a proper name or personal

pronoun subject (although other possibilities are attested, such as the cleft constituent

demonstrative pronouns acting as subject, or the wh-word filling the subject role).

The verbs used in cleft clauses are also limited in semantic range, depicting events of

cognition and emotion, communication, or movement.

Like cleft constituents, cleft clauses also contain mostly given information; the

only new information seems to come from equating the material inside the cleft

clause with that of its associated value (referenced by the cleft constituent). Finally,

demonstrative clefts can be accompanied by softening devices such as modal verbs

(could, might), epistemic phrases (I think, I mean), and sentence adverbials (maybe,

perhaps).

7.1.3 Demonstrative clefts as a whole

Demonstrative clefts have, by and large, positive polarity, though some negative po-

larity clefts are also found. Some constructions are accompanied by tags, such as

subject-verb inversions, eh, huh, or what, or right. Interestingly, in some cases, the

tags are used to question the material expressed by the cleft clause, thus challenging

the idea that cleft clauses are all presupposed. Admittedly, this phenomenon is very

rare and requires further investigation.

Apart from tags, discourse particles are also used in conjunction with demon-

strative clefts; yeah, well, oh, and you/I know being the most frequent. They may

occur before, after, or during the course of the cleft construction, but predominately,

they occur cleft-initially. Unlike the widespread belief that demonstrative clefts occur
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topic-finally, the WSC data suggests that they are part of the climactic or denoue-

ment stages of topic development. Additionally, some clefts occur in the coda, while

others act as side-comments. However, what are indeed very rare are topic-initial

demonstrative clefts (presumably because of their strong deictic links with preceding

and upcoming discourse).

Finally, demonstrative clefts have a broad discourse management role, regulating

the conversation flow, allowing speakers to clarify links between various parts of the

discourse, providing a means for them to take the floor while avoiding committing a

face-threatening act, encouraging other speakers to continue speaking, or providing

agreement. The clefts can also function as highlighting devices, but in a different way

to other clefts. Their emphatic properties come as a result of their pausing a moment

longer over the value which they point to, thus directing the audience to consider it

once again and to dwell on it further. This procedural role makes demonstrative clefts

a useful and appropriate tool for spoken spontaneous language, both in its capacity as

discourse organiser, as well as in its low cost to speakers (recall their low informative

content).

7.2 Double cleft construction

Having reviewed structural and discourse related properties of prototypical demon-

strative clefts, we briefly turn to more peripheral, problematic clefts which can count

as demonstrative clefts (though they were not included in the counts given in Chapter

4), but do not match their description in all respects (discussed in Chapter 5).

Some of these are truncated constructions such as that’s why and that’s where

which are noteworthy due to their missing cleft clauses. They lend support to the

analysis provided by Bresnan and Grimshaw (1978), who treat the wh-word as the

(external) head of the relative clause.

Others constitute loosely integrated clauses containing what looks like both a

demonstrative cleft and a basic wh-cleft, e.g., that’s what you’re supposed to do is nest.

These types of cleft are termed here double cleft constructions (following works by

McConvell, 1998, Massam, 1999, and Ross-Hagebaum, 2004, which treat them as valid

grammatical structures) due to their being an amalgam of two different clefts, sharing

one component (the cleft clause). Double cleft constructions are not particularly

frequent in the WSC data, but they are consistent in their structure. Their limited
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occurrence prevents great generalisations, and further investigation is needed in order

to determine their function in discourse and further syntactical properties.

Debates regarding the somewhat battered term ‘th-cleft’ have also raised the

broader issue of how useful and meaningful current cleft classifications really are.

For example, what does the label it-cleft really have to tell us about the cleft (other

than the fact that it contains the element it in English)? A different classification

of clefts was proposed instead of the form-driven approach. This alternative tax-

onomy focuses more on information structure, and in particular, on the position of

the cleft constituent within the cleft construction (i.e., initial, medial or final). The

classification (included in Chapter 5) is reproduced below.

Figure 7.1: English cleft types

Cleft types 

Initial cleft 

constituent

Medial cleft 

constituent

Final cleft 

constituent

dem.  

clefts

reversed

wh-clefts

reversed

all-clefts

reversed

Collins

th-clefts

it-clefts Ball

th-clefts

Collins

th-clefts

wh-clefts all-clefts

That’s

what I 

want.

A book 

is what 

I want. 

A book 

is all I 

want.

A book 

is the 

thing I 

want.

It was 

my book 

that he 

wanted.

That

was my 

book

that he 

wanted.

The

thing I 

want

most is

a book. 

What I 

want is 

a book. 

All I 

want is 

a book. 

7.3 Formulaicity and demonstrative clefts

One particular point, which was neither expected, nor particularly clear from the

start of the investigation, seems to have developed throughout the detailed analysis

of the demonstrative cleft. This has to with the formulaic nature of the construction.

While people have long described cleft constructions as constituting a “frame” with

various “slots” where the components of the original (simple) sentence are placed (see

for instance Huddleston and Pullum, 2002), to my knowledge, no one has ever made
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a link between formulaicity and clefting. Perhaps this is rightly so, since other clefts

may not be formulaic; the issue requires further investigation.

However, one cleft which does seem to be formulaic is the demonstrative cleft.

The various criteria laid out by Wray and Perkins (2000) and Wray (2002, 2006)

bring out that fact that the demonstrative cleft exhibits formulaic tendencies. These

tendencies are discussed in detail in Calude (in press b); here, the main ideas are

given only briefly.

As we have seen so far, the cleft constituents found in demonstrative clefts

involve highly given information, and almost exclusively the use of that. Their cleft

clauses are introduced almost always by what, why, or where. Their subjects are

typically either personal pronouns or proper names, and their verbs come from a

limited number of semantic classes. All in all, 90% of demonstrative clefts would fit

the frame given below.

Figure 7.2: The demonstrative cleft formula

    what  personal pron               vb. cognition 

That + `s + why    +       +       vb. of movement 

    where  proper name                 vb. of communication 

In other words, demonstrative clefts exhibit fixedness in terms of the elements

which they have in their open slots.

Furthermore, the construction rarely contains pauses during the course of its

production (only three examples were found). More common are pauses after the

cleft. Hence, it can be said that the clefts are fluent, and just like single lexical items,

they are not “interrupted” by pauses.

Their ambiguity as discourse deictics (that is, not being able to work out exactly

what their cleft constituents point to) is another sign of “reduced referential salience”

and formulaicity (see Hudson, 1998).

Finally, the demonstrative cleft is associated with informal, unplanned conver-

sation, and is the most frequently found cleft in this type of data; in other words,

it is specific to a particular text genre. Their fluency, fixedness, reduced referen-

tial salience, association with a particular linguistic medium, and frequency are all

resonant of a formulaic analysis of the demonstrative cleft worth investigating further.
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7.4 Other clefts in Spoken English

The same WSC conversation excerpts have been examined for other major cleft types,

namely reversed wh-clefts, basic wh-clefts and it-clefts. Since they do not constitute

the main focus of the study, only the most noteworthy, keynote characteristics of

these other cleft types are reported here (see Chapter 6). A brief summary of the key

ideas are included below.

Reversed wh-clefts are extremely rare in the WSC data (recall that demonstra-

tive clefts have been most closely associated with this cleft type). They are by and

large which-clefts, such as I thought the English movie was playing at the Lido, which

is what Jenna thought as well, or And then the computer broke down which is what

made matters much worse. They seem to function as ‘satellite’ side-comments, ex-

pressing the speaker’s opinion or stance. Which-clefts are similar to demonstrative

clefts in their deictic links to surrounding discourse and it may well turn out that they

are also quite different from reversed wh-clefts (for similar reasons to those outlined

for demonstrative clefts). Further analysis is required to confirm this.

Which-clefts and demonstrative clefts aside, the ‘remaining’ reversed wh-clefts

appear to be used for a very specific purpose, namely to explicate word definitions,

i.e., spontaneous combustion is when you BURN. However, due to the sparsity of the

data, it is not entirely clear whether this is indeed the only function of reversed wh-

clefts or not. Many more examples are needed before sensible generalisations can be

made.

The second major cleft type discussed in Chapter 6 is the basic wh-cleft. One

notable characteristic of the basic wh-clefts found in conversational data is their lack

of syntactic integration within the surrounding discourse. Not only do we find a high

number of un-integrated wh-clefts in the WSC excerpts (a whole 40% of all wh-clefts

are un-integrated), but they also exhibit several types of un-integration. Some clefts

have repeated subjects (and auxiliary verbs, where these are present), others occur

without the copula, others still have dislocated cleft clauses, and so on.

Unlike the structural consistency of the double cleft construction, un-integrated

basic wh-clefts present different variations on to the prototypical basic wh-cleft frame-

work. This could be because wh-clefts are cognitively more taxing than demonstra-

tive clefts. It is possible that in time speakers will develop several other constructions

(similar to the double cleft) to serve their purpose and ease of production. As with a

lot of the data presented here, more examples and closer inspection are required.
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The final cleft type investigated is the it-cleft. A great majority of spoken

it-clefts are truncated, that is, they occur without their cleft clauses. This causes

confusion between identificational sentences such as this is my book, and true clefts

it wasn’t me [who ate the last cookie]. Further problems also arise from ambiguity

between inferential clefts and it-clefts, and extraposed clauses and it-clefts. However,

in addition to the gapping test, a transformational based test was proposed for solving

the latter problem of distinguishing extraposition from clefting.

Among others, one type of cleft which was not investigated due to time and

space constraints is the inferential cleft, i.e., it’s not that Xeno is dangerous, it’s just

that he is so quiet. A quick inspection of the conversation data showed that spoken

language does exhibit a respectable number of inferential clefts, respectable enough

to warrant a full analysis. The inferential construction is not only interesting due to

its highly controversial status (not everyone agrees with its cleft analysis), but also

due to its troubling structure (researchers are still debating whether it is their cleft

constituents or their cleft clauses that inferential clefts are missing), and somewhat

puzzling presuppositional conditions (it’s not that Xeno is dangerous suggests that

Xeno is not dangerous, but at the same time, it’s not that linguistics is fun, it’s

that it is captivating which makes all the difference suggests that linguistics is indeed

fun). What is more, in contrast to demonstrative clefts, inferential clefts occur with

negative polarity more frequently than with positive polarity. Significant is also the

use of the adverb just preceding the copula. These observations make the inferential

cleft an attractive object of study for future research.

7.5 Final thoughts . . .

As it is often the case, a doctoral thesis constitutes a journey throughout various

sub-fields and genres in a specific area of research. Similarly, the results obtained

may have implications for a variety of different other areas, though these turn out to

be only small contributions as such. Hopefully, the current project will interest not

only linguists (and more specifically, syntacticians), but also language teachers and

computational linguists.

It has long been accepted that mastering a given language is not only about

using fitting words and correct rules, but also about the ways in which users of the

language couch an argument or a story, linguistically-speaking. Rhetorical efficiency

and rhetorical appropriateness help speakers (and writers) drive their points home
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and direct their audiences to detect the most important or newsworthy information.

Similarly, well-constructed discourse enables listeners (and readers) to extract the in-

formation they need more quickly and efficiently. Well-constructed discourse can also

make for pleasant listening (or reading), and it can help keep the audience interested

in what is being said.

The cleft constructions investigated here are part of the rhetorical repertoire of

native English speakers. It is thus important for language teachers to make these

constructions explicitly available to unassuming learners (an even more important

task in the case of learners whose languages do not make use of clefts, and use instead

other highlighting strategies, such as word order or particles).

Turning to a different area altogether, cleft constructions might be of interest to

researchers developing automated ways of dealing with language (such as corpus tag-

gers, machine translation programmes, or speech recognition software). For instance,

most grammatical taggers available today work at the phrasal level, tagging NPs,

VPs, AdjPs and so on, but only few tag for whole constructions above the clausal

level (for example, CLAWS does some construction tagging, but is still very limited

in this respect). However, in some cases, clefts being one example, one can only make

sense of constructions by looking above the clausal level, and this needs to be coded

separately.

The analysis of spoken grammar is becoming more and more common, partic-

ularly since the widespread success of corpus linguistics and in particular, with the

increased interest in the use of speech (for various purposes, such as for speech recog-

nition projects, machine translation work, psycholinguistics research, and in general,

the analysis of speeches, interviews, lectures, monologues, judges’ summations, and

so on).

Returning to the field of linguistics, in general, it turns out that research on

spoken language has and continues to have an almost therapeutic effect. One conse-

quence of this research is that linguists and in particular, grammarians, are starting

to ask a number of questions, which were not feasible or obvious in the past.

One such aspect concerns the issue of what speakers actually say (and not

necessarily what they could or are able to say), with a shift away from grammaticality

judgments and more towards appropriateness and usability. For example, we know

that a construction such as this might be how much a new, Gucci silver-laced pair of

invisible socks would cost in Europe counts as a demonstrative cleft, but we also know

that speakers are very unlikely to actually say this (they tend to use that rather than
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this, the copula does not normally receive modal or aspectual marking, the wh-word

introducing the cleft clause is rarely how much, the noun phrases in the cleft clause

are never this complex).

Grammarians are also starting to ask the question of whether native speakers

make use of one or two (albeit largely overlapping) grammars in speaking a language,

where one informs their use of spoken language, and the other their use of written

language. This issue is discussed in detail by Leech (2000), and will not be expanded

on here, other than to mention an alternative approach to the question. This third

approach would be to view grammar as one large continuum, where speakers and

writers make use of a single “database” with some constructions being at the spoken

language end of the continuum (that is, they are used only in spoken language), and

others at the written language end (i.e., occurring only in writing). Under this view,

demonstrative clefts and especially double cleft constructions belong at the spoken

language end of the continuum, since it is hypothesised that they are (hardly ever)

used in written language, belonging to the grammar of (unplanned spontaneous)

spoken language.

Finally, a third question spurred by grammatical analyses of spoken data con-

cerns the validity and applicability of existing syntactic theories to non-written lan-

guage, particularly those which assume tight syntactic integration and strong con-

stituency. We have seen numerous examples of loosely integrated clefts (e.g., what I

wanted to do is I wanted to finish my thesis or what he needs he needs a good beating).

There is still more work to be done in investigating the extent to which the notion

of constituency applies to spoken language. The study of spoken grammar is just

getting started and much more is yet to be known about the mysterious nature of

this linguistic mode.



Appendix

A

Appendix 1: WSC discourse fea-

tures

1. Stress

CRAZY, UNbelievable Capitals are used to indicate emphatic stress.

2. Question intonation, where unclear

? Used to signal an interrogative where it is ambiguous on paper.

E.g., “you’re going to the zoo tomorrow?” (question) versus “you’re going to the

zoo tomorrow” (statement). Where the sentence structure is unambiguous, no

punctuation is added, e.g. are you going to the zoo tomorrow.

3. Comprehension Problems and Transcriber Doubt

〈?〉well〈?〉 Transcriber’s best guess at unclear speech

〈unclear〉 〈/unclear〉 Untranscribable or incomprehensible speech

When there is doubt about the accuracy of transcription the markup symbols 〈?〉

〈/?〉 are used. When the speech is untranscribable or incomprehensible the markup

symbols 〈unclear〉 〈/unclear〉 are used. In the later case, the ICE system requires a

guess be made at the number of words involved. WSC transcripts generally just say

〈unclear〉word〈/unclear〉, as when speech is unclear it is hard to specify the number of

words involved.

4. Incomplete words

239
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〈.〉wha〈/.〉 Incomplete word The symbols 〈.〉 〈/.〉 indicate that a word has been cut off,

both self-interruption and other speaker interruption.

5. Pauses

〈,〉 pause of up to or equal to one second

〈,,〉 pause over one second and up to two seconds

〈,,〉〈&〉3〈/&〉 pause of over two seconds and up to three seconds

The ICE system only notes whether a pause is short or long. In the WSC we use

their short pause symbol, 〈,〉, to denote a short pause of up to or equal to one second

and their long pause symbol, 〈,,〉, to denote a pause over one second and up to two

seconds. For pauses longer than this the long pause symbol is used 〈,,〉 along with

the number of seconds surrounded by the editorial comment markup symbols 〈&〉

〈/&〉 (see section 14.5, Editorial Comments, for further uses of these symbols). For

example 〈,,〉〈&〉3〈/&〉 denotes a pause of over two seconds and up to three seconds and

〈,,〉〈&〉4〈/&〉 denotes a pause of over three seconds and up to four seconds.

6. Latching

〈latch〉 Indicates latching, i.e., where the second utterance immediately follows the

first with no discernible pause or overlap. E.g., A: do you know what the time is

〈latch〉 B: six o’clock.

7. Simultaneous speech

〈{〉 〈[〉 Indicates start of simultaneous or overlapping speech in utterance of designated

current or first speaker.

〈/[〉 Indicates end of simultaneous or overlapping speech in utterance of current or

first speaker.

〈[〉 Indicates start of simultaneous or overlapping speech in utterance of incoming or

second speaker.

〈/[〉 〈/{〉 Indicates end of simultaneous or overlapping speech in utterance of incoming or

second speaker. E.g., A: i’d like to come as well 〈{〉〈[〉 is 〈/[〉 that okay B: 〈[〉 yeah 〈/[〉〈/{〉.
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Our original transcription system had been syllable sensitive, i.e., overlaps were

sometimes marked in the middle of a word, e.g., A: dis〈{〉〈[〉gusting〈/[〉 B: 〈[〉 yeah 〈/[〉〈/{〉.

The ICE system of markup, along with many software programmes for analysing

corpora, requires word integrity. For the release version of the corpus, therefore, all

overlaps have been moved to ensure word integrity, e.g., A: 〈{〉〈[〉 disgusting 〈/[〉 B: 〈[〉

yeah 〈/[〉〈/{〉.

8. Multiple intra-turn Overlaps

Numbering is added where a speaker is overlapped more than once within a turn:

E.g., A: you deep fried them 〈{1〉〈[1〉 did 〈/[1〉 you or just 〈{2〉〈[2〉 pan fried them 〈/[2〉

B: 〈[1〉 mm 〈/[1〉〈/{1〉

B: 〈[2〉 no 〈,〉 they were 〈/[2〉〈/{2〉 very greasy

Sometimes two speakers may overlap a third at the same time. This has been marked

as follows, with 〈{〉 and 〈/{〉 encompassing the whole overlap: E.g.,

A: it all turned out 〈{〉〈[〉 all right 〈/[〉 in the end

B: 〈[〉 yeah 〈/[〉

C: 〈[〉 mm 〈/[〉〈/{〉

9. Numbering of overlaps: consecutive and disjoint numbering

A: remember that time we went to gisborne 〈{1〉〈[1〉 with 〈/[1〉 the martins and we

went to that 〈{2〉〈[2〉 place with the huge 〈/[2〉 rocks

B: 〈[1〉 yeah 〈/[1〉〈/{1〉

C: 〈[2〉 and it rained 〈/[2〉〈/{2〉

C: and it 〈{1〉〈[1〉 rained 〈/[1〉 the whole time 〈{2〉〈[2〉 and none of us 〈/[2〉 had raincoats

A: 〈[1〉 yeah 〈/[1〉〈/{1〉

A: 〈[2〉 i’d forgotten that 〈/[2〉〈/{2〉

Although the two interruptions on A are made by different people (first B, then C),

they are still numbered consecutively as interruptions made within a single turn of
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A’s. When the speaker changes (in this case from A to C), and a different person is

being interrupted (in this case C), the numbering of interruptions on C starts from

1 again.

10. Paralinguistic anthropophonics

〈O〉 〈/O〉 Paralinguistic anthropophonics

Laughter, coughing, sniffing, snorting, sneezing and other such noises are marked by

〈O〉 〈/O〉. E.g., A: 〈O〉groans〈/O〉 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉 〈O〉clears throat〈/O〉.

In all the monologue categories coughing, laughter etc from the audience is not

transcribed unless it obliterates or interrupts the speaker. The most frequent noises

marked with the symbols 〈O〉groans〈/O〉 are:

〈O〉tut〈/O〉 bilabial/alveolar/dental clicks, and

〈O〉voc〈/O〉 other vocalisations not covered by any other convention.

11. Features occurring through sections of speech

Features which apply to sections of speech are generally noted in angle brackets

around the speech they apply to. E.g. “〈quickly〉 we won’t talk about that 〈/quickly〉”,

“〈drawls〉 um 〈/drawls〉 but i think”.

Annotations use capitals where appropriate (proper nouns, etc) and follow standard

spelling. Comments take the form of adverb, third person singular, or “in/with a . . . ”.

E.g., A: 〈quietly〉 yes 〈/quietly〉 〈whispers〉 i know 〈/whispers〉 〈with pseudo American accent〉

have a nice day 〈/with pseudo American accent〉.

Some of the most common features marked in this way are:

〈drawls〉 〈/drawls〉 〈exhales〉 〈/exhales〉 〈laughs〉 〈/laughs〉

〈inhales〉 〈/inhales〉 〈paraphrases〉 〈/paraphrases〉 〈quickly〉 〈/quickly〉

〈quietly〉 〈/quietly〉 〈reads〉 〈/reads〉 〈shouts〉 〈/shouts〉

〈sighs〉 〈/sighs〉 〈sings〉 〈/sings〉 〈whispers〉 〈/whispers〉

〈with pseudo language accent〉 〈/with pseudo language accent〉

〈with silly voice〉 〈/with silly voice〉
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Note that 〈laughs〉 〈/laughs〉 is used when laughter occurs over an utterance (to indicate

voice quality where laughter and speech are co-extensive), e.g., “〈laughs〉 oh i can be

like that too 〈/laughs〉”.

As seen in point 10. Paralinguistic Anthropophonics, normal laughter, i.e., when it

does not occur over an utterance, is marked 〈O〉laughs〈/O〉. Note that as with overlap

markup, markup of this type encompasses the whole word, even if the tag does not

apply to that whole word (e.g. “〈laughs〉 yesterdayo 〈/laughs〉” and NOT “〈laughs〉 yester

〈/laughs〉 day”).

source: Holmes et al. (1998, p. 36-40)
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B

Appendix 2: CLAWS features

DD1 singular determiner (e.g. this, that, another)

DDQ wh-determiner (which, what)

II general preposition

JJ general adjective

NN1 singular common noun (e.g. book, girl)

PPH1 3rd person sing. neuter personal pronoun (it)

PPIO1 1st person sing. objective personal pronoun (me)

PPY 2nd person personal pronoun (you)

RR general adverb

TO infinitive marker (to)

UH interjection (e.g. oh, yes, um)

VBI be, infinitive (To be or not... It will be ..)

VBZ is

VD0 do, base form (finite)

VH0 have, base form (finite)

VM modal auxiliary (can, will, would, etc.)

VV0 base form of lexical verb (e.g. give, work)

VVG -ing participle of lexical verb (e.g. giving, working)

VVI infinitive (e.g. to give... It will work...)

VVN past participle of lexical verb (e.g. given, worked)

XX not, n’t

ZZ1 singular letter of the alphabet (e.g. A,b)

souce: http://www.comp.lancs.ac.uk/ucrel/
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